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Hurtle power -

Hr Turtle hype?
DTP made easy
Beginners start here

Pilot a Booing 767
simulator - or win tho

top ProFlight packago

9'770952ll300008l

Please Read: Terms of Said.
We are the longest established Atari dealer in the UK. We have developed
an extensive customer service policy which means that we test all
Hardware/Software prior to despatch to ensure that goods arrive in
working order Although our prices are not always the cheapest we do
endeavour to offer consistently good service and backup. This isn't just
our opinion, we were voted 'Best Dealer 198ST by the readers of ST World
magazine, not lor 'the number of boxes shifted~. but for quality service.

adbroke

Dmputing
International

On Site Warranty: We have recently changed our backup programme by
offering 12 months on site warranty as an extra with all ST's therefore
giving the customer a wider range of options. We already offer on site
warranty on all Star printers and Philps monitors listed at no extra charge.
Al prices are correct at copy date 06/12/90. and are subject to change
without prior notice. All prices are accurate while stocks last Phone for up
to date prices. Al prices include VATthere are no hidden extras
IWYSWYG). Delivery (in Mainland UK) is tree, on orders over £100 (add

12 Months On Site Warranty,
featuring 24 hour response time
is available as an option on all
ST's for just £29.99 extra.

£10 lor next day courier delivery. All prices available on Mai Order Shop
orices may differ

520STFM Discovery Pack

E 279.99

AT 12Mhz Desktop

520STE Turbo Pack
1Mb STE Turbo Pack
2Mb STE Turbo Pack
4Mb STE Turbo Pack

£
£
E
£

AT 12Mhz VGA Mini tower 40Mb

Plus pack: ten games, J/stick. Dustcover
Lynx + California games
Portfolio pocket PC

£ 30
£ 129.99
£ 199.99

369.99
399.99
474.99
549.99

a

A500 Batman Pack
A500 Screen Gems

£369.99
£369.99
£30

Plus pack
Includes Tenstar. Photon paint II. joystick.

mouse mat

£449.99
£799.99
£499.99
£849.99
£699.99
£1099.99
£1129.99
£1194.50
£1599.99
£1699.99
EPOA
£99.99
£299.99

AT 16Mhz Desktop
AT 16Mhz VGA Mini tower 40Mb
386SX Mini tower

386SX VGA Big tower CK66 40Mb
386SX-20 VGA Mini tower 40Mb
386-25 VGA Mini tower

386-25 VGA Big tower CK66 40Mb
386-33 VGA Big tower CK590 40Mb
486-25 VGA Big tower CK590 210Mb
Mono Monitor
VGA Colour Monitor

PC Emulators
PC Speed. XT Emulator
AT Speed, AT Emulator

£99.99

£199.99
£199.99

ATOnce. AT Emulator

Diagnostic service £15
Our Engineers can repair ST's and Amigas in minimum lime at competeeVe rates. Wb atao offer a
diagnostic service tor which the customer is grven a quote for the total cost of repairing tie machina

ROM switch + TOS 1.4 £49.99

Q Realtime mix-down via mouse.

Thisswirriififcwrstwoseisof STTOWstobefittedtoanSTands^

competabiity withal software. Machinesmust have TOS 109 n two ROMform rfax sockets are
fitted.no sobering is required. TOS 14 (2 ROMs) and two extra sockets are suppled.

Exchange ST PSLTs £59.99
We can offer futy compatible PSUs for STs at the price in exchange for the damaged PSU Our
engineers can fit any STFM memory upgrades for £20. We can also fit SWMs, TOS. Bitter chips.
PSUs for just £t). Phone for detail

Q Realtime scrolling arrange window.
Q 11 levels of quantise, including humanise.

Q Pipeline/Module system.
Q Loop record.

Master
«•»**»/» rtr%

Q Midi soft keys.

o

£129.99

Q Works on 1040STF(M)(E)

I^gW

Mkfetudk) is a 20 track sequencer which can operate on a

«UnaC-8!9P

itanrl,aMr-aQQ

C219.89

C249.99
24Pinpnhtar
222cps

7 Colour printer

Q 100 tracks storage. 20 tracks playing simultaneously.
Qi 240 ppq resolution.

_ a

V

BuhUuE&JeuK

••>

24 Pin printer
222 cps

Colour * mono ribbon suppted
226 cps

5 Resident LQ fonts

5 Resident LQ fonts

5 Resident NLQ fonts

Accepts font cartridges

Accepts font cartridges

Bottom feed

Bottom feed

Bottom feed

Push or put tractor feed
Paper parking

Push or pii tractor feed
Paper par king,

Push or put tractor feed
Paper parking

StarLC24/10

£209.99

Star Laser BOB. 2Mb RAM

£189999

StarLC-tt

£189.99

StarUC-OMkl.

£16999

Citizen Swift 24 ph

£31999

Citizen t20f>

£13999

520STFME). in medium res. Mkfetudk) is an easy to use. tow
cost ^traduction to Mkf musk: compcerbon.

«tar LC24- 2QO Colour

Al Star Printers carry 12 months on site
warrantyCMBinland UK).Al printers include
BM Centronics cable Rxne for ribbons.

paper and printer stands.

64K buffer 3 input switch

£79.99

258K buffer 3 input switch

£149.90

Now you can use your ST to send faxes. Uses a futy featured modem so you
can also access Bulletin boards and commercial communication systems.

Q

Fuly Hayes compatible modem

Q
Q

Auto dial/ Auto answer
300/1200/2400 Baud

•

Mix text and graphics.
Cannot receive faxes.

£200

We are the UK Distributor of ttrn I antnnh Network

Atari SM124 Hi-res Mono monitor

£

Philips 8833 MK HColour. Stereo monitor

£ 249.99

Cmdr 1084S Colour monitor * limited offer * £

Philips 15" FST TV

109.99
269.99

£ 269.99

Q Uses Cartridgeport
Q10 Megabitper second data transfer rate.
Q Up to 200ft between STa

• Anycomputercan be configured as a server to share, Hard, Floppy, RAM aiaks
and Centronics printer.

The philips IS" FST Tv includes: remote control Scart input. 60 tuner preseta sleep
timer and FastexL Al displays include Scart cable. Deduct £10 from Monitors only, if
bought with computer. The Phiipe 8833 comes with fuJ 12 months on site warranty.

Lantech

server
and £3/4.QQ
node

Lantech
Add-on-Kit

£179.99

o

I&38-*
We use only top quality, brand new. CDC or Quantum mechanisms.
We use American Military Standard quantum mechanisms in some of our Hard drives which are very high
quality and come with a 2 year manufacturers warranty (from date of manufacture)
42HD-42Mb 11ms New Price Only£ 399.99
Oniy£ 399.99
45HD/25 - 45Mb 25ms
84HD - 84Mb 24ms
Only£ 579.99
111HD - 111Mb 15ms
Only£ 699.99
211HD - 211Mb 15ms
Only£ 1099.99

We can assemble any of above Hard drives

Q Autoparking 3.5" mechanisms.

•

Q Ri metal case suitable as monitor stand,
rj On/off button and DMA device selector
Q[ mounted on front

Q Up to M GEM partitions(255 with

Integra! PSU

•

• DMA Out port for daisy chaining.

Compatible with emulators such as
Spectre GCR. AT Once.
TOS 14X up to 1Gigabyte in size
Selection of Accessories/boot
partition with boot edtor.

Q MeoBdrive controller, low power,controte—,Q Backup & utility software provided.

up to8 SCSI drives,

r\n

"CO'
rtc«*

with ICD boards which include a clock

configured as DMA device Number 6 for an

c#

extra £15

Phone for other capacities

ce«

Amiga boards

STE SIMM's

Includes Enable/Disable switch

512K SMM's upgrade £39.99
2Mb SIMM's upgrade £119.99
4Mb SIMM's upgrade £23939

512K upgrade board £34.99

MCS Mouse (ST) 270 Dpi microswitched
£ 20.99
GokJen Image Mouse (ST or Amiga) 290 Dpi, microswitched £ 20.99
That's a Mouse (ST and Amiga)
£ 24.99

290 Dpi, microswitched, Switchable between ST and Amiga
Contrack Bal (ST or Amiga) Trak ball
Topstar Joystick

£ 34.99
£ 23.95

Golden Image Hand scanners (ST or Amiga)
£ 224.99
Golden Image scanners feature 100,200,300,400 Dpi resolution

512K board with clock £39.99

5CKSTFM16or4chipkJt £ 39.99 512KSTboaro>chips.kit

2MbSTbc«ru-*chips,kit
TOS 14 kit(6 or 2 ROM's)

E 59.99

E 15999 4MbST boaroVchips, fitted E 344.99
E 3999 STFMBitterchip, kit
E 39.99

Please check the configuration of yourmachine withourstaff beforeordering any upgrade. See
service centrefor fitting charges. Al upgrades carried outby ourservice centrecany a 90 days
partsandlabour guarantee. Please addC150P&P for upgrades priced under EO0.

105mm scanninghead, 64 grey scales and Excellent"Migraph Touch up"
software.

Forget Me Clock
40 disk box, bckabie
80/100 disk box lockable

£ 24.99
E 6.99
£ g.gg

Mouse Mats

from

£

5.99

"Power of the Mac, without the price.
Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Q Supports Hard drive and second floppy.
Q Compatible with STE, Stacy.

Spectre GCR
With 128K ROM's

Q 30% Digger screen area than Mac Plus.
Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

3

200 Dpi scanner.
16 grey scales or Back/White mode.

S7" or Amiga Version

high quality thermal image printer.

£449.99

Q Acts as photocopier.
Q Works with ST, Amiga, PC
requires Mb RAM
Q Amiga version includes Photon Paint I
Q Comes complete with software, cable,thermalpaper.
Q Thermalpaper available ex-stock at E7.99 per rol

We are the consistently longest serving supplier
?o

PC version * board

£479.99

£369.99

Q Software upgrades available.
Q Send SAE for Spec'sheet.

"> a

JO.

Bulk Sony or Kan

The MGscannerisa device forscanning photocopied
material at horizontal resotufionB of up to 1000 Dpi on«i ST.

QlY.

LQQSe.

when UBBd inconjunction with an Epson compatibleprinter.

10

O

CUMAHA

£

5.99 £

6. 99

£69.99

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£64.99
£64.99

The Cumana ST infernal drive requires the STs case to be modified (fuf

nstructjons suppled).The external ST driveis a high quaity,aim. quiet drive which
comes complete with integral power supply and ao does not draw power fromthe
ST which could cause problema Add E3 P&P for drives.

Boxed in 10's
xlO

Ryfoniblu*

piuticbox
Lockxbfc,

due box

xlOO

Lockibk,

due box

due box

Ladbroke Computing International as a tracing nameof Walton Markethg
Limited AHtrade marks recognised

£

34.99

£ 84.99
£ 125."

disks carry an unconditional lifetime guarantee. Please add75p
P&P for each 10 disks.

You can phone your Access or Visa card details or

33 Ormskkk Road. Preston. Lancashire. PR12QP Open Monday to Saturday
&30am to 5:00pm. Phones answered from9.00am. Deafer enquirieswelcome.

9.49

All bulkdisks are top quality Sony or Kao. not cheap seconds. All

How to Pav

send a cheque/postal orders made payable -**•*•
to Ladbroke Computing International. Please'
allow sufficient clearance time for cheques. •

£

lochia x40

£ 20.99 £26.99
100 £ 48. 99 £57. 99
150 £ 66.99 f OOaJ .99h«„
faockxhfc
40

CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

Sony Brand

Boxed

,adbroke

Omputing
International

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
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NEWS AND FEATURES EDITOR:

John (guess who?) Butters
TECH/DISK WRITER:

Simon (sorry, I won't be in today)
Lawson

THE GREAT PRETENDER

17

WBHB
WKDDIlBr-DB

QUILLS AWAY

65

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it's a flight simulator.
Britania Airways lets Wing Commander Butters
loose with the controls of a Boeing 767 - well nearly.

Make your quill a thing of the past. It's hard to
believe, but after you've read this DTP feature your
life will be totally transformed. Well, your creative

Interested? Just read on...

tendencies are sure to be roused at least

PRODUCTION EDITOR:
Pam Norman

REVIEWS

DESIGN ASSISTANT:

Sue (quiet but deadly) Beattie

RE-INK
OCCASIONAL, JUST-IN-TIME, BETTER
LATE THAN NEVER ELECTRONIC ART:

Ian K Tindale (for it was he...)
CONTRIBUTORS: Giinter Minnerup,

Cyclops (Andy Mitchell),
Charles 'Wot Pseudonym?' Michael,
Mike Wigley, Nick Clarkson, Fielding
Hellish, Ian Waugh, Matthew Lodge,
Peter Phillips, Andrea Claire,

71

A small solution to a big problem. This ribbon
revitaliser saves your ribbons, saves you money and
saves the environment. Be green and rich. What
more could you ask for?

CALLIGRAPHER PROFESSIONAL

83

It's back, it's bigger and believe it or not, it's better.
Calligrapher, the word processor extraordinaire

bound to be a winner. And with that aerodynamic
shape and low price how can it possibly fail?

THAT'S PIXEL

98

Enhancement, not creation, is the object of this
graphics package. And it works. So go on be a devil
and add more life to your DTP than it's ever seen
before. Can you cope with the excitement?

makes a welcome return

James Nicholson
GROUP ADVERTISING MANAGER:

John Snowden 0625 859555
ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES:
Jean Gollner 0243 671149

RAM U P G R A D E 8 7
There comes a sad time in every user's life when the
memory in their ST just isn't enough. Well despair no
more, Evesham Micros comes to the rescue with its

solderless RAM upgrade board

Fax: 0243 672480
Andrea Fawkes 0625 859555

REPROGRAPHICS: Match Point

GOLDEN IMAGE DISK DRIVE

87

Can an upgrade really be cheap and easy?
The answer's 'yes' if you have a second disk drive,
which is now within the grasp of the masses. It's a
case of plug in and go

NEWSTRADE DISTRIBUTION:

Comag Magazine Marketing,
Tavistock Road,
West Drayton,
Middlesex UB7 7QE.

STAR PRINTER

91

On your marks, get set, print. The LC24-200, a
relative newcomer to the dot matrix printer race, is

Telephone: 0895 444055
PUBLISHED BY:

Interactive Publishing Ltd,
Europa House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Telephone: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

USERDISK February...27
DUIKFIHD.PRO

CHAIRMAN: Derek Meakin

MANAGING DIRECTOR: Hugh Gollner

I

Quick Find 1,5

S

1

The ST Disk Searcher

COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR: David Hirst
Ignar. A, Kolenko and Darek Mihocka

© Interactive Publishing

annEDrjuEiEllEIDID S

1991

No part of this magazine may be
reproduced in whole or in part without
written permission of the publishers.
While every care is taken to ensure
the material both printed and on the
disk is accurate, the publishers
cannot be held legally responsible for
any errors in articles, listings or
advertisements.
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Help
Execute

DEFENDER. GOING FROM ARCADE
SMASH HIT DIRECT TO COVERDISK

I«'l rile Info 1
1

1

Info

1

Exit

YOU'LL HAVE TO BE VERY, VERY
QUICK TO CATCH THEM...

NEWS

7

John Butters, dedicated newshound, delivers the

latest stories to your door - there's the Computer
Shopper Show, the TT and lots more...

WORLD SCENE

13

The world of computing is your oyster. It's all 1

happening in France, Germany and the USA, and HH
we were there so that you could be too

PLAYTEST

33 I

Will the Turtles be getting your cash or will you jjM**
become Captive? If these games don't get you
going one of the others is bound to

ART-WORK!

i.

OK, it's finally official. Charles Darwin's theory
was right, and to prove it the old chappie evolves
before your very eyes

PUBLIC SECTOR

-

-
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72
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This month, attend private lessons with John Butters
as he brings you the best in educational software
from the public domain

MASTERCLASS

88

The unwieldy DTP package Calamus just got wieldy
Prospective publishers proceed to the pertinent
page promptly...

INTERACTIVE RESCUE

>I
__L

93

The Silicon Service Supremo puts on a dashing pair
of green tights and then continuing with his strange
behaviour, solves your technical problems

ALL ABOUT

101

When is an ST not an ST? When it's a Mac of course.

-TV

X

The secret is emulation and this month you can
learn the secrets behind the secret

BEGINNERS

105

Waiter, bring me the menu. Discover everything you
ever wanted to know about the final two m'enus on

the ST. Continuing our series for absolute beginners
on using the ST...

MAIL

127

Who ever heard of anyone being earthed by their
ankles? We did and we've got the photo to prove it

ASPECTS
MIDI and Music doubles its size bringing you the |

deal filing cabinet for your music...Meet the new giri
n the class in Education. Null modem - that:

sounds painful! Fielding Mellish investigates in
Communications...Take a second look through
A/indows 3 in Emulation... Cyclops is back and

lappy - at last - in Adventures. Be guided ]
hrough Calamus with Desktop Publishing

MIDI AND MUSIC

114

EDUCATION

117

COMMUNICATIONS

119

EMULATION

121

ADVENTURES

123

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

125
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G ASTEIN ER
Unit 4, Fairways Business Park, Lammas Road,
Leyton, London E10 7QT

Sales 081-518 7676
111 ATA Dl 24 hr ans Phone
Fax 081-518 7585 J\\ f \ f \ K
Fax 081-884 2415
(Make your own

Computer (Packs
Atari 520 STE Power Pack

...£349

Atari 520 STFM Discovery

£269

520 STE Turbo Pack

...£349

Atari 1040 STE Extra Pack

£429

(Hard (Drive
GAS SCSI Host Controller

£69

(with software)
GAS Hard Disk Kit

(Includes case, controller & PSU)

Computers

Printers

Atari 520 STFM

...£269

Atari 520 STE

,£POA

Atari 520 STE (1 Meg)

£POA

Epson LX400
Epson LQ400

£POA

Atari 520 STE (2 Meg)
Atari 520 STE (4 Meg)
Atari 1040 STE

£POA

...£429

...£519

Mega 2

...£799
£1099

TT AVAILABLE NOW

Monitors
.£POA

Atari SM124
Atari SC1224

£172.50

...£269

Philips CM8833

£229

Quadram Multisync

£369

NEC 5D

,

JL^rWeS

Gasteiner 2x2 RAM Upgrades
up to 4 Meg
£59.95
Printer Cables

....£5.00

Diskboxes (80)

....£5.95

Diskboxes (40)

....£4.95

Monitor Switch Box

..£19.95

Twin Joystick ext. Cable..

Epson LQ550
Citizen 120D

£159

Original Atari

Citizen Swift 24

£295

Panasonic KXP 1124

£249

Panasonic KXP 1081

£159

StarLC-10

£179

Star LC-10 col

£209

Star LC 200

£POA

Star LC 24 200

£POA

£10

£1049

NEC Postscript

£1723
£799

£1435

Epson GQ1000

....£5.95

Rainbow TOS (fitted)

£99

Internal 3.5" DS Drives ...

£69

Replacement Drives

..£129

'.'.

£875
£1915

Atari 3.5" 1Mb Drive..

£69.95

Atari 5.25" 1Mb Drive

£109.00

GAS30Mb28MS

...£369

GAS 40 Mb 11MS

....£499

GAS50Mb28MS

....£439

GAS60Mb28MS

....£499

Optical Mouse 250dpi

£POA

GAS85Mb28MS

....£549

GAS 180Mb28MS

..£1299

Scanner with touch up
S/W 400dpi

£POA

£19.95

made to
order

Clocks

£10
£5
'.

Mouse Mats

£69

K-Spread4

£99

Logistix

£69

Prodata

Data Manager Pro
Superbase Personal 2
Sage Accountant

£99

(programming
Prospero Pascal

£74.95
£99
£99

Hisoft Basic

£58

GSTC

£14

Mark Williams C

£99

CSD Debugger

£39

PC-SPEED for STFM

£79

PC-SPEED for STE

£79

£129.95

Qrapftics
TimeworksDTP

AT-SPEED

Worlds first 286 Hardware PC

Emulator for the Atari ST and Mega
series of computers
£179

NEW!! Speed bridge for easy
connection to any Mega
£29.95

£68

Fleet St Publisher v3

£159

Pagestream
Easy Draw 2
Cyber Studio
Cyber Paint
Cyber Control

POA
£29

£39
£39
£49

Autoroute
NEO DESK V3

AT ONCE (286 processor) ....£189.95
Supercharger
POA

£89
£34.95

£24.95

£4.95

STOCK PLEASE PHONE

Music andSamplers

Apple Macintosh emulator. The
award winning product for the ST.

C-Lab Creator

POA

C-LabNotator

POA

Enables ST to read and write

Steinburg Pro 24

£140

Macintosh disks.

Cubase

Supports Hard Drives

£349

C-LAB Alpha

Please note: Prices may be subject to P & P charge. Please telephone to confirm

GASTEINER
Unit 4, Fairways Business Park,
Lammas Road, Leyton, London E10 7QT
Atari ST User

£59

£29.95
£49

PC-SPEED

SPECTRE GCR

Accessories
Sony disks per 10
Joysticks from

£59

Protext

ALL CYBER ACCESSORIES IN

NEW • NEW • NEW

Any other
capacities

£69

First Word Plus

The premier hardware PC emulator
for the Atari ST, STE and Mega
series of computers.

GOLDEN IMA GE

GI Mouse 290dpi

That's Write

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran

(Emulators

AT-SPEED

Allour drives incorporate

"'§n 4ual'ly mechanisms

Software (Business

Borland C

Laser (printers
Atari SLM 804

Panasonic 4420

^_

..POA

£179
£229
£399

HP Laser Jet 3
...£499
...POA

....£39

Ribbons

Monitor Scart Lead

HP Laser Jet 2P

NEC 3D

Toners (SLM804)..

£449

£POA

TT SELLING WELLDESPITE PROBLEMS
Only weeks after its UK release,
problems

with

incompatibility

between the new Atari TT and all

STs have been discovered. In the
last 12 months the machine has

undergone several changes to its
specification,
including
an
enhanced cartridge board, which
have caused the problems.
It is reported that Atari has

changed the port address on the
TT and so cartridges using a
specific address won't work. The
adjustments have led to some
difficulties, say manufacturers of
cartridges, most of whom havecreated separate versions of their
software for the new micro.
One

such

Expressworks

manufacturer

(0252

is

726255),

which found the ST version of its

leading computer aided design
package, DynaCADD, is
not
compatible with the TT.
The company has since devel
oped a separate cartridge for the
TT, which will sell for the same

Mike Dale of Signa Publishing
says his customers are "thrilled
to bits" with the new machine

Problems with the cartridge port
led to Spectre GCR's software
being rewritten

price as the ST version. Owners
of STs who are planning to
upgrade to the faster computer
are advised to contact Expressworks so that they may swap
their cartridges.
The Apple Macintosh emulator
Spectre GCR, which is available
in the UK from HiSoft, has also
been made compatible. The firm

believes that a simple change to
the software is enough to make
the emulator fully compatible with
the TT, and it was shown working
at the Las Vegas Comdex Show.
It's in the area of music and

said that the two machines were

never built to be compatible. He
said that because the ST and TT

run at different speeds there is

simply no way of making the two
machines compatible.
The problem, however, is
unlikely to be a major worry for
Atari. The new computer is
pitched at the desktop publish
ing market, which does not make
use of the port, and the number
of musicians expected to opt for
the

TT

rather

than

the

much

cheaper ST is very low.
Signa
Publishing

(0252

341600), a company well known
for its quality products such as
the desktop publishing package
Calamus, is the sole distributor
for the first batch of

TTs. The

company took delivery of them
recently and reported that within
weeks had shifted "quite a few".
Mike Dale, head of Signa Pub
lishing, reported that customers
were mainly small businesses
interested in using the computer
for desktop publishing but that
several had expressed an inter
est in using the machine for

MIDI software however, that seri

leisure software.

ous difficulties could arise. Many
music packages rely on the ST's
cartridge port and the future

tomers indicates that the TT is

of these on the TT is now uncer
tain.

The TT is now on sale and is selling well - mostly to small businesses.
Signa Publishing is at present the only distributor

expected to take a similar line.
Atari spokesman Peter Walker

Feedback from Signa's cus
doing well in day-to-day use.
Dale reported they were "thrilled
to bits" and that the only negative

Evenlode Soundworks, one of
the largest music software dis
tributors in the UK, says that
unless there is a great demand

a little noisy.
Many of those who are buying
the TT from Signa already have

for the packages on the TT, they

copies of Calamus, which gives

won't be selling converted soft
ware. And other companies are

a firm indication that several are

comment was that the sound was

upgrading from the ST.

CONSOLE RUMOURS CONTINUE
Rumours continue to circulate regarding the
Atari games console, code-named Panther. A
recent report in the industry newspaper
Computer Trade Weekly claimed that despite
early reports the machine, which has been
under development for more than a year, will
not be ST compatible.
Atari is believed to be aiming the console
at the top end of the market, and recent

reports suggest that it will have considerably
better sound and graphics capabilities than
Commodore's Amiga.
A sneak preview of an early version of the
console will be given to a select few, behind
closed doors at the Computer Entertainment

Show to be held

in Las Vegas shortly.

'USER'S sources indicate that an on-sale date

at some time next autumn is most likely. In

December,

firmed

several

software

to 'USER that

they

houses con

had

already

received pre-production models of the
console, although the latest official report
says they have yet to appear.
The price is still to be fixed and Atari con

tinues to claim that it doesn't know anything
about Panther. No doubt the industry specu
lation will continue for many months.
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ATARI ST USER has been named the official

UK sponsor for the prestigious European
Computer Leisure Awards to be held later this
year. The magazine will be responsible for
nominating entries in categories involving the
ST on behalf of the UK.
The winners will be announced at a cere

mony to be held at one of London's leading
nightclubs on the opening day of the Euro
pean Computer Trade Show, where a senior
journalist from 'USER will join representatives

from other top European computer titles on
the panel of judges.
The editorial team of 'USER will nominate

entries based on what's happening in the UK
in a total of five non-games/technical excel
lence categories including best art package,
best music package, best home education
package, best home productivity package
and the most innovative peripheral of the
year.

The April trade show is set to become the
launching ground for many new products, fol
lowing last year's event which saw nearly 100
new products released. This year's show
theme will be multimedia, with one hall dedi
cated to the latest developments in the enter
tainment sector from around the globe.
Michael Meakin, head of show organiser
Blenheim Database Exhibitions said, "We are

delighted that Atari ST User has decided to

ATARI

PROFITS UP
Atari recently announced net profits of $6
million for the first nine months of last year.
During the same period in 1989, the comp

uter giant recorded a loss of $1.8 million and
so it appears that the company has over
come the problems it encountered when it
bought the troubled Federated Stores chain.
Sales for the months up to September
1990 had increased by only $6.6 million
compared to the previous year, rising from
$253 million to a new figure of $259.6 million.

Last year's trade show saw 100 new products and the April event is set to be another launch pad

join us as the official UK sponsor in its market
sector for the second annual awards.

"As the premier magazine in its field in the
UK, its presence adds much to the credibility
of the awards which are now accepted as the

definitive accolades for the computer enter
tainment industry in Europe."
The European Computer Trade Show is to
be held at London's Business Design Centre
between April 14 and 16, 1991.

GO FASTER CARD
Increasing the speed of the
ST is the aim of many who
use their computers mostly
for 'serious' applications,
such as desktop publishing
or computer aided design.

needing to reboot. AdSpeed
has a 32K RAM cache which

is

separated

data/instruction

into

16K

cache

of
and

new processor themselves
can have the board fitted by
Silica Systems, for a small
extra cost.

Expect AdSpeed to cost

16K of cache tag memory.
All reading and writing is

£99.95. In the same range

One new product to come

done through the cache to

from ICD comes AdRAM -

from a leading distributor of

save even more time.

you guessed correctly - a

ST products, Silica Systems
(081-309 1111), is AdSpeed.

As a replacement for the
ST's original 68000 CPU

RAM board. It's currently in
the final stage of develop
ment and is expected to be
on sale at any time now. The
price is yet to be finalised.

From the American com

board, the card doesn't use

pany ICD, this is an acceler

jumper wires. Interested par

ator

ties who don't wish to fit the

card

that

boosts

the

speed of the ST from 8MHz
up to 16MHz.
The company says that
the board will work with any
machine from the 520ST up,
including Stacy, and is avail

able immediately.
To ensure full compatibility
with existing ST software the
card has an 8MHz mode,
which lowers the machine's

speed

without

the

user

• • •"fflWW
ICD's AdSpeed is set to compete against existing acceleration
products such as Hypercache, pictured above

DO YOU KNOW SOMETHING WE DON'T?

B0399

The ST was responsible for much of Atari's
success last year, Will it be the TT in 1991?

Atari ST User

Although 'USER has scores of contacts in the
ST world, we still need your help.
The magazine will pay for leads and tip
offs used in these pages. If you have some

really hot news, ring John Butters on the
newsdesk now, on 0625 878888.

Of course, all information supplied will be
treated in the strictest of confidence.

YES!!!
THERE IS A SANTA CLAUS
THE ULTIMATE BUNDLE
CREATES A HARD
BARGAIN

SUPERCHARGER 1 .4,
THE EXPANDABLE PLUG-IN MS-DOS
CO-COMPUTER + 40 MEG SERIES 900
HARD DRIVE
(ST FORMAT 92% RATING)

FOR THE UNBELIEVABLE
PRICE OF £549.00
INCLUDING VAT

Condor
COMPUTER
CONDOR TRADING LIMITED

6 BACCHUS HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK
ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE RG7 4QW

TELEPHONE: (0734) 810066 FAX: 819791
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ARChi ve
Can you remember what happened on
the ST scene this month, all those years
ago? Well here's the full story...

LYNX PRICE FALLS
The price of the Atari hand
held games computer, Lynx,
has been slashed by £50.
The computer giant has
recently spent more than £2
million on support for the

FOUR YEARS AGO

machine, which continues to

A re-housed version of the ST - with a
few extras - was unveiled at the Con

include nationwide television

sumer Electronics Show. The Mega ST
became available as a one megabyte,
two megabyte and four megabyte
machine... Also at the show was the

Atari laser printer and the third party
companies included Microsoft which
was showing Write... ST prices fell by as
much as 25 per cent... Robtek reduced
prices on many of its ST products and
launched others including a cartridge
expander which enabled up to three car
tridges to be plugged into the port at

elected

to

make

an

product in the form of a price

drop," said Peter Staddon,
marketing manager for Atari
at the Slough office.

advertising.
The company says the
price drop is the result of
lower than expected sales in
the High Street this year,
which resulted in Lynx failing
to meet stiff targets. Atari
attributes this to the current

slow-down
in
spending
caused by continuing high
interest rates.

"As we are committed to a

market strategy which calls
for

once...

have

increased investment in the

an

installed

base

of

100,000 Lynx systems, we

Lower than expected sales have led to a price reduction of
£50 for Atari's hand-held games computer, Lynx

THREE YEARS AGO
Atari announced record sales figures in
the third quarter of its financial year...
What was described as a budget-priced
hard drive was released by Silicon Sys
tems. The 20 megabyte unit cost £549...
The Abaq (later called ATW) supermicro
based on the Inmos transputer chip was
shown as a prototype at the Comdex
Show in Las Vegas... The introduction of
TOS 1.09 caused a compatibility scareAtari pulled out of the Federation
Against Software Theft, apparently
because the firm is mainly a hardware
manufacturer...

TWO YEARS AGO
Version 3 of Kuma's spreadsheet pack

age K-Spread was let loose onto the
market...

Doing

machine,

well

as

Afterburner

a

coin-op

was

finally

ANOTHER FAIR
PLANNED
As the third 16-bit Computer Fair got under
way, Westminster Exhibitions (081-549 3444)
was already preparing for the fourth event.

At the beginning of 1990, Evesham Micros
(0386 763500) moved its workshop and
administration into new premises in the

To be held at Hammersmith's Novotel Hotel

Worcestershire town of Evesham. This com

in mid-July, the show will continue to be an
ideal event for ST users wanting to try out the
latest goodies for their computer before part
ing with money. The event will take place
between July 11 and 14, 1991.

plemented three retail showrooms the firm
was already operating, one of which was on
Bridge Street in Evesham. Best known for its
popular range of replacement disk drives
and memory upgrades, Evesham found itself
quickly outgrowing the old premises.
Work on expanding the St Richards Road
head office is now complete. As a result, the
Bridge Street showroom has been closed

But before that, the same firm will be hold

ing a show for computer musicians. Sched
uled for late April, the second MIDI Music
Show already has confirmed bookings from
top manufacturers such as Yamaha, Roland
and Korg. Again, the venue is the Novotel
Hotel and it will run between April 26 and 28,
1991.

launched for the ST and went straight
into the Gallup chart at number one...
Also new for the ST was a range of A3

plotters from Roland Digital and once
again figures showed the ST taking
quite a large chunk of the home comp
uter market... The alternative ST Desk

top, NeoDesk, was upgraded to version
2 which was faster and had graphics
changes...

EVESHAM MICROS
MOVE

and the operation moved to the new exten
sion. Director of Evesham Micros, Richard

Austin, said that the new premises offer more
office and customer car parking space.

CURRYS TO SELL ST
Another leading High Street
chain has given Atari a boost
with its decision to put the
ST and Lynx on the shelves
at 200 of its outlets. Currys is
the second major chainstore

Pack has been delivered to

the decision was made to

100 of Currys' city super

stock

stores and will be followed

than

shortly by its introduction to
100 High Street branches

Dixons.

made to continue stocking
the Discovery Pack through
out the coming summer, but
continue to

the Queen's

John Menzies went back

throughout the country.
Dixon's buying director,
Alan Dickinson, told 'USER
that many people walk into

Speech at the opening of Parliament
which didn't give notice of anti-hacking
legislation proposed by a Law Commis
sion report a few months earlier... The
Computer Shopper Show held at Alexan

to
Atari
products
only
months after dropping them

the shops and ask specifi
cally for the Atari ST, and so

to decide to stock the ST in

ONE YEAR AGO
There was surprise at

dra Palace was a huge success with
more than 30,000 visitors... After disap

pearing from the UK market, Calligrapher reappeared on the Continent...
Frontier Software was the first company

to sell STE memory upgrades... Electric
Distribution slashed prices on many of
its imported products... One of the best
shareware utilities, QuickST, went com
mercial...
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recent months.

the

he was confident

store

has

been selling various home
computers since September
1990, stocking the Amiga at
its

branches.

The

ST

is

already being stocked at
Dixons, which is Curry's par
ent company. The Discovery

to

Yet another High Street chain takes the ST

it would

be stocked

their superstores.

in favour of the Commodore

electrical

rather

customers

No firm decision has been

Amiga and it's hoped that
Currys' decision will further
enhance the ST's position in
the marketplace.
The

machine

redirect

at

SHOPPER SHOW
A HUGE SUCCESS
The second Computer Shopper Show, again
organised by Blenheim Database (0625
879970) built on the success of 1989's event.
Nearly 250 exhibitors set up stands at the
Wembley Conference Centre for the four day

the art package, and a replacement mouse,
with the predictable name, That's a Mouse.

event

count

cessor and the latest serious flight simulator,

revealed that 40,000 visitors braved freezing

ProFlight, ready to be taken up to Mach 2. It's

fog, sleet, snow and rain to pack into the

based on the British Aerospace Tornado
which is one of the most advanced military

in

mid-December.

The

final

show's three exhibition halls.

Most types of home computer were repre
sented at the show with an imposing pres
ence of Atari-dedicated firms, including that

leading distributor of the ST, Silica Systems.
They gave away £5,000 worth of prizes
during the exhibition in a series of lucky dips
worth £200 a time.

ProFlight, a very realistic simulator, was a
huge success on the HiSoft stand

And for the serious user, a stroll to the
HiSoft stand was worthwhile. On show there
were WordFlair, the firm's new document pro

fighters around.
Included in the products on the Kuma
Computers stand was K-Spread 4, the latest
version of its highly successful spreadsheet.
New from Kuma was a clip-art library, which
consists of 13 disks at £29.95 each.

Images are supplied in .IMG and .MAC file

With one of the largest stands at the show,
Silica had all of its latest ST products on dis
play. ATonce from the German company Vor
tex was a huge success and the already pop
ular MegaPaint paint package was being
shifted in large numbers.

formats and there is a conversion program

New to the UK is the Dutch software house,

ST or TT to run applications at 8MHz and

Compo Software, which was making its first
appearance at a show. On its stand were
many of the company's new products includ
ing PC emulator, AT-Speed, its word proces
sors That's Write and Write ON, That's Pixel

which produces Degas, Degas Elite and
Neochrome formats.

Condor Computer was showing Super
charger, version 1.4. An emulator of IBM PCs,
Supercharger plugs into the DMA port of any
costs £299. Other hardware can also be con

nected to Supercharger, including SCplus
286/386 which turns the ST into a 286 or

286SX, but remaining fully AT-compatible.
The latest sound samplers Replay 8 and
Master Sound 2 were on Microdeal's stand.

Replay 8 has many features from the firm's
more expensive Replay Professional package
but has a much lower price tag, retailing at
only £79.95.

IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
The public domain section of the industry
was well represented. The South West
Software Library had its entire collection of
1,300 disks and the library's brand new cata

logue was being given away. The only Atari
TT on display was at the 16/32 PDL, and
ATonce, the PC emulator, went down well. It
was available from Silica Systems

The main exhibition hall. There was much to

interest the ST user - bargains and products

visitors were able to look at software running
on the new computer.
Other 'serious' companies present with a
collection of ST products were Arnor, Atari

Workshop, Digita International, Electric Distri
bution, Frontier Software, GFA Data Media
and Power Computing.

There were celebrity visits throughout the
show. One was by Captain Tim Lancaster, the
pilot of the British Airways BAC 1-11 who was
sucked through the windscreen of his aircraft
as it neared 17,000 feet last June. Tim had
recovered fully from his ordeal and was at

hand to show home flyers how to handle a
military jet.
For many younger ST fanatics, a stop at
the leisure stands was time well spent. Lead

jtfCottJewBC* Centre

ing software houses such as Ocean and Arc,
the software arm of Atari, showed off their

latest shoot-em-ups, and many mail order
companies had huge discounts on the bestselling games.

Visitors faced some of the worst weather for three years, but they still turned up in droves

All in all, it was another hugely successful
event organised by Blenheim Database that
managed to cater for everybody's interests.
The next Computer Shopper Show will take
place between May 10 and 12, 1990 and is
to be held at Alexandra Palace, London.
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Distinctly Digita
Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed in the press,
Digita produces a range of powerful, lowcost software for the home and business user
DGCALC

MAILSHOT

FINAL ACCOUNTS

The fastest and most powerful spreadsheet available in this
price bracket, with512rows by 52columns, givingyou up to
26624cells. As withall Digitaproducts,the operation of the
program is clearly thought out. Being either menu, mouse or
command driven you'll be able to start using it within minutes
- even ifyou've never used a spreadsheet before. Some of
the features which make it such good value are the exporting
of ASCII files for integrationwithother programs, adjustable
column width and text overflow, programmable function keys
(macros), and a unique windowingfacility,so that you can
look at different parts of a sheet at the same time.-.-_ _ _

Ifyouever need to send out mailingsor printlabels, you
knowhowfiddlyand time-consumingitcan be makingsure
all the labels are printed correctly.Wellnow all that's a thing

The program willtake informationprepared byCashbook
Controllerand produce a complete set of accounts including:
* Trial Balance ' Trading and Profit and Loss Account

of the past. Because Mailshot actually shows you the labels
on screen, you can type names and addresses in exactly the
correct place. But more than that, the labels are animated on
screen as a continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll
backwards and forwards, to search for particular keywords or

* Balance Sheet ' Notes to the Accounts

£39.95

to edit entries with the minimum of fuss. Facilities include

searching, detectionof duplicate labels, sorting (even
surname!) 9 labels across, 999copies of any label. This has
to be the simplest and most effectivemethodofcreating a
mailshot available.

__ _

" Full Accountingratios.
Allreports may be produced at any time, with
comparative/budgetfigures ifrequired. The facilityto
produce these documents quickly,accurately,and regularly
is of enormous help in running any business, large or small,
since one shows the true profitabilityachieved, and the other
the exact strength of the business in terms of assets and
liabilities.
___ __.

E-TYPE

old typewriterout of the cupboard and dust itoff.Wellnot
anymore. The Emulated TYPEwriter transforms your
computer and printer into a fully fledged typewriter,
supporting bold, underline, italic and other type-styles.
Because it can display and print text INSTANTLY you can line
up your form, press Return and Space a few times to move to
the correct place, and then start typing. Alternativelyyou can
switch to line-by-line mode, which offers word-wrap,
justificationand proportional spacing, so that you can edit

each line before it'sprinted.

r*oo ac

MAILSHOT PLUS
Advanced version of Mailshot for the business user with the

£49_g5

'©/

I CLASSIC INVADERS
Escape from executive stress with the classic space invader

following extra facilities:
* integration withother software (using ASCII files)
' column/tabulated summary (ideal for telephone lists, etc)
"4extra memo lines per label (withdefaults) ' system for
coding, dating and adding messages to each label
' different layouts available for horizontal and vertical

judication. .

«U$

£29.95

__

£24.95

Do you ever have to print names and addresses at awkward
places on envelopes, or do you ever need to fill in tricky
forms or invoices where the text has to be in exactly the right
place? Usually you have to do it by hand, or get your trusty

*®m

"JlwtttlywiM,,

£14.95
/if P<-«H r~
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PHARAOH III
Based on the classic gameplay of Galaxians, this original and
unique game recreates the mystical atmosphere of ancient
Egypt and the Pharaohs.
_

wm&
3?

DAY-BY-DAY
An excellent way to gel organised. Withit you'll be reminded
of birthdays and other anniversaries, meetings and
,appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As with all

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER
Are you absolutely sure your taxman is doing his job
correctly? Plan your own tax withease, this menu-driven
program willcalculate your incometax liability(4tax years
included) and provide pertinent facts about your tax position.
Youcan perform 'what-if?' calculation to discover ways to
minimise your tax liability.Infact, the program willadvise
you on things such as, ifyou are a married man, whether it
wouldbe advantageous to have your wife's incometaxed
separately or not. Atthis price who knows, you willprobably
find that PTP willpay for itself in tax savings the first time you

Digitaproducts, inputtinginformationis simplicityitselfand,
once entered, you can search for keywords or for particular
events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.
Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a
glance. For less than £30 this is the ideal way to make sure

you never miss that important occasion again!

t-J
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use it!
•• STOP PRESS "

July '89- PTPuser receives tax refundof over £2,000!!

&

£39.95

DAY-BY-DAY
An excellent way to get organised. With it you'll be reminded
of birthdays and other anniversaries, meetings and
appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As withall
Digitaproducts, inputting information is simplicityitself and,
once entered, you can search for keywords or for particular
events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.
Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a
glance. For less than £30this is the ideal way to make sure

you never miss that importantoccasion again!

0*ft nc

HOME ACCOUNTS

if I'I'Nfc

Ideal for both home users and small business. Simple to use,
this package willkeep track of all your finances and cater for
10 types of income (e.g. Bank,credit card) and 60 types of
expenditure (e.g. rates, mortgage, gas, food), with optional
budgeting and forecasting. The program will handle Standing,
Orders and Direct Debits, and automatically warn iffor

example,Bankcharges are likely, or ifyouhave exceeded:your credit limit. With the comprehensive reporting and
graphics facilities you can even produce your own monthly
Bank/Credil card statements! Once you've used Home

a<""" ESS,R ««S»casft «-<•eZ he m°*

-^^^^

Accounts, you'll wonder howyouevy#jg|

£24.95
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Available to the trade from:

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,
HB Marketing, Lazer,

&9.9S

Leisuresoft, R & R, SDL.

• HOW TO ORDI

DIGITA
INTERNATIONAL
//

Serious software at a sensible price"

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Post: Digita International Ltd
Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon

EX8 1JL England
AllSoftware written in the UK. Prices include VAT &P &P (add £2.00 for export)

Fax: 0395 268893

world news
All the news that's fit to print from
around the globe. Hardware, software
and news of the TT...

BIG PUSH FOR TT
IN GERMANY
After

years

rumours,

al

false

of

sever

starts

and launches at

the
Dusseldorf
Atari Shows in 1989 and 1990,

pressure from cheap IBM PC
clones, the Apple Macintosh and
even the Commodore Amiga.
It's good to see therefore,
that

Atari

Deutschland

has

the fabled TT is finally with us.
At its current price of well over

apparently decided to take the
bull by the horns and launch a
huge marketing offensive around

£2,000 it may be a bit over the

the newly launched TT.

top as a games machine. But for

DTP

graded to Atari System Centres,
and can offer fully qualified user
support. And full-page adverts
are appearing in mass circulation
glossies - albeit in black-and-

cant sales of the TT, software
houses will not bother to invest in

mood of German ST owners.

serious market.

The ST was - and still is, of

course - hugely popular as a
home and games computer, but
its penetration of the business
and professional sectors has
remained very limited in most
countries, especially the Englishspeaking world.
The real home of the 'serious

ST' is Germany, Atari's biggest

single market - now even bigger
following reunification of East
and West.

Centres

have

been

Just look at this example from
Der Spiegel, Germany's leading
weekly news magazine. "Great
news must be displayed promi
nently", shouts the headline, only
to be followed by a sea of small
print giving detailed technical
specifications and suggested
applications in the sciences,
computer aided design, desktop
publishing and MIDI.
There is also an

interesting

emphasis on the use of emula
tors to run a variety of alternative
operating systems (including
UNIX) and on the TT's built-in

..
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Spitzentechnologie
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m=&

preiswert"

translates roughly into the more
familiar "power without the price"

under which the original ST was

our own future supplies of first

fleet of monochrome 1040s and

class

Megas has come under growing

upgrades may depend on it.

software

and

.-

•

A ATARI

networking capabilities.
The slogan "... wir machen

launched. Let's hope the German
campaign is a great success -

will be largely decided in
Germany where Atari's ageing

•....

white to match the monochrome

large established

the

...,-...

•

up

user base there, the TT's future

Given

....

•..•••

Existing Atari dealers and Atari

they can't at present afford the
TT's price tag, the success of
Atari's latest stab at the high-end
sector of personal computing will
be very important.
Quite simply, without signifi

TT will make or break Atari in the

...

,.-•••

..

serious users of the ST, even if

further development of their
existing range of ST products, let
alone new ones exploiting the full
power of the machine. It's surely
no exaggeration to say that the

GR0SSE NEUIGKEITEN
MUSS MAN GROSS BRINGEN.

hardware

When translated, the headline reads "power without the price"
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No More
Out Of

Memory'
Headaches
With Frontier Software's Xtra-RAM, you can do
away with those nasty 'Out Of Memory' messages
which seem to come up just when you are in a
hurry to finish your latest creation - whether it's a
page of desktop published brilliance, a piece of
superb artwork or a spreadsheet which contains
all of the information which your bank manager
has been demanding since last week.
No Need To Send Your ST Away

Upgrading the RAM memory of your Atari ST
(whether it's a 520ST, 520STM, 520STFM,

1040STF, 1040STFM, Mega 1ST or Mega 2ST)
usually means sending your ST away or doing a
large amount of delicate nerve-racking soldering
yourself. Frontier's Xtra-RAM is installed by you,
in your own home or office without the need for

any soldering whatsoever (The Xtra-RAM even
fits STs with surface-mounted MMU00 or RAM

chips)
Easy To Install - No Soldering

The installation process takes around an hour
(the Xtra-RAM simply plugs into two places
inside your ST) and is carefully explained in a
detailed 32 page manual which is written with the
non-technical ST user in mind. If you have any
problemsduring the installation process, Frontier's
technical staff are always available on the phone
to offer assistance.

No Need To Stop At 1MB

Most RAM upgrades leave you with your 72MB
ST upgraded to 1MBand that's it! Ifyou need any
extra memory at a later date you are expected to
go out and buy a Mega ST - Not so with the Xtra-

RAM. The Xtra-RAM has been designed to take
two sizes of industry-standard RAM memory
chips. With sixteen 256Kbit RAM chips the Xtra-

RAM will upgrade your V2MB Atari ST to 1MB,
making it totally memory compatible with the
1040ST and Mega 1ST. When you decide that
you need more memory you can change those
sixteen RAM chips for sixteen 1Megabit chips
(again with no soldering whatsoever) in around
ten minutes and your ST will be expanded to

RAM testing program (so that you know with
certa/nfy that your installation has worked), RAM
disk and printer spooler software.

2V2MB (520ST, 520STM, 520STFM, 1040STF,

The Xtra-RAM is supplied under Frontier's ten
day money back guarantee, which means that if
you don't like the Xtra-RAM, for any reason, you

1040STFM and Mega 1ST will be expanded to

272MB, Mega 2ST will be expanded to 4MB).
Totally Compatible

The extra RAM memory that the Xtra-RAM gives
you is totally compatible with all of your Atari ST
programs. The ST's memory controller chip 'logs'
in the extra memory and makes it available for
your programs. You will automatically get more
memory for DTP, word processing, MIDI, running
the Atari Laser printer and everything else that
you use your ST for.
• Software Included

Every Xtra-RAM upgrade is supplied with a free

Xtra-RAM Unpopulated
Xtra-RAM Populated to upgrade

£64.99

a72MBSTto 1MB (can
later upgrade to 272MB

' Satisfaction Guaranteed

simply by changing RAM
chips)
Xtra-RAM Populated with 16

can return it for a full refund within ten days of

1Megabit RAM chips

purchase. The Xtra-RAM also carries afull twelve
months' guarantee.

to upgrade keyboard STs

£79.99

and Mega 1STs to 272MB
and Mega 2STs to 4MB

£189.99

Available With Or Without RAM Chips

Frontier supply the Xtra-RAM in three ways:
(1) Unpopulated (with no RAMmemory chips, so
that you can purchase your own),

(2) Populated with 16 256Kbit RAM chips (taking
any 72MB ST to 1MB. This, of course, can
take your ST to 272MB whenever you wish
simply by changing to 1Megabit RAM chips)
(3) Populated with 16 1Megabit RAM chips (to

Allprices include VAT. Please add £2.30 postage and packing to
all orders under £120.00. Frontier accepts payment by Visa or
Access.

Available from your local dealer, or
direct from:

take any keyboardST or Mega1ST to 272MB
or any Mega 2ST to 4MB).

OOThe Xtra-RAM must be fitted to STs with surface-mounted MMU chips by Frontier Software. You can fit the Xtra-RAM to STs with
surface mounted RAMchips with no soldering as long as the MMUand Video Shifter chips are in sockets. Call Frontier for more details.

Frontier Software

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG2 OBE.
Telephone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.

STRONG ATARI
PRESENCE AT COMDEX
This year, the
Las
Vegas

internal sound is indeed stereo,

Comdex Show

suggesting that the amplifier and
speakers are no better than the

proved a big
launch pad for

mimrr.W/7//v>

W±

This means that you need to
use external amplifiers and

area

with

speakers if you want the clean,

the space being split between

loud, distortion-free sound that
the STE is capable of producing.

at

the

exhibition,

oriented products.
As reported in the news pages
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£300. In the States it's expected

Comdex

Show

saw

the

puter stole the show, but other
products were also unveiled for
the first time.

The 32MHz version of the TT

was making its first public
appearance in the States where,
until Comdex, people had only
been able to get a look at the

to retail at $399.

Among the 1,850 exhibitors at
the show, those of particular
interest included Gadgets By
Small which was showing its
Apple Macintosh emulator Spec
tre GCR, with version 3.0 of its
accompanying software.
Goldleaf
was
exhibiting
WordFlair 2

which includes an

integrated spell checker and is

older 16MHz version that never

due to sell for $149.95 at any

actually went on sale.

time now.

The TT also had the new Desk

top which has made its way into
Mega
STE
and
is
the
expected to be put into the
cheaper STEs in the near future.
Among other new products
from the computer giant was its
stereo

monitor,

the

SC1435,

which will eventually replace the
old SC1224 monitor.

The picture is every bit as

good as the smaller screen units
that preceded it, but comfortably
larger. From the outside, full
adjustments can be made for
picture size and centreing. The

If an IBM PC emulator was on

your shopping list then Talon had
many for you to choose from. All
are

available

in

the

UK

Star

Micronics,

Japanese

printer manufac
turer,
to

is aiming

further

the

success of its 9-pin printers in
Germany.

show in the UK has some of this

new equipment on display.

The firm's new LC-20 model

total of four different typescripts.
Retail price is DM548.

Higher up the Star range of
printers is the LC-200, costing
DM200 more than the LC-20. It

prints in full colour at speeds up
to 225 characters a second.
For those users who are seek

replaces the successful LC-10
and has a print speed of 180

ing a quality 24-pin printer at a
reasonable price, the LC24-200

characters per second.

is the one to buy.

The LC-20 printer, aimed at

Capable of up to 222 charac

both small businesses and the

ters

home

comes as either a mono or colour

user,

includes

a

paper

park function, an automatic
paper selection and provides a

a

second,

the

machine

model. The monochrome printer
costs DM1,000.

•

and

include PC-Speed, AT-Speed,
ATonce and Supercharger.
St Louis-based SoftLogik had
beta versions of its desktop pub
lishing package, PageStream
version 2, on show. Running in
colour on the TT, SoftLogik was
promising that the program
would be on sale by January.
Let's hope that this year's Atari

GERMANY'S STAR
the

inch

in last month's issue of 'USER,

Atari products the TT-like com

Goldleaf had several emulators at Comdex, one of which was AT-Speed

with

the

For most visitors interested in

The 32MHz version of the TT was shown for the first time in the US

Provided

screen, it's expected to remain in
the same price bracket - around

launch of Atari's new Mega STE.

1" 1

mono units.

Atari. The computer giant had
probably its largest ever floor

the firm's home and business-

i

but reports from Comdex are

DM1,000 buys you one of the higher-specification Star printers
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520STE Turbo Pack
has arrived!
Atari 520STE Computer Keyboard
512K built in Random Access Memory
Built-in 1 meg Double-Sided Disk Drive
Built-in TV Modulator

Superb 4096 Colour Graphics
8 Channel Digital Stereo Sound
Four Joystick ports
Light Gun/Pen Facility
MIDI inputs for music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
**ari Mouse and Joystick
and all connecting cables to get you up and
nning on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath
Blood Money
Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine

Anarchy
Outrun
Super Cycle

STOS Games Creator

Hyperpaint II - uses all 4096 colours!

mMMMMtiH

Music Maker II - uses the new stereo sound!

First BASIC Programming Language

TT r r r r r r T t

_tZZZ \ *
in'Force

aitable the 520STFM Discovery Pack!

Rock n' Ron

Trivial Pursuit

Asterix

Pipemania

Skweek

RickDangerous

Onslaught

Chess Player 2150

Live&LetDie

Metacomco BASIC

Mouse Mat

Totalpackageprice includes VATand Next Day Deliveryby Courier*
Don?delay- Odernew! 24HourCmditG*d Hotline Tefepho^(0908)37800B
only.
*E?

By Phone - Call our Credit Card
Order fine on (0908) 378008 and
quote your card number and
expiry date along with the
details of the goods you
require. We accept ACCESS,

Q

VISA, EUROCARD.
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new

Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.
By Mail - Simply write down
your requirments and send in
your order to us by post along
with a personal cheque,
bankers draft, building society
cheque or postal order made
payable to "DIGICOM
COMPUTER SERVICES LTD ".
*Please note:- Personal

cheques require 7 days
clearance before despatch.
| text Day r>&^'^Vyr^. Saturday

Ring or write in for our latest Atari catalogue listing
hundreds of products available for this versatile Home
Computer. We stock COLOUR PRINTERS, STEREO COLOUR
MONITORS, EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES, MEMORY
EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,Atari BOOKS.FRAME
GRABBERS, DIGITISERS, SCANNERS, WORD
PROCESSORS, DATABASES, SPREADSHEETS,
ACCESSORIES and of course hundreds & hundreds of

es and all at well below recommended retail prices!

team offer you the very best in customer after sales
•port with 12 month warranty on all Computer Hardware,
units are full UK specification with 30 day replacement

fvUrantee Oh faulty Items and FREE collection of the
defective units within this period. And should you ever
need any technical advice our experienced and helpful
staff are available on the telephone or in our showroom.
Remember - there are no hidden extras all prices are fully
ourier delive

he cost with our tinan-

DIGICOM
36X37Wharfs.de Watling Street

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Telephone (0908) 378008 - Fax (0908) 379700

Showroom Hours - Mon to Sat

arjOanvS^Opm
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Frequent Flyers
With his head in the clouds but his feet

firmly on the ground, John Butters looks
at the best in flight simulation on the ST

Atari ST User
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The outside of the flight simulator looks more like a large metal box than a piece of technology

Like most home computers, the ST has
seen its fair share of flight simulators.
But what role do flight simulators play in
the world of real aviation?

Civil and military pilots spend a consider
able amount of their time 'flying' with their
feet and the 'plane' firmly on the ground. All
go through rigorous classroom training in the
first part of their flying careers, but long
hours in the flight simulator are needed to
complete their education.
The pilots of airlines all over the world are
first taught how to handle aircraft in multimillion pound simulators. But after attaining
that coveted left-hand seat in the cockpit,
they must attend regular training sessions.
Externally, a simulator looks like nothing
more than a large box on hydraulic arms and that's very much what it is. But inside the
box is an exact replica of the cockpit layout.
With the aid of high-tech computers, the sim
ulator is programmed to behave exactly like
a real plane, so that pilots can practise flying
without risking either lives or aircraft.

pilots zero flight time training in 1988.
Only a few years ago, after finishing with
the Britannia Airways simulator and before
being let loose on commercial flights, pilots
had to go for further training on real aircraft at
Shannon Airport in Ireland. Now, admittedly
under extremely strict conditions, certain
pilots are able to convert from other types of
aircraft and go straight on to a fully-laden 767
heading for Palma.
By law, pilots must spend 16 hours a year
in the simulator and complete four exercises,
mainly involving flying with a single engine.
When on such training the flight deck is
manned as it would be on a flight, that is, with
a captain and first officer, or co-pilot as they
are often known.
Inside the simulator there

is

a

bank of

colour monitors beside scores of buttons.

The majority sold very well, triggering a flood

These are used by the instructor who chal
lenges pilots' skills by throwing before them
hazards such as engine fires or windshear one of the most dangerous weather condi

of others on to the market.

tions for aircraft.

Almost everything found in the 'real' simula
tors can be found on the home computer. Vital
dials are usually reproduced at the bottom
half of the screen and keyboard controls are
used for the undercarriage, flaps and power.
Generally, home flight simulations are much

The whole effect is extremely realistic.

The cockpit controls are identical to those

Every switch of the flight deck is reproduced
and flights can be simulated in all weather
conditions and at all times of day.

of a real Boeing 767 and the windows afford
an eerily realistic 180-degree view which add
to the total illusion. Different software pack
ages are available for every part of the world,

AIRLINE WORLD

making it possible for pilots to fly normal

large simulators the power to induce motion

One of the most up-to-date simulators in the
UK is housed at Luton Airport. Owned by the
leading charter airline, Britannia Airways,
and based on the Boeing 767, it's one of four
training computers operated by the airline
and was manufactured by Redifusion, which
makes models for many types of airliner.
It was manufactured for the company in
1984 at a cost of £8 million - the real plane

routes such as Manchester to Orlando, with

sickness.

out ever leaving Luton.

The real cockpit controls are impossible to
reproduce on any home computer - does
anyone have plans for a 767 cockpit add-on?

HOME FLYING

party operators.
Because it uses the most modern comput

This is all very well - very expensive
machines can train pilots - but what does all
this have to do with a £300 pound Atari ST?
Well, the short answer is that flight has
always been a fascinating subject - from
Icarus and his waxy wings to the awesome
Concorde - and the ST can provide anyone
with a very convincing illusion of the
experience of flight.

ing technology, and following lengthy tests
and retests by the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA), the simulator was among the first in
the country to receive certification to give

puters, software houses have done their best
to reproduce flight simulators - most fash
ioned on the performance of a fast military jet.

costs £50 million - and is in use almost 24

hours a day, either by airline staff or by third

-•

^*
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Ever since the introduction of home com

like commercial simulations such as Britannia

Airways' Boeing 767. Of course, they lack the
bumps, rocking and rolling which give the

But visually they are very realistic and many
of the incidents suffered by pilots, such as
engine failures, can be reproduced on an ST.

The only other things missing from most ST
simulators which appear in the commercial
ones are airfield approach lights and runway
lights in night-time flights.
Everything else is pretty much the same. If
you've ever flown your ST straight through a
hangar and thought that it wasn't very
realistic, think again.

Because of the way simulators are pro
grammed, even the 767 simulator lets pilots

hit the ground or fly straight through moun
tains or buildings - but it's impossible to
mistake the fact that it has crashed. You
can't cheat.

By 1982, the Sinclair ZX81 had software
which demanded a 16K RAM pack to be

plugged onto its back. It was called simply
Flight Simulator and was based on a light air
craft, probably a single-engined Cessna.
White dots on the all-black ground identified
the runway edges, and the dials were simple
as was the gameplay.
But of all home computers, it is the ST
which probably has the most simulator pro
grams, and some of the best as well. Many
are no more than glorified shoot-em-ups

which are alright for games players, but for
the budding pilot, SubLogic's Flight Simulator
II and HiSoft's recently launched ProFlight
must take pride of place in the disk box.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROFLIGHT
ProFlight is the latest flight simulator to
appear on the ST. The author, Nick Brown,
has worked on several simulators, including
the British Aerospace Tornado, the fighter on
which ProFlight is based.

Seeing a gap in the market place for a
realistic

simulator,

Nick

began

work

on

BRG IMACHJ
RNG
046 I
The best in military simulators is Profiight, only just released by HiSoft. It's mouse-controlled,
but if you prefer it can also be operated using a joystick
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A NEW WORLD OF POWER

FOR ONLY
AVAILABLE FOR
AMIGA

ST

*PC VERSION £69.00

PC COMPATIBLES

THE

IS HERE!
SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!!
.

••

Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk
drive controller chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
•

*

Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track - up to 80 tracks.

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

1 side, 2 sides.

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc.

*

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

I CHI.

By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transfer an

V\VV

MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and

without any user knowledge. One external disk drive* is required for AMIGA/ST.
SYNCRO EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR THE ST/AMIGA/PC SYSTEMS - PLEASE
STATE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING
WARNING

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT

WARNING

Datel Electronics Ltd., neither condones nor authorises the use of it's products for the reproduction of

copyright material.
The backup facilities of this product are designed to reproduce only software such as Public Domain
material, the users own programs or software where permission to make backups has been clearly given.
It is illegal to make copies, even for your own use, of copyright material, without the express
permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

HOW TO GET YOUR

you don't have a second drive we can supply
SYNCRO EXPRESS together with a drive for

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA)
[ • I;

(5**1: ju I;

S"YflG{0 EjCPHESSTi

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) • [t\l.\>*Lib1*71- CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECIEVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS.
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 46 Hrs.

ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

bATEL 5LE<ftHppiCSr LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRE
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
"

r, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND

writing the program, a task which was com
pleted one and a half years and more than
2,000 programming hours later.

INFO

FILE

VIEW

ENVIRO

SIM
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SITUATION

Having worked on real simulators, Nick felt
that one of the areas in which flight simulators
fell down was in their controls. Joysticks are

poorly

suited

because

they're

switch-

controlled. This means that they do not give

proportional control, as is possible with the
mouse. ProFlight thus became primarily
mouse-controlled - but those who are more

at home with a joystick have the option of
changing over to it.
So with this idea in his head and the deter

mination to put it into practice, Nick began

work on ProFlight. The first stage, well before
graphics were considered, was the mathe
matics of it all. This part of the package was
written using the programming language
BASIC.

NflV2aDF

HiSoft's Devpac package was called in for
the development of the remainder of the
ProFlight and Nick described it as a "marvel
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lous vehicle on the Atari for the development
of software", and found its anti-bug feature

The only civilian-based simulation program on the ST is Flight Simulator II. One of the first sims

particularly useful.

around for the ST, it gets high marks for quality

JET-SPEED UPDATE
The next parts of the program to see the light
of day were the vital flight instruments, such
as the air speed indicator (ASI), and these
were part of the easiest stage of the develop
ment.

Finally, the graphics could be developed.
The horizon, buildings, airfield, runway and

enemy planes had to be introduced and pro
grammed so that the screen update was fast
enough - anything less than 10 frames per
second was not good enough. It was this
visual aspect which took the longest time to
complete to achieve the required standard.
With the program now 90 per cent com

plete, the programmer had to find a software
house to market ProFlight. Nick wanted the
program to be sold as a serious product and
didn't want it to

be associated with ones

which had a games look about them, such as
Battlehawks. HiSoft really liked the product
and from that stage, supplied him with more
ideas and supervised the completion of the
package.
So doesn't the program conflict with the
Official Secrets Act? Apparently not, although
not a single element of the simulation has
been changed to get around the Act. What's
more, the programmer claims that any other
software house which says that it's changed
a military simulator to do so is talking non
sense - details of a plane's performance as
found in a simulator are widely available.

ProFlight has been on sale now for only a
few months, yet new versions of the software
are already being planned. According to
Nick, a simulator is something which can
always be enhanced, in keeping with devel

opments in aircraft - especially if machine
speeds increase.
At the moment, the ability to change the

out a flight sim - and they're right, it isn't.
But ProFlight isn't the same as other fighter
sims - it really does feel real. When the lid is
taken off the box and the ring-bound manual
is open, you'll be taken on a trip round the
plane you'll be flying. Absolutely everything
you could think of is mentioned - as well as
plenty that you probably didn't think of.
As soon as the Tornado's wheels leave the

safety of the runway you'll be taken in by the
sensation of flying. Simply climbing in a
straight line without stalling takes a fair
amount of practice and for most, the safest
way back to the ground is to eject - you'll
never land the plane successfully first time.

to fly the super-fast jet. Eventually you'll begin
to get the hang of things, and at that stage it's
safe to move on to the combat mode. This

introduces a shoot-em-up element into the
simulator, but don't make the mistake of think

Missions must be planned, and way points

(points to overfly en-route to a destination)
put into the fighter's computer. Selecting auto
pilot flies the Tornado between these points

mmmwrn
The Cessna being turned onto the final
approach. The runway looms ever closer

newcomers should opt for, and in this pro
gram you're given a choice of several North

automatically.

American scenarios. The simulator boots with

When a missile is fired important factors
such as gravity and wind speed are all taken

the aircraft lined up on the runway of

into account. This makes the combat much

more difficult and realistic. If you've finally got
the hang of less realistic simulators such as
Falcon, moving on to ProFlight will give many
more months of exciting flight. Very complex
but enjoyable, and well worth the clams.
Flight Simulator II

SubLogic's Flight Simulator II was one of the

considered as well.

Translated through various formats in its time
FSII, surprisingly, is the only civilian-based ST

ProFlight
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ing it's just like the rest of the simulators which
are available.

first simulators to be brought to our screens,

The latest aircraft to be given its wings on an
ST is the British Aerospace Tornado. To most

On the approach into Oakland the airfield can
be seen spread out in the distance

Prove me wrong!
But it's this difficulty which makes ProFlight
addictive. It becomes a challenge to be able

angle of view looks to be a likely implementa
tion but plenty of simulator 'firsts' are being

WHAT'S IN THE HANGAR?
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yet remarkably it remains one of the best.

program.

It offers the choice of two small planes. The
Cessna 182, favourite with those seeking a

Sunday afternoon jaunt, or the Gates Learjet

people a serious software house such as

24, one of the earlier models of a top-selling
executive jet.

HiSoft doesn't seem a likely company to put

The single-engined Cessna is the one most

Oakland's airport, but this can be changed.
Realistic area maps are supplied with the

program and by tuning into beacon frequen
cies listed on the map, it's possible to fly
large distances without getting lost, meaning

you can do more than fly around in circles
above the same airfield.

Graphics? Runway layouts are without
doubt the best to be found in any flight simu
lator, but FSII is beginning to show its age.
Slow screen updates unfortunately detract
from an otherwise superb product.
The simulation always opens with clear
skies and no wind. This can be adjusted - as

in the Britannia Airways simulator - so that
you have a cloud base at 100 feet and a 30
knot crosswind - very tricky flying conditions.
The easily bored can choose the World
War I option. Here the graphics are poorer
than in most modern military simulators, but it
does provide a game element.

Atari ST User

A PLETHORA OF PLANES
We've looked at the two programs
which are pure simulators. There can
be no argument about either's inten
tion: neither has a high score table
nor instructions on how to achieve a

brilliant score, and so can be confi
dently placed in the 'serious' category
of software.

So that's two programs. But what
about the others? The last couple of
years have seen a sudden increase in
the number of programs around. Since
1988 we've seen Falcon, F16 Combat
Pilot, Bomber, F29, Battlehawks and
the rest, with F19 Stealth Fighter at
the top of the sales chart at the time
of writing.

Get ready to go. Falcon is lined up on the runway

The game element in all of them
makes them less attractive for the

Heathrow

the next - not bad in a Cessna.

Famous landmarks identify the location and
most airfields in each area are included.

People either love or hate simulators,
rather like adventure games. And for some
strange reason adventure game lovers tend
to like flight simulators and vice-versa,
although that doesn't hold true here at 'USER.
SubLogic obviously realised this when it
developed Hawaiian Odyssey, an extra mod
ule to FSII with an adventure theme built in.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
Often the public domain is the ideal place to
begin looking for a cheap piece of software
to test out whether you like a certain type of
software. It has nearly everything - databas
es, word processors, art packages, the

kitchen sink (almost) - but surprisingly little in
the way of flight simulators.
The only simulator found in the freebies
category was the rather aged Air Warrior. Not
really a program to let you experience the

ST's flying capabilities, but if you overspent at
Christmas it will tide you over until you can
afford something with a bit more bite.
For the simulator buff, the future is as

bright as Heathrow's runway lights. The next
logical steps in ST simulator development
should include the introduction of a realistic

Atari ST User

Hot on the tail of Falcon was F16
Combat Pilot. It's not been heard of for

a while now, and when it was released
by Digital Integration it had already
been beaten into the skies by Falcon.
Bomber followed early in 1990.
Again, it was very good and sold well,
but it too felt more like a game than a

products which sell like hot cakes.

time a number of them were believed

And to be honest, many are quite
reasonable packages. Because they
don't bother with complications like
aerodynamics, they're much easier to
fly than products such as ProFlight
and Flight Simulator II, and they're fun

to have been making secret night-time
flights from a Nevada airbase.
Microprose knew all about the
USAF's secret and had begun pro
gramming a flight simulator based on
it. F-19 Stealth Fighter was launched

simulator.

in mid-1990 and is the best of the

bunch is Falcon. Feeling the need for
speed, trigger-happy fighter pilots are

night-time flying option. Much existing soft
ware has options, which make everything
dark except the runway, which glows. How
many real runways glow? Not one.
It could

has been paid to the laws of flight.
Falcon just about succeeds with its
representation of the runway, and
enemy planes are among the best
seen in this type of product.

In the same year the US Defence
Department finally admitted the exis
tence of the Stealth bomber, by which

One of the most successful of this

Once SubLogic realised that still more
money could be made from FSII, it began to
churn out scenery disks for all corners of the
globe, much the same as in real simulators.
By pressing a key you could be flying into
Chicago's O'Hare one minute, and London

modern military jets, the F-16.
The popular Mission Disks have
been brought out by Mirrorsoft to keep
the program alive and kicking. There's
plenty of action to be found and
although not the best, some attention

'purist' - anyone interested only in
their ability to simulate flight.
Few of the laws of aerodynamics
are acknowledged, but by trying to
capture both markets, software hous
es have managed to come up with

to play.

One of the 1990 releases was F-19 Stealth Fighter - a huge success

given the opportunity to hop into the
hot seat of one of the world's most

shoot-em-up versions of the year. It's
fun and graphically brilliant, but the
flying element remains a little weak.

within a couple of years. Until then there's
plenty to keep us all happy. To feel like you're
really flying, take a look at Flight Simulator II

be that software houses know

something the aerospace industry doesn't,
but until then it would be nice to see a runway
with realistic lighting. Daytime simulator
displays look very realistic - with a bit of hard
concentration on the screen, you could con
fuse your living room for a fast military jet.
In clear view on the horizon at the moment

are two new products from Falcon's hangar
at Mirrorsoft. Flight of the Intruder will be the
first new simulation to

be released. As a

fighter pilot you'll be given the choice of a
Phantom or A6 Intruder, taking off from an air
craft carrier during the Vietnam war.
Also in the pipeline from Mirrorsoft for '91 is
a

simulator

based

on

the

famous

tank

destroyer, the A10A Warthog. Avenger A-10
is described by Mirrorsoft as the "meanest
simulation ever produced" and has missions
set in Panama and the Middle East.

SubLogic, meanwhile, is due to launch a

new

simulator on the IBM

PC jfigi

contemptibles. It will be based on several
airliners and in it, pilots will have to consider

passenger loads, departure slot times arH
almost everything else the captain of a com'
mercial plane is responsible for.
When asked whether the program will be
making its way over to the ST, SubLogic was
very reluctant to give a definite "Yes", but
considering the success of its earlier product
it would be extremely strange if it wasn't seen

or ProFliaht, otherwise you could try Falcon,
Bomber, F-19 and the rest.
•
• The author and Interactive Publishing would like

to thank Britannia Airways for their very
generous help in the preparation of this feature.
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SOFTMACHIN

520 ST-FM Discovery Pack! 1040 ST-E Extra Pack
Bomb Jack, Space Harrier,
Carrier Command, Out Run,
STOS, Neochrome,
First Basic, ST Tutorial,
Discover the Atari ST
£269.99

ST Word, ST Base, ST Calc,
ST Graph, S.T.A.C., Prince,

HyperPaint, First Basic
£449.99

Softmachine Power Pack

520 ST-E Turbo Pack
Indiana Jones Last Crusade,

Impossible Mission II,
Human Killing Machine,
Super Cycle, Outrun,
Anarchy, Blood Money,
Dragons Breath
First Basic, Hyperpaint II,
Music Maker II, STOS,

Joystick

Chess Player 2150, Live &
Let Die, Rick Dangerous,
Drivin' Force, Onslaught,
Pipemania, Rock 'n' Roll,
Skweek, Asterix, Trivial
Pursuits

Only £25*

Word Processing
1st Word Plus

£57.95

K-Word2

£359.99

£27.95

Microsoft Write

£119.95

ProtextVS

£102.50

Textpro
Wordflair

£31.95
Ring

MEGA 1ST

£494.99

MEGA 2 ST

£714.99

WordPerfect

MEGA 4 ST

£894.99

Word Up

£47.50

Word Writer

£37.50

TT

RING

Stacy

£169.95

RING

SM124 Mono Monitor

£99.99

Atari Portfolio

SC1224 Colour
Monitor

£219.99

Intel 80C88 Processor, MS

£409.99

DOS Compatible Upgrading
System, 256k Rom, 128k
Ram, Externally Expandable

MEGAFILE 30 Hard
Drive
MEGAFILE 44 Hard
Drive

£799.99

MEGAFILE 60 Hard
Drive

£599.99

SLM 605 Laser Printer

RING

STM-1 Mouse

£24.99

Ram Cards, LCD Super Twist
Display/MDA Compatible,
Size 8x4x1", Weight 495g
(with batteries).
Applications:
• Calendar • Diary -Address
123 Spreadsheet • Text
Processor • Comms Software

Hand-held colour games
system, 16 Colours from a
possible 4096, Full colour
LCD, 32 bit/4 channel sound,
Multiple Player Options,
Supplied with California
Games Card, AC or Battery
Powered
£114.99

£18.45

Your First Basic
£14.95
• Indicates Atari ST in title

AtariST Logo Users
Guide

£16.95

68000 AssemblyLang

Atari ST Mach Lang
68000

£16.95

Software

Game Makers Manual * .£11.95

40 Great FlightSims
40 More Great Flight

£9.95

Kids and the Atari ST

£16.95

Learning C on

Sims
Falcon Air combat

F19 Stealth Fighter

MusicalApplications * £5.95
Presenting the AtariST..£15.95
• Appl Gde to Prog inC.£19.95

£18.95

FlightSimulator
Odyssey
Flying FlightSim
Gunship Academy
Jetfighter School
Jetfighter School II

£19.95

Programming the

ST Artist
' Disk Drives Inside
&0ut
Tech Ref Gde * Vol 1

£17.45

VDI

H/book

£19.95
£22.95

K-Resource2

£27.95

Dr.T'sM.R.S

K-Expert

£55.95

Dr.T's Tiger Cub

£14.95
£14.95

K-Ram
K-lndex

£14.95
£14.95

K-Rhymes
K-Roget
K-Graph2
K-Spell

£14.95
£34.95
£27.95
£14.95

Dr.T'sX-OR
K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

K-Switch2
Mailsfiot Plus
MultiDesk
Neodesk3
Partner ST
PC Ditto
PIE
Quicktran
Saved!

£21.95
£34.95
£25.95
£28.95
£36.95
£64.95
£21.95
£25.95
£21.95

£23.95
£12.95

£15.45
£8.95

Databases

DGCalc

£27.95

Basel!

K-Spread
K-Spread 2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4

£18.50
£42.50
£62.50
£89.95

Data Manager Professional£29.95

£104.95

Superbase Personal
£27.95
Superbase Personal 2
£69.95
Superbase Professional...£169.95

LDW Power

Logistix
£69.95
Mini Office Spreadsheet.£18.50

£174.99

FTL Editor Toolkit.
FTLModula2

...£35.95
£49.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer£69.95
GFA Basic V3 Compiler..£22.95
GFA BasicV3.5Interpreter .£39.95
GST C Compiler
£15.95

Deluxe Mouse Mat
Tailored Dust Cover

Hisoft Basic
HisoftC
Hisoft Forth

£56.95
£35.95
£28.95

Hisoft Power Basic

£35.95

DGBase
K-Data
Prodata

£34.95
£34.95
£56.95

K-Seka

• Chips Challenge ....£24.99
•ElectraCop
£24.99

ONLY £20*

• Gates of Xendocon .£24.99
Offer limited to 1

• Gauntlet-Third
Encounter

Starterpack\powerpack
per ST purchased

£28.99

Peripherals
NEW - Philips 8833 Mkll 14'

Cherry A3 Tablet

£479.99

Stereo

Designer Modem

£104.99

Pro 4 Modem

£399.99

Linnet Modem
Linnet 1200 Modem

£149.99
£234.99

Linnet 2400 Modem
WS 4000 Modem

£374.99
£164.99

Colour

Monitor,

and cable. Please state STFM or

STEwhen ordering
8833 Mkll

£244.99

8833 Mkll Artist

£244.99

Cumana 1Mb 5.25' Drive .£114.99

ReplayV8
Replay Professional

£64.99
£99.99

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM

Naksha Mouse

£34.99

Contriver Mouse

£22.50

Contriver Trackball

£32.50

Marconi Tracker Ball

£49.99

Cumana 1Mb 3.5'Drive .£74.99
£74.99

2Mb Xtra-RAM

£172.50

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

£64.99

2Mb Xtra-RAM STE
4MB Xtra-RAM STE

£154.99
£304.99

Forget-Me-ClockII

£24.99

PC Ditto II

PCSpeed
SpectrerGCR

WERCSPIus

£35.95

TimeworksDTP
Timeworks DTP Tutor

£71.50
£24.95

Borders

£21.95

CAD3DV1.0

£18.95

Lattice CV5

£114.95

Prospero Dev.Toolkit

£62.50

£9.95
£22.95

£52.50

Deluxe Paint

£36.95

S.T.A.C

£28.95

£71.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

VideoTitling Design ....£14.95*

£71.95
£71.95
£52.50
£21.95

' This software is intended for use with Cyber Studio

Educational

bricks and electric cables. Full instructions are

Fun School 3 Over 7... ..£17.95

Robokit interface

£79.99

£18.99

Control kit 0
Control kit!

£104.99
£94.99

Control kit II

£124.99

IHIHHHSES

Datascan Prof

Mouse Mat with ST Logo.£5.99

Citizen 1240
Citizen Swift 9

Citizen Swift 24
Swift Colour Kit

£169.99
£249.99
£244.99
£334.99
£174.99
£284.99
£129.99

...£214.99
£184.99
£279.99

Star LC24 200

.£14.95

Fun School 2 Over 8... ..£14.95

£28.95
..£21.95
Maps & Legends
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs ..£19.95
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing£21.95

£249.99

Manager

£18.50

Michtron Payroll

£79.95

£24.95

Personal Finance Man

Plus

£89.95
£352.95

Home Accounts

£19.95

Personal Finance

£89.95

Cash Trader
Financial Controller
. £214 99

Numbers

Things to do with Words£19.95
The Three Bears 5-10 yrs£19.95

£134.95
£221.95

Bookkeeper

£242.50
£359.99

Type 2 Handy Scanner .£104.99
Type 10 Handy Scanner£204.99

Fun School 2 6-8 years

Accountant
Accountant Plus

Seikosha SL-92AI

£3.99
£4.99
£10.99

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs £19.95
Spell at Home
£15.95
Spell at The Shops
£15.95
Spell Book 4-6 yrs
£14.95
S/Book Spell Pack
4-6 yrs
£11.95
Spell Book 7+
£14.95
S/Book Spell Pack 7+....E11.95
S/Book Alpha Creator
£8.95
Things to do with

..£20.95

Power supply for Robokit
Lego technic control kit: .

Epson LX400
Epson LQ400
Epson LX850. ..
Epson LQ550

£25.95

£28.95

supplied for building a number of sophisticated

Star LC200

£14.95

Scan Art

£35.95

Prospero 68881 Libs
Prospero C
Prospero Fortran

K-Rikki

MasterCAD

MegapaintII
£87.50
MicrodotDesign
£21.95*
MiniOff. Pres. Graphics £18.50
Signs & Banners
Spectrum512

£92.50
£42.50

Mark Williams csd

£35.95

Easy Draw2
£37.50
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged .£57.95
Easy Tools
£28.95
Future Design
£14.95*
Greetings Cards
£9.95
Hyperpaint
£17.95
Human Design
£14.95*

£21.95*
£18.95

FunSchool3 Under5 yrs£17.95
Fun School 3 5-7 yrs £17 95

10 x TDK MF2DD 3.5" ....£11.99

3.5' 80 Cap. Lockable Box£7.99
3.5'150 Cap. PossoBox£19.99
3.5" 70 Cap. BanxBox....E11.99

Draw Art

£12.95

Cartoon Design
C0LR Object Editor

Lego technic control kits contain over 400
elements including 4.5v D.C. motors, Lego
optosensors, touch sensors, counting disks, light

DOT MATRIX

£159.95

CAD/Graphics/Animation
3D Developers Disk £14.95*
Architectural Design....£14.95*
Art Library1
£9.95
Art Library2
£9.95

£14 95

3.5" 40 Cap. Lockable Box£5.99

£224.99

£127.95
£26.95

Fun School 2 Under 6. ..£14.95

£212.50

£84.99

Pagestream
Pagestream FontSets

Better Maths 12-10years .£19.95

Seikosha SP-2000

3.5" Head Cleaner
Printer Cable
Scart Cable

VidiST

£18.50
£25.95
£21.95

Robotics on the ST

10 x Sony Bulk3.5'
£5.99
10xSonyMFD2DD3.5".£10.99

AT. Once
£174.99
Hitachi Camera & Lens £219.99

£28.95

Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

£29.95
£36.95
£57.50
£36.95
£35.95

robots.

Complete with earphone socket

Tempus2

80 Capacity Lockable
Disk Box

£38.95
£19.95
£34.95
£15.95
£18.50

CyberControl
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

Drive Head Cleaner
10 TDK MF2DD Disks

Lynx Games also available
• Blue Lightning
£24.99

£41.50

Fastcomm
Flash
K-Comm2
Kermit and Remote
Mini Office Comms

Desktop Publishing

Calendars & Stationery....£9.95
Campus Draft
£57.50
...£42.50
£34.95

STOS

Communications
BBSV3

Fleet St Publisher V3

Canvas

£43.50
£73.50

£47.95

£79.95
£219.95
£21.95
£35.95

£21.95

Language/Compilers/Etc
Devpac2
Fast Basic (Rom)

GST Macro Assembler ...£15.95

SOFTMACHINE STARTER PACK

£154.95
£229.95

£13.95

Sub Commander

SPREADSHEETS

£72.95
£184.95

Dr. T'sK.C.S
Dr. T's K.C.S LVL1I

£34.95

TakeOffFlightSim
Teach Yourself 68000

Dr.T's CopyistAPP
Dr.T's CopyistDTP

K-Graph3

£14.95
£7.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£14.95

Learning to Fly

£274.95
£579.95
£457.50
£579.95
£469.95

£35.95
£22.50

£13.95

68000

Tech Ref Gde ' Vol 2
AES
Tech Ret Gde * Vol
3TOS

C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Creator/Unitor
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Notator/Unitor
Cubase

£24.95

£8.95

Atari ST
£18.45
MIDI & Sound Book for *..E16.45

£21.95
£78.95
£35.95
£19.95
£29.95

Hard Drive Turbo Kit

£21,95

68000 User Guide

C Breeze Editor
Autoroute
Craft 2
Fontz
G+Plus
Harlekin
Knife ST

£12.95

68000 Assembly Lang
Prog

Graphic Applications *

£17.95

68000 Hardware &

AtariST Prog Gde Weber£22.95
Atari ST Tricks &Tips ....£16.95
Computes * Machine
Lang
£18.95

to 640k Ram, 32, 64, 128k

Book • Phone Book • Lotus

Atari Lynx

Atari ST3DGraphics Prog.£18.95
Atari ST Basic to C

£29.95

Small Bus Accounts

Cash

£56.50

Small Bus Accounts Xtra.£79.95

Star LC24 200 Colour ..£294.99

INK/BUBBLE JET

Epson SQ850
Epson SQ2550
HP Deskjet500
HP PaintJet

£599.99

Canon PJ1080A

£584.99

£829.99
£499.99
£899.99
£549.99

£31.99

LASER

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

£169.99
£274.99

Star LC-10
Star LC24-10

£154.99

Epson EPL7100
HP Laserjet IIP

£204.99

Canon LBP4

£929.99
£899.99
£934.99

Roland Midi Equipment
CM-64 Sound Module and Card Slot
CM-32L Sound Module
CM-32P PLM Sound Module and Card Slot

£644.99
£304.99
£364.99

CN-20 Midi Music Entry Pad
CF-10 Midi Mixing Controller
CA-30 Intelligent Arranger

£109.99
£109.99

Please ring for prices/availability onany hardware/software/peripherals notlisted. (Full price liston request)
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subject to availability.

All prices include V.A.T. & U.K. Delivery. Alt prices subject to change without notice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE Dept. STU2,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland SR11TE. Telephone: 091-510 2666. Fax: 091-5641960
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£259.99

Whether you use an Atari ST for CAD, DTP, WP, programming or for any
other business application...

PejKXard

>o\tideS
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REFLEX 1024 CARD
•

Standard SM124/125 monitors to 1024x960!
- Actual screen display with no scrolling

•

Optional 15 inch A4 Portrait monitor
- Cost-effective, full screen, A4 page editing

•

Optional 21 inch A3 Landscape monitor
- Superb clarity with Dynamic focusing

•

Fully compatible with the Blitter chip
- 128K VRAM ensures no speed deficiency

•

Programmable resolutions up to 1024x1024
- Compatible with most Atari monochrome software

•

Performance enhancing software utilities
- Zoom, Smooth scroll, Image screen save + others
sgs

•

mi

Simple plug-in fitment to all Mega ST's
- No need to remove 68000, for TOS V1.2 upwards

•

Fitting kit available soon for 520/1040 ST's
- Unimaginable performance from basic ST's, TOS V1.2

•

Affordable at £199 using existing SM124/125
- Minimal investment for high specification

MUSIC DTP V2.0 from 7c«k&6o+xCu>£
(see screen shot)

The definitive Music Publishing package

Fully MIDI compatible
Typeset quality output
Prices (excluding VAT):

Reflex W24 Graphic Card
£199
Reflex 2048 Expansion Card £tba
Music DTP V2.0

£260

15" A4 Portrait Monitor

£399

21" A3 Landscape Monitor

£895

visa

Jonic House, Speedwell Road
Birmingham B25 8EU, England
Tel: 021-706 6085
Fax: 021-706 7253

CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF
Win one whole hour at the controls

really be flying the plane (well, you'll be flying

of a Boeing 767, or one of five
copies of ProFlight in our exclusive
competition

the simulator, anyway).
And five runners up will each receive a

Ever fancied flying a large passenger jet
airliner? Well today could be your lucky
day. The winner of our exciting compe
tition will fly one of the newest and
most sophisticated airline simulators in the
UK. Unbelievable! (But true!)
Britannia Airways has very generously
offered our competition winner one whole
hour in the Boeing 767 simulator at the Luton
Airport Flight Training Centre. This is a prize
that mere money could not buy - it's a once
in a lifetime opportunity become a commercial pilot!

unless

you

Sit in the captain's seat and feel the rush
of adrenalin as you touch down on a runway
at 200 knots with 220 passengers on board.
All the controls will be explained to you, and

you'll be shown exactly how commercial
pilots get those great birds into the sky. You'll

fly within 10 miles of a SAM (Surface-to-Air
Missile) site you're dead.

Instantly.

No

questions asked.
To enter this once-in-a-lifetime competition,
mark the route you would take on the map

copy of the very latest simulator on the ST.
HiSoft's ProFlight puts you in the seat of
Britain's newest fighter on the front line, the

below and send it to:

Tornado. It is without doubt the most realistic

Sims Competition, Atari ST
Europa
House,
Adlington

fighter simulator for the ST.

ROUTE TO VICTORY

User,
Park,

MaclesfieldSK10 4NP

Interested? For the purposes of our competi
Remember, if you get shot down you'll be
dead and unable to keep a date with a wing
less Boeing at Luton. The winners will be
announced in the May issue of 'USER.

tion, consider this scenario carefully. Tension

has been building between two countries for
several months and now the time has come

for war. As one of the first pilots to take part in

the military assault you must, take off from
RAF Norman, fly across the border, and wipe
out the runways of the two enemy airfields
and return to a friendly airbase.
But you only have limited weapons and so

RULES

1. Closing date for entries is March 31, 1991
2. The judge's decision is final. No corre

confrontation with airborne forces will mean

spondence will be entered into.
3. Employees of Interactive

certain disaster. So you must avoid being
detected by enemy radar by flying below 150
feet, and to complicate matters further, if you

4. Entries may be made on a photocopy.

Publishing,
Britannia Airways and HiSoft are not permit

ted to enter.

\

•

\

Name: Sqn leader-.
Address

Post code.

Key
One square =
10 square miles

Airfield

SAM sight

Enemy Territory

\

•

Friendly Territory

Lawsonville

1 AFB

/

RAF Norman

I

hHAHA
Atari ST User

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
For T h
ACCESSORIES

SPECIALS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

by Database Educational

3.5"disc head cleaner

3.95

ST-CENTRONICS printer lead

6.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 5

VIDI-ST

3.95
9.95
13.95
5.95

Stilla very fast, non-GEM wp

The best value video digitiser

package, but now benefits from
pull-down menus and better
mouse control (although all
current key press commands are

available for the ST. Grabs mono

Neoprene Mouse Mat
Quickjoy 2 Turbo Joystick
Comp. Pro 5000 J/stick
Joystick/Mouse Ext. Leads

Naksha Mouse
27.95
UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD DISCS
10
6.95
20
13.00
SONY BRAND MF2DD 3.5" DISCS
10
10.95
20
20.95
GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

Timeworks Desktop Publisher..68.95
Timeworks DTP Tutor

24.95

Easy Draw 2

36.95

Supercharged Easy Draw 2

59.95

Mini Office Graphs
K-Graph3

15.95
39.95

Deluxe Paint

still available), holds up to 36
documents in memory,
newspaper style columns, new

Collins dictionary, new file
selector. Still the best wp for using
your printers fonts and effects,
rather than waiting for "graphic
font" print outs. 1 mb required.
RRP £149.95 OUR PRICE £99.95

Pretext 5 demo disc
Protext 4.2 still available

£5.00
£64.95

Protext 4.2 Demo Disc

£5.00

PRODATA

44.95

Amor's new database will not

11.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512
Cyber Studio
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt

19.95
21.95
39.95
39.95
59.95

disappoint. Features excellent
data layout facilities, including a
wide range of printer effects, 10
indexes per data file, and uses
many of Protext's editing
commands
RRP £79.95

OUR PRICE £55.95

Prodata Demo Disc

£5.00

Tempus 2-Progammers Editor

29.95

Hisoft Power Basic

34.95

PRO-PACK !!

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C compiler

58.95
14.95
39.95
74.95

Protext v5 and Prodata

Lattice C v5
GST Macro Assembler

99.95
19.95

Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler

39.95

Hisoft/OSS Personal Pascal

58..95

Prospero Fortran
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

74.95
33.95

Hisoft Wercs

21.95

Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

33.95

VIDI-CHROME

lactfiles aredatalorQuiz oniy. to other topics available

Colour software upgrade for VIDI.

French Mistress (12-adult)
14.95
German Master (12-adult)
14.95
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
14.95
Italian Tutor (12-adult)
14.95
Learn to Read with Prof by Prisma

Uses mono camera and Red,

Green and Blue filters (supplied).
Takes still colour source if used

with RGB Splitter
RRP £19.95

OUR PRICE £15.95

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

Extracts red, green, and blue from

builds a complete reading course for4 to9 yearolds.
Assumesnoinitial reading ability

1. Prof Plays a New Game
includes audio tapeand5 booklets
2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
by B.Bytes

B. Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (over5's)
Play-spell (7 and over)

MJC PRICE £59.95

Power Supply for above £4.95

17.95
17.95
17.95

10.95
10.95
10.95

Others

STOS-THE GAME CREATOR

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

19.95
12.95

STOS PLUS COMPILER

29.95

STOS Maestro

15 95

Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
Primary Maths Course (3-12)

17.95
19.95

Micro Maths (11-GCSE)

19.95

Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
Let's Spell at the Shops (4-9)
Mavis Beacon Typing (12+)

14.95
14.95
19.95

9.95

STOS Game Galore

13.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

MUSIC & SAMPLERS

NEW! Replay 8
Replay Professional

59.95
99.95

quality external second 3.5"

Quartet
NEW! TCB Tracker

35.95
39.95

double sided disc drive,

COMMUNICATIONS

INCLUDING PSUAND CABLE
£69.95

2 FOR £30.00

£15.95 EACH

DUST COVERS
All nylon fabric, not PVC type

PRINTERS RIBBONS

WORD PROCESSING

(see Specials)
57.95

ST 3-d Graphics

18.95

37.95

ST Machine Language

16.95

System 3

37.95

ST Tricks and Tips

16.95

ST Basic to C

18.95

K-Word 2

29.95

K-Spell

13.95

Abacus

Compatible Ribbons
Amstrad DMP 2000/3000 range ....3.50
Star LC-10 Mono
3.95
Panasonic KXP-1080/1081/1124...3.95
Citizen 120-D/Plus/Swift 24
3.95
Manufacturers original ribbons
Panasonic KXP-1080/1081
6.95
Panasonic KXP-1124
7.95
Star LC-10 Mono
4.95
Star LC24-10
5.95
Star LC-10 Colour
5.95
Star LC-200 Mono
5.50
Star LC24-200 Mono
4.95

Star LC24-200 Long Life Mono
Star LC-200 Colour
Star LC24-200 Colour
Heat Transfer Ribbons

Mailshot (label printing)

18.95

K-Data

34.95

Others

Prodata see "Specials"
Data Manager Professional

55.95
29.95

The C Language, by K&R

23.95

Big Red Book of C
Pascal: A beginners Guide

7.50
6.50

The Game makers Manual

11.95

11.95

13.95
9.95
9.95

SPREADSHEET
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

Cashbook Controller

19.95
37.95

by Kosmos Software
Answer back Junior Quiz (6-11) ...13.95

Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL

CUMANA
CSA 354 2ND DISC DRIVES

15.95
28.95
59.95
99.95
18.95
29.95
28.95

B. Base 2 S. Ware

12.95
12.95
15.95
15.95
15.95

29.95
52.95

Mini Office Spreadsheet
DG Calc by Digita
K-Spread 3 by Kuma
K-Spread 4 by Kuma
Home Accounts by Digita
Personal Finance Mgr Plus
Personal Tax Planner Digita

Super Card Index by B. Ware
DG Base, by Digita

OUR PRICE £79.95

STOS Sprites 600

£149.95

First Word Plus

DATABASES

RRP £99.95

12.95

School 2 for 6-8's
School 2 for 8-12's
School 3 for 2-5's
School 3 for 5-7's
School 3 for 7-12's

NEW! Mastersound 2
STOS Maestro Plus

Protext

SPREADSHEETS/FINANCIAL

or Degas files for use with other
graphicorD.T.P. software

still colour video source for Vidi

Canvas

PROGRAMMING

images in 16 shades from any
domestic VCR (with composite
video output) to be saved as NEO

Fun School 2 for 2-6 years
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

3.95
5.95

Philips CM8833 Monitor

4.95

Star LC10, Mk1, 2 or Colour

4.95

StarLC24-10
Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1124

4.95
4.95
5.95

Citizen 120 D and Plus

4.95

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

Day by Day Electronic Diary

22.95

K-Comm 2
Harlekin

32.95
34.95

NEODESK 3

7.50
10.95
11.95

Produces iron-on transfers.

Citizen 120-D
Panasonic KXP 1081
Star LC-10 Mono
Star LC-10 Colour

STFM/STE Keyboard
Atari SM124 Monitor

10.95
10.95
10.95
16.95

£28.95
Hisoft Twist
Hisoft Turbo ST
Hisoft Knife ST

28.95
28.95
19.95

Flexidump (9 pin Mono only)
Flexidump Plus

17.95
31.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.
Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations.
All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE
CALLERS WELCOME : 9.30 TO 5.00 SIX DAYS

MLJ.C. SUPPLIES (STU)
2 THE ARCHES, ICKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS, SG6 1 UJ
TELEPHONE ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES ON:

LETCHWORTH (0462) 481166 (6 lines)
FAX: 0462 670301
Atari ST User

Proprietor: MJ Cooper
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what's in doc?
Well over 1Mb of stunning games, sexy demos

DEFENDER II GAME DEMO
A fully playable demo of the lastest smash hit
game from Jeff Minter. Defender II is an
update of the classic original coin-op hit with
bright sprites, stunning sound and full screen
scrolling. Superb space-age action. Not to be
missed!

POWERBASIC DEMO

others which are running different versions of
TOS or maybe those which have different
screen resolutions. Incredibly useful, and
very revealing!

QUICK FIND

and scintillating features as well as sound sam
ples, MIDI libraries, clip-art, the flotsam and jet
sam of every day computing, how can you be

without it? Forget the rest, 'USER gives you the
most and the best!

• We use the most cunning disk formatting pro
gram ever devised to enable even single-sided
drive owners to get their read/write heads on the
goodies, but even we are limited by natural physi
cal forces, ie if you only have one head then you
only get one side, right?

Never again will you waste time hunting
through lots and lots of different folders look
ing for lost files. Fire up Quick Find and no file
will ever be able to lose itself again. This pro
gram saves time and frustration!

• To access side two, simply double click the

The fully working demo of the HiSoft pro
gramming language to accompany our
beginners' series in Runtime. By following the
articles you'll be able to improve your pro
gramming skills and increase your general

QUICK VIEW

Aladdin's cave of electronic delights

Admittedly, the Desktop file reader is not the

confidence with the ST.

best in the world, but fear not, this utility com

ST WRITER ELITE

pletely replaces it. Scroll forward or back
wards through documents at lightning speed
to find the part you want.

• And for those of you just can't live without the
tempting teasers on side two, we offer our Side
Two Service. For just £1.50 (which includes the
all important postage and packing) we'll put the
goodies from side two on a single-sided disk and
send it. Send cheques and postal orders payable
to Atari ST User Disk offer; Europa house,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

The very best public domain word processor
available for the ST. Discover the word pro
cessing power and flexibility of your ST with
this fully featured program from Atari. This is
the latest version and is fully compatible with

folder side 2 and you'll be transported to an

QUICK LOCK
Lock up your disks, hard or floppy, against
unwanted prying. Nothing's more annoying

than having someone else fooling around
with your work. Quick Lock protects all your
incredibly important secrets from prying

the STE.

QUICK ST
Speed up your ST with this handy little desk
accessory. GEM boxes seem to fly across the

eyes. Just what you need!

screen and text scrolls past in a blind blur. All
this in only 21K of RAM.

QUICK MENU

QUICK INDEX
Find out just how fast your ST really is with
this program. Compare your machine to

Put an end to hunting through countless fold
ers to find the particular program you want.
With Quick Menu you can set up all of your
favourite programs to run with a single click
of the mouse - simple eh?

Power BASIC Conpiler Version 1,21

Copyright @ HiSoft 1987,8 5th May
Written by;
Dave Nutkins, Andy Pennell,

loading guaranteed
Look, we do our utmost to ensure that every disk
is 100 per cent perfect. Unfortunately, physical
forces such as those propounded by Einstein him
self, suggest that a tiny proportion of those disks
will contain errors.

If you're one of the lucky readers who has a disk
that conforms to Einstein's theories, but would
rather have an ordinary, common or garden work
ing disk here's what to do: stop panicking! We've
come across the problem before and know just
what to do. Wrap the offending item in some
stout packaging (you don't want to frighten the
postie-man, right?) and send it to Stanley
Precision Data Systems, Unit F, Cavendish Court
yard, Sallow Rd, Weldon North Ind. Est., Corby,
Northants, together with your name and address
and we'll replace it.

Dave Howorth & Stephan Sonogyi
Consultant:
Sinon Goodwin

OK
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DEFENDER II GAME DEMO

st writer elite

Filename: DEFDEMO.PRG

Filename: STWRITER.PRG

Configuration: All STs, colour only

STWRITER.ARC

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono
Defender

was

one

of

the

orginal arcade hits. Space
Invaders and Asteroids may
be remembered as being
the coin-op pioneers, but
Defender is the one fondly
remembered games for the
hordes for sheer thrills and

spectacular action.
Now Atari's very own
games label, ARC, has corn-

missioned Jeff Minter (he of
Yak fame) to write a sequel.

is mouse-controlled - the left
mouse button controls the

Defender II offers fast,
colourful sprites, massive
explosions
and
stunning

thrust, and the right reverses
the direction of your ship.

sound.

It includes no fewer than

three games in one program:
the original Defender, the
updated Defender II and the
fabulous Stargate. The game

Shift fires the laser cannon

and, if you are playing
Defender II, Alternate oper
ates the lightning laser.
This

demo

contains

one

fully playable level from each
of the three games.

Word processing comes second only to
games playing as a popular use for the ST. At
some time or another, everyone needs to
write a letter to the bank manager, a note to a
friend or a quick missive to your favourite
computer magazine. Word processors make
writing easy and let users make the most of
their words, but not everyone has a commer
cial program.
ST Writer is a public domain program writ
ten by a team of programmers at Atari Corp
in the USA. It has evolved from the Atari

Writer program on the old 8-bit XL and XE
machines and so shares many similarities
with the older program.
ST Writer was written when the ST had only
just been launched and there was virtually no
software

available

for

the

machine.

Atari

needed a fast and powerful program that

could prove the capabilities of the new ST to
potential users, and interest other developers
in writing software for the machine.
The original versions of ST Writer sacri
ficed the GEM windows and mouse system
because text scrolling in a GEM window was
too slow for a professional standard word

processor. Atari developed a simple front-

ST HRITER™ ELITE
Copyright B 135D bi Atari Corp,
In the public donain
Not for sale,

0REATE File

BOAD File

0ELETE File

QUNT File

i|DIT File

|A»E File

QORMRT Disk

2ECEIUE AtariHriter'"

QNDEX of Files

jftANSFORM Colors

[SIRES Flip-Flop

SUIT

ST Writer's main menu screen. No sequences

to remember (or forget), just a single key
press will do it

end for the program which used letters
instead of an arcane sequence of commands
to process various functions.
ST Writer Elite has evolved considerably
since those early beginnings and is now a
much more sophisticated program. It makes
some concessions to GEM, offering a sepa
rate screen of GEM menus to control many of
the features of the program. Document edit
ing is done from a non-GEM environment.
The program has undergone several revi
sions as programmers have become more
adept at programming the ST to get the best

POWER BASIC DEMO
Filename: PBASDEMO.PRG

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono

HiSoft's PowerBASIC is a modern, structured

BASIC that's easy to use and offers a host of
powerful features. It's fast, easy to use, and
well integrated. PowerBASIC is an estab
lished industry standard - many professional
programs have been written in BASIC over
the years.
The various HiSoft BASIC languages are all

compatible with the Microsoft QuickBASIC
standard on the PC, and produce fast,
compact code which can be run from within

Atari ST User

out of its features. The version included on

the BASIC editor or compiled to disk as a
stand alone .PRG program.
This demonstration version enables you to

the CoverDisk, ST Writer Elite, is the very lat
est one available, and is now fully compatible

experiment with the power and flexibility of
this excellent language. The only feature that

Although the program on the Disk is
complete, many sample and tutorial files that

with the new Atari STE machines.

has been disabled for the demonstration is

come with ST Writer Elite have been archived

the ability to compile a program to disk, so
you can't create stand alone .PRG programs.

to save space.
The ST Writer manual can be read from the

including a summary of the features and

Runtime program, as can the READ.ME file
which contains a list of all the improvements

commands, can be found on the Disk.

made to this version.

Full

documentation

for

PowerBASIC,

QUICK UTILITIES
The Quick Utilities from Canadian program
mers, Branch Always Software have gained a
well deserved reputation for being some of
the best programs available in the public

wards within a file, searching for a particular
word. Quick View even lets you have several
files open at once, so you can change back
DOlBi.PRG

domain.

Now ST User has bought together six of
the best Quick Utilities on a single disk. Full
documentation for all these programs is

^ ^ ^ Quick vie* 1 "

^^^

The ST File Viewer

Oarefc Hihgcka and Ignac Kolenko

included on the CoverDisk under the Quick

File: OUIKvIEU.DDC

Lines: B0D75

Utilities menu in the Runtime magazine pro

QUICK LOCK

Size: QBJZ44

File tune: IJClfKC TXT DOC 1

gram.

1

Load S view

l|

Help

Read all of these documentation files very
carefully - they will help you to get the most
from these programs.

1

Vie*

| |

Info

|

1

Print

1 |

Exit

1

Quick View

QUICK ST

is

ideal

when

Filename: QLOCK.PRG, QLOCK.ACC
Configuration: All STs, dolour and mono

1

searching

for

information from files

Filename: QUICKST.ACC

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono

and forth between them if you want to see the
difference between two files.

The ST is notoriously slow at some of its
screen drawing operations. The A-line rou
tines, which are responsible for screen draw
ing, were originally written in C which is not
the ideal language for this sort of work. The
commercial program Turbo ST speeds these
operation up considerably, however it costs
nearly £40.
Quick ST is a desk accessory that replaces
these

A-line

routines

with

much

and any program that calls on the A-line sysDesk

File

To get the most benefit from Quick View, it
should be installed from the Desktop Install
Application' dialog box for files with a .DOC
extender. More detailed instructions can be
found on the CoverDisk.

QUICK INDEX
Filename: QINDEX16.PRG

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono

faster

versions written in machine code. Virtually all
GEM programs are compatible with Quick ST
VI

Options like fast GEM and fast text can be

tern will show a noticeable increase in the

speed of its screen drawing operations.
Quick ST is not quite as fast as its com
mercial cousin, but it still provides a notice
able

improvement over the normal GEM

Users with hard disks will appreciate this little
utility. Now you can stop prying eyes from
going through your files and altering your
data. Running as a combination of AUTO
folder program and desk accessory, Quick
Lock lets you regulate access to your disks.
The desk accessory sets up any disk,
floppy, hard or RAM disks so it can be writeprotected, to stop data being altered by other
people. Disks can also be set up so they can
not be read, preventing anyone from even
taking a peek at your private files.
The desk accessory even has the ability to
password protect itself - so someone who
doesn't know the password can't change the
read/write state of your disks. To gain the
maximum benefit from Quick Lock, the Quick

The current mania is for speeding up STs with
16MHz processor boards, adding new file
selectors, AUTO folder programs, desk
accessories and replacement desktops. But
what exactly are all these additions doing to

Lock program should be the very first item in
your AUTO folder.

QUICK MENU
Filename: QMENU25.PRG

the speed of your ST?
Quick Index is a program designed to tell
you exactly how fast your ST is running.

Most ST users, especially those with hard

Unlike some benchmarking programs which

disks are familiar with the ST 'folder shuffle' -

ignore speed-up utilities, disk caches and the

opening layer after layer of folders while try
ing to find a particular program. Replacement
Desktops, like NeoDesk allow program icons
to be place on the desktop for easier access.
With Quick Menu, up to twelve programs
can be set up in advance. The click of a sin
gle button runs the program, no matter where
it is on the disk. Even .TTP files will run, since

like, Quick Index tells you exactly how your

controlled from this dialog

Once the file has been found, Quick Find

displays the complete pathname of all the
files that match the search pattern. Quick
Find can make changes to all the files it finds,
such as marking all the .DOC files as
archived, or deleting all the .BAK files to tidy
up your disks.

set-up performs.
The tests are divided into three types. Disk
tests tell you about the disk drives attached
to your system, both hard and floppy. CPU
tests measure the effectiveness of the pro
cessor your machine is running (useful for

testing boards like Hypercache). The final set
of tests measure GEM screen drawing
operations, which are accelerated by pro
grams like Quick ST.
Quick Index is another of those rare pro
grams which can operate either as a desk
accessory or a normal program, depending

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono

Quick Menu passes command parameters
on to an application. Menu information files
can be saved and loaded at will, so one

menu can be set up for word processing, one
for games and another for other programs.

screen. Many of the features offered by Quick
ST can be configured from the Desk menu.
Rather than a desk accessory, Quick ST
can also be installed as a normal program by
changing its extender from .ACC to .PRG.

on its name. The disk has the .PRG version,

on the CoverDisk, one for colour and one for
mono. If you have only one monitor, then

but you can change it to an .ACC.

copy the one appropriate file to your work

This version can be used as an AUTO folder
program.

QUICK FIND

Two versions of Quick Menu are included

disk. Consult the documentation files on the
Filename: QUIKFIND.PRG

disk for instructions on setting up Quick Menu
to suit your system.

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono

QUICK VIEW
Filename: QUIKVIEW.PRG

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono
The ST has a built-in text reader on the desk

Sorting through hundreds of folders to find a
single file is a common pastime for ST owners
with a hard disk. The GEM Desktop has no
facilities for file finding, although the new
Desktop on the TT and Mega STE machines

|H|A Quick Henu v.Z.Sa by Bill Bond f\^|
1

Herd Hriter ST

j virus Killer
1 RunTltie Menu Hakcr

Calligrapher

File Undelete

1

P.unTir.c Magazine

HichTrgn Utilities ||
ST Writer Elite |J

FastCopy III

Hard Drive Park II

Dual Fomatter

top. Double clicking on any file that doesn't
have a .PRG extension will give you the
opportunity to view the contents of that file.
The Desktop file reader is unsophisticated, so
Quick View provides a flexible alternative.
Any text file can be loaded into Quick View

Quick Find enables you to search all the
drives attached to your machine for a single
file or group of files. The file search patterns
are very flexible - whole file names or wild

from the standard GEM file selector. Once

cards can be used for the search. You can

Set up programs to be executed with a single

loaded, you can scroll backwards and for

also select which drives are to be searched.

mouse click. What could be easier?

do have a file find feature built into them.

1 Spelling Checker

| DRCShell 2.05

ARChiver

De-ARChiver

| ADD JEDIT REMOVE Q SAVE J SFWE AS.., LOBD... | RUN... J]
DESKTOP
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Programming from beginning to end, from those in the know. It's
on the world's first dedicated electronic media magazine for the

GETTING STARTED
RunTime is a disk-based magazine program
with articles providing programming help and
hints for games writers and much more.
The magazine appears on the disk, as a

program called MAGAZINE PRG and all you

STOS PROGRAMMING

need to do to read the magazine is double
click on the program icon. You'll see a GEM

STOS, the Games Creator from Mandarin

with the outside world, and there are several

Software is probably one of the most popular
implementations of BASIC available for the
ST. Quick, easy to use and specially
designed for programming bright and colour
ful games, STOS has become a firm favourite

tips for getting the most out of it.
You can follow this BASIC programming
series
using
the
demo
version
of

menu bar at the top of the screen - moving
your mouse pointer over it reveals several
drop-down menus.
These menus contain the titles of all the

programs, articles, games and utilities on the
cover disk. Click on a menu option and the
article will be loaded and displayed on the
screen. If your monitor isn't very clear you
can print out the article and study it at your
leisure. At the foot of the screen you'll see
several icons. Here's what the main ones do

when you click on the with the mouse...

The Print statement lets BASIC communicate

with users.

In his article in the October Runtime maga

h

is

the

icon

mers to the concept of defining a sprite path
as a data statement.

This month Phil goes further, explaining
how to load and manipulate the sprite path
data within programs. An updated version of
the Sprite Path Designer program is also
included, so don't worry if you missed it the

which

enables you to return to
the opening GEM menu
bar. Click this if you want
to stop reading the current
feature.

FIRST STEPS IN BASIC
BASIC is often the very first programming
language computer users try. It's bundled
with new ST, it's simple and easy to learn, but
at the same time it provides the power to
access the hardware which makes the ST

Use this icon if there is a

""I
1111

particular page of the fea
ture which interests you
and which you wish to
have on paper.

included

Disk, in Runtime.

zine, Phil Lawson introduced STOS program

first time around.
This

PowerBASIC from HiSoft which is

on the CoverDisk this month. Remember to
take a look at the full instructions on the

special.
This month Peter Phillips begins his tutorial

on the ins and outs of BASIC programming.

i1

GFA RESOURCE PROGRAMMING
GFA BASIC is a fast and powerful implemen
tation of the BASIC programming language
that is rightly popular among power users.
Both version 2 and 3 are still best sellers and

new users are being introduced to the lan
guage all the time.
For programmers who've gone beyond the
beginners stage and want to branch out a
bit, John Peters begins a new series on how
to program the powerful features of GEM
directly from GFA BASIC.
You can learn how to program GEM
alert boxes, dialogs and menus in order
to make your program easy to use and give
it a really professional look. Programming
GEM isn't hard, and our tutorial makes it an

even simpler process.

DISKS, VIRUSES AND IMMUNISATION

If you need to print the
entire feature, tutorial and

so on, this is the icon you

Following the Green Goblin Virus

creates an executable boot sec

need. Click here to send

on the December CoverDisk the

tor on the disk. Most of the Virus

the complete feature to
your printer.

ST User team have taken steps

Killers

to ensure that such an unwel

come visitor never again creeps

such as AVK recognise this code
and report Jbat the disk is

Often, as you're reading a

onto our Disk.

immune to virus infection.

feature there'll be an asso

As from

available

commercially

using a special boot sector on

Other less sophisticated pro
grams simply report that the boot

the CoverDisk.

sector of the disk is executable.

Don't worry about it as this is
exactly as it should be and shows

programmers, needs help
occasionally. lOf you find
that some friendly advice

Created and programmed by
Richard Karsmaker, the author of
the CRL Virus Killer, this clever
piece of code sits on the boot
sector of a floppy disk and pre
vents viruses from infecting the

is needed click the cross.

disk.

ciated picture to help illus
trate a point. Click on this
icon to see the picture.
Everyone,

Atari ST User

even

learned

This

last month we are

immunisation

code

precautions. Check all new disks
with a Virus Killer and try to keep
your disk write-protected when
ever you can.

DISK DIAGNOSIS;
This disk is looz safe!

It is innunized using the
'new' nethod,,,..,

the immunisation code is on the

disk and doing its job.
Remember, no matter how safe
you may think your disks are,
never
relax
your
anti-virus

Richard

Karsmakers

AVK

program from CRL. This is
the
February
CoverDisk
under examination

USING USERDISK AND
RUNNING RUNTIME
Follow these

ences on the Desktop to set it to medium

on the Disk. The file called Archives on the

resolution.

CoverDisk contains a list of all of the ARC

instructions for

absolutely, positively,

definitely the last word
in trouble-free

CoverDisk use

files and what they contain.

3

Nine icons are displayed on the Desk
top - most of which you will not need to
use. SIDE_2 will take you to the pro
grams on side 2 if you have a double-sided
disk drive. If you only have a single-sided
drive, see the instructions on page 31. TEXT

windows. DM.RSC and MENU.INF are files

used by the Runtime program. GFA.ARC is
an archive file of example programs for an

4

USERDISK

mouse

cursor

over

mono monitor. Runtime will NOT run in low

Runtime will run in either medium resolution

resolution.

When the Runtime program is up and

running, you'll see the opening menu
screen. From here you can access all
the different sections of the magazine.
The main menu has five buttons which
can be clicked on. Click on these

buttons once only (not a double click).
The four top buttons will take you to other
sections of the magazine, such as program
ming articles or program documentation. The

crammed onto the CoverDisk. The Quick

button marked QUIT TO DESKTOP will exit

Utilities, ST Writer and the Spell Checker are
all comprehensively documented. Runtime
also includes instructions for using the

the Runtime program and return you to the
normal ST Desktop.

ARChived files on the Disk.

7

used for reading and printing the text and
documentation files which accompany the
programs on the CoverDisk. It's not possible
to run any programs from inside Runtime, so
when you want to run a program, quit
Runtime first.

RUNTIME INSTRUCTIONS
To
use the
Runtime magazine
program, follow these simple steps:

Insert the CoverDisk in drive A of your
m

J

machines have an external drive.

Either turn your ST off then on, or press
2
Reset to boot up with the CoverDisk. A
Desktop with two disk drive icons and
a single open window will appear. If
you're using a colour monitor or a television,
you'll have to make sure the ST is in medium
resolution. The STE will not boot in medium

res, it has to be high or low. So after booting
up an STE, you will need to go to Set Prefer

STWRITER.ARC and LETTERS.ARC contains

instructions as given in Runtime.

NOTES FOR HARD DRIVES
If you have a hard drive and you boot from
the CoverDisk, your Desktop will not have
any icons for your hard drive partitions. It's
better if you boot the hard drive in the normal
way, then put the CoverDisk in the floppy
drive. Once this is done, open a window on
drive A by double clicking on it. Use the win
dow slider bars to find the RUNTIME icon
and then follow the instructions above for

using the program.
It is possible to copy the entire Runtime
program to the hard drive to speed up the
time it takes for text to load. If you do this,
remember to copy all of these three files:
RUNTIME.PRG, DM.RSC and MENU.INF.

You must also copy the whole of the TEXT
folder to hard drive. This folder contains all

Selecting any button will load the text

file from the Disk into the user-friendly
text reading screen. Again, click on the
button once only, and wait for the file to load.
Selecting the button marked MAIN MENU will
take you back to the Runtime start-up screen

the text files for Runtime, and both the folder

and the files it contains must be copied.
These three files and the text folder must

all be copied to the same place, ideally the
root directory of the C drive. Runtime looks in
the same directory for its RSC and INF file
and the TEXT folder. If it can't find them, the

8

When you've read the file, or printed it

out, you can go back to the menu to
select another file. If you've read all
you want to, go back to the main menu and
select QUIT TO DESKTOP to exit Runtime

and go back to the ST Desktop to continue
exploring the disk.

machine. This is the internal drive on

most STs, although some very old

This will

tutorial files. To de-archive these, follow the

the

easier to follow. We've listened to all the

The Runtime magazine is intended to be

STWRITER.PRG.

the

Move

on a colour monitor or in high resolution on a

6

double-click on

square icon called 'RUNTIME' and
double click on it to start the program.

This month 'USER has redesigned the
Runtime Disk magazine to make it

5

ST WRITER
This is the only other item on the Disk which
has not been archived (because there was
sufficient space to include it without doing
so). To run it, go to the Side 2 folder and
give you the program, however ST Writer has
lots of example files and these have been
archived to save space. They are in

article in Runtime.

files for the megabyte of programs which are

be
run
by
double-clicking
on
the
DEFDEMO.PRG icon on the Desktop. This
demo can only be run on a colour monitor.

contains the text files for Runtime. ARCX.TTP

is for de-archiving files. DEFDEMO.PRG is
the demo program. DESKTOPINF contains
information about the Desktop icons and

suggestions our readers made in the
Reader Survey from the December issue and
the many letters we receive with comments
and suggestions.
Sean Hodson of Hal Computing has put
these ideas together in the new magazine
program. The new front-end uses GEM-like
buttons with plenty of text to explain what
each option does.
As well as containing the articles for the
Runtime programming magazine, this same
program lets you read all the documentation

THE PLAYABLE DEMO
Defender II has not been archived and can

USERDISK
To read the information file about a program
you find on the CoverDisk, go to Runtime, as
explained above.

To be able to run the program, it is neces
sary to first de-archive the required pro
grams. For information about this operation,
just read the section called Archived Pro
grams in Runtime.
There are two files in Runtime -

one is

called De-archiving Programs which explains
how to use the ARCX.TTP program included

program won't run.

THE FINAL WORD
We really do want to make the CoverDisk as
simple to use as possible, without compro
mising on content. We still want to pack as
many progams on there as possible, which is
why we need to archive programs.
These instructions should help to make
using the Disk and reading Runtime quite
straightforward. But if you still find you have
difficulty, or if you feel that some of the

instructions should be expressed differently
or something else should be included,
please tell us.
This page of instructions will appear in
every issue of 'User from now on - to help
people new to the magazine, and to the ST.

So don't forget - if you have any sugges
tions, let us know.

•

Atari ST User
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Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If
you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff
will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective

Ease Of Use-Good"

simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a
520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we

have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners

we have an expansion board to take your
machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug

Ease Of Use-Good "

in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all
auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . .£39.99

RFI Interferance

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Socketed MMU Chip. . . .£79.99

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
under the RFI shielding so that you get no

520ST-1040 Plug In BoardSurface Mount MMU. . . .£94.99

interferance on your screen.

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone
support.

Software
All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied
with a ram checker which checks every chip on

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram
disk, print spooler and several other useful

520ST-2.5MB PlugIn Board Expandableto 4MB . .£189.99

520ST-4MB PlugIn SolderlessExpansionBoard. . . £324.99
1040ST-2MB Board RequiresMinorSoldering.... £169.99
1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandableto 4MB. . £189.99

1040ST-4MBPlug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £324.99
Mega 1-4MB Plug InSolderless Expansion Board. . £324.99

For more information on any of Third Coast's

productspleasereturnthe form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
Name:

Address:.

Mega 2-4MBPlug InSolderless Expansion Board. .£189.99

public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

1MB Internal Floppy AndUpgrade

(takes4 256*4 Drams)

Postcode:

£49.99

For those Atari owners who have a machine

1040-2MB Unpopulated Board (32 256*1 Drams) . . £69.99

with 1/2MBdrive and memory we offer a 1MB

4MB Board Unpopulated (16 or 32megabit Drams). . £69.99

internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

520STE-1040STEPlugInSimms

£49.99

520STE-2.5MBPlugInSimms

£149.99

520STE-4MB Plug In Simms

£299.99

Tel:

Interests:

PleaseMakeCheques/PostalOrders PaybableTo
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.
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The 'USER games pages: a

hyper-dimensional

experience that's almost better than a

Galactic Gargle Blaster - but not quite!

Pan

OVER 2 YEARS IN DEVELOPMENT
MULTI -

PARA LLAX SCROLLING

LARGE ANIMATED MULTI - COLOUR SPRITES
FAST AND FURIOUS GAME PLAY
OVER 7 DIFFERENT ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS

4*

BEAUTIFUL GRAPHICS AND BRILLIANT SOUNDTRACKS.

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH AND NO MISTAKE!
(COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES)
OVERALL 83%

ATARI ST
6
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STROUD
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NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSS
HEROQUEST
Sheffield-based Gremlin, after its
mind-blowing trio of releases - Team
Suzuki, Toyota Celica Rally and the
ultimate in car racing, Lotus Esprit
Turbo Challenge - has slowed things
down a little.

The company has announced that it

has gained the rights to the hugely
successful board game HeroQuest.
The transition to computer of this fan
tasy role-playing game currently has
Gremlin's top programmers working
flat out so that it will appear on the
shelves in time for Easter.

In an attempt to enhance software
sales Gremlin is spending
over
£500,000 on promotion of the game.

TEST DRIVE: THE DUEL
One of the first driving games to make its
mark in the computer world was Test Drive:
The Duel. Street racing against Corvettes,
Porsches and Ferraris was the order of the

day while trying to avoid the attentions of the
local traffic police.
Unfortunately though, this well-received
game was available only on the Amiga for
mat, so owners of STs had to take a back seat.

Accolade have changed all that and are now
prepared to hand over the ignition keys to
anyone who is willing to fork out the £24.99
asking price.
For those of you who have rich relatives or if
you received lots of cash for Christmas, then

by forking out another £11.99 you'll be able to
purchase one of four accessory disks. So put
your pedal to the metal and get on with some
adrenalin pumpin' driving.

(A) TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
As we
Turtles

informed you earlier, the
are
finally
here.
These

masked heroes in a half shell are out

to rescue the luscious April O Neil
from the sinister attentions of the
nasty Shredder.
Fighting takes place in six different
New York locations, where adver

saries meet you head-to-scaly-head in
a huge power struggle.

As you are able to interchange
between all four of the turtles, you
can play any turtle at any time and so
benefit from their individual superhu
man skills. The action promises to be
as bloody and violent as the movie,

is being developed by one of the most pro
gressive development teams - Vektor Graph
ics. They promise that the game will incorpo
rate everything the latest technology can offer,
as well as a decent game plot.

Imageworks are confident that this game
will prove to be an exciting and worthy addi
tion to anyone's collection. When we receive a

who

can

afford

the

to be announced.

For your money Empire will give
you over 50 brilliantly animated
screens enhanced by excellently
reproduced digital sound. If you do

DRAGON'S LAIR II
For those who have been following
Don Bluth's Dragon's Lair, starring
Dirk the Daring and his long-time

SPINDIZZY
Software houses almost always choose inter

so get some sleep while you can

(B) KILLING CLOUDS

those

restrictive asking price which is yet

buy it, and subsequently hear strange
noises coming from deep within the
workings of your computer, don't
panic. It's just your ST groaning at
being pushed so hard.

copy, we'll give you our opinion. The price is
£24.99 and it's due out any time now.

because when the turtle bug bites,
insomniacs rule.

await

This is an investigative game from Imageworks set in an anarchic society. It is the 21st
century and San Francisco is slowly being
strangled to death by a cloud of toxic gas.
Your job is to get to the bottom of the prob

enemy Mordroc the wizard, then we
have news for you - Dragon's Lair II is
almost ready.
This time our gangly hero has to

character should be christened with the most

save

flamboyant and imaginative name available.

lem. Something which is easier said than done
because organised crime and an atmosphere

Daphne from disappearing for all time
in a timewarp vortex. Six disks of

in their latest release SPINDIZZY and called

of disillusionment stand in your way. The game

pure unadulterated graphic pleasure

their hero Gerald. Gerald isn't human, no, far

the

curvaceous

Princess

esting names for their characters. We've met

Strider, King Crimson and a host of others with
equally colourful names. After all, the main

Well, Activision have pulled out all the stops

NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSS
Atari ST User

Happy New Year - Please call for latest releases
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SECOND SHOWROOM ACQUIRED

SK MARKETING
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

•

Fulham Broadway opposite station, District Line
Rickmansworlh Station 5 minutes walk

.SKM.

••

10 Fulham Broadway, London SW61AA
1040STE
Extra Pack
•
•
•
•
•

Indiana Jones * Impossible Mission I
Human Killing Machine • Super Cycle
Outrun & Dragons Breath • Anarchy
Blood Money a Basic * STOS
Paint Package • Music Package

• ST Word

• Hyperpaint

*

•

* Prince

* 60 TV Tuner Presets

•*• Scart Input/Output Connector

• ST Calc

SPECIAL OFFER £279.95

ALL ONLY £449
Mega ST1

529

Mega ST1 + SM124
Mega ST1
MegaST2
Mega ST2
Mega ST2
MegaST4
Mega ST4
Mega ST4

POWER PACK
Plus Dustcover & Mouse Mat

£354 only
ATARI 520STfm
DISCOVERY PACK

579

+ SC1224

729
789
879
1035
1029
1129
1259

+ SM124
+ SC1224

+ SM124
+ SC1224
JOYSTICKS

Quickshot Turbo

11.95

Jetfighter
15.95
Starfighter 1 (Remote Controlled Twin)34.99

520 STFM + Mouse
ST Tour - tutorial
Discover the Atari ST-Book

Python 1

12.00

Basic

* Neochrome Art Package
*

8.99

+ many more. Phone for details

STOS Game Creator

•k Control & Emulator Software

ATARI SYSTEMS
440.00

1040STE/FMSuperpack
520ST Discovery Pack + SM124
520ST Powerpack + SM124

499.00
399.00
459.00

Atari ST BASIC to C

8.45
8.95

Atari ST Explored
Atari ST For Beginners
Atari ST Logo Users Guide
Atari ST Machine Lange 68000
Atari ST Programmers Guide
Atari ST Tricks & Tips
Computes Atari ST Machine Lang...
Concise ST Prog Ref Guide Rev Ed

6.95
8.95
7.50

Game Makers Manual Atari ST

1.95

Graphic Applications AtariST
Kids and the Atari ST

9.95
1 6.95

Learning C on the Atari ST

18.45

MIDI & Sound Book for Atari ST

1 6.45

Deluxe Paint

£45.00

Degas Elite
Devpac2.0
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Easy Tools
First Word Plus V.3 (new)

£20.95
£43.95
£39.95
£59.95
£29.95
£59.00

Flair Paint

£27.95

Fleet St. Publisher

£87.00

GFA Basic Interpreter V.3
GFA Basic Compiler

£39.95
£24.95

GFA Draft Plus

4.95
6.95
6.95
6.95

C98.00

GST Compiler

£19.95

GST Macro Assembler

£19.95

HighsoftC

£49.00

Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic
Home Acccounts
K-Data

£35.00
£59.95
£23.00
£39.95

K-Graph 3 (new)
K-Spread 3 (new)

£35.00
£65.00

K-Word2
Mailshot
Mailshot +
Mark Williams C V.3
Mastersound

5.95
6.95

Practical Logo for Atari ST

£40.00
£24.95
£34.95
£115.00
£33.95

Mini Office Communications

£18.90

172.52
213.00

Presenting the Atari ST
ST App. Guide Programming in C

15.95
19.95

Mini Office Presentation Graphics

£18.90

MiniOffice Spreadsheet

£18.90

StarLC24-10

240.00

ST Artist

1 7.95

Modula 2 Standard

Panasonic KX-P 1124
Panasonic 1624
Panasonic 1180

259.00
395.00
189.00

Juki 7100 24 pin Colour

499.00

ST Disk Drives Inside & Out
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 1
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 2
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 3
Your FirST BASIC

1 8.95
1 9.95
1 9.95
1 9.95
1 4.95

LC 200 Colour
LC 24-200
LC 24-200 Colour

£230
£255

£310

Amstrad LQ5000

375.00

1040ST+SM124

530.00

520ST Discovery Pack + 8833

525.00

520ST Powerpack + 8833

599.00

Naksha Mouse + Mouse Mat

1040ST + Philips 8833

675.00

£34.90
MONITORS

DISK DRIVES
£94.95
£125.00
£74.95

2.60
8.95
0.95

£39.95
£34.95
£17.24
£30.95
£245.00

Star LC10 Multifont
Star LC10 Colour

£279.99
1040 STE/FM

BOOKS ST
1001 Things to do with Atari ST
Atari ST 3D Graphic Prog
Atari ST Advanced Prog Guide

Musical Applications Atari ST

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

* Bombjack, Carrier Command,
Outrun, Space Harrier

Cumana CSA354 1Mb 3.5" Drive
Cumana 5.25" ST Drive
Q-Tec 3.5" External Drive

Data Manager Pro
Data Scan by Kempston

15" FST Teletext TV

• ST Graph

All Only £355

*
*
*

ST Base

Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Cyber Video Titling

* Medium Resolution Monitor Input
* Infra-Red Remote Control

1040 STE

CA3Y PAWINO

PROFESS ONAL ATAR SOFTWARE

NEW PHILIPS TV/MONITOR

*STAC

•

„.-

X^JKAirenB

Atari SM124 (Mono Monitor)
Atari SC1224 (Colour Monitor)
Philips CM-8833 High Res Colour

£110.00
£285.00
£259.95

£14.95
£19.99

Cyber 3D Developers
Cyber Architecture Design
Cyber Cartoon Designs
Cyber Control
Cyber Future Designs
Cyber G.I.S.T. (Sound Ed.)
Cyber Human Designs
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Star Struck

£15.90
£15.90
£20.00
£30.95
£15.90
£15.90
£15.90
£39.95
£59.95
£17.99

£113.00

NeoDesk 3

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE
1st Mail
CAD 3D V.1

£73.00

Modula2 Developers

£35.00

Prodata

£59.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£99.95
£99.95
£79.95

Protext V.4
Protext V.5
Quartet

£69.00
£125.00
£39.95

Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Financial Controller

£136.85
£210.45

£84.00
£305.00

Scan Art & Draw Art

£54.95

Spectrum 512
Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Tempus 2 Editor

£29.95
£45.00
£69.00
£29.95

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks Partner

£75.00
£35.00

LEISURE SOFTWARE
Action Stations

20.99

Damocles

17.50

"Adidas Champ Football

17.45

AFT II

17.50

DaysofThunder
DickTracy
Double Dragon II
DragonsBreath
Dragons Breed

17.45
17.50
14,90
20.90
17.50

Airborne Ranger

14.45

All Time Favourites
American Dreams

20.90
17.90

'Anarchy

14.90
19.99

DragonSpiril

Afluanaut

Drakkhen

20 90

•Armour-Geddon
Awesome
•Back to the Future II
Balance of Power 1990
Ballistix

16.99
23.50
17.50
17.45
13.90

Driving Force
DungeonMaster
Dungeon MasterEditor
Dragonsof Flame

1390
16.95
9.95
17.45

East Vs West
Elite
Elvira

16.99
1745
1990

Emlyn HughesInt Soccer

17.45

E-Hotion

14.90

Barbarian2 (Palace)

17.45

Batman The Movie
Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
'Battlemaster
Battlehawks

14.90
17.45
17.50
17.45
17.45

Betrayal

20.99

'Blade Warrior

17.45

BlitzkriegMay 1940
Blue Angels

17.45
17.45

Block Out

13.90

BloodMoney

14.90

Bomber Mission Disk
•Breacb2

12.95
17.45

BridgePlayer 2150

19.90

Bubble*
Cadavar
Castle Master
Chaos Editor
Chaos Strikes Back
Chariots ot Wrath

13.90
17.45
14.90
12.95
17.45
17.45

1690

Escape From Planet Robot
Monsters

16.90

Everton F.C Intelligensia
F-19Stealth Fighter

14.90
21.95

F15 Strike Eagle

15.95

F16CombalPilol
"F-16 Falcon Mission II
F-29 Retaliate
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disks
Ferrari Formula 1
'Final Battle
Fire & Brimstone

16.45
15.90
17.45
1745
14.90
16.90
17.45
17.45

Flight Simulator2
FiendishFreddy
FighterBomber

36.80
15.90
21.95

Final Battle

17.45

Chess Champion

21.90

Flippit &Magnese

14.90

Chess Player2150
Chronoquest
Chronoquest II
Cloud Kingdoms

16.45
23.50
19.90
17.50

Flood
Full Metal Planet

1745
17.45

Fun School II (8 years)

14.90

Colossus Chess X
Combo Racer

16.99
17.45

Conqueror
Conquest of Camelot
'Corporation
Cyberball

17.90
27.50
17.50
14.90

FunSchool II(6-8 years)
14.90
FunSchool II(under 6 years).... 14.90

Gold of the Americas
Gold of the Realm

17.50
13.90

Micropose Soccer

16.45

Midwinter

2195

Gravity

1750

MidnightResistance

1745

Gremlins II
Hammerfist
Hard Drivin"
HATE
Herewith The Clues
Heroes
•Heros Quest

1750
1745
14.90
14.90
16.45
21.95
26.90

HighwayPatrol II

16.90

OilImperium

15.90

Honda RVF
Hot Rod
Hound of Shadow

16 90
17 50
1745

Oriental Games
Pick'n'Pita

1745
16 90

Starflighl

17.45

Pipemania
PlayerManager

14,90
13.90

STOS

21.95

STOSCompiler

13.99

Police Quest
Police Quest II

14.95
17.45

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

15.90
60.95

Populous
Populas Datadlsk

17 45
9 95

STOS Sprites
Street Hockey

19.90
17.45

Powerboat
Powerdrift
Powerdrome

17.50
1745
17.45

Stunt Car Racer

17.45

Power Monger
PowerPlay

21.50
21.50

Precious Metal
Premier Collection
Premier Collection II
Premier Collection III

17.45
23.50
20.90
19.90

•Profiight

45.00

'Hoyles Bookof Games
Hyperdrome

21 95
14 95

Indiana Jones/Adventure
Indiana Jones/Arcade
'International 3D Tennis

17 45
14,90
17.45

"Int Soccer Challenge
Imperium

17.45
17.50

Ivanhoe

14.90

Japan Scenery DiskFS2

13.95

Moonwalker

17.45

NightbreedArcade
NinjaSpirits

17.50
17 45

•Nitro
Norths South

17.45
1645

Jack Nicklaus Goll

1745

13 90
17.95

Khalaan
Kick Off
Kick OH 2
Kid Gloves

16.99
13.90
16.99
17.45

Prof Looks at Words

16.90

Killing GamB Show
KingsQuest 4

21.50
20 90

Prophecy 1 - Viking Child
Projectyle

1745
1745

Kick Off Xtra Time
Klax

9.95
14,90

Pro Tennis Tour

16.99

Pyramax

13.90

Last Ninja II
LeisureSuit Larry
Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry III

17 50
14 90

RedStorm Rising

17.45

20.90
27.99

Resolution 101

17 45

Rick Dangerous

16.45

Life S Death
Line of Fire
'Lost Patrol
Manhunlerll

17.50
17.50
17.50
21.95

20 90
21.50
19.90

17.90
13.90

Gunship

17.45

Magnum4

Ghostbustersll
Ghouls n'Ghosts

16.90
14.90

M1 Tank Platoon
Manhunter

24 hour hotline for
credit card orders

16.90

15.90

Jumpin Jackson
KennedyApproach

Future Dreams
Ghosts and Goblins

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

Maniac Mansion

MegaPackVolII

Rainbow Islands

Silent Service

17.45

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

14.90

Toobm

14.90

SimCity
Space Rogue
Space Ace
Space Quest
Space Quest II
Space Quest III

19.99
20.95
32.95
14.90
14.90
24.95

Treasure Trap

17.45

Triad III
Turbo Outrun
Tusker

20.90
14 90
17.45

Ultimate Golf
UMS

17.45
1890

•Starblade

16.99

UMSII
UMS Scenario 1
UMS Scenario 2

2195
9.95
9 95

Star Wars Trilogy
Spell Book
Super OftRoad Racer
Teenage Mutant Ninja Hero
Turtles

TennisCup

17.45
15.95

17.50

without notice

Titles marked * may not be released
and will be sent on the day of
release (subject to availability).

TVSports Football

17.45

Universe 3
Ultima V

16.99
19 90

Venus Flytrap

14.90

Warhead

17.45

•War Jeep
Wayne Gretsky s Hockey

17.45
20 90

Web of Terror
Weird Dreams
Wheels ot Fire

13.90
16.45
17 50

Wipe Out

13.90

19.90

Wonderland

21.50

14.90

Xenomorpb
Xenophobe
Xenon IIMegaplast

16.45
17.45
17.45

Test Drive

17.45

Theme Park Mystery
TheToyottes
TheSpyWhoLovedMe

17.45
13.90
17.45

The Ullimale Ride
Third Courier

17.45
17.45

X-0UT

13.90

Xiphos
Xybots

17.50
14.90

Zombi

13.90

ST EDUCAT ONAL
Answerback Junior Quiz
Answerback Senior Quiz
French Linkword
French Mistress Level A+B
Fun School 3

19.95
19.95
22.94
19.95
19.95

FunSchool II (6-8 years)
FunSchool II>8 years
Fun School II <6 years

19.95
19.95
19.95

Learn to Read with Prof 1

29.90

MagicMaths (4-8)
Maths Mania(8-12)

22.95
22.95

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing...21.95
Micro Maths

24.00

Primary Maths Course
Spanish Tutor LevelA+B

24.00
19.95

The Three Bears
Times Jubilee C'osswurd

22.95
19.95

Things to do with Numbers. ... 19.95
Things to do with Words
19.95
BetterSpelling
16.90
Better Maths

16.90

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

SALES HOTLINE

South London:

North London:

10 Fulham Broadway

13 Moneyhill Parade
Uxbridge Road

London SW6 1AA
Tel: 071 381 6618

All prices subject to change

17.50
17.45

17.45
19.95
14.90

15.90

'Rick Dangerous II
1745
Rings of Medusa
1645
Robocopll
17.50
SCI(ChaseHQ II)
17 50
•Secret Agent/SlySpy
15.90
Shoot em UpConstructionKit....21.95

Thunderstrike
Tie Break

'Simulcra
Shadow nf the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Sherman M4

0923 89 69 69/0713816618

Fax: 071 381 0528

Rickmansworth
Herts WD3 2BE
Tel: 0923 896969
Fax: 0923 771058

13 Moneyhill Parade, Uxbridge Road. Rickmansworth. Herts, WD3 2BE,

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT
BOTH SHOWROOMS

All prices include VATand carriage is free (UK mainland)

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.00pm

To order: Please send cheque/PO/Access or Visa details to SK Marketing Ltd,

Happy New Year - Please call for latest releases

^

SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS...NEWS.
from it. He is, in fact, a spinning top. He has to
travel through a problematic world solving
puzzles and finding precious gemstones.
The game is akin to Marble Madness and

Clown 'o' Mania and will cost you £24.99. It's
in the shops now.

(C) INSECTS IN SPACE
Get out your insect repellent or flyswatter

because

Hewson

have

opened the intergalactic door to a
scary variety of alien insects in their

16-bit version of Insects in Space.
These antisocial little critters are

killing off the adult population but
leaving the children alive. As the
arch-leader of the Motherhood, Saint
Helen Bak, (it's nice to see a female

heroine for a change), the world is
looking to you for salvation.
By using your laser-powered eyes
you have to persuade them to go and
pester some other planet. This game
has a January release date and will
cost £24.99

MIG-29 SOVIET FIGHTER
Freshly smuggled in from behind the Iron

Curtain by Code Masters is a Mig-29 Soviet
Fighter. The real McCoy would set you back
around £10 million pounds, slightly out of the
reach of most people, but if you buy the base
ment model, with no added extras and without

the go-faster stripes it will cost you £6.99.
This simulation allows you to try out your
skills against numerous airborne and ground
targets. Great fun.

(D) JIGGERS
This is a game which Digital Dimen
sion has brought out for just over a
fiver. It's a mind game that has its

•I'lPM'l'
attained worldwide credibility as a
serious sport. The rules are the same
as for conventional ice hockey but
the game's played on roller-skates.
The computer game takes you on a

most popular title, Paperboy, which is a
cycling escapade, delivering more than a few
problems to anyone who plays it.

one

journey through the most deprived

Yet

colour. Sounds easy, but try it. It's
definitely worth the money.

areas of New York, where you do bat
tle against other street-gang hockey
teams. One or two player options
(you can even link it up to a computer
of a different format) give the game

swell the

roots in Rubik's garden. This 10 level

game is very simple to learn, but
extremely difficult to master.

All you have to do is change a grid
of

multicoloured

cubes

into

(E) FRUIT PURSUIT
Another

budget

offering

from

Digital

Dimension. One-armed Bandit lovers will be in

depth and extra interest.

their element here.

For those who buy early there is an
added bonus, namely a free T-shirt

It incorporates everything that has been
devised on an arcade model - nudges, super
holds, Fruit match ups and many more. With
no money to be won, it's now a case of trying
to get your marker to the top of something that
looks like a draughts board.

(F) STREET HOCKEY
Get yourself padded up and what
ever you do don't forget your crash

helmet,

here's

the

Street

Hockey

championship. You and your friends
can taste the atmosphere of this
amazing game from Gonzo.
Street hockey started out in the
ghettos of America but has now

which has a

bright Street Hockey

design on it.

(G) FINALE
This is Elite's swansong as regards to
compilation box-sets. Having brought out a
number of compilations in the past, they've
decided to call it a day and are offering some
of their best selling titles in a fond farewell.
In return for spending £24.99 you'll receive
Overlander, a car shoot-em-up; Space
Harrier (all 20 levels), a fast-moving fastaction futuristic shoot-em-up; Ghost 'n'
Goblins, the predecessor to Ghouls 'n'
Ghosts, and what is most probably Elite's

(H) JUDGE DREDD
another

cartoon

ranks

superhero

to

of characters who

have made their mark on computer
disk. Fighting for justice, but known
to be quite ruthless in his operation,
the
Judge
has a
multitude of
mutations to destroy.
Two such examples are the fatties
who are gorging themselves silly on
depleted food supplies, and deranged
creatures which are wreaking havoc
among the law-abiding citizens, after
escaping from the clutches of a sinis
ter professor. This platform game
from Virgin Mastertronic is due for
release soon.

TRACKSUIT MANAGER
Hot on the trail of Subbuteo comes another

football game, Tracksuit Manager from Elec
tronic Zoo. This is a game which follows the
ups and downs of an international soccer
team manager. At a rock bottom price of
£7.99 it has to be worth a look.

•
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Leonardo's primary weapon is the hair-splitting Kantarna Blade. He's
most effective when attacking sewer enemies
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The needle-tipped Sai is Raphael's prefen<.u attack tool. The speed and
gravity of his strikes are what he prides himself on

Teenage Mutant
IMAGE WORKS
£24.99
Surely there can't be anyone who hasn't
heard of the Teenage Mutant Hero

Hero Turtles
had also come into contact with the stuff.

Turtles are here to stay, at least until the
next big licensing deal comes along.
The Turtles began life as ordinary pets.
However, one fateful day they were acciden
tally dropped down a sewer. Under normal cir
cumstances they wouldn't have survived, but
instead of landing in the murky depths the
pets found themselves swimming in a strange

Using his vast intellect, the rat learned the
secret ways of the Ninja and, under the guid
ance of a master fighter, he soon became pro
ficient in the deadly ways of Ninjitsu.
The rat came to be known as Splinter.
Under his watchful eye the Turtles also
became deadly Ninja fighting machines.
Splinter, a purveyor of Italian art, named his
students after classical painters. Thus were
Leonardo, Raphael, Michaelangelo and

kind of nuclear gunk. Contact with this sub

Donatello created.

stance caused them to mutate. They grew in

April O'Neil, a news reporter with a network
television company, has been kidnapped by
the vile, ruthless, evil bully-boy, Shredder. As
leader of the nasty underworld Foot Clan,

Turtles? Love them or loathe them, the

size and even learned how to talk!

The Turtles were not the only creatures to
be affected by the nuclear goop. A sewer rat

Pts.9868168
Hi
8836218

ts.8888388
i
8838218
DO

DD

DD

00

One of our heroes comes face to face with a giant wasp-like creature. If

he's stung, he could always replenish his energy with a slice of pizza

Atari ST User

Shredder's dastardly scheme is to brainwash
the reporter into joining his gruesome gang.
Controlling the Turtles, you must wage war
on Shredder and his men in a frantic battle to

rescue the lovely April. Your adventure starts
in the downtown

streets of New York. As

Shredder has hideouts all over town your mis
sion is by no means going to be easy. When
you search the city streets and sewers you'll
come across all manner of creatures.

The end of each level is reached when you

find April. However, she is always guarded by
Rocksteady and Beebop, two of the Shred
der's most trusted henchmen. As you battle it
out with one of them, the other will take off with

April. The game continues in a similar fashion

ssssssss &swm

April O'Neil is guarded by Beebop and Rocksteady. Even when you floor
the mutant rhino, the pig-like creature will make off with the reporter

Although Mike may not be as strong as the other dudes, enemies still
cower at his deadly Nunchackus and his courage is second to none

The Bo is Donatello's form of amusement. Looking like a simple stick, it
is a truly formidable weapon when used correctly
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Searching around the city, you must locate
hidden manholes and entrances while avoiding
the Shredder's Foot Clan

Having entered a building, Leonardo must
battle past the monsters in order to discover
what useful items lie in store

ip. &
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You may choose which of the Hero Turtles you
wish to be. Splinter's map also comes in really
handy during the escapade

until you eventually track down the gang to

their hideout at the Technodrome. There you
confront Shredder and capture his deathdealing Life Transformer Gun.

Throughout the game you'll collect various
different icons, each assisting you in your
valiant cause. Pieces of pizza replenish your
life force, while invincibilityand more powerful

frtl"

weapons can help you overcome the seem

ingly endless enemy onslaught.
All in all, the Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles is
a competent beat-em-up cum platform game.
Needless to say, because of the Turtles' fame
every kid in the land will want to play the
game. The game's difficulty level has been set
at just the right level. Newcomers will find the
early levels challenging, and there's enough
to keep seasoned gamers busy.
I particularly liked the option to save your
game. Using this facility, gamers will be able
to see more of the game. Arcade fanatics
should be warned however, the Teenage
Mutant Hero Turtles game should not be con
fused with the Ninja Turtles coin-op.
•
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Having searched the Big Apple, you find yourself at a hidden airbase. As ever, the Foot Clan patrol
the area, aided by airborne search planes which make life difficult for you

Graphics
9ound

Gameplay

Overall
Reviewer

ts.8838588
i
8838588
Hidden within the airbase's sewer system is
the entrance to the Foot Clan's camp

The hangars at the base prove to be swarming with all manner of meanies. However if your
courage holds out, you will be rewarded with a number of invaluable extras

Atari ST User
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Wow, believe it or not, this is the red Lotus which you'll be driving

Really get to know your vehicle before you start the race. This screen

around the course. Just think of the power under that bonnet - the

gives you the information which will be important during the race,
Remember, the more you know, the better your chances are of winning

things that dreams are made of, right?
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Lotus Esprit

GREMLIN
£24.99

SPECIFICRTQN.

Getting ready to begin the race in the oneplayer mode. All cars are on the starting grid...

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge can be
summed up in one word: brilliant. What
Kick-Off does for footie games, Lotus
does for driving. Early in 1990, Gremlin
secured the rights to associate the Lotus

insignia with a computer game, but only if the
game was of supremely high quality.
Lotus also stipulated that the game must
offer prospective buyers something new in the
way of gameplay. Armed with these criteria,
Gremlin put the project into the safe hands of
its programmers and Lotus Esprit Turbo
Challenge was born.
The basic idea is simple. Race a bright red
Lotus around a variety of different tracks
against other computer-driven cars - each
one is represented by a white Lotus. Nothing
new there, I hear you say. But fortunately,
there's more. Gremlin then decided to add

extra interest and long-term appeal to the
game by splitting the screen horizontally and

giving Lotus a two-player option. Still not

Atari ST User

ENGINE: LONGITUDINAL, M!D,REAR- TORQUE: 2S0LB FT/330DRPM.

NHEEL DUIVE. CAPRClTy aHHCC,

H CHLINDERS IN LINE.

BDHE/STROHE: 95.3MM/16.2MM.
COMPRESSION RATIO: 8.0 TO I.
UCL^E

SUSPENSION:
£AR:
INDEPENDEHTXOIL SPRINGS.

TELESCOPIC DAMPERS,RNTI-ROLL
BARS^FRONT: DOUBLE WISHBONES
REAR: TWIN-RADIUS ARMS HND

3E3R-

PUEL 3IHD IGNITION:'MULTI-POINT

TRHN5UEH5E LINKS.

FUEL INJECTION GARRETT TB03
TURBQCHARGEfi WITH INTER-

STEEPING: RACK AND PINION.3.0

COOLER LINKED TO MAPPED
ELECTRONIC IGNITION.

3 LOCK TO LOCK.
BRAKES: FRONT: I0.2INS UENTILATED DISHS REAR: I0.8INS DISKS.

TRANSMISSION: 5-SPEED MANUAL, WHEEL5/THHE5: CAST 0LLDH,
GE.^P- PATiCSVMPH/JOOOPPM:

FRONT: HNS. RERR: B.5IN5 RIMS.

3.360/5.6 CISTI,3.D50/3.a,
1.380/13.1.1.030/18.4,0.820/23.1

GOODyEAR £AGLE TyRES, FRONT:
2I5/S0ZRIS,RERR: 2H5/50ZHIE

POWER: 26HBHP/33O0PPM.

HERB WEIGHT: 2923LB

There's as much information given about the vehicle as you feel you can cope with. The more seri
ous you are about the race, the more details you will need to know. If you're well acquainted with
the Lotus you'll be far more likely to win

wildly innovative, but after you've played the
game you probably won't care.
The smooth scrolling of the oncoming track,
the impressive backgrounds, the excellent
computer-controlled opposition and the ease
with which you are able to control your car
puts Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge so far
ahead of the competition they might as
well be driving Reliant Robins. Within
the game there are three levels of racing

difficulty - easy, medium and hard. In total
there are 32 different circuits to speed around,
7 on the easy level, 10 on medium and 15 on
the hardest.

Throughout the game you will encounter
lane closures, surface water, oil, pit stops for
petrol and the occasional bad driver, all of
which will slow your progress. Usually the first
race in each sector is pretty straightforward
with no real obstacles, but the races become

GAME INFORMATION
NORMBL
CONTROL
METHOD
- foster
noun - slower
UP RNO FIRE - UP 0
GERR
DOWN BNO FIRE - DOWN P. EEHR

op

BLTERNBTIUE
FIRE

FOSTER
PUSH UP
PUSH DOWN

CONTROL

-

-

GEBR

IF

CDMPUTER

METHOD

DOWN - SLOWER
UP fl BERR
DOWN B
GERR

CONTROL

BSSI5TEO

GERRS

ORE

SELECTED
ATTEMPTING TO CHANGE
GEBR USING THE BBOUE CONTROLS
WILL HRUE ND EFFECT.
PRESS

Here's the graph which gives the driver vital
information on acceleration, fuel consumption
and the like. It's worth studying

FIRE

ID

CDNTINOE

Choose the method of control which is pre-

Those huge rocks on the right-hand side of the

ferred. You can choose between manual and

track could end the race for you, so try to

automatic gears - it's entirely up to you

avoid them at all costs

progressively more difficult the further you get.
You must always finish in the first 10, other
wise you're eliminated and have to start again.
A place in the top 10 not only earns you
some driver championship points but will dic
tate your starting grid position in the next
race. If you finish first in one race, you'll be
placed on the back row of the grid at the start
of the next, but if you come tenth you will start
from the middle of the field.

Gremlin has given a lot of thought to gameplay and offers a variety of different controls
over the gear change and throttle/brakes set
up. .Being given a choice between manual
and automatic gears, or whether your throttle
should be operated by the fire button or by
pushing forward on the joystick enables you
to concentrate on driving the car.
In Lotus Challenge, just as in any Grand
Prix, points are awarded for finishing - rang
ing from 20 points down to one. Your ultimate
objective is to finish the season as number
one driver. And to add to the challenge,

Gremlin has hidden a message at the end of
the game and is offering prizes to those who
can reach the end to reveal it.

•

There's a really sharp bend coming up straight ahead. The way you take this particular corner
could determine your positioning in the race. Just negotiate it a little better than the drivers
ahead of you and first place isn't beyond your grasp

Are you going to have loud and groovy music
playing throughout the race or would you
prefer just the noises from the vehicles?
k

Sound
Gameplay
Overall

8€
84
94
94

Reviewer

Ml KE

Graphics

The fantastic two-player mode which means that you can use all your driving skills to race
against a friend as opposed to the computer. The novel idea of splitting the screen horizontally
adds extra interest and appeal to the game. It's definitely a winner
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Sly Spy has to throw himself from a plane at a great height, and then try
to blast the bad guys

from the sky before he becomes the target himself

Make sure your aim is straight or the Council for World
suceed in their plan to fire a nuclear missile towards the

Graphics
Sound

Gameplay
Overall
Reviewer

OCEAN
£24.95

Domination will
USA

65
58
58
60
MIKE

the right and you encounter an invisible wall
blocking your way. This proves to be really
annoying as there always seems to be an
item lying on the floor just out of your reach.
As you spend valuable time and effort try

down democratically elected governments in
this, yet another (yawn...) power struggle

been left for him to find. If he can piece it
together, he'll have a formidable weapon at
his disposal. And so Sly sets out enthusiasti
cally to save the world.
This latest beat-em-up or shoot-em-up plat
form game from Ocean leaves a lot to be
desired. Having undergone the transformation

game.

from amusement arcade machine to

giving you a real kicking.

Once again the peace and tranquillity of
the planet is under threat. This time the
baddies are flying the flag for the Council
for World Domination. Innocent people

are dying as these merciless dictators bring

home

ing to retrieve these items, your opponents are

appearing from this so-called no-go area and

computer, the conversion seems to have lost

With nine whole levels in which to run amok,

or Superman are busy righting wrongs else

its appeal and is now devoid of any real

where in the Universe, so the job of saving

challenge or excitement.

you'd thinkthat the game would be a big, joy
stick-waggling challenge. Wrong! What the

All the other superheroes like James Bond

espionage

There are nine levels to face, each with a

specialist - Sly, or, as he prefers to be known,
Sly Spy. Notexactly a great cover, is it?

different theme. You begin by jumping out of a
plane and go on through warehouses, car

civilisation falls

to

an

intrepid

packaging doesn't tell you is that Sly Spy has
nine small levels, so just when you are getting
into the action, the end-of-level guardian

chases, and even under water. Although each
scenario is bright, with well-detailed charac

appears, leaving you feeling aggrieved and

lesser-known martial arts, Sly feels quietly
confident that he can complete his mission

ters and backdrops, it's the gameplay which

successfully and return the planet to some

Not only do you encounter predictable and
unimaginative enemies but you find that

Sly Spy seems to lack direction and real
credibility, and the gameplay seems a little
dated. And yet earlier this year, Ocean
provided the brilliant Rainbow Islands, and
made good progress with their F29 Retaliator.

Armed

with

the

standard

CIA

semi

automatic pistol and some knowledge of the

sort of normality.
He has been informed that throughout his

journey, pieces of a super Golden Gun have

lets Sly Spy down badly.

there's a limited amount of space for you to
move around in. Wander too far to the left or

As well as being a master spy in the air, Sly Spy is an ace on his high

speed, super-charged motorbike. A fast and furious chase through the
city streets tests all his driving skills to the very limit

Atari ST User

just a little cheated.

Well, we all have our off days!

•

From a bitter battle in the streets to an underwater conflict. Is there no

limit to Sly's skills? Once this particular baddie has been stopped, more
are sure to appear to challenge the inimitable Sly

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR THE ATARI ST & STE
WHAT IS MASTER SOUND?
Master Sound is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for the Atari ST & STE range

f computers. The sampler cartridge enclosed in this package plugs into your ROM
oil on the side of your computer and allows you to record sounds from devices
uch as Personal Cassette players, Compact Disc Players etc. Once in the computer
1ASTER SOUNDS unique editor will enable you to edit the sound in practically any
iay you can imagine. Once you have the sound sample how you want it, you may

(corporate it into your own Demo's or programs or use MASTER SOUNDS own built
i sample sequencer to play back the sample in sequence with other samples!

36 BAR GRAPHI

EQUALISER DISPL

THE MASTER SOUND EDITOR

Incorporates the following facilities:

FFT DISPLAY SCRE

* SAMPLE

* PLAY

* LISTEN

* LOOP

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

CUT
FADE IN
SHRINK
LOAD
VU METER

* AVR FORMAT

COPY
FADE OUT
FILTER
SAVE
SEQUENCER

OVERLAY
VOLUME
MAGNIFY
SCOPE
MIDI TRIGGER

WIPE
REVERSE
TRIGGER
REAL TIME FFT
3D FFT DISPLAY

* STE VOLUME, BASS & TREBLE CONTROL

'Kn impressive Spectrum Analizer, Oscilloscope and 3D FFT display enable the user
o monitor frequency content and volume with ease, and help you to ensure that the
;ample quality is at its best.

THE MASTER SOUND SEQUENCER
Allows you to play back samples in a sequence. Up to 18 samples can be held
n memory at once and sequences are as simple to record as tapping keys on the
computers keyboard. Once recorded the sequencer can save the samples and
sequence file out onto disc so that the files can be used in the sequence player
provided.
in

m i in i

THE MASTER SOUND DEMO
Allows you to play back your own sequenced sounds created by the editor while
displaying picture files. This is great for creating your own public domain demo discs
without having to be a computer programmer.
JDVANTAGES OVER MASTER SOUND 1
Midi compatibility allows you to playback samples at different
frequencies from an external midi keyboard with a midi-out socket.
* Additional STE options include Volume, Bass, & treble controls
Playback via the STE's built in sound sockets.

* New 3D Fast Fourier Transform display allows you to see the samples
frequency composition in a 3D display.

* Volume down option

A

.aaV

* Choice of filters

* Choice of compression ratios
* Enhanced sample frequencies up to 30 KHZ

* Sequencer can now handle variable frequencies from 3 to 16KHZ
sre ( <•
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MASTER SOUND ORDER FORM
Master Sound is £39.95 post & packing £1 (all prices inc V.A.T.)
BY POST: with Cheque • Postal Order • or Credit Card

BY PHONE
WITH

Name

CREDIT CARDS
Address

(0726)68020

Postcode

Credit Card Type
<s»

Send to: Microdeal

Expiry Date .

Number

Please allow 28 days for delivery
PO Box 68 - St Austell • Cornwall • England • PL25 4YB

"*»
%;

BYTEBACK
S^

DELIVERY
SERVICE

A

. . . and the

Ring us now! 0636 79097 we're programmed to help

keenest prices

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
NEW GAMES
Armour-Geddon.
Atomic Robokid..
Awesome

ONLY!|
..16.99
..17.99
..24.99

SALE • SALE • SALE
Afterburner

..7.99
..9.99
..9.99

Batman: Caped Crusader.
Colossus Chess X

Badlands
Battle of Britain

..16.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Centrefold Squares
Hollywood Poker Pro

..19.99

Last Ninja 2

..7.99

BSS Jane Seymour

..16.99

MrHeli

..7.99

Cadaver

..16.99

Captive
Car-Vup

..15.99

BAT (+ Sound Card)

Chase HQ 2

Chuck Yeager's Flight Simulator..
Corporation
Cricket Captain 2
Days of Thunder
Dick Tracy
Dragon Breed
Dragonflight
Dragons Lair II - Timewarp
Eagles Rider
Elvira
ESWAT
Final Whistle

24.99

..16.99
..16.99

..17.99
..16.99
..16.99
..15.99
..16.99

..16.99
..18.99
..24.99
..16.99
..19.99

..16.99

Rick Dangerous

..9.99

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares

.15.99

Dungeon Master + Chaos

24.99

Hard Drivin + 10 Disks .

Kid Gloves + Cloud Kingdoms

14.99

Shoot-em-up Construction Kit..

..9.99
..7.99

Silkworm
Steve Davis Snooker

Super Hang On

..9.99
..7.99

Tetris
Verminator
X-Out

..7.99
..7.99
..9.99

Flight of Intruder
F19 Stealth Fighter

..19.99
..16.99
..13.99
..15.99
..16.99
..15.99

Ballyhoo
Spellbreaker

..7.99

..13.99

Moonmist

..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99

Helter Skelter
Horror Zombies
Immortal
James Pond
Kick Off 2

Legend of Faerghail
Line of Fire

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge
Monty Python
Murder
M1 Tank Platoon

Operation Stealth
Pang

..19.99
..16.99
..16.99

..13.99
..15.99
..19.99
..18.99

..16,99

FREE-One Public Domain disk with every
game ordered from this column!
Pick from the list opposite...
Paradroid 90

17.99

Plotting
Populous
Powermonger
Profiight

16.99
17.99
18.99
29.99

Puznic
Ranx

16.99
16.99

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop2

15.99
16.99

Rourkes Drift
Shadow of the Beast

15.99
16.99

Sim City
Speedball2
Spellbound
Spindizzy Worlds

17.99
15.99
14.99
16.99

Strider2

16.99

Super Off Road Racer
Supremacy

16.99
19.99

JOYSTICKS

Star LC10..

..159.00

including lead!
Star LC200 (Colour).
including lead!

..219.00

EDUCATIONAL
Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof.
Prof Makes Sentences...
Puzzle Book 1

....8.99
..19.99
..19.99
..15.99

Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell at Shops

..15.99
..15.99

Fun School 2 (under 6).
(6-8)
(over 8)....

..12.99

..11.99

Golden Axe

..19.99

•PRINTERS

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy....

..7.99
..7.99
..7.99

Planetfall
Leather Goddesses of Phobos

..7.99

Wishbringer
Hollywood Hi-Jinks
Zorkl
Zorkll

DISKS -100% Guaranteed
6.49
29.99
49.99

CAD 3D (1)..

..15.99
.15.99

.15.99

9.99

47.99
89.99

COMPILATIONS
MASTERTMIX

16.99

Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux
SPORTING GOLD

19.99

Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

19.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman The Movie,
Indiana Jones
PLATINUM

17.99

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds

..12.99

39.99

Degas Elite
CyberStudio

..17.99

MASTERsound2
Music Construction Set..
Quartet

.29.99

Replay Professional
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99

TCB Tracker

..37.99

..39.99

....8.99
..39.99
..59.99

UTILITIES
...44.99

BU.63. Mono Emulator + Tos 1.4 Fix!

...27.99

BU.64. Fractal Landscape generator, and Explorer,
Mandfebrot Show

Protext(5)

.109.99

Word Writer

...34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..

...19.99

ACCESSORIES
Locking Disk Box (40+)...
Locking Disk Box (80+)...
Media Box (Holds 150+).

...6.99
....8.99
.19.99

19.99

Test Drive, Hard Ball, Mean 18 + Famous

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)

3.99

Vaxine

16.99

Vector Championship Run
Voodoo Nightmare

16.99
16.99

Course disk (Vol. 1 and 2)

ST Dust Cover

5.99

KINGS QUEST TRIPLE

Virus Killer.

BU.60. BBC Emulator; Ideal for the kids using BBC
Computers at school!
BU.61. ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to run with
the ZX81 emulator!

BU.59. ZX81 Emulator; including 38 program files!
Uses the original keyword entry system! Great fun!
MU.05. Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet plus tutori
al. Lotus com[patible!
MU.13. F-Copy III;Superior Copier!
SO.02. Composer; enter notes from computer or
Midi keyboards!
SO.03.16 Voice synthesiser with multi voice

recording!

BC.16. Clip Art - Viz Magazine

BC.17. ClipArt- Garfield Pics

BD.33. STE Demo; See what your STE is capable
FURRY MOUSE COVER....

..6.99

of and be amazed

BD.34. What the Butler Saw; Demo

(with eyes, ears and nose!)

BE.02. Fun for 3 to 6 year olds; Kids Music,

19.99

Piano, Grid ...

18.99

BE.03. Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,
Kid Sketch ...

BE.05. On screen Colouring book!
BE.13. Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi choice

Disk Drive cleaner

3.99
21 99

19.99

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)
24.99

processor

BU.57. ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
BU.58. File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk copier,

...15.99

15.99
16.99

All items due by publication date!
If release delayed - sent ASAP

BS.18. Madonna; Including those
controversial Playboy pictures
BS.20. NASA Space Mission slideshow
BS.01. X-Cert. Spectrum 512 Show
BU.21. Neochrome; Super Art Package
BU.07.ST Writer Elite; Professional quality word

Neodesk3

16.99

Hard Drivin', Toobin, APB, Dragon Spirit,
Xybots

DA.02.62 More Adventure solutions!

...15.99

UMS 2

19.99
14.99

horror game

DA.01. 66 Adventure game solutions!

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

Turrican
Ultimate Ride

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

MG.08. Star Trek - Next Generation

Battle the Ferengi.. .(not STE)

MT.09.Elvira; Stunning demo of the long awaited

...19.99

POWER PACK

Lancaster, Eliminator, Skyfox, Strike Force
Harrier, Skychase

BG.62. Millipede; Arcade classic
BG.64. ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!
BG.65. Joust; Arcade classic...

....16.99

Xenon II, TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally.

TNT

original program to run
BG.58. Soko; 50 level puzzle game
BG.59. Bubble Trouble; Pacman style plus: Jump-

Home Accounts

16.99

19.99

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

BG.01. Monopoly; Classic Board game!
plus: Chess, American Football
BG.20. Dungeon Master; Maps of all
levels + 40 pages of hints, tips
BG.27. Strip Breakout; Knock out the bricks to
reveal the picture!
BG.55. Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel; Original

GST C Compiler

16.99

16.99

NEW LOW PRICES
1 disk = £1.99
10 disks + file box = £15.99

...55.99
....16.99

18.99

Welltris

PUBLIC DOMAIN

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

Total Recall

Wolfpack

+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

Kings Quest I, II and III

29.99

adventure game for kiddies!
BD.39. Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles; Sample of
Turtles theme plus pics
MD.15. Snowman - Digitised demo. (MB)

MD.41. Robocop; Stunning digitised
sequences from the film! (2 disks)
MD.42. When Harry met Sally; amusing digi
tised fake orgasm sequence .. .

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return post

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities

DEPT. STU, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 LIE ETC
Atari ST Us-

6.99
9.99

11.99
12.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
17.99
15.99

ster; Q-Bert version

DELUXE PAINT

Team Yankee

FLIGHT COMMAND

Quickshot APACHE
Quickshot III PYTHON

Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR
Competition Pro Extra
Arcade Joystick
Arcade Turbo Joystick
Zip Stik Professional

maze type arcade.

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

ALL TIME FAVOURITES

4.99
4.99
13.99

BG.57. Dungeon Master; NEWdungeon! Needs
.16.99

Canvas

DevpacST(2)

SONY Boxed with labels!
Box of 10

Box of 10 ( X 5)
Box of 10 ( x 10)

..12.99

ART & MUSIC

Classic INFOCOM Adventures!

SONY bulk disks with labels!
10 disks
50 disks
100 disks

Fun School 3 (under 5).
(5-7)
(over 7)....

..12.99

Joystick & Mouse extension
Joystick lead - 2 metres!
Joystick Mouse Switch Box

available

foMtimt the
$ltutm Mom

SO WHEN ITS LIFE OR DEATH

CONFLICT ON YOUR COMPUTER GAME

Mo fecokd

YOU CAN RELY ON CONTRIVER!
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BREEDER OF SMART MICE!
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Infocom Adventures
VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC
£9.99 EACH
Interactive fiction has been very popular
with

adventurers

and

now

Mastertronic

have managed to get hold of some of the
best

Infocom

back titles

and

have

re-

released five of them at the budget price of
£9.99 each - most definitely worth the clams.

PLANETFALL
OK, so being an Ensign 9th Class in the
Stellar Patrol may not be the greatest career in
the known Universe, but at least you've got a
warm bed and get fed regularly.
That is, until your ship explodes and you're
marooned on a strange planet with a hostile
Wild Kingdom and only a playful, fun-loving
droid called Floyd for company.

Survival on a strange planet 12,000 years in
the future is no picnic, and you'll have to test
your wits against the many pitfalls that lie in
wait for you in the hostile environment.
Every minute is a challenge. You'll spend
your time finding enough food to survive,
escaping from a crumbling and decaying ruin,
finding a way out of the dangerous Wild
Kingdom and finally, finding a way to get off
the planet in order to be able to rejoin your
colleagues in the Stellar Patrol.
Floyd easily became the best loved of the
many characters Infocom created over the
years, and Steve Meretzky's humour makes
this game one of a kind.

Take your pick from the selection of budget Infocom adventure games released by Mastertronic

All the characters from the book are here,

although the plot of the game doesn't exactly
follow that of the book. The sense of humour is

the same, and the puzzles are some of the
strangest ever devised. It will keep you laugh
ing, and scratching your head for days.

rescue a kidnapped cat, and defeat an evil
mage - all this before the Post Office closes!
Wishbringer is one of the Infocom Introduc
tory Level programs and is the ideal place for
first-time adventurers to develop their skills.
None of the puzzles are too hard, and the

game provides plenty of helpful hints if the

ZORK 1

unthinkable happens and you get stuck.

Zork, based on the original Adventure by

HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY

Crowther and Woods, has achieved unrivalled

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS

Written by Douglas Adams, and loosely based

The evil Leather Goddesses plan to invade
earth and turn it into their private pleasure

Earth has been vaporised to make room for
a hyperspace bypass, and you're reduced to
hitching a lift on a Vogon spaceship with Ford
Prefect - shortly after which you're jettisoned
into space and picked up by Zaphod

recognition in the adventure games world.
Zork introduced the adventuring public to the
realms of the Great Underground Empire and
the excesses of the Flathead Dynasty.
Beginning west of the mysterious White
House, the trail of fabulous treasures will lead
you ever deeper into the bowels of the earth.
You'll marvel at the stupendous Flood Control
Dam Number 4 and gasp as you nearly
plunge headlong into a bottomless chasm. It

Beeblebrox, Trillian and Marvin the Paranoid

could be too much for the faint of heart!

planet. You are kidnapped from earth as a vic
tim for the hideous experiments of the God
desses. You must escape so you can thwart
their plans.
With fellow prisoner Trent, you journey
around the solar system, avoiding the hazards
which lie waiting for you while trying to find a
way to stop the Leather Goddesses.
Leather Goddesses is the fastest-selling

Android in a stolen spaceship.

But remember to take a lamp with you to
shed a little light on your situation, lest you
become a meal for the legendary Grue.

initely adult) humour, the game has three
levels: tame, suggestive and lewd - to suit

on the books, radio and TV series, Hitchhiker's

Guide puts you into the character of Arthur
Dent, human, and the last survivor of a
demolished planet.

i or who you arc or hon you got there.

Infocom game ever. Combining witty (but def

your age (and inclination!).

>sneil
(darkness)

lelly
Mlth

litcfi and a keyboard.

It looks like the gla s case contains:
itter

:all dispensing nachine
:le of Santraginoan Min
:ells you that you are

The magic stone, Wishbringer, was created
from the heart of a princess denied her true
love. It has the power to grant wishes, hence
the name. Wishbringer has been hidden away
for years, but now it's time for it to re-emerge
into the world.

As a simple postman, you never expected
to get embroiled in any adventurers. All you
Safely aboard the Vogon Starship after the

had to do was deliver a

destruction of the planet earth. Now, can you
understand the language?

woman who runs the Festeron Magick
Shoppe. I bet you never expected to have to

Atari ST User

•

WISHBRINGER

II docs snell a bit, There's something pungent beingwaved under you
head begins to dear. Vou can nake out a shadow noving in the dark,

letter to the old

Atmosphere
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Now, there's a PC-AT compatible that not only solves problems like other
AT compatibles, It also solves the one problem that its predecessors have
created... affordabillty.
Silica Systems are pleased to present the new Atari ABC. The ABC is a 286 AT
compatible that runs at over 5 times the performance of the IBMXT. This is achieved
by combining the power and speed of a 16-bit 286 processor, with Atari Corp's
development experience and engineering capabilities, which use the very latest
in design technology. However, the Atari ABC's are available at 'XT prices' and
many XT owners will wonder why they paid more, but got less!
The ABC is a reliable, high performance computer, built to exceptionally rigorous
standards. It is well designed, to a state of the art specification, maintaining max
imum expansion capability for the future. This includes up to 4Mb of RAM and 3
AT expansion slots. Plus, unusually for a PC at this price, the ABC has the ability
to install two or three extra drives, with the cabling already inside the CPU.
The ABC has a host of impressive features, all built-in as standard, encouraging
simple installation and ease of use. In addition, the ABC's small footprint and quiet
operating, mean that you will notice it less on your desk than other PC's. Except,
of course, when you begin to take advantage of its AT power.
At its remarkably low price point, the ABC is ideally suited for home, office and
educational use and will take full advantage of the vast range of PC compatible
software. And, with 12 months FREE on-site maintenance (8 hour response), you
can rest assured that your ABC will be fully supported.
The ABC is the latest addition to a comprehensive range of both 286 (8Mhz or
12Mhz) and 386 (16Mhz and 20Mhz) PC's, from the Business Systems Division
of Atari Corp. Atari's PC range offers an unsurpassed combination of reliability,
compatibility and expandability, with unique features like Atari's 44Mb removable
hard disk on their PC4. Return the coupon NOW for further details of the complete
range of PC products from Atari's Business Systems Division.

ABC
TURBO
AVAILABLE: JUNE 90

WITH 30Mb HARD DISK & EGA MONITOR • £899

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!-

ON-SITE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HOTLINE
TEST/BURN-IN BEFORE DESPATCH
OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY

HARD
DISK
AND

To put the ABC even further ahead ot the competition, we have introduced a special
'Turbo' version, which includes a super fast RLL hard disk controller to increase

MONITOR

the data transfer rate from l50KBytes/s to 800KBytes/s, with a performance in
dex of 4.801. Plus! to provide exceptional graphics with an outstanding colour
resolution ot up to 1024x768, we have included a Super VGA graphics adaptor
and a 14" VGA colour monitor (which also supports 1024x768 resolution), all

for an additional price of only £300. Check the ABC Turbo against the competi
tion, at only £1299 (+VAT) with 30Mb hard disk, Super VGA colour graphics
capabilities, plus 12 months on-site maintenance, it offers unbeatable value.

8Mhz 80286 16-bit CPU

Landmark Speed = 10.3Mhz,

Norton SI Test = 9.0

Latest NEAT (New Enhanced AT) technology chip set
Has user selectable bus, DMA speeds & wait states

Programmable to operate at 0 or 1 wait states
640K RAM base memory (expandable)
Motherboard expandable to 4Mb RAM memory
Real time clock with battery back-up
Full 16-bit data line capability

r

Socket for 80287-8 numeric Co-Processor

3 16-bit AT expansion slots (max)

•

32Mb RLL hard disk - 150KBytes/s transfer - 60ms access

•
•
•

Fast disk controller - 800KBytes/s transfer - Turbo version
1.44Mb built-in 31/2" floppy disk drive
Space for two 51A" and two 3V2" drives (max)

ABC
TURBO
£12993,

• SVGA COLOUR MONITOR
• SVGA GRAPHICS CARD • 512K
• 30Mb HARD DISK DRIVE

FAST DISK CONTROLLER )

Parallel port built-in (25-pin Centronics)

Serial port built-in (9-pin RS-232)
Mouse controller port built-in (9-pin serial)
Super VGA video graphics controller - 512K - Turbo vers
Super VGA: 256 colours in 800x600 res - Turbo vers
EGA video graphics controller built-in

EGA: 16 colours available from a palette of 64
EGA: 256K of dedicated Video RAM built-in

MDA, CGA and Hercules graphics controller built-in
Low noise operation
Ergonomic small footprint (38cmx41cmx15cm)
Keyboard - 102 key enhanced AT (12 function keys)

Keyboard - has 2 position height adjusters

A ATARI
NO MONITOR

MS-DOS 3.3 with GW BASIC 3.22
12 Months FREE on-site maintenance included

•
•
•

tAVAIL JUNE 90

314" FLOPPY DRIVE

NO HARD DRIVE

+ 30Mb HARD DRIVE

£599

£799

+VAT =

+ EGA MONO
+ EGA COLOUR

Fully OS/2 compatible (requires 4Mb RAM)
Supports Industry Standard Networks

3Vz" FLOPPY DRIVE

14" SVGA COLOUR MONITOR
SVGA GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
FAST DISK CONTROLLER

£688.85

£699
+VAT .

£803.85

£799
+VAT = E918.85

+VAT = E918.85

£899
-t-VAT =

£1033.85

£999
4-VAT =

£1148.85

£ 1 0 9 9 £+VAT
1 =2
99
£1493.85 ,
+VAT = £1263.85

MAIL ORDER:

mm

mm

mm

ON-SITE MAINTENANCE (8 hour response): Available Free of Charge on all ABC's.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.
100% QUALITY CONTROL: Every ABC is tested/burnt-in before despatch.

3D

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

£13m TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid and reliable with maintainedgrowth.
BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari PC requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Cash/cheque/credit card/credit - we are licensed credit brokers - details on request.
Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ABC, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy
it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your ABC, when you may require additional peripherals
or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the company you buy from contact you with
details of new ABC products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. Silica Systems
is a new division of Silica Shop, the UK's leading Atari specialists. This new division has been established to

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-3091111"'
Order LinesOpen: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
t-fo Late NightOpening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Tel: 071-580 4000

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

perience and expertise, we can now claim to meet

our customers requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. But don't just take our word
for it. Complete and return the coupon now, for our
latest Free literature and begin to experience the

"Silica Systems Service".

SILICA
SYSTEMS

m

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Order Lines Open: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

Closed on Saturdays

Tel: 081-302 8811

Fax No: 081-309 0017

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX

Tel:

081-308 0888

Fax No: 081-308 0608

j

To: Silica Systems Ltd, DeptATSTR 2™8,1-4 The^ews.TlatherleyTd, Sidcup, Kent DA14™4DX^|
PLEASE
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

SEND

INFORMATION

Initials:

ON

ATARI

PC's

Surname:

Address:

provide a service to the more serious home user, as well as to business and education purchasers. Silica have
been established for over 12 years, and have an an
nual turnover of £13 million. With our unrivalled ex

Late Night: Thursday until

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work); .

Company Name:

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - pie;

.M
n the coupon for the latest informalio

As Weaver, you must lead your party of soldiers over 57 miles of very

As you make your way through the jungle, one of your scouts encounters

treacherous Vietnamese terrain. Your goal is the US Base at Do Hoc

a lone VC guerilla. A battle to the death ensues

B Hie Lost Patrol

June 7th, 1966. An American helicopter
returning troops from some R and R in
Saigon crashes somewhere in the remote
central highlands of Vietnam. In the acci
dent the chopper's radio is damaged beyond
repair. The seven crash survivors face a

gruelling trek across 57 miles of harsh terrain
to the nearest US Base at Do Hoc. The area is

infested with Viet Cong guerillas and riddled
with deadly booby-traps. The journey home
isn't going to be easy.
With minimal supplies of ammunition and
food the troops are going to need all their
skills and a whole lot of luck. For the next 57

miles the platoon is on its own - it's the 'Lost
Patrol'.

Unfortunately, one of your men catches a bullet in the back. After a brief ceremony you leave his
gun and helmet behind as a memorial. If you don't keep moving, more of your men will join him

•KATE-OF-FlREFORMAL- -HEAVY

•AMMUNITION-

267

GRENADES- 013

Suddenly, you find yourself pinned down by enemy fire. There's nothing
else for it but to stand and shoot it out with them

Atari ST User

You must assume the role of Sergeant
Charlie Weaver, a 29-year-old soldier with two
year's army service - 10 months of those in
the jungles of Vietnam. As the highest ranking
NCO, it's up to you to take charge of the
remaining members of the troop.
As you begin the game it's wise to post two
of your troops as wingmen - scouts. Keeping
their wits about them, these boys should be
able to tell you of anything strange or
untoward in your immediate vicinity. As you

YOU SEARCH THE SURROUNDING AREA,
BUT FIND NOTHING OF ANY USE.

In order to keep up morale and strength you must make sure your men
rest at regular intervals, even when the enemy is near

On your travels you stumble across a small
Vietnamese settlement. Be very careful-

make your way through the surrounding coun
tryside, one of them may even unearth a Viet
Cong sniper.

Further investigation uncovers a foxhole. You
decide to send Gomez into the darkness

and you might just score a direct hit. In other
from what seems like the whole of the NVA.

When this happens there's no alternative

47 and partake in a bout of fisticuffs with your
soldier. If you win, you may interrogate the

but to shoot it out. Take care - although bold
manoeuvres may win medals, they also lose
lives. Should you be unable to see the enemy,
you might try lobbing a grenade in their gen
eral direction. While not being easy, this action
does prove to be the most satisfactory one.

lose and you'll be responsible for

another wasted life.

One of the primary objectives is to make a
dawn raid on a Vietnamese settlement. The

frail Vietnamese villagers won't argue should
you decide to stock up with their produce. But
be warned, some settlements are merely a
front for the Viet Cong.
You may find yourself pinned down by
enemy fire, so it's wise to keep at least one
guard on duty. If you're vigilant, you may dis
cover a VC foxhole. These tight passages run
for miles. You can explore them if you wish but
I'd advise strongly against it - they're usually
swarming with deadly VC soldiers.
The morale of your troops plays an impor
tant part in the game. Successful missions will
keep the soldiers' spirits high. Too many bad
encounters or a death will cause real trouble.

You'll often encounter mine fields. Electing
a soldier, you must carefully guide him
through the field, exposing any mine he
encounters. This operation is pretty tricky, but
it must be attempted if the area is to be tra
versed safely.
The Lost Patrol is a game which will appeal

march. It's also wise to remember that the

night belongs to the Viet Cong. Make sure that
you dig in before it gets dark.

Carefully

making your way across the

paddy fields, you may find yourself pinned
down by an enemy attack. Sometimes this

comes in the form of a carefully hidden sniper.
Choosing your best marksman, you can
search the area with your telescopic sight,

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AK-47 - Assault rifle used by the

Viet Cong and NVA
AWOL - Absent without official
leave

C Rations - US field rations

Didi Mau - Vietnamese for "go
away"
Grunt - Infantryman
Greens - Army basic-issue cloth
ing
Hooch - Tent or peasant's hut
KIA - Killed in action
Klick - Kilometre

more to the strategists among you. The five
arcade sequences offer a reasonable chal

M16 - Standard issue US assault

lenge on their own. The thinkers among you
will also enjoy planning the troops' manoeu

Mama San - Pidgin English for an

vres. Unfortunately, the two elements fail to gel

Medivac - Medical evacuation,
usually by helicopter
NCO - Non-commissioned officer,
ie sergeant
NVA - North Vietnamese Army

together. Personally, I found the game some
what repetitive and tedious. The presentation
is good, but the gameplay is lacking.
•

As you progress, the boys will doubtless
need short breaks to recover from the arduous

I

skirmishes you may find yourself under attack

Should this occur, the VC will down his AK-

Cong,

A shot rings out and your troops surface with a
cache of explosives and supplies

Overall

79
76
77
78

Reviewer

NICK

G RAPHICS
Sound
Gameplay

rifle
old Vietnamese woman

R and R - Rest and recreation
leave

RPG - Rocket-propelled grenade
used by enemy forces
Tail-End Charlie - Last man in

patrol

Viet Cong - Vietnam communist,
South Vietnam guerilla forces
WIA - Wounded in action
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There are 57 miles between you and your downed chopper. It's going to be tough. Can you survive the challenge of the Lost Patrol?
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Greater London Computers
Atari Discovery Pack
Bombjack, Carrier Command,
Outrun, Space Harrier, STOS,
Neochrone, First Basic, ST Tour,
Discover the ST.

£289.95

Atari Turbo Pack
STOS, Basic, Music Maker II,

Hyperpaint II, Indiana Jones,
Impossible Mission II, Human
Killing Machine, Supercycle,
Outrun, Dragons Breath, Anarchy,
Bloodmoney.
£379.95

Atari 1040 STE
Extra Pack
Prince, Hyperpaint, STAC, ST
World, ST Base, ST Calc, ST Graph.

£449.95
Atari Lynx Hand Held Console
£119.95

All current software available,

please call for details

COSMOS MESSAGE FOR

THE MONTH
"Yo ST using Dudes and Dudettes, dis is the
first time I've been in ST User and it's cool

init. I've got a really great view from here.
Mr Mike and the GLC crew, that's Nilbog
and Nigel the Munehkin if you aint been keep
ing up with things, has been working on those
offers for ages Dudes and there well 'ard ain't
they.
So ST using Dudes and Dudettes, get your
butts down 'ere and see de bestest ST Shop in
the whole world, which Mr Mike said is pretty
big so there Dudes.
Ta Ta For Now Dudes,

Cosmo

#*•

Other bits:

Games, Joysticks, "Plonker Boxes",
Disks, Disk Boxes, Printers, Paper,
Ribbons, Cables, Amigas, Atari

sent to UK addresses. All Ataris

VCS, C64 NightMoves/Mindbender
packs, C64 Games Systems, Mice,

are sent by DataPost for next
day delivery. We regret

Teddy Bears, Nilbogs & Various

DataPost is not available to
BFPO addresses

Serious Items

Delivery is free on all items

Greater London Computers,
481 Hale End Road, Highams Park, Chingford, London. E4 9FT
TEL 081-527-0405 FAX 081-503-2341
Atari ST User

PSYGNOSIS
£24.95

These are the kind of funky Cyber Punks you're up against. Driving skills
are at a premium if you're going to stand a chance of even
finishing the race, never mind trying to win it

Nitro is a supremely uninspiring car racing

game with an urban cowboy flavour
thrown in, in an attempt to wring some
street credibility and 'kid appeal' from

what is essentially, that old tried and tested
rev- em-and-wreck-em formula.

The game opens with a character selection
screen depicting some nameless bad-ass
character who is your alter-ego. Name the
character, using a paltry three letters, and
you're given the chance to select a vehicle.
The choice given encompasses Formula 1,
Sports Cars or Turbo Buggies. With Formula 1
cars there's a high fuel consumption, but they
are fast and perfectly adapted to road sur
faces. Sports Cars don't use much gas,
they're average on roads and average across
country. Turbo Buggies have an average
petrol intake, are bad on roads, but prove to
be something else across rough terrain.
After selecting a car, it's off for a mad dash
for the finishing post, at least that's what the

packaging spiel would have you believe. In

That guy in the centre is you. Did you ever see
such a bad-ass? The question is, will your
reputation live up to your mean looks?

On the starting grid you and the other drivers
wait for the countdown of the lights. Wait for

green, rev your engine and you're off

knack, but ifyou stay many hours at the wheel
in this game, you deserve to get a medal for
endurance.

Occasionally, at various places throughout
the race, objects appear before you which, if
you drive over them, increase the capabilities

of your car. There are pedestrians too. Knock
them over in some rounds and you're fined, in

in an attempt to stay road-bound.
The car is controlled using a joystick. Press

others you get points - really novel idea,
right? Knock pedestrians over and you get
points. OK, so I'm not trying to knock the
game merely for a bit of gratuitous violence,
but then original and funny gratuitous violence

just at the wrong time. Hit them and you'll gain

ing the left fire button increases the revs and

is one thing, this is another...

points - but only in some situations!

fact, it's off to a singularly dull series of roads,

bridges, trees, bollards and the like, for an
amazingly frustrating spot of joystick waggling

moves the car forward ever faster, left and

right movement on the joystickturns the car. If
you keep the joystick hard over to one side or
the other, the car careers around in circles.

After choosing a car, the screen clears to
show an urban scene, then clears again to

provide a view-from-above of four cars, three
belonging to the computer and one yours.
There's a countdown of lights, you jam a finger
down on the fire button, rev the car, move over
the start line and into the race.

A curving track ensures that you have to

provide plenty of steering control to stay on
the road, a task made doubly difficult because

steering a car with a joystick feels rather like
steering a car underwater - kind of soft and
squishy. The whole thing is very frustrating.
After hours at the 'wheel', you begin to get the

Overall

70
60
75
72

Reviewer

DENNI S

Graphics
Sound
Gameplay

Pedestrians have a nasty habit of appearing

Complete a race and you're awarded extra
points, fuel and so on, based on your perfor
mance. You can go shopping after a race too,

to purchase repairs for your vehicle or to buy
such necessaries as fuel, a device to make

the car go faster (stripes?) and the like.
Nitro's graphics are competent but dull.
Wavy race tracks, pipelines, trees and the
like, as well as other vehicles (which always
come off better in a collision) are all here, but

why am I reminded of the Frogger games of
yesteryear? One nice feature is the night race
- all you can see is what's illuminated in the
glow of a few spotlights. It's the only bit of the
game where a moment of excitement man
ages to creep into the gameplay.
Sound comprises the usual spot effects

mSSumtmBMm

Tight corners require subtle joystick control to
master. After hours at the wheel you should be
able to control the car reasonably well

tacked over a bit of computer music that

Metal Mickey could probably get down to

(Metal Mickey? Ask your Ma...), but won't
have the high energy generation movin' and
groovin'.
PARTS

All in all, squaring this against that, taking
one with another, Nitro is OK, but then how

many hot games are described as being OK?
Zilch - right! Nitro is not so bad that I can
actually knock it, it's just that no-one's gonna
rave over it either. If you want to spend your
hard-earned on a modern Frogger with a few
bolt-ons, buy Nitro, otherwise pass on it.
•

PRESS FIRE
TO EHTER
HEU ORIUER

SHOP

PRESS FIRE
TO EHTER

HEU

DRIUER

After completing a race you'll be able to buy
gas, oil, or a more powerful engine at the race
shop. Or should you have the vehicle repaired?

Atari ST User
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MINDSCAPE
£24.99

cafes-M

Throughout the bases you'll come across some
shops. In these you can spend your hardearned cash on repairs and special purchases,
such as weapons and optics

Two hundred years! Two hundred lousy
years for a crime you didn't even commit!
Yep, justice is rough in these parts, but

then again, life is cheap. After sentencing
you're transported to a shuttle bay before
being put into cryogenic suspension. The
prison freighter blasts off. Its destination a
small star on the furthermost reaches of the

galaxy.

Touching down on the remote colony, the
wardens take charge of their new inmates.
Each prisoner is assigned to a cell and the
electronic timelock is set. Of course, 200
years may seem an eternity to some people.
However, being suspended in a deep cryo
genic sleep, you won't remember any of it.

You awake to the sound of sirens wailing in
the distance. Your sentence has ended, 200

lost years are over. At least, that's what you
think. Peering out of your cell door you notice
the locking unit. The digital readout still reads
198 years. Something is wrong, very wrong.
Due to an electrical fault, you've been
awakened prematurely. It slowly dawns on you
that you're doomed to spend the next couple
of hundred years in solitary confinement. Nat
urally, the guards don't feed cryogenic prison
ers. That means you'll have to find a means of

Atari ST User

In order to travel between planets you'll have to use your special landing craft. Try to remember
where you left it because it's really easy to become disorientated and lost. As you disembark,
beware of the creatures on the planet's surface. These huge dinosaur-like monsters have a nasty
bite that could very well prove fatal

escape or die a slow and very painful death.
Your cramped cell does contain an emer

gency food parcel. Nothing substantial, just
enough to last maybe a month. Then, out of
the corner of your eye you notice a battered
briefcase. Thinking it to contain basic medical
equipment you ignore it.

However, curiosity eventually gets the bet
ter of you and you open the unit to discover
an ABCC 500XL/GT computer system. Power
ing the unit up, you manage to activate the

Graphics

Overall

90
84
93
96

Reviewer

NICK

Sound

Gameplay

modem

link-up. Maybe you can contact

someone and persuade them to help you find
your way out of this mess!
By some fluke you establish contact with a
group of four droids. All that's left to do is use
the computer to guide them to your place of
internment. Flicking the modem to the 'on'

position, you begin your self-rescue mission.
Captive is very reminiscent of FTL's
Dungeon Master. I'd even go as far as saying
that it could be where Captive's creator, Tony
Crowther, found his inspiration.

The game is set in the deep void of space
and the action takes place over a series of

planets and moons. There are some 10 levels
to negotiate before you eventually manage to
release yourself. Thereafter you may continue
to explore the many planets at random.
Landing on a planet, you must first find the
entrance to a hidden base. Once inside, you

search the labyrinths for the generator room.
In order to escape you must destroy the
base's power source and make your way to
the exit.

Before this operation may be performed
however, you first have to obtain at least one

planet probe. If you don't discover a probe
you'll be unable to locate another base, thus
halting your progress somewhat.

Naturally, the bases are guarded by all
manner of creatures. These range from small

pixie-like fellows carrying crude spears, to
huge robots (looking remarkably similar to Ed209 out of RoboCop) armed with the very
latest in laser technology.

Destroying monsters will yield gold which

It may be necessary to take a quick glance at your party. At the touch of a button you can review
their status. Here we can see just how healthy our boys are. You'll notice that one fellow has dam
aged arms and the other has to carry everything

may be exchanged for goods or services at
various shops. You may repair damaged items
or buy useful weapons or robotic upgrades.
Killing adversaries will also earn you experi

ence points. To begin with, your team will only
know how to use their fists in a brawl. But as

they progress they'll learn how to use swords,
pistols, rifles, automatics and even lasers.

And each base you explore proves to bea bit

tougher than the last. You'll need all your wits
about you if you're to save yourself. One
thing's for sure - you'll spend hours trying.
Captive is a first-rate game, one that's well
worth the asking price. With excellent presen
tation and superb gameplay you'd be a fool to
miss this one.

•
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Your robots carry backpacks in which you may store vital equipment.
These range from handy plug-in roms to weapons and spare parts
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It's advisable to check on the statistics of your party. Experience gained
from encounters with aliens may be transformed into new skills
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OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304

ATARI ST SELLERS
A.T.F.2
AFTERBURNER
AMAZING SPIDERMAN
ANCIENT BA1TLES
ATOMIC ROBOKID

16.99
7,99
13.99
16 99
16.99

B.S.S.|ANE SEYMOUR

16 99

BACK TO THE FUTURE 2
BALANCE OF POWER 1990
BATMAN THE CAPFI) CRUSADER
BATTLECHESS
BATTLECOMMAND
BATTLEMASTER
BLINKYSSCARV SCHOOL
BLITZKRIEGMAY 1940

16.99
16.99
7.99
16.99
NEW 16.99
19.99
6.99
16.99

BOMBJACK

6.99

CADAVER
CAPTIVE
CASTLE MAS1ER

16 99
16 99
16 99

CENTREFOLD SQUARES

9.99

CHAOS EDITOR
CHAOS STRIKESBACK
CHASE HQ 2
CHUCKIEECC
COMBO RACER
CONQUEROR

9 99
16.99
16.99
1J.99
16.99
16.99

COSMIC PIRATE

16.99

CURSE OF RA
DAILY DOUBIE HORSE RACING
DAMOCLES
DAYS OF THUNDER

16.99
9.99
16.99
16.99

DEGAS ELITE

16 99

DELUXE SCRABBLE
DELUXE STRIP POKER

PLATINUM £19.99
STRIDER, BLACK TIGER, FORGOTTEN

NIGHT HUNTER

NIN)A REMIX
OPERATION NEPTUNE

WORLDS & GHOULS ANDGHOSTS

OPERATION STEALTH

NEW 16 99

DIZZY DICE
DRAGON FLIGHT
DRAGONS BREATH
DRAGON'S LAIR

4 99
19 99
19.99
29 99

DRAGONS OF FLAME

16.99

DRAKKHEN

19 99

DRUM STUDIO

R.A.CRALLY

PLANETFALL

NEW PRICE 6 99

PLOTTING
POPULOUS
POPULOUS NEW WORLDS
POSTMAN PAT
POWERDROME

16.99
6.99
13.99
SPECIAL OFFER 12.99

EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER
ESCAPE-PLANET ROBOl MONSTERS
F16 COMBAT PILOT

16.99
13.99
16.99

F-l 9 STEALTH FIGHTER

21.99

F29 RETALIATOR
FALCON MISSION DISK 1 OR 2

16.99
13.99

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
FAST LANE
FEDERATION OF FREE TRADERS
FERRARI FORMULA ONE
FIGHTING SOCCER
FINAL BATTLE
FIRE AND FORGET 2
FIRE BRIGADE

NEW 6 99
4,99
9.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6 99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
16 99
16 99
19.99

FLIMBO'SQUEST* 10 DISCS

12 99

FLOOD
FUTURE BASKI r BAM
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 » EXP. KIT
FORMULA ONF GRAND PRIX

16.99
16 99
13 99
13 99
4.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (UNDER5)

16 99

FUNSCHOOL3 (S-7)

16 99

FUN SCHOOI 5 (7+)

16.99

GARY UNEKER'S HOTSHOTS
GAUNTLET 2
GOLDEN AXE
GREMLINS
GUNSHIP
HAMMERFIST

6.99
6.99
NEW 16 99
NEW 1 3 99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

HARD DRIVIV - 10 FREE DISCS

6.99

NEW 19.99

RAINBOW ISLAND

RICK DANGEROUS 2

16.99

ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTFR -

4.99

SAINT DRAGON

SHERMAN M4

13.99

HOSTAGES

NEW PRICE 7 99

HOUND OF SHADOW

SPECIAL OFFER 6 99
16.99

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CHALLENGE

6.99
16.99

IVAN-Oi

13 99

JACKNICKIAUSGOLF

16.99

LAMES POND

WING k SILKWORM

CALIFORNIA GAMES, THE GAMES

MAGNUM FOUR £19,99
AFTERBURNER, DOUBLE DRAGON,
OPERATION WOLF, k

WINTER k SUMMER EDITION

BATMAN, THE CAPED CRUSADER

T.N.T. £19.99
HARD DRIVIN', TOOBIN, DRAGON
SPIRIT, XYBOTS k A.P.B.

HARD DRIVIN' CHASE H.Q., TURBO

FINALE £16,99
PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,

WATERLOO, AUSTERLITZ St CONFLICT

OVERLANDER k SPACE HARRIER

IN EUROPE

CHALLENGES £19.99
FIGHTER BOMBER, SUPER SKI, KICK OFF,

TRIAD VOL 1£9,99
STARGLIDER, BARBARIAN (PSYGNOSIS),

SPORTING GOLD £19.99

WHEELS OF FIRE £19.99
OUTRUN k POWERDRIFT

MINDGAMES £16,99

DEFENDER OF THECROWN

PROTENNIS TOUR& STUNTCAR
SKYFOX

SPECIAL OFFER

4 99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION £19,99
ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2, BATMAN

3.5' 40 PIECE DISCBOX
3.5" 80 PIECE DISC BOX

CRUSADE

9.99

SOCCER MANIA £16,99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICROPROSE
SOCCER, FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD
CUP EDITION k GAZZA'S SUPER
SOCCER
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

£6.99
£7.99

3.5" DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE
DENSITY, WITH LABELS,

THE MOVIE & INDIANA JONES LAST
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

1
10

£0.69

:

£5.99

25

£13.99

MOUSE MATS

£2.99
£5.99
£79.99

ST k AC EXTENSION LEADS
ST DRIVE + KICK OFF 2 + CORPORATION
ST MOUSE + CAPTIVE

34.99

4.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION
TUSKER

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the coupon and send it
to:- Software City, Unit4, B.D.C.21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton,WV24AN

U.M.S

Name

WARHEAD

SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

Address.

6.99
6.99

IMPERIUM

CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUN k

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

POWERMONGER

12.99

HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
HONG KONG PHOOEY

EDITION ONE £16,99
DOUBLE DRAGON, XENON, GEMINI

ENDURO RACER

4.99

DUNGEON MAS1ER
DUNGEON MAS1ER LDI10R
DYNASTY WARS
ELITE

POWER PACK £19.99
XENON 2, TV. SPORTS AMERICAN
FOOTBALL, BLOODWYCH k LOMBARD

SEGA MASTER MIX £19.99
SUPERWONDERBOY, DYNAMITE DUX,

16 99
9.99

DICK TRACY

WISHBRINGER

NEW PRICE 6 99

WORLD CLASS 11ADERBOARD.

6.99

Postcode

Tel no..

Name of game

computer

value

16 99

IOCKEY WILSON'S DARTS

NEW 6 99

KICK OFF 2

13.99

KLAX

13.99

LAST NIN|A 2

7.99

LEACUE CHALLENGE
SPECIAL OFFER 3.99
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
6-99
LEGEND OF LOST

•.

HINT BOOKS
postage

16.99

LEISURESUIT LARRY
LEISURESUIT LARRY LOOK FOR LOVE
LEISURESUIT LARRY3
THE LIGHT CORRIDOR
LOOM
THE LOST PATROL

24,99
24 99
29.99
16 99
19 99
13.99

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE

16 99

Ml TANK PLATOON
MAGIC FLY
MANCHESTER UNITED

21 99
16 99
13.99

MEAN STREETS

16 99

MIDNIGHT RfSISlANCE

16.99

MIDWINTER

19.99.

MIKEREID'SPOP QUIZ

6.99
.-.

TOTAL

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post &packaging on all orders under £5.
EEC countries add £1 per item. Non EEC countries add £2 per item.

PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City

Card Type
KINGS QUEST 1 OR2 OR3 OR<

NEW 16 99
16.99

SPECIAL OFFER
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6 99
13.99
7.99

Expiry Date

£8.99

13.99
9.99

MULTI PLAYER SOCCER MANAGER
MURDER

NEVERMIND
NEW ZEALAND STORY
NIGEL MANSELL

16,99

NEW PRICE 7.99

CRICKET CAPTAIN

MONTY PYTHON
MR DO RUN RUN

ST COMPILATIONS

NIGHT BREED-ARCADE

EUROPEAN ORDERS

Signature.

MASTERCARD
EUROCARD'ACCEPTED
STU2

POPULATION
EMERGE
MINERALS

TOTAL
206
217
187

FREE
286
217
187

SPUES

07

97

OIPLOMOTS

114

114

FOOD
COUHTRIES-

LAMMCH

SITES

IDC
A battle is raging in the North Sea and the
future sovereignty of the UK is on the line - it
will be the first country to be invaded

oiTj _rj|

That woman at the top right of the screen is
Ms Goodwick. She'll provide all the information
you'll need to win the battles

This is the situation you hoped would never
happen. The computer has picked up armed
enemy missiles heading directly for you

current standing with the other neutrals left in
the game. And if you treated them badly in the
past, you'll have your work cut out persuading
them to be friends again.
If you're taking too tough and aggressive a
line, you may find yourself with twice as many
enemies as you started out with. Be nice to
the neutrals and they'll be nice to you - stay
out of their way as much as possible, you

icons at the sides of the screens. With these

IMPRESSIONS
£19.95
Despite the best attempts of those peaceloving Superpowers, World War III has
finally broken out. It could mean disaster
on a global scale - and the fate of the
planet rests in the hands of a tiny group of

people. Of course, one of these all-powerful
beings just happens to be you.
As a world leader, you are in control of an
awesome aggressive force - to be deployed
in the name of peace-keeping, of course. You
have armies, tactical nuclear weapons, spies,
diplomats, and stockpiles of weapons and
food, all of which must be carefully employed.
In this game, tactics and diplomacy will win
the day. If you begin blasting away too soon,
you'll destroy more than just the enemy.
Your spies can be sent to infiltrate your ene
mies' bases where they may obtain useful
information. The right information could win
the war for you. Your diplomats will try to win
more allies for you (you know - parties,
meeting the right people, that sort of thing. So
important in situations such as these!).
If they can convince enough of the other
countries to come over to your way of think
ing, the tide will turn. Make too many enemies,
on the other hand, and you're finished.
The diplomats will do their best, but the
decision of other countries to side with you or
against you depends almost entirely on your

don't need more trouble.

Your armed forces include infantry, tanks,

icons you can move forces between coun
tries, and increase or decrease the production
of food and weapons. Maps of the world keep
you informed of the location of enemy, neutral
and friendly territory. Remember, the most
strategic thinker wins the war.
When all's said and done, the last missile

has been fired and the last enemy has bitten
the dust, there's not really all that much to this
game. It tends to be repetitive and there isn't

naval units and armed missiles. As well as

much variation in the action.

conventional weapons, you have tactical
nuclear weapons at your disposal.
A stockpile of these must be built up, and
it's important not to fire them just for the sake
of it because you could start a Nuclear Winter.
If radiation levels rise too much, then the
world freezes over. Not something to aim for. A
well-timed strike to an already crippled nation
however, could finish it off.
Careful use of your resources must be
made if you are to keep your armies supplied
with weaponry and your people well fed. A
balance needs to be achieved - obviously
weapons are vital in any war, but there's not
much point in winning if all of your people

As war games go, it's fairly simple, although
it could have appeal for novice wargamers.
Although the graphics are good, the sound is
nothing special. Unfortunately, although the
gameplay is reasonable The Final Conflict
doesn't quite make the grade.
•

have starved to death in the meantime.

The game is mouse-controlled, and the
pointer must be moved around to the various

Graphics
Sound
Gameplay
Overall
Reviewer

71
64
60
65
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Tssile launch detected)
i Cuba to U.S.fl,
France nukedlaunch sites attached

No, it's not a celebratory fireworks display. Those lights are actually
armed nuclear missiles which are ready to reduce the city to rubble

Will you be the person to press the button first? If so, you'd better make
sure you have the skills which are needed to bring victory to your side
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He's not your regular sort of secret agent. He is however, very good at
his job. If he manages to pick the key up he will be able to free the

James will have to very careful here. Those are canisters of nuclear
waste floating around. It's up to him to get rid of this toxic waste which

lobsters from their prisons - commonly known as lobster pots

is causing havoc to the marine life

MILLENNIUM
£19.99
Hi, this is Pond, James Pond, Agent 000.
Welcome to an adventure in my undersea
world. The sea is under attack. Slime and

slurry are causing some weird undertows
beneath the surface.

The oysters are tossing and turning in their
beds, the flying fish have been grounded and
even the once friendly crabs are growing
meaner as every tide passes. The sanctuary

of the ocean must be preserved by James
Pond, the slippery super-sleuth.
James Pond is a fish, small in stature but

big in heroics. Your job as his guardian is to
see him safely through the 12 levels of danger
which you must face.
In his bid to clean up the environment, he
must perform several tasks: release lobsters

by finding the keys to the lobster pots in which
they're trapped, blow up an oil platform by
placing dynamite at the base of each support
ing leg, help trans-mutant fish escape from
the toxic waste and into clean, unpolluted
water and eventually play Sir Galahad to a
host of beautiful mermaids.

By searching each environment thoroughly,
he'll find all the items he needs to complete

Atari ST User

James Pond

each portion of his adventure. Unfortunately
however, Pond can only carry one item at a
time. This isn't a problem on the early levels,
but in the later ones, selecting the right item at
the right time will increase Pond's life span

Graphics

84

Sound

and enable him to complete his mission.
In the beginning of the game, Pond's only

Gameplay

form of defence is blowing bubbles, which
temporarily trap any creatures trying to attack
him and prevent him from completing his task.
Trapping them is one thing, but destroying
them is another. To kill something, Pond needs
to walk over it while it's trapped.

Overall

76
83
83

Reviewer

MIKE

While he's circumnavigating the seabed, he
will come across numerous power-ups and
weaponry which make him into a far more
formidable opponent.
Sometimes though, at stages in the game,
he needs to find and explore various secret
caverns to discover what tasty morsels they
conceal. It might only be food which, if picked
up, will increase the score. If James is really
lucky, an opportunity to advance to a later
level might appear.
The sounds which accompany the game
are excellent. So whether you would prefer to
listen to a natty little foot-tapping tune or to
have the sampled sounds of underwater activ
ities coming through your speakers and
enhancing the game, you won't be disap
pointed with the results.
Cute seems to be the vogue at the moment
and James Pond is no exception. The brightly
drawn and nicely animated creatures benefit
from simplistic payability, and give the game
lots of charm and appeal.
Although the scrolling isn't perfect and the
levels could be slightly bigger, Millennium's
James Pond is a game which will grow on
you. Once it's been played you'll find that it
really is quite addictive.
•

Dynamite must be placed under each leg of the
oil rig before it can be destroyed. All this effort
just to bring harmony back to the ocean

During the game, you'll be given the chance to
enter sub-levels where extra weapons, powerups and points can be gained

Frank and Stein says look at these
electrifying disk prices*
3.5" DS-DD DISKS WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOXES
35 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
45 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£21.95
£27.95

55 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
65 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
75 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£32.95

100 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
150 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
200 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£49.95
£69.95
£79.95

£38.95
£42.95

OUR 3.5" DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULLY SELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100%
ERROR FREE PERFORMANCE. EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE AND IS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS

PRICE & QUALITY
GUARANTEE

ACCESSORIES
Banx stackable

box 80 capacity

MD Office Supplies prides
itself on offering the highest
quality product at the best
possible prices. In the unlikely
event you should ever see a
comparable product offered
cheaper DO NOT HESITATE,
give us a call because we will

£9.95

Deluxe 100 capacity
3.5" box

£7.95

Atari replacement drive
(inc external power supply)

£59.95

Atari replacement mouse

£19.95

not match it

Head cleaners

£2.95

Neoprene Mouse Mat

£2.95

WE WILL BEAT THAT
PRICE
WE ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEE IT

1000 3.5" Labels

£12.95

LOW LOW PRICES
FOR BULK BUYERS
For all you large users we have
some unbeatable BULK RATES
ON OUR SUPERB DS-OD 3.5
DISCS

400 DS DD 135 tpi
500 DS DD 135 tpi

£155.00
£170.00

600 DS DD 188 tpi

£210.00

800DSDD 188tpi
1000 DS DD 135 tpi

£269.00
£295.00

AS ALWAYS LIFETIME
GUARANTEED UNQUESTIONABLE
RELIABILITY. EACH DISC IS
SUPPLIED WITH LABEL.

SONY DISC OFFER
We have very limited supplies of GENUINE SONY BULK DISKETTES at give
away prices. These diskettes come in Sony outers to prove authenticity this is
the real thing. Please quote Sony offer when ordering.
100 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi
£44.95
200 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi
£82.95
400 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi
£159.95
800 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi
£309.95
With every 100 Sony discs
why not buy a deluxe 100
box at only £2.99
1 box per 100 discs
(Max 2 per person)
^F^T^

This offer
must end
soon

Hurry
Hurry

Withevery 100 Sony discs
why not buy a deluxe 100
box at only £2.99
1 box per 100 discs
(Max2 per person)
rV T^

M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES
18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS
TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400
Trade Accounts Welcome

Allprices include VAT and delivery UKonly. EJOE

Education Orders Welcome

While searching the dank dungeons Armakuni
is attacked by a giant spider. Only by using his

Not all the creatures can be killed - this headless ghost for instance. Contact with him will

With his eyes burning with rage, Armakuni
swears a deadly oath against those who have

Bo will he be able to defeat the monster

sap your energy so timing is essential

violated his brotherhood

SYSTEM 3
£24.99

Graphics
Sound

85

Overall

92
86
87

Reviewer

NICK

Gameplay

System 3 is probably best known for its
Ninja games. Since they first appeared on
the 8-bit machines in the early 1980s, the
games have achieved cult status. During
those early years, System 3 signed a deal with
Activision. This meant that Activision would be

responsible for the handling of a set number
of System 3 games.
Unfortunately, System 3 and Activision later
decided to go their separate ways. So now,
using its own talents, System 3 is proud to
present Ninja Remix, its latest, and hopefully
the definitive beat-em-up.
Two hundred years after the rule of the
Fujiwara Clan, the farmers and common folk
decided it was time to leave their homes and

travel to the distant Togakure mountains, there
to establish a clan of their own. Thus was born

the Ninjitsu - the mystic shadow warriors.
As the Ninjitsu perfected their arts they

The inner sanctum of the palace is guarded by fearsome fighters. Using either your impressive
array of weapons or your bare fists you must defeat the evil hordes

became known for their deadly, stealthy ways.

power and ability of the Ninja brotherhood

Four centuries after the creation of the Clan

and vowed to discover their secrets. Kunitoki

they had become the most skilled warriors in
the land, feared by the bravest Samurai and
the most powerful of the Shogunates.
The evil-minded Shogun leader of the
Ashikaga Clan, Kunitoki, had long envied the

believed that the only way to gain the knowl
edge he so desperately wanted was to
destroy the Ninjas. To this end, the evil
that he would kill the entire brotherhood.

Using the best of your Ninjitsu techniques you
battle it out with one of Kunitoki's men. If you
defeat him you may explore further

While attempting to gain access to the temple
you awake a hungry guard dog. There's no time
to draw your sword so try another approach

Shogun swore a deadly oath to all his gods

FQVIETL*

Not all the scenery is really as it seems. This
grand suit of Samurai armour holds more than

a few surprises for the unwary Ninja

Atari ST User

* WEAPDNRY •

The secrets of Ninjitsu were written in the

Koga scrolls and every 10 years the brother
hood would travel to the island of Lin Fen to

pay homage to their founder, the White Ninja.
Each time a visit was made to the island, the
Ninja received even more knowledge from the
secret scrolls.

Knowing of this pilgrimage to the island,
Kunitoki planned to assassinate the entire
brotherhood in one single sweep. Using his
skills in the black arts to conjure up four foul
spirits, Kunitoki sent his evil hordes to the

island in a bid to achieve his goal.
With the once proud Ninjitsu Clan slaugh
tered, nothing stood in the way of Kunitoki's
dreams. Having received news of the Ninjit-

su's fate, Kunitoki, together with two guards,
set sail for Lin Fen. After landing on the island,
the evil Shogun set about learning the ways
and skills of the Ninja. Soon he'd be the most
powerful man on the earth. No one would be
able to defeat his armies.

Unbeknown

to

Kunitoki,

one

Ninja

remained. Tradition insisted that one brother

must remain at the Bunkinkan shrine to guard
the most precious of artefacts should some
disaster befall the rest of the brotherhood.

Even as you approach the shrine you fall under attack. Kunitoki himself appears out of the
shadows. Using his newly acquired Ninja skills he sets about you with his sword

Armakuni was not pleased at having to stay
and guard the shrine, he was young and
eager to learn more of the ways of the Ninja.

♦ENELMY +

He'd have to hear details second-hand from
his brothers.

As the days passed, Armakuni learned of

• VJ0LTND5 '

the disaster that had befallen his brothers.

Gathering his courage, he knelt at the shine of
Bunkinkan and swore an oath of revenge

♦TJSENG *

against those who had murdered the Ninjitsu.
Armakuni had only been to the island of Lin
Fen once before. He knew it was a natural
fortress and that there was a secret entrance

into the palace. However, as he reached the
island he faltered, losing some of his initial
courage. Some of the passages seemed dif

HOLDING

ferent. But there was no turning back, he'd
sworn an oath and now he'd have to honour
his brothers or die.

Ninja Remix is an arcade adventure-style
game with an element of beat-em-up game
play. The action is really enjoyable and the
save game facility adds to the game's overall
longevity. The presentation is excellent, the
graphics being well-drawn and superbly ani
mated. It's the sound, however, that really
stands out. Ninja Remix has one of the best
scores I've ever heard on an ST.
m
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The lost Koga scrolls are yours at last. However, before you can claim them for the brotherhood

you'll have to defuse the evil Kunifoki's deadly trap. It won't be easy...
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Having landed on the island of Lin Fen you must find the necessary
items so that you may progress in your quest for the Koga scrolls
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Searching the gardens, you are attacked by numerous guards. However,
as you progress you uncover a lethal sword. It should help

Atari ST User

Stuck at a critical

part of your
favourite game?
Tearing your hair
out yet? Here are
some hints to help
you finish it off
once and for all...

GHOST BUSTERS II
EBB)

Hi

HHH

MMM

LITE
You'd be surprised how many people out
there have asked for help on this game.
Well, that help comes in the form of Kevin
Miller of Sutton Saint Nicholas, Hereford.

When you have loaded the game and it asks
you for a word out of the manual, type SARA
and then while playing the game, pressing
the * key enters you into a cheat screen.
Next, you will be asked to type in the new
value for the byte you wish to change. Listed

If there's something strange in
your neighbourhood - you've
bought a game but you're not
that good, who ya gonna call?
Dotty Busters!
Load up the game as usual,
then when the Activision logo
appears, hold down the keys
Alternate, Control, S and U, then
press fire. You will now find that
on level one your cable will not
snap and you should have infinite
courage. Thanks to Alex Durrani
of Durham for that spooky tip.

below are some of the more useful numbers

and their meanings.
33/01
34/01
38/01

Gives a Cloaking Device
Supplies you with 16 tons of food
Supplies you with 16 tons of tex
tiles

18/01

Provides you with an ECM unit
that tracks and destroys oncom
ing enemy missiles
Gives you an energy unit that
increases your speed of recovery
Takes up quite a lot of space but
adds 16 tons machinery

24/01

31/01

to your cargo

33/FF
27/01
of

jammer (press L to use)
Gives you a much needed piece
equipment, the docking
computer (probably an STE)
For any budding young Houdini,
the perfect Escape Capsule
More cargo, this time 16 tons of

21/01
51/FF

GHOST 'N' GOBLINS
JppPP*^^ff^^^%;:>^3ari»fpy^BP^*Pp8^r^*

computers

61/FF

You'll never go cold with 16 tons of
furs to keep you warm.

71/FF

Provides you with 16 tons of

2F/01

gem stones
Retro rockets. Ifyou have any

problems with these, try
changing the first digit by one.
example 21/01 =22/01.

For

This cheat by Helen Wallace of Bedford, Lon
don should come in quite handy. Load as

ioo.o Cn,

Hm-n:

iiO.Or
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spnros

DELBOY. Immortality will be yours.

RICK DANGEROUS II

GREMLINS II

Richard Austin from Stamford Brook, Lon

As the great man said "I did it my
wayyy..." or something like that.
Anyway, typing SINATRA on the
high score table will give you infi

don has an easy way to get through this
one. Enter your name as POOKY on the

;fush:

normal and then on the credit screen type in

high score table. When you select play
level, by moving the joystick from left to
right, you'll be given the option of a 16-bit
game or an 8-bit one. Puzzled? Give it a go.

nite Billys, so trying to stop them
shouldn't be too hard a task.

* POCKET SIZED * PC-COMPATIBLE * PERSONAL ORGANISER *

AATARI
Portfolio

THE PC
IN

YOUR

POCKET
The new Portfolio from Atari is the world's first pocketsized electronic organiser that is also a powerful PC
compatible computer, with a full QWERTY keyboard
and scrolling 80x25 character display.

Portfolio includes everything you would expect from an
electronic organiser - an address and telephone book,
time manager, diary and sophisticated calculator.

Portfolio also includes several functions thatyou would
not expect - a spreadsheet for your personal budget
and expense records, as well as a text processor for
typing memos and letters.
And, because Atari's Portfolio is PC compatible, it can
communicate with your desktop PC at home, or in the
office. You can transfer files from one to the other, to
enable you to update your reports and figures with the
Portfolio while you are on the move.

FOR
ONLY

SPECIFICATION f 5

TO GET YOU ORGANISED £

r Internal ROM: 256K containing BIOS, operating system
and applications suite.

Toget you started, Portfolio comes with a suite

8K. Externally expandable to 640K RAM.
• Keyboard: 63 keys, QWERTY, IBM PC BIOS compatible.
Buried numeric pad and function keys. Optional key ciick.

of five useful functions built-in, all accessible

• Character Set: Extended IBM ASCII {255 characters).
• Mass storage: credit card sized memory cards (32K or

Morethan just an electronic diary, the Portfolio
Time Manager enables you to plan your ap

64K or 128K RAM).

• Display: Graphics LCD, supertwist technology, MDA com
patible, 40 columns x 8 lines, 240 x 64 pixels (with the
option to window a full 80x25 character display).
Keyboard controlled contrast.
Peripherals: 60 pin expansion BUS to take serial and
parallel ports and memory expansion units.

Size: 8" x 4" x 1" (200mm x 105mm x 29mm).
Weight: 495 grammes (with batteries).
Applications: calendar and diary, address and phone
book, Lotus 1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet, text processor,

INC
VAT

BUILT-IN APPLICATIONS f

r Processor: Intel 80C88 at 4.9152Mhz.

r Operating System: Compatible with MS-DOS 2.11.

t RAM: 128K with an internal RAMdisk, configurable from

£199

from a simple menu display.
TIME

MANAGER

pointments via a comprehensive calendar and
diary. Itcan even be programmed to sound an

audible alarm at specific times to remind you
of important appointments.
CALCULATOR
Your Portfolio will be invaluable in the office or

power and root calculations, all with multi
display formats and memories.

includes word wrap, line and column count,
string search, in fact most of the functions you

ADDRESS BOOK & DIALLER
Portfoliohas a complete address book facility
that allows you to store hundreds of addresses
and phone numbers. And, at the touch of a but
ton, you can retrieve any one of them, or search
for a specific grouping, such as "all Italian
restaurants". And, when you are ready to book
your table, hold your Portfolioto your telephone
mouthpiece and use its special built-in tone
dialler to dial the number for you.

would find in a word processor. It handles
printer and word processor control codes and
allows easy transfer of files between Portfolio
and your desktop PC,

SPREADSHEET
For real calculating power, Portfolio has a Lotus
1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet built-in, It has
127 columns x 225 rows and reads/writes Lotus

V1.0 and V2.01 files, so you can transfer data
to and from Lotus 1-2-3on your desktop PC.

at home as a powerful pocket calculator. It has
a full range of functions, including factorial,

TEXT PROCESSOR

The Portfolio's 256K ROM includes MS-DOS

The Portfolio'sbuilt-in text processor program

and PC BIOS compatible systems software.

MEMORY CARDS

POWER SUPPLY

communications software.

COMING SOON!
In addition to the excellent software built-in to the Portfolio Free

I

of Charge (see right),other software and peripheral products, such
as the sophisticated Pocket Finance package and serial/centronics
interfaces are available.Andit doesn't stop there. Manymanufac
turers have recognised the potential of the Portfolio and have
already started to design new peripherals and software. Products
currently under development include: Serial interface with built
in mini modem, Apple Macintosh interface, business, utilityand
programming software plus a range of adventure and battle
strategy games. Forfurther free details on the Portfolio range, fill
in the coupon below and return it to Silica Systems now.

SILICA

SYSTEMS

Portfolio can store and retrieve data and programs from Portfolio is powered by three AA batteries which will run
its own RAM,or from small credit card size memory cards, for up to six weeks with normal use, or from the mains us
lhat slot into its built-in card drive. The cards are available ing an adaptor. Ail the peripherals take their power from
in three sizes, 32K, 64Kand 128K,so you can carry a library the Portfolio,so no extra batteries or adaptors are required.
of data in your pocket. The card drive also accepts ROM A 'battery-low' warning and memory back-up ensure that
cards, which can contain commercial or custom software.

OFFER

MAIL ORDER:

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

SIDCUP SHOP:
ning Hours

Late Night: Fridayuntil7pm

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Fax No; 081-309 0017

1-4 TheMews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-308 0888

Order Lines Open: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari PC requirements from one supplier.

Lale Night; Thursday until 8pm

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey RdT Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

£13M TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid and reliable with maintained growth.

Closed on Saturdays

Fax No: 081-308 0608

To: Silica Systems Ltd, DeptATSTR 291-38,1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX^
I

PLEASE SEND

INFORMATION

ON PORTFOLIO

Mr/Mrs/Ms:
Address:

I

Silica have been established for over 12 years, and

Postcode: .

have an annual turnover of E13 million. With our

unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't
just take our word (or it. Complete and return the
coupon now, for our latest Free literature and begin
to experience the "Siiica Systems Service".

it to read/write lo Portfolio's cards.

LONDON SHOP:

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your Portfolio, when you may require additional
peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, willthe company you buy from contact
you with details ot new Portfofio products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about.
Silica Systems is a new division of Silica Shop, the UK's leading Atari specialists. This new division has been
established to provide a service to the more serious home user, as well as to business and education purchasers.

parallel interfaces and memory expanders (to 640K). You
can also add a card drive to your desktop PC, to enable

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.q0prn
No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA"
Tel: 071-580 4000

YOU

FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
CREDIT PAYMENT TERMS: Silica are licensed credit brokers - details on request.
Beforeyou decide when to buy your new AtariPortfolio, we suggest you think very carefullyabout WHERE you

information is not lost when the batteries are changed.

INTERFACES & PERIPHERALS

Portfoliocan communicate with other computers and sup
ports a growing range ot peripherals via a buiit-in 60 pin
bus connector. Peripherals available incfude serial and

SILICA
SYSTEMS

Tel (Home):

IS

I

Tel (Work):

Company Name:

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specificalions may change - please return the coupon tor the latesi information

I

Buy with confidence from one of the longest established
companies in their field, with a reputation for good service
and prices. We have invested heavily in a computer system
to enable our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient order
processing. Our fully equipped Workshop enables us to carry
out almost any repair on our premises. We feel sure that you
wont be disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

A ATARI* Dealer of the Year 1989

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADE FOR ANY ATARI 520 ST

^ Fits any STF, STFM or MEGA
series machine in minutes!

& Uses SIMMS RAM Modules

for Effortless Upgradeability
^ Probably the neatest ST
RAM Upgrade available!

Now there is a simpler, faster and
more effective method of upgrading
your humble 520 ST to 1Mb RAM !
Our new plug-in 512K memory

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated ..

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed •
upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM ....

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520 1040 Megal to 2 2.5Mb .

suitable for STE machines.)

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520 1040 Mega ST1 to 4Mb ..

neededl Available with or without RAM modules.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

AATARI

upgrade unit offers excellent value for
money, requiring no soldering or
special technical know-how. (Not

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the AtariST, there is a small
minorityof boards in existence which may require a littlesoldering.

ATARI ST ACCESSORIES

KICK OFF WITH THIS DEAL FROM

Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Hes Monitor
Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

EVESHAM MICROS !

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE
- WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE
OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

DISCOVERY

'Kick Off 2'

Monitor Switch Box - switch between mono S colour monitors

£13.95

FREE WITH

PhilipsTVTuner AV7300lor monitors withcomposite Input

£74.95

Tracksuit Manager1

EVERY STE

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive Upgrade kit, with lull instructions ... £54.95
AlarlMegallle 30Mb Hard Disk
£439.00
Atari Megafile60Mb Hard Disk
£589.00

'Subbuteo'

or STFM

Quickshot 3 Turbo Joystick

PACKAGE !!

520STE RAM upgrade kitlo 1Mb. includes 2X256K SIMMS
£40.00
520/I040STE RAMupgrade to 2Mb, Includes 2x1Mb SIMMS ... £119.00
520/1M0STE RAMupgrade 104Mb, Includes 4x1Mb SIMMS ... £235.00
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering
£59.00
520STFM 1Mb RAMUpgrade lifted by ourselves
£89.00
Mega ST2 RAMupgrade lo 4Mb. lined by ourselves
£149.00

PACK'

512K RAM, 1Mb Drive and built-in TV modulator. Also supplied is :
Outrun
Bomb Jack

STOS Games Creator
Carrier Command

Space Harrier

Neochrome
Atari ST Tour

FirST BASIC

plus 'Discovering your AtariST Book

VIDI-ST excellent real-time 16 shade Video Diglttser / Irame grabber,

ftft/»Q Oft IncVATand

Z.&Q9.99

suitsvideo, presentation andDTP applications

delivery

'TURBO
PACK'

plusa highquality selection ol software Including :
IndianaJones &Last Crusade

BloodMoney

ImpossMe Mission 2
HumanKilling machine
Dragons Breath
Hyper Paint 2 (STE version)
MusicMaker2 (STEversion)

SuperCycle
Out Run
Anarchy
FlrST BASIC
STOS

£89.00

VIDI-Chrome colour accessory software lor VIDI-ST
VIDI-RGB Colour Splitter hardware accessory lor VIDI-ST

£16.00
£59.00

ONLY£299,99 WITH 1MBRAHFITTED

PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator; last S tunycompatible
£99.95
AT-Speed- 80286 based PC emulatorwithVGA/EGA output ... £199.95
ATONCE by Vortex- last 80286 based emulator
£179.00
Supercharger Hardware PC emulator; V30 processor, 1Mb
RAM,MSDOS 4.01, multi-tasking with ST. Good features ... £289.00

£359.99 lnc^r

SprectreGCRMacintosh Emulator pack.Includes MAC ROMs . £369.00

Includes an Atari 520 STE with 1Mb Drive,Joystick,

520 STE

£99.00
£269.00

Philips CMB833Colour Monitorwith stereo sound, Inc. cable .... £249.00

High quality, qood value package based around the 520 STFMcomputer including

520 STFM

ONLY £69.95 S*CT

Atari SLM605Laserprinter (requires a minimumot 2Mb RAM) .. £699.00
Golden Image OpticalMouse;excellenttravel and accuracy
£37.95
Naksha Mouse package, also compauDleto Amiga
£28.95
STF/STFM/STE Joystick/Mouse accessrbility extension adapter £ 4.95

ONLY £389.99 WITH 1MB RAH FITTED
ONLY E439.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

ONLY £519.99 WITH4MB RAM FITTED

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Our fully equipped service department is ready

I Superbstarterpackage, consisting ofa 1040STE

£449.99 ,nX.r

1040 STE

with an excellent selection of starter software. The

'EXTRAS

Kuma Wordprocessor
Kuma Spreadsheet

FirST BASIC
Hyper Paint

ONLY£529.99 WITH 2MBRAM FITTED

Kuma Database

'Prince' game

ONLY£609.99WITH 4MB RAMFITTED

PACK'

package Includes:

IKuma Business Graphics STAC Advent, creator

MegaST1 withSM124mono monitor
MegaST1 as above, upgradedto 2MbRAM
MegaST1 as above, upgraded to 4MbRAM

£ 599.00
£ 769.00
£ 879.00

Mega ST2 withSM124 monitor(2MbRAM)
Mega ST4 withSM124 monitor(4MbRAM)
SM124 monochrome hi-res monitor

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY SCANNER
WITH TOUCH-UP PACKAGE
I Top value package Including outstanding

I quality 100-400dpi scanner with dither opI tions. Scanner Includes viewing window with

£169.00

j scanning. Scanseitherline-art (mono) orone
I ofthreegrayscale options, upto 400dpi. Also

including
VAT/dellvery

I backlight, plus a start button tor accurate

Isupplied Is the amazingly powerful 'TOUCH

UP graphics program which drives the
scanner directly as one of its many facilities.
Imports and exports many different file

"FORMAT GOLD"

formats, and includes image enhancement

- Refer to the Jan.
1991 issue of

tools. PLEASE NOTE - You MUST have al

•ST FORMAT'

i least 1Mb RAM for TOUCH UP to operate.

to handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offerfixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our priceis
inclusive of return postage, and covers any fault occurring in
normal usage, including disk drive problems.We reserve the right
to refuse any machine that we consider to have been damaged
other than in normal use, eg. substandard repair work,lightning
and physicaldamage - these will be quoted forseparately.

£ 849.00
£ 1099.00

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER -

ALL STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 12 J

Prices include VAT, delivery and cable
Star LC10 top-selling 9-pin printer

£ 159.00

Star LC200 NEWI Replaces LC10 Colour; 180/45 cps
Star LC24-10 24pin. excellent value
Star LC24-200 NEWI as LC24-10 but 200/67 cps.
with bottom feed facility and push/pull tractor
Star LC24-200 Colour: as above, colour version

£209.00
£215.00

Star
Star
Star
Star
Star
Star

FR-15 as FR-10, wide carriage
XB24-10 24pin;4SLQ,25 LQ fonts
XB24-15 as XB24-10, wide carriage
LC15 wide carriage vers, of LC10
LC24-15 wide carriage vers, of LC24-10
Laserprinter 8. 8ppm/300dpl

E 65.00

II In doubt, please contact us on 0386-446441

ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies .. £ 45.00

£ 99.00

PRiNTERS

Star FR-10 9pln 30O/76cps 16 NLQ fonts

ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

£249.00
£289.00

£369.00
£429.00
£429.00
£569.00
£299.00
£369.00
£ 1329.00

MONTHS ON-SITE MAINTENANCE I j
Star Laserprinter 6 including 'Starscripf upgrade (Postscript
lnc.2Mb Memory
£1599.00
Olivetti DM100S 9pin printer 200/30cps
price includes 1 year on-site warranty I
£ 129.95
Olivetti PG-306 laserprinter with PostScript fitted
£ 1749.00
Epson LX400 budget 10"
£ 159.00
Epson LO400 10-24pin
£229.00
Panasonic KXP1180 multi-feature 9 pin
£ 179.00
Panasonic KXP1123 NEW 24pin printer
£ 235.00
Panasonic KXP1624 24pin wide carr. printer
£399.00
NEC P2+ 192/64cps multifont 24pln printer
£239.00
Hewlett Packard Laserjet III superior 300dpi laser
£1595.00
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 (replaces Deskjet Plus)
£459.00

ST SOFTWARE

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY

WORDPROCESSING
First Word Plus

£57.95

1st Mail (for 1st Word only)

£15.95

Protext Version 5

£119.95

Tempus 2

£34.95

Word Writer
Write On

£37.50
£49.95

HARD DISKS FOR ST's

DATABASES
Base Two

Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

£22.50

Data Manager Professional

£29.95

Prodata

£59.95

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

Superbase Personal version 2

£69.00

performance with quality and high capacity.

ACCOUNTING
Accountant
Accountant Plus

A NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms, wrtji 28msAccessTime
•Ct FulyAutoparking Hard Disk

£129.95
£209.00

Book Keeper

£84.95

Cash Trader
Financial Controller

A Features ICD Hard DiskInterlace and .Software

£86.00
£329.00

Home Accounts (Digita)
Personal Finance Manager
Personal Finance Manager Professional

* Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
A High quality, compact grey metal casing

£18.95
£22.95
£34.95

GRAPHICS
CAD 3D 1.0

£18.95

Architectural/Human/Future Design disks .. £14.95
Cyber Control (animator)
£29.95
Cyber Paint 2.0
£37.50
Cyber Sculpt
£59.95
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
£37.50
Cyber Texture
£37.95
Degas Elite
£21.00
Deluxe Paint

£45.00

Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw +• Supercharger
Easy Tools (requires 1Mb RAM)

£37.50
£59.95
£29.95

Genesis Molecular Modeller

DESKTOP

100MB VERSION ONLY .. £ 599.00

£29.95
£37.95
£22.50

... a very smart looking drive indeed... a slim and
quiet device... it is very keenly priced too."

PUBLISHING

Timeworks Desktop Publisher

£69.95

Timeworks Desktop Publisher Clip-art pack

£19.95

Signs and Banners
Greetings Cards
Calendars & Stationary
Art Library 1/2 (clip art) [Please state whinhl

C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Creator / Unitor
C-Lab Notator / Unitor
C-Lab X-Alyzer
Dr.T Tiger Cub
Mastertracks Junior
Prodigy
Replay IV
Replay Professional
Steinberg Cubase
Super Conductor
Track 24
Virtuoso

&Delivery

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

£74.95
£110.00

Mlgraph Draw Art Professional
Mlgraph Scan Art
Spectrum 512

•>,

40MB VERSION ONLY ....£399.00 including vat

£29.95

GFA Draft Plus
GFA Draft Plus V3.13

V

•it Extremely easy Installation procedure
A PRICE INCLUDES ALL CABLES AND DEDICA TED POWER SUPPL Y.
WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND AGAINST USE OFHARD DISKS ON
THE ST WITHOUT ANINDEPENDENT POWER SOURCE

- ST WORLD, September 1989

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
m qr

£298.00
£475.00
£590.00
£765.00
£190.00
£84.95
£99.00
£98.00
£63.95
£110.00
£449.00
£37.50
£80.00
£239.00

SUPER LOW
PRICE !

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

• Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism
• On / Off switch on rear of drive

PROGRAMMING
FTL Modula-2

£55.95

GFA BASIC Compiler

£22.50

GFA BASIC Version 3

£37.95

GST C Compiler
Hisoft Devpac 2.09

£15.95
£44.95

Hisoft Power Basic
Lattice C V5.0

£29.95
£115.00

Macro Assembler

£15.95

Prospero C
Prospero Pascal

£99.00
£79.95

STOS Game creator

£22.50

STOS Maestro + (inc.Sampler Module)

£52.95

£59.95

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST

• Full720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

INCLUDES ITS OWN

EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU
Beware of other makes ot drive that

including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?

take their power from the joystick port!

5'Ja External 40/80 Track Floppy Drive also available for only E99.00

PHILIPS 15" FST COLOUR TV/MONITOR

TRUEMOUSE

With Its dedicated monitor
Battlemaster

£18.95

Betrayal

£22.50

WE GUARANTEE

input, this model combines

that this Is the

smoothest, most

Elite

£18.95

the advantages of a high

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£22.50

quality medium resolution

responsive and

monitor with the
convenience ot remote
control Teletext TV - at an

replacement mouse

Flight Simulator II

£37.45

Kick Off 2
Ml Tank Platoon

£18.95
£22.50

Powermonger
Profiight
Scrabble Deluxe

£21.00
£31.95
£19.95

Simulcra

£18.95

Treasure Trap
Xfphos

£16.95
£17.95

Atari Archive (hard disk backup)

£22.00

Autoroute

£127.00

Epson Emulator for Atari Laserprinters

£22.50

Atari Fastcom 2
Knife ST

£37.00
£24.95

Mini Office Comms

£18.50

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet
NeoDesk 3 (New latest version)

£18.50
£18.50
£29.95

Video Tltler

£14.95

GFA BASIC advanced programming guide
GFA BASIC V3 Software Development
Your Second Manual (HiSoft)

accurate

you can buy for the
Atari ST. Excellent

excellent low price I

performance,
amazing low price I

£269.00
Inc. VAT, delivery & cable

ONLY £17.95

r

LYNX Hand-held Games Machine

Now Only £119.00 "S,^ |
EleclroCop

£11.95
£14.95
£14.95

£19.95 MsPacmon

EI9.95

Slime World

£19.95 Xenophobe

£19.95

Kla»

£19.95 Blue Lightning

£19.95

Roodbloslws
Paperboy
Rygar Warrior
Zalor Mercenary

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

£22.95

Gales ofZendocoo . £19.95

Chips Challenge ....£19.95
Rampage
£22.95
Gaunriel 3

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY

Same day despatch whenever possible. Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra.
-MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
•RETAIL

SHOWROOMS

IJntt 9 St Richards Road"

6 Gllsson Road

Evvsham

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Worcs WRll 6XJ
B 0386-765180
tax: 0386-765354

vOp«n Mon-Sat. 9.00 - 5.30^

W

Unit

0223-323898

lax:0223-322683

Open Mon-Sat, 0.30 - 6.00
Specialist Education Centra>.

1762 Parahor* Rood
Cottaridg*

Birmingham B30 3BH
It 021 -458 4564
lax: 021 -433 3825

_Open Mon- Sat. 9.00 - 5.30 .

9 St Richards Rd, Evesham, Worcs WRll 6XJ

ES

Call us now on ©0386-765500
8 lines, Open Mon-Sat, 9.00-5.30.

Fax:0386-765354

Technical support (open Mon - Frl, 9.30-5.30):0386-40303

Send an Order with Cheque, Postal

Order or ACCESS/VISA card details.

Allow5 working days personalchq. clearance.

Government. Education A PLC orders welcome

All products covered by 12 Months Warranty
All goods subject to availability. E.&O.E.

New from The Atari Workshop
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Performance packed
special offers to make your ST
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more efficient, more powerful
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and easier to use!
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The facts about these

new Tower Systems
Our Tower Systems are a simple and
convenient method of storing your
computer and peripherals. Your ST, hard
disk

and

drives

are

housed

within

Get more

FASTER
PROCESSORS
An accelerator board fits inside your
ST, replacing the old processor (CPU), a
8Mhz 68000 chip. The speed increase
varies according to the application being
run but it is at least four times faster.

Often many times more!
Accelerator boards come in a variety

of types (shown on this page). One is
sure to meet your speed requirements.
PROCACHE ST+ £170.00 + VAT

cache

memory, on board clock, Mega ST only.
MACH 16 £208.26 + VAT

16 MHz

68000 CPU,

16kb

HD Module + software

£24.95

3.5" kit for Tower Systems

£99.95

3.5" FDD cased inc. PSU

£129.95

5.25" kit for Tower Systems

£129.95

'-'Please ringfor estimate

"Auto-Switch
OverScan"
or colour monitor size by
between 15%-65% rr Turns
all

of

monitor

border

into

working screen A Works with Multi-

Sync Monitors and compatible with
almost all known software ^

DIY or

workshop* installation.

TOWER SYSTEMS
3 new ways to clear your desk and
e-x-p-a-n-a your system

16kb

double density disks jr Auto-recognition

feature & DIY or workshop* installation

Towers

by our engineers, around your existing
system. Prices range from £139.50 £219.50. Please ring for details.

CPU,

emulators rr Also reads/writes single or

I New OverScan boosts mono

separately for installation, either DIY or

68000

Gives 1.44Mb on HD disks * Works
with
all ST's rr Works with IBM

ilCW
|N£VV

your work space is immediately freed
and your desk becomes less cluttered.
The Tower Systems featured in this ad
come to you with all hardware already

16 MHz

M»'« 4i<k <f*tt (wo imi £?J

a

strong yet attactive tower. This tucks
within a cable's reach of where you
work, under your desk for instance. As
the Tower measures just 6"xl0.2"xl5.5",

installed, and ready to go.
You can also buy our

Density
nbw High
Floppy Drives

cache

memory, Co-processor socket. Mega ST
&STFM

MACH 20 £565.21 + VAT

16MHz 68020 CPU, 32kb cache - 32

bits wide. TOS 1.6 performance index
3.6. Mega ST only

0i

"Auto-Mouse"
Switcher

Two or more devices automatically
selected on mouse port & No more

swapping of mouse and joystick ^"Ideal
for professional users needing mouse &

ATARI BUSINESS TOWER £869.00 + VAT

Includes: Atari STFM rr Memory upgrade to 2.5 Mb
jrr720k floppy disk rr 45Mb hard disk (25ms seek rate)
List price: £1100.00 + VAT Saving: £181

M»>e ftwti (»y wwi Atsk iff pulti*6i>*$
DTP SYSTEM TOWER £2999.50 + VAT

Includes: Mega ST4 rr 45Mb hard disk (25 ms) rr 21"
EI6500 paperwhite monitor + MGE II graphics card
List price: £3700.00 + VAT Saving: £700

M»»e fwti ifa* tVel U(fie.
MEGA 4-030 TOWER £4499.50 + VAT

Comprises: Mega ST 4 rr ProCache-030 rr 68030 CPU
+ TOS 1.4 enhanced rr 45meg hard disk (25ms) 500k/
sec rr SLM 804 laser printer rr EI6500 21" paperwhite
monitor with MGE II graphics card
List price: £5650.00 + VAT Saving: £1130

DESKTOP SYSTEMS
MEGA AT2 SYSTEM £1259.50 + VAT

Mega ST2 with 68000 CPU 8MHz and 80286 CPU
8MHz processors for IBM AT emulation (Norton
Factor 6.7) rr 45Meg hard disk (25ms) rr ICD hard
disk software rr SM124 mono monitor

List price: £1500.00 + VAT Saving: £240

M»»e ffwtt fry tfa p»yAt»*«.i

track ball rr Works on all STs

What is The

Atari Workshop?
We are an independent company
specialising in boosting, modifying and
customising computers. Our products
are mostly state-of-the-art solutions to
system problems or limitations.
We keep constantly abreast with the
latest developments in the USA and
Europe in order to offer the newest and
best in Atari technology.
All our products can be DIY fitted,
though not by a complete novice. They
come with easy step-by-step instructions
and are backed up by our helpline
during normal working hours.
Alternatively, if you prefer to leave
it to professionals, you can send your
equipment to us for modification by-our
team of engineers.
We

offer

fast

turnaround,

full

warranties, and a quick collection and
delivery service throughout the UK.
So whatever your requirement,
contact Atari Workshop for a fast
workable solution.

DEVELOPER'S DESKTOP £1399.50 + VAT
PROCACHE 030 £738.69 + VAT
25MHZ 68030 CPU and 8MHZ 68000

Comprises: Mega ST4 rr ProCache fitted (16 mhz

CPU. Speed factor: more than 5. As fast
as the new TT? And more compatible.

disk software rr SM124 mono monitor

W!

The ATARI

ORKSHOP
Radio Service Company

clock speed) rr 45meg hard disk (25ms) rr ICD hard
List price: £1700.00 + VAT Saving: £300

ACTION LINE
m 071-708 5755

Head Office & London Service Centre

Units 2/19, Sumner Workshops, Sumner Road, London SE15 6LA

Tel: 071-708 5755 Fax: 071-708 5754
Mail Order & Windsor Service Centre
47/48 Windsor Business Centre, Vansittart Estate, off Duke St., Windsor SL4 1SE Tel: 0753-832212 Fax: 0753-830344

It's as easy as
Charles Michael

provides a few
helpful hints on
what to buy and
how to use it...

T h e delicate art of Desktop Publishing
(DTP) has been flourishing over the

a drawing package if you're good with a

past couple of years, due to machines
like the Apple Macintosh and, in no
small measure, to the success of the ST.
In all, five DTP packages are available

print a wide range of documents from adver
tising flyers and party invitations, to news
letters, pamphlets or even product manuals.

ranging in both price and sophistication, from

SIMPLE IS BEAUTIFUL
OK, so you have at least a basic DTP sys
tem, but how do you put ink to paper? In any
discussion of page layout there will always
be the person who knocks the examples as

the budget Easy Text to the fully professional
Calamus. With any of these packages you
can achieve successful results on screen or
paper.

Don't feel that you must have a top-wack
laser printer, huge amounts of memory, a
hard drive and a scanner to produce decent
pages. While these things will increase the
versatility of your system and the scope for
exciting documents, they also increase the
opportunity for you to make a dog's dinner of
the whole thing.
It's far better to take it slowly and put
together a simple design, printed with a dot
matrix printer, than to have a hastily
PostScript-printed handbill which looks like a
jumbled flyer for a Victorian hanging!
A basic system need consist of nothing
more than an ST, a monitor, preferably mono,
and a dot matrix printer. Software needs are
equally modest. All you require is one of the
budget DTP packages and some clip-art, or

mouse. These will be sufficient to create and

"not being good design". But remember,
design is always subjective.
If you don't like what's shown here, bear in
mind that it's only the concepts which we're

trying to get across. Use your own feel for
layout and typography, and check out cur
rent norms for the type of document you're
trying to put together. Don't follow someone
else's work too slavishly, and pick unusual
sources if you do have to copy.
The most important rule in DTP is to
think simple. You may have 115 fonts
installed on your system, with 15 different

style effects available for each, but you really
don't need to use them all on the same sheet

of paper. It's much better to be selective.

So many of the documents designed on
DTP systems have the tendency to look like
Atari ST User
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ments, most of which are text.

become tired after the first few pages.

There's only one font used in this design the importance of the various elements is con
trolled by the size of the characters and intercharacter spacing.
The lower case initial letters are unusual

enough to suggest an artistic or design influ
ence - handy for a landscape designer

m

r i,i. in......

Allowing for this extra space also gives the
room which is needed to lay out text and
graphics in a neat fashion.
Extra leading has been applied to the body
text here for added emphasis, and the sub

heading has been given a lot of room again to
draw the reader's eye
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Party invitations and other smaller documents
can be repeated several times on the same
sheet too. This change of address card uses a
clip-art surround to add interest.
The page is designed and printed land
scape - long edge horizontal - rather than por
trait, and the four cards on it are joined along
their edges to speed up cutting out. If your
printer will take thin card, here's the perfect
opportunity to use it
Desk
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Any document with a lot of text, such as a
manual, needs space if the reader isn't to
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A business card is normally a fairly easy
proposition for DTP because it has few ele
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A 3.5 inch disk label is an interesting at id easy
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A letterhead is a small advance in complexity over the business card. Something is needed to

break up the expanse of plain paper. A lightly toned panel down the right-hand side does this and
helps to draw attention to Donald Andrew's profession, by splitting the two components of his
title. The address is then blocked at the bottom. The panel could be coloured, as could the text
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project. It also opens the option of printing
more than one item on a sheet of paper.
Here, some labels are copied from the one
finished drawing, using PageStream's grouping
and duplication functions. You still have to cut
them out and stick them on, though

these factors need to be thoughtfully andcarefully balanced in the final document.
The same ideas hold true for graphics. If

you put a huge picture of a vulture on to the
page, that's going to be the first thing that
readers see, long before they read your witty
text about "paring prices to the bone".
Too many images will also confuse. A

page can't normally bear more than two
images, and one needs to be a lot bigger
than the other. The exception is a catalogue
or advertisement, where a lot of products are

shown together. Here it's important to sepa
rate each product with lines or boxes.
On budget DTP systems, there are two
main ways of adding images to a page:
scanning and clip-art. While scanning is the
better bet for descriptive documents like
manuals or advertisements, scanners with

resolutions of 200dpi give grainy results.
A scanned photograph in your document
may well only appeal to propeller-heads who
realise you've put the page together on your
ST. The general reader will wonder why the
picture quality looks so poor!

A CLIP ROUND THE EYE
If you use your system for large projects, like a record sleeve, you'll have to find a special way of
printing it out. A long carriage dot-matrix printer would be one solution. A better quality print
would probably have to go to a bureau, where a 12 inch photographic roll could be used in a
photo-typesetter. Pushing the text to the edges of the document draws the eye to it, even though

It's a much better idea to restrict yourself

idea behind DTP is to communicate with

The ideal DTP page is one which gives no
hint of its electronic origin. It's often better
therefore, to stick to drawings which have
been scanned professionally and presented
as clip-art. It's a good idea to build up a
comprehensive library of clips.
There are plenty of images to choose from
in the public domain, but be careful because
many of the clips available in this country are
obviously of US origin. Drawing styles are

to a couple of contrasting fonts for each doc
ument and use size and weight - light, medi
um or bold - for emphasis and differentia
tion. Using this kind of regime ensures that

those reading the page and steer them
to the parts you want them to read, in the
order of importance. The eye can be steered
by size, weight and design of text, so all of

different in the States, and US clips can
stand out badly in a UK document.
There are two types of image format com
monly available for clips: bit-map and vector.

the large graphic is the first element on the page to be recognised

circus posters - most of them however, aren't
advertising circuses and so they lose their
impact by giving entirely the wrong impres

the reader isn't confused by the changes in
readability of different fonts.
In fact, ease of reading and order of read

sion to the reader.

ing are what page design is all about. The

Atari ST User

A bit-map is an arrangement of dots on
screen or paper which is fixed. A vector or

object clip is a drawing which is only defined
as a series of lines and points. The software
then interprets the information in the file and
completely reconstructs the image from a
table of coordinates.
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When you import a bit-map clip into your
DTP you're often given the option of scaling
and fitting the image to a given frame on your
page. If you can possibly avoid it, don't
change its original size and shape.
The software will do its best to multiply the
dots, but you automatically get stepped

REACHES

£50,000
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edges to your images which look crude, and
stamp the page as 'DTPed' before you start.

scratch each time they're altered in size.
Unfortunately, Vector clip-art is far less com
mon than bit-map images, so you'll often
have to make do with bit-maps.

ROGUE ELEMENTS
There

are

elements

other

than

text

and

graphics contributing to the final look of your
page. The position of each image and piece

of text can be vital. Use your DTP to the full
by opening up a series of frames of the right

•
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Vector or metafile images don't suffer from
this problem, as they are only defined by
their coordinate tables and are redrawn from

•
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A typical newsletter or parish magazine is laid out like a true newspaper. Try to tie the pictures to
their stories by careful positioning and captions. The size of headlines is a great help in directing
readers to the most important stories first. The items boxed out here could be left without rules
but the human eye is very keen to see separating lines in all sorts of places. Keep the text justi
fied and make use of any column support which your DTP offers
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size and playing with them.
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nagazine.doc

Move the frames around the page and
locate them in different positions. Ifyou find it
difficult to visualise a graphic or text, put a
tint in the frame or load a piece of sample
text. As long as it helps give you the feel of
the overall page, it's adequate.
Try cropping the image you are using in a
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number of different ways and see how this
affects the design. The size of the text and
particularly its leading (line spacing) will also
have a dramatic effect, as will the weight
(thickness) of rules (lines) and boxes. Try
not to box too many items, or the resulting
page will look very bitty.
Rules are normally used for dividing one
piece of text from another. Cutting them off
short however, can also serve to link various

items, particularly across columns in a
newsletter or magazine.
The creative use of white space - a phrase
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THE BEST KITTENS, THE BEST CATS

often bandied around - simply means using
the unprinted areas of the page as well as

The front pages of magazines and newspapers actually look very different. This fictitious exam
ple (at least I hope it's fictitious!) uses a deliberately 'cuddly' headline font to suggest its subject.
The main front cover picture is very important on a mag, but may be supported by one or two
smaller pictures which are inset. It's important to draw attention to the main items inside the

those

publication, so the tinted boxes give a sort of mini contents list

with

text

or

graphics.

It's

very

important not to crowd the page, to give
adequate space for each element to take its
place and to make it easy for the eye to move
from one line to another. Default leading on
many DTPs is too close and should be loos
ened to make it easier to read.
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EASY DOES IT
DTP enables just about anyone to create a
page of text and graphics in a fraction of the
time it would take to cut and paste it. This
doesn't absolve the designer of any responsi
bility to his or her readers, though.
Think carefully about the way you want
your page to look and the image you want it
to convey. If you're designing a letterhead for

ONLY £299
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a firm of solicitors, don't make it look like one
for a hairdresser - and vice versa.
You don't need to have attended a three

year art and design course to be able to put
together a great looking page. However, as
with any new skill, you need to practise to

find out what you can and cannot do. Give
yourself time to experiment with your chosen
tools - the DTP program and your ST.

An opportunity at last to make use of all the fancy fonts you spent so much on. If you're advertis
ing a product and can scan its logo in, the flyer will look a lot more professional. Producing a
sheet with the name and logo of the shop at the bottom like this, opens the door to repeated
pages. For future use, save a blank document containing just the bottom strip

Atari ST User

WHAT CAN YOU
GET FOR YOUR
CASH?

will save a few memory-outs. The second
drive will also save your right arm.

Of the two suggested DTPs, my vote would
go to PageStream, which is the more flexible
package, despite its bugs. Watch out for ver
sion 1.82, which is meant to have cured most
of them.

What should you buy for your page
make-up? As always, it depends on
the cash you can muster, but here
are three typical systems. Mix and
match between them if you have a
different budget. Prices given are
approximate, but include VAT.

A hand-held scanner will give you scope to
produce your own illustrations, which will
generally be more relevant to the subject than
off-the-shelf clip-art. Therefore, the clip-art
budget can be reduced a little.
The 24-pin printer choice is another Star
machine - they seem to have hit the value
button right on the head.
An alternative which isn't often considered

BUDGET

in the ST world is the Hewlett Packard Deskjet
- formerly in its Plus version, now known as

ST 520 STFM

£290

the 500.

Mono monitor (SM124)
Easy Text/Timeworks
9-pin dot matrix printer
(Star LC-200)
Clip-art (public domain)

£110
£20 -75

This printer sprays very fine particles of ink
at true 300dpi resolution. While not quite up
to the standard of a laser printer, it does obey

£200
£25

most of the LaserJet codes, and will therefore

Approx. total

run with either of these two DTPs.

£700

MONEY NO OBJECT
This really is the absolute minimum you can
get away with for DTP. Easy Text is amazing
value for £20, but leaves many things
untouched in terms of page make-up.
If you can run to it, Timeworks DTP is a
much better bet and will give you the flexibil
ity to create more interesting pages. It's par
ticularly good at handling repeated pages,
such as in a manual or book.
The Atari mono monitor is excellent value
and is a much better choice for DTP than a

colour screen, unless it's a multisync. In this
bargain basement price range, you're
restricted to 9-pin printers, and of recent
models, the Star LC-200 is far and away the
most versatile. It can print in colour with just
a change of a ribbon - all you need is a suit
able Epson EX software driver.
This system will be restricted by two
things - quality of output and memory in the
ST. The memory's an easier thing to upgrade
than the printer, and you will have trouble
with documents of more than a few pages
with only half a megabyte. Think long and
hard about adding an extra floppy drive,
unless you enjoy practising aerobics with
your right hand at the ST's internal drive.

ST Mega 4
Hard drive (Atari 30Mb)
Multisync monitor (HEC MSII)

£1030
£450
£450

Calamus

£460

Laser Printer

(HP LaserJet IIP/Atari SLM 804)

£900-1,100

A4 Scanner -

(Hawk/DAATAScan A4)
Digitiser (Vidi ST)
Clips (commercial or PD)
Approx. total

£450-650
£100
£50
£4,300

If you have a deep pocket with lots of
banknotes in it or some very rich relatives not

long for this planet you could go for the
numero uno system, with added bells and
whistles. Based around a Mega 4, which
should avoid any memory problems, it
includes a hard drive for storing big docu
ments and your clip library. A multisync moni

tor will give you high quality mono output for
DTP and colour for Xenon 2.

Calamus is still rated the best DTP for the
ST and there are wide rumours of a forthcom

ing price drop with the release of Calamus 3,
the colour version. Although it does have
what could be described as a bit of a learn

MEDIUM RANGE

ing curve, and no PostScript output, it can
certainly produce some very smart copy.

ST 1040 STFM

£440

Mono monitor (SM124)
Second floppy drive (PC720)

£110
£75

PageStream/
Fleet Street Publisher.

£150-200

24-pin dot matrix/inkjet printer
(Star LC 24-10/HP Deskjet 500)
Hand held scanner (DAATAScan)
Clip-art (public domain)

£250-450
£250
£25

Approx. total

£1,550

Fixing most of the shortcomings found in
the budget system and upgrading a few
others, brings us to more than twice the
price of the original. But you do have a
workable, if slightly slow, system with this
particular set-up.
There's no reason to upgrade the mono

monitor, which will serve you well for your
DTP needs, but moving up to the 1Mb ST

Atari ST User

If you must have the Atari laser printer, it'll
set you back around £1100, but why not con
sider instead the HP LaserJet IIP, a

neat

industry-standard laser with a smaller foot
print than the SLM804 and an optional
PostScript cartridge? It also leaves the Mega
4's memory alone.
With this kind of budget, you can go for a
full A4 width scanner. This can either be a

flat-bed machine where you lay the paper on
a glass sheet, or the push-through system
used by the Mitsubishi scanner marketed by
Pandaal. This works like a fax machine, using
a powered drive. You can also unhitch it to
enable it to scan from the pages of books or
magazines.
And finally, for a really great finished docu
ment, why not go for broke and try a digitiser?
This lets you use images from video as well
as paper, which can then be added to your
ever-increasing clip-art collection.
•

YOU WANT
MORE?
The DTP program itself isn't the only bit of soft
ware you'll need to produce interesting pages.
A little extra investment in fonts, scanners,

digitisers and clips can add dramatically to the
effectiveness of your work.

Fonts depend mainly on the DTP package
you've chosen, particularly at the high end of
the market. PageStream and Calamus both
have extra font packs available, although
PageStream supplies 10 families as standard.
The new version, due for release this month,
will used scalable fonts from Agfa Compugraphic, one of the leading names in the field.
Calamus fonts also come from Compugraphic,
and three are supplied with the program. Extra
fonts, from a range of over 40, cost between
£70 and £140 per family, which isn't cheap.
Clip-art is the easiest and quickest way to
brighten up your pages, and there are many
clips available in the public domain. It's diffi
cult to assess how many of these are duplicat
ed between PD libraries, but some libraries will
send you print-outs of the clips they supply.
The danger to the supplier, of course, is that
anyone with a hand-held scanner can add them
to a system for free.
Scanners are a useful way of adding printed
images to your pages. They need to be used
with care, as it's much easier than you might
think to produce really hideous scans. It's
worthwhile taking a bit of time with the con
trast control and the accompanying software
to try to pull out as much detail as possible.
Bear in mind too, if you use a laser printer,
that a 200dpi image, as produced by most
scanners, has less than half the number of
dots per square inch of a 300dpi image (40,000
as opposed to 90,000). Watch out for 300 and
400dpi scanners which produce their resolu
tion through 'dithering' techniques. The scan
quality isn't quite as good as with a true high
resolution device.

Video grabbers are also useful, however the
translation of colour images to black and white
is not always as good as it might be. In some
ways, digitisers are best left for multi-media,
screen-based work.

Paint packages can be a useful adjunct to
your DTP system, particularly if you want to do
more than crop or scale clip-art. Buy one
which imports and exports as many different
formats as possible. On second thoughts, buy
two - one for bit-map and one for vector art.

pop

Do YOU know a

youngster who
is mad keen

on computing!
Then here's the ideal helping hand -12 months
supply of the world's FIRST computer comic!
All over the country parents are discovering the benefits of getting
Let's Compute! for their children. Here are just a few of their
comments:

•

/ was very fortunate recently to pick upa copy of Let's
Compute! Itis a publication which really allowsyoungsters to
appreciate the fun they can get out of writing programs- Mr D
Dave, Fareham, Hants

•

/ wasso pleased to find a magazine my nineyear oldson could
use and understand- Mrs Lever, Harwich, Essex

Butthese are other peoples' opinions! We'd like you to judge it for
yourself. With this note is a complimentary copy of Let's Compute!
Please give it to your children, grandchildren or friends. We're sure
they'llfind it a great introduction to the world of computing.

Even ifthey haven'tgot a computerthemselves yet, Let's Compute!
can helpthem at school. Ourfeatures are designed by a dedicated
team of teachers and educationalists with the aim of giving children of
ALL ages a head start in Information Technology.

Subscribe now - and guarantee a lucky
youngster a whole year's computing fun!
STU 2

Please send me the next 12 issues of Let's Compute!for £12
I wishto pay by:
O Cheque payable to Database Publications

• Credit card No:

Exp. date I

/

I'd like to get
Name

Signed

Address

hOt Off the preSS

Postcode

each month!

My computer is a

Age

SEND TO: Database Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, S.Wirral L65 3EB

PHONE ORDERS: 051-357 1275
Atari ST User

ATARI SUA SXE- EMEAfcSe
ALL ATARI STE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. ALL MACHINES ARE CHECKED PRIOR TO
DESPATCH. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES. WILL YOU EVER WANT TO EXPAND YOUR STE'S RAM? ALL OF OUR

ATARI STE COMPUTERS HAVE THE "PLUG-IN" RAM SOCKETS - OUR PRESENT STOCKS DO NOT REQUIRE A SOLDERED IN RAM UPGRADE UNUKE THE
MACHINES OFFERED BY OTHER MAIL ORDER COMPANIES. OUR PRESENT STOCKS ALSO HAVE THE NEW DMA CHIP SET FITTED ALLOWING TROUBLE FREE

OPERATION WTTH ATARI HARD DISK DRIVES.

—-«-»»

512k

Imb

S20STE STANDARD PACK, consists ofthecomputer with
mouse tvlead, manual andall connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack issupplied £340 QQ

4mb

2mb
£419.00

£529.00

£389.00 £439.00

£549.00

£385.00 C405.00 £459.00

£565.00

£369.00

£389.00 £439.00

£549.00

£365.00

£395.00 £439.00

£555.00

with NO software

£375.00

520STE TURBO, consists ofStandard Pack andSTOSBask:, Hyper
Paint I, Music Maker IL 8 games (Indiana Jones, Impossible Mission IL H.K.M. Super
Cycle Outrun, Dragons Breath. Anarchy & Blood Money) and a joystick

£369.00

520STE BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Word 2 word processor, K-Data database K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

S20STE TENSTAR. consistsofStandard Packandthe10topselling
games listed for the STFM TenStar Pack (or on the bottom left of this page) and a
joystick

520STE DISCOVERY, consists of the Standard Pack and STOS.
First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command, Space Harrier, Outrun,
Bomb Jack) and a joystick

DIY 1 KIT - 520STE to 1MB

( 2 x 256K cards hums

£34.99

* Atari 520STFM computer and mouse, allcables etc
* 10 top Selling games (Aster* Chess Player 21SO. Driving Force. Live Met Die.

DIY 2 KIT - 520/1040 to 2MB

( 2 x 1MB cards ) simms

Onslaught. Pipe mania. Rick Dangerous. Bock N Roll, Squeek and Trivial PursuitII)

£109.00

* Atari CX40 Joystick

DIY 4 KIT - 520/1040 to 4MB

( 4 x 1MB cards ) sums

£295.00

£205.00

Al RAH prim nckid* VAT aid daHvwy and com* with nstmetions
PI—— chick your STE eonfiaaratim bator* ordering.

including vat and danvary

REMEMBER: ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY and VAT THERE ARE NO HIDDEN EXTRAS
CONTRIVER NICE
ST compatible
£18.95

BLANK DISKS

All of our blank disks are guaranteed and supplied with

labels. Our 3.5" Unbranded disks are either KAO or

Sony. AD Sony Branded disks are boxed and supplied
with labels. All disk prices Include vat and delivery.

QUANTITY

10

20

30

50

PC compatible

Star LC10 Mono (9-pin)
£157.00
Star LCtO Colour (9-pin)
£205.00
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin) £230.00

100

5.99

10.99

15.99

25.99

49.00

9.50

18.50

26.50

42.00

80.00

(24-pin)

14.95

27.95

39.95

59.99

£399.00

Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin)

£299.00

Swift 24 Colour Kit

115.00

* 100 x A4 sheet feeder

2150.

Driving Force, Live and Let
Die. Onslaught. Pipemania.
Rick Dangerous. Rock n Roll.
Squeek and Trivial Pursuit II.
All of the above games are available
in the Tenstar Software pack for only -

t Z 7. 7 O - lhats less than £3each!
(requires double-sided internal disk drive)
Atari ST User

Turbo Pack software

£24.95

Hyper Pack software
Discovery Pack software

£14.95
£19.99

ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM standard scart lead

£14.95
£12.99
£7.95

Atari CX40 Joystick
Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead

*&%&*

* Optional plug in font cartridges
* Optional Epson FX emulation

£4.95
£4.75
£3.75

eld
etc

£499
inclusive

AS USED BY US TO PRINT THIS ADVERT.'

Tiger Cgb. Gojits etc. all at amazing prices !!

Player

£24.95

THE HEWLETT PACKARD DESKJET 500

Cubase. Notator. Cubeat. Creatoi. Notator Alpha. Dr.T

Chess

£34.95

* 120 cps in LQ
* 240 cps in Draft
* 75 to 300 dpi

ST MIDI SOFTWARE

Asterix.

£75.00

Forget-Me-Clock II Card

THE ULITMATE IN DESKTOP PRINTING

RING FOR LARGER QUANTITIES

ST GAMES LESS
THAN C3.00 EACH ?

£249.00

Panasonic KXP1624

15" carriage (24-pin)

UNBRANDED

3.5" HD

£275.00

£449.95

Roctec 1 MB External Drive

PRINTERS

Star LC24-200 Mono

£99.99

Megafile30 Hard Disk

£23.50

Al of our printers come with a free cable
and have a full 1year warranty.

SONY BRANDED

3.5" 2DD

ST ACCESSORIES
SM124 Mono Monitor

£19.95

Panasonic KXP1124

UNBRANDED

3.5' DS/DD

Amiga compatible

BEST PRICES MM ORDER
(DEPT STU), UNIT A GRAFTON PLACE,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BNfl lOX

S3

(0903)700714 E3
TWSAUS 10amtill12 midnight

All prices include VAT and UK delivery unless otherwise stated. All prices / specifications / special offers are
subject to change without notice. Goods usually despatched same day as cleared payment is received.
Please make cheques/P.O's out to BEST PRICES. Mail order only. Thank You.
ADD CS.OO INC VAT FOB NEXT WORKMO MY UK DELIVERY. ADD M M UK W

FOB SATURDAY UK DELIVERY

Product: Re-ink

Supplier: Caspell Computers
Telephone 0202 666155
Price: CI 2.95

Configuration: All STs, colour and mono
T h e Western world saw some 128 million

printer ribbons thrown away in 1989.
Twenty-six million of those were in the
UK, and if they were lined up end to end
they would stretch from Land's End to John
O'Groats three times.

At between £3 and £20 each, the cost of

this extravagance mounts rather guickly, and
the threat to the environment is even more

alarming. An alternative to the problem of a
fading ribbon is to re-ink it, and from a small
British company called Office 12, comes the
aptly named Re-ink.
It's based on Refresh, an earlier product
from the same firm. Reacting to the increased
pressure on industries to be seen as 'green',
the company developed this spray to remove
the need for ozone-damaging chemicals. At
the same time, improvements in the ink made
it more compatible with the various types of
ribbon

available.

It is

now marketed

in

a

CASH
IN A CAN

John Butters, in his rather fetching
green suit, proves that a printer ribbon
can last forever - well, almost...

smallish, ozone-friendly spray can, which
holds 120 millilitres of the black ink.

Excess ink must be wiped from around the
cartridge and the lid replaced. If you took it

GETTING THE JOB DONE
The top of the ribbon cartridge needs to be
lifted off and this is usually quite a simple job
if you use a thin piece of metal as a lever. A
small screwdriver is perfect for this, and you'll
usually find that the lid is clipped onto the
main body of the cartridge. (You'll also usually

off carefully, then it should go back together
without difficulty.
The ribbon must be left for at least 24 hours

before it can be used, so it's a good idea to
have two ribbons in circulation if you can't wait
for a day before printing.

Panasonic dot matrix printer and is said to
work on all fabric ribbons, although problems
may occur with other kinds.
Obviously Re-ink is not intended for use
with colour printers. But it's a simple and
workable idea that is certain to save heavy
printer users a small fortune.

•

find that your screwdriver is not where you left
it last and everyone else swears blind they
didn't touch it... - Ed)
At the next stage, it would be wise to use
something other than the meal table as a
workbench. The spray goes everywhere, so
wherever you work it would be a good idea to
cover the area with some paper.
The can should be shaken well and the ink

sprayed onto the ribbon from a distance of

about 75 millimetres (give or take a few
microns - Ed). Obviously smaller ribbons
need less ink than the larger examples, so the
number of sprays needed varies quite consid
erably - between 10 and 60 pumps.

SAVE, SAVE, SAVE!
The company suggests that the best results
come from topping up the ribbon as it starts to
fade, rather than waiting until it's nearly dead
and giving it a full dose.
Using the spray like this will give up to 100
re-inks and if used on completely faded rib
bons you can expect to get 30 re-inks. If you

use the cheapest ribbons you can therefore
expect to save at least £77, and if you
have one of those rather flashy models, cost
ing £20, you could save your bank balance
an incredible £587.

Re-ink worked well with the ribbon in my

fc£ inl
Carefully remove the cartridge's lid. A small
screwdriver should do the trick

The equipment you need for re-inking
spray, a screwdriver and the ribbon

the

Spray the ribbon from a distance of about six
centimetres, but cover the work surface first

Replace the cartridge's lid. Remember to leave
the ribbon for 24 hours before using it

Atari ST User
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Charles Darwin was the natural

selection in this month's competition.
See him evolve before your very eyes

YOUR MAN
WITH THE BRUSH
Ray Pluck declined to send in any
personal details apart from the fact
that he lives in Guisborough, Cleve
land, he wears glasses, and he has a
minimalist hairstyle. But thanks for
the artwork - it's great!

Ray Pluck created this haunting portrait of
Charles Darwin using Degas Elite. In the
traditional fashion, he refused to supply a
photo of himself: "I'm not going to have my
prematurely balding, heavily bespectacled
cranium exposed to public ridicule for
you or anybody else!"
OK, so that's Ray's excuse - what about

the rest of you? Remember, you have only
one more month in which to cover yourself in
glory on these pages and put yourself in the

Charles Darwin (one of

running for a Gasteiner mouse and a Tracey.

seemed an ideal source.

1. First, I select my subject. I'm rather fond of
science fiction vehicles, but this time I thought I'd
try my hand at something different: a portrait. A
large black and white photograph of an elderly

my

scientific heroes)

First I drew the outline of the head, trying to be
as accurate as possible (get the foundations right

and whatever you build on top will be so much more
secure). The outline, as with most of what followed,
was drawn under magnification.

PRIZE WINNERS SIGN HERE...
This is your last chance. No pic, no prize, so
get cracking! Entries must be received
before January 5, to be considered for next
month's (the last in the competition) Artwork!

Atari ST User

pages. Some lucky artist will receive a
Gasteiner mouse and a Tracey - and that
lucky artist's name will be announced in the
April issue. You have been warned!

2. Darwin's eyebrows were quite prominent and I
used the outline of the right one as a route 'into'
the face. The darkest areas in the picture are under
the brows and so at this point I could assign shades
to the palette, from darkest to lightest. The eyes
are probably the most important part of any portrait
- if I know I've got them right then I feel I can relax,
the hard bit's done...

I find cheekbones difficult and I keep going back
to them throughout a picture. You don't want to
highlight them too much, but miss them out and the
face becomes flat and uninteresting; just doodle
(but dont make them up - draw what you see).

6. Having darkened everything in the last stage I
was in a position to re-apply the white (which I
had previously used for skin highlights) to the hair

4. The beard (and the small area of ear that is visi
ble through it) then became the focus of attention. I
used the K-line facility to draw in the base detail.

5. Almost done. I was still adding detail to the beard,

and beard.

trying to get the shading right (light at the front and
on top, darker to Darwin's left and below). It was at
this point that I decided the whole head was slightly

And that's it. Darwin was - outwardly — quite a
cheerful bloke and in most of the pictures I've seen

too light. To correct this I selected the RGB slider
window and went through the entire colour range,
knocking all the sliders down by one notch.

of him he seems to have a twinkle in his eye - I dont
think I've got it. My Darwin looks a bit too stern.
Never mind, maybe he was having an off day...

Atari ST User
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MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

SEND SAE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

« 0983 - 756056 (24hoU,
Mon - Sat

COLOUR GAMES
Out (game of the month)
G044 -Flisht Simulator
G101 -League Soccer (DS)
G102-ST-umped-Cricket
G049 -Tennis Simulation
G086 -1st Serve Tennis

G103-Top of the Pops
G104-Bermuda Race 2
G105 -Joke Selection

G100 -Slalom, Galactic Ranger,
Widow maker

G114-Skidpan- Racing
G116 -Chunnel - French Tutor
Game

G072 -Bumper Jack
G056 -Empire Builder,
Jumpster, Lost Treasure
G045 -England Team Manager
G019ST-Vegas
G011 -Give Us a Break
G039 -Heads and Hammers
G043 -Treasure Search

G079 -Monkeys + Balloons,
Spectral Sorcery,
Racing
G070 -Space Bailer, System 5
G061 -Stocks and Bonds
G071 -Rush

G081 -Money Run, Atari Wars,
Wall War, Twisty
G040 -Bunny Hunt (not STE)
G018 -Floyd the Droid
G001 -Pacman, Laserchess,
Wlndball, Royale
G002 -Strip Breakout
G020 -Lunar Lander, Spacewar
G031 -Megaroids, Star Battle,

MONO GAMES
G069 -Napoleon
G097 -Hi Tec Trivia,
Chordmaster (not STE)
G014 -Anduril, Runners
Revenge
G021 -Pacman, Puzzle
G029 -Space Invaders, Chess,
Arkanoid
G062 -Arkanoid Construction
Kit
G063 -Around the World in 80

Days

CLIP ART

BUSINESS
U009
U012
U013
U036
U039

-1st Base - Database
-DB Master - Database
-Datahandler - Database
-Card ST - Database
-WG Data - Database

U072 -TCOS-Graphical Database
WP01-ST Writer Elite

WP02 -Mailmerge, Spellchecker,
Word Counter

U017 -Home Accounts
B031 -Electronic Bank
Statement

U030 -ST Sheet - Spreadsheet
U078 -Sheet V2 - Spreadsheet

G067 -Pentimo

(DS)
U034 -Double Sentry Accounts
(SH)

EDUCATION
G09 -Spelling Made Easy
G016-Maths Made Easy
G080 -Speller (not STE)
G022 -Kidpotato, Kids ABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory
G023 -Kidsong, Numeric Go

Round, Kidpublisher, No

U041
U082
U040
U042

-Typing Tutor
-Typing Tutor
-Inventory Pro
-Opus 2000 Spreadsheet (DS) (SH)

U056 -Word 400
U070 -Adddress Book

U090 -FiloFact (SH)

U089 -Zapcard, Typist, Banker

~

EASY TEXT PLUS ^

A fully featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.
ONLY £19.99

RING FOR DETAILS
'

J

s disks ONLY 610.99

G007 -Cubemaze

G027 -Backgammon, yahtzee,
Stone Age Deluxe
G033 -Cube World

G042 -Rebus, Blockade
G050 -Cheats Disk

colour TV/monitor
U79 -COLOUR EMULATOR. Run

Kidpotato, KidsABC, Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring

Colour programs on

Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman

G058 -Dungeon Master Levels
G059 -Horoscope
G068 -Ayatolla
G069 -Upstart
G082 -Yahtzy
G083 -Companion
GOTO-ST Invaders, Barnyard,
Happy 4, Star Trek
G074 -Tunnel Vision, Patience
G109 -Fruit Machine Simulator

G110 -Company (not STE)
G111 -Masterbreak,
Battleships, Escape
G112-Slider
G099 -Addiction

ADVENTURES
G087 -Tark
G085 -Snatch + Crunch

G084 -Elven Crystals
G095 -AGT Companion Disk
G096 -Dudleys Dilemma
G078 -Time Adventure
G054 -Tombs of Death

G055-HERO-Dungeons and
Dragons (SH)
G057 -DDST-Dungeons and
DRagons (SH)
G052 -Invasion
G053 -Assassin

'

EDUCATION PACK 2
10 disks ONLY £19.99

•

NOW STE COMPATIBLE *

A bumper education pack
that includes G9, G16, G22,
G23, G41,G36, G94, G98

MUSIC + MIDI
M007 -16 voice sequencer by
Henry Cosh
M013 -Yamaha PSS Voice Editor
M009 -TX812 Voice Editor
M010-FB01 Voice Editor

M008 -MT32 Editor (Demo)
M003 -Casio CZ Ed/librarian
M005 -CZ Voices + Librarian
M029 -Kawai K1 Ed/Librarian

M027 -Music Studio Player
M028 -50 New Quartet Sounds

M014-Midi Channel Scope
(mono)
M017 -DSO Librarian

M015-Synth 50

G038 -Wizards Tower

M016 -Composer

G040 -Asylum

M018 -Sampled Sounds +
Player

G015 -King Text Adventure

M021 -Music Writer (mono)

G006 -Darkness is Forever
G012 -Colossal Cave
Adventure

M022 -Piano
M023 -Stacatto
D014-EZ-Trackdemo

G004 -Doppyworld, Coxleys
House, Dark Pearl
G034 -HACK - the original
version

G035 -Eamon - Fantasy Role
playing

Atari ST User

mono monitor

D018 -Steinberg Pro 24 demo
(mono)
D029 -Quartet + Replay Prof

CLIP ART PACK

A001 -Palette Master

A002-Artist (mono)

A009
A010
A012
A013
A019

-Vangogh, Studio 2
-Publishing Partner Fonts
-Pearle-3D Raytracing
-Printmaster Library Disk
-Easytext + Demo

A020 -Fractal Zoom

A021 -Simple Draw
A022 -Electrical Planning (mono)
A023 -Movie Constructor/Face
animator (mono)

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format
converters. Ideal for

D041 -Flair Paint

D036 -Calamus (DS) (1 meg)

Christmas • Trademarks
• and lots lots more

D015 -Autoroute

D077 -Personal Finance Manager
D012 -Superbase Personal
D058 -Funschool 2 (2 DISKS)

PROGRAMMING

D012-STOS Demo

P034 -STOS Tutorial

P030
P022
P008
P017

-STOS Example Programs
-STOS STE Upgrade
-C Tutorial (3 disks)
-C Programs

P019 -Sozobon C

P012 -Disassembler, Tiny Basic,
C Compiler
P000 -TOS 2 - Old Op. System
P001 -ST Basic Programs
P011 -ST Basic

P003 -GFA Basic Programs
P028 -Fast Basic Programs

D052 -Hard Driving
D016-Spitting Image

P014 -Gem Information

+ MUCH MUCH MORE

P025 -Pascal Programs

BUDGIE UK

P026 -Pascal Information

P005 -Adventure Writing
System

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

P031 -Small Talk
P032 -ST Icon V6.3

P027 -Modulo 2 (2 disks)
P004 -Forth 83
P007 -Forth

Complete package for any
body learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series
in ST Format

.

SPECIAL INTERESTS
U033 -Football Pools Prediction

U074 -Speech Synthesis
(not STE)

U068 -Geneology (shareware)
U083 -Neugen-Geneology
(shareware)

U065 -Planets - guided tour
U045 -Planetarium
U084 -Amateur Astronomers

Guide to the Night Sky
U053 -Orbit-Satellite Tracking
U060 -Welcome to Chemistry
(not STE)
U064 -Chemistry (not STE)

U081 -Patcard-Knitting Patterns
(not STE)
U054 -Assistant Chef

Disk Copiers/Formatters,
Virus Detectors/Killers,
Desk Accessories

Superboot Utilities
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

U043 -Starnet, Mini BBS
U048 -Citadel BBS(DS)
C008 -Vanterm Communications

C003 -Packet/RTTY System
C004 -Morse Tutor
1 -PK232 Fax

HEY KIDS + KID ZONE
2 Great new educational packases written by Paul Smart.
Designed for 3-7 year olds they teach > Basic Colour Identification • Basic Shape Identification
• Letters on the keyboard • Telling the Time
• Grid reference work • Counting • Spelling
EDUCATION + FUN ROLLED INTO ONE

FULL DETAILS IN OUR CATALOGUE

-Damanoid
-Football 88
-Blitz III
-Othello
-Pro Darts
-Dr Boris
-Ballzone

B8 -Speculator
B9 -Tycoon
B10 -Moneyspinner

C PROGRAMMERS PACK

A031 -ST CAD

UTILITIES

GENERAL DEMOS
DB20 -Mindbomb
D056 -Predator

D038 -Union Demo
D071 -Sewer Demo
D075 -Elvira Demo
D073-Star Wars
D057 -Snowman Demo

A029-Flexidump Demo

WP07 -Script Fonts
A008 -Degas Accessories

D024 -K Spread 2
D030 -Space Ace

D054 -Robocop (2 disks £5)
(1 meg)

P020 -C Compiler

U075 -Film file - lots of info

useable demos
A034 -Animate
A036 -Picture Converters
A037 -Calamus fonts

-Boing STE (1 meg)
-Fantasia (1 meg)
-3D Scroller (1 meg)
-ACID (1 meg)

PRODUCT DEMOS

ALL DTP packages.
• Aimals • Office • Sport •
Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food

A024 -ANI-ST
A026 -Doodle

A032 -Hyper-Text
A033 -Canvas, GFA Raytrace -

D074 -STE Atari France
D069 -STE - Sound Off
D065 -Movie STE

D066
D067
D068
D084

6 DISKS FOR ONLY C16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of

6 DISKS ONLY £16.99

ART + GRAPHICS

A003 -Master Painter
A005 -Public Painter

G075- Nethack (DS) (1 meg)

G037 -Under Berkwood

U19 -MONO EMULATOR. Run
mono programs on

Lots of educational programs
for the youngster. Includes

Patience

G003 -Azarian, Bridge, Bailer

EDUCATION PACK 1

"

P015-68000 Assembler

Maze

G041 -Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgridz
G036 -History File (3 disks)
G094 -Colouring Book
G098 -Shipwrecked - Maths,
Hangman

M-

STE DEMONSTRATIONS

We have many disks of clip art
for use with all DTP packages

•

G064 -El Bozo, Sherlock,
Squixx, Happy 4
G076 -Shanghai

v y J

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE
ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

Time Bandit

G017 -Cribbage, Minigolf,
Pickpocket, Quiz
G077 -Motorbike, Blackjack,

MasterCard

Greens Ward House, The Broadway, Totland, I.O.W. P039 OBX

SHAREWARE POR
ATARI ST/STE

G106 -Die Alien Blob - Shoot

VISA

9am - 6pm

B11 -Maelstrom
B12 -Ace Invaders
B13 -Zenith
B14-Goldrush
B15 -Perils of Penfold
B16 -Word Puzzle Generator
B17 -Make A Break
B18-Parabellum
B19 -Tri-Hell + Cosmoss

B20 -Operation Angelica
B21 -Impulse
B22 -Bandit

B23 -Space Blob
B24 -Slippery Sid
B25 -Scary
B26 -Subhunt + Sea Fisherman

B27 -Death Camp
B28 -Psycotic
B29-Carrier Attack
B30 -Quest for Galaxia

B32 -Runaway
B33 -Sprite Master
B34 -Safe as Houses (Monopoly)
B35 -Crystal Caverns

B36 -Dogfight, Lightcircles
B37 -Mr Dig, Tank Battle
B38 -Inferno

B39 -Onyx
B40 -Crosswords
B41 -Exodus

B42 -Dizzy Lizzy
B43 -Bounty Hunter
B44 -Exterminate

ORDER OUR FREE CATALOGUE
FOR FULL DETAILS

rMT Software *• 0983-7560561
I The above illustrates a smallselection from our catalogue.
Many of the disks are also available as double sided
compilations - please see our catalogue or ring for details.
CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS:DS - Double Sided Disk
SH - Shareware

1 MEG - 1 meg of memory required

I MONO - High resolution

NOT STE - NotSTE compatible

SINGLE SIDED DISKS £3.00
DOUBLE SIDED COMPILATIONS E3.50

PLUS ONE FREE WITH EVERY THREE

Demo
D062 -Mastersound Demo

BUY A BOOK AND CLAIM A FREE DISK

(Immediate despatch by 1st Class Post included)
Overseas - Europe - add 10%, Rest of world add 20%
Help and Advice always available
h.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

MT SOFTWARE
BX

^Bj

s 0983 - 755800

MasterCard

MT Software

Totland, IOW

BLANK DISKS

Greensward House

9am-6pm Mon-Sat
Outside office hours ring 0983 756056

^^

The Broadway
P039 0BX

ONLY THE BEST
FROM MTS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKING +VAT
TO LAUNCH OUR NEW DISKLINE

SERVICE WE SHALL, UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE, OFFER BLANK DISKS AND
STORAGE BOXES AT AMAZING PRICES

• Highest Quality Disks

• Se JZuLSSZo***,
J[r£ectlve Wa,,ets
• 100% Error Free

10 Disks
10 Disks + 50 Cap Lockable Storase Box

S&8$
fijUk^

£4.99
£9.99

10 Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Storage Box

££2i*& £11.99

25 Disks
25 Disks + 50 Cap Lockable Storase Box

£>4^ £11.99
£4^99 £16.99

25 Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Storase Box

£24-^9" £18.99

50 Disks

£S€T99

50 Disks + 50 Cap Lockable Storase Box

£&tf?9 £27.99

50 Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Storase Box

£33^9 £29.99

100 Disks

£49^9

£22.99

£42.99

100 Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Storase Box....£54^9 £47.99

•

SPECIAL OFFER •

ST Dust Cover
Mouse Mat

£4.99
£3.99

25 Blank Disks + 50 cap. Box

.£19.99

Normally £28.97

ONLY £21
COLOURED LABELS
50 Disk Labels
100 Disk Labels
1000 Disk Labels

£1.50
£2.50
£13.50

TRACTOR LABELS

100 Disk Labels
200 Disk Labels
1000 Disk Labels

£3.00
£5.00
£15.00

STORAGE BOXES

50 Cap. Lockable
100 Cap. Lockable

£6.49
£7.99

A VIDISET
£A / Thanks to a breakthrough byRombo

£l£ Productions in frame-grabbing technology,
Av/ you can now produce good colour images

%M
h /

quickly and cheaply with Vidi-ST and the Vidi
Chrome-ST colour software.

0£}~* I • Perfect freeze frame from any video.

*f^ I • Incorporate real-life objects into your own design.
I

• Full palette controls.

J • Take snapshots in 16 shades live from video or TV.
• Print to any ST supported.
• Multiple frame store.

t Compatible with all video standards (colour, black and white, VHS,
Beta, PAL, N.T.S.C, etc.).

Upgradable to full colour with additional "Vidi Chrome-ST"pack.

Vidi ST

RRP £99.99
OUR PRICE

£84.99

"Also available - Vidi-RGB Colour Splitter. The splitter
is an electronic filter which takes a colour video signal
and separates it into the three primary colours,
allowing each to be digitised. Replaces the need for a
conventional filter set and ideal for use with Vidi ST
and VidiChrome-ST"

RGB Splitter
Colour upgrade
now available

RRP £69.95

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£19.95

£54.95

SAVE
£15.00

While stocks last, use the form on Page 111
Atari ST User

and now for the ATARI ST computer:

NBS

NBS has been successfully supplying Amiga Owners lor the last year with Public Domain Software. We have built upa good reputation and a superb record ofspeed, reliability, and value for
money! itisnow time for Atari owners toexperience the rumble ofthe NBS PD Earthquake. Why isthe price ofour PD athird ofsome other companies? We don't knowf ifwe supply Amiga PD at I
99p,there-is noreason why weshouldn't supplyAtari PDat thesameprice! (ifmakes nodifference toourduplicating machines!!) Socome on... joinourhappy family ofsatislied customers.

ST DEMOS (All disks ateSINGLE SIDED &1/2MEG unless otherwise slated]
SD 002 LIFES ABITCH - Another great demo bythe lost boys
SD009 STAR WARS RAP - Great sound mixing andparallax scroll
SD503 PREDATOR - Brilliant animation taken Irom thefilm (D/S)
SD 504 SO WATT - Acollection ofquality demos Irom the forebears (D/S)
SD 505 WHATTAHECK - Another good setoldemos from the Carebears (D/S)
SD 506 MIND BOMB DEMO - Great demo with 20separate parts! (D/S)
SD507 SWEDISH NEW YEAR - Three demos from different programmers (D/S)
SD508 CUDDLY DEMO- Brilliant demo with many parts D/S)
SD509 UNION DEMO - Another excellent Mufti-part demo. (D/S, NOT STE)
SD 510 GREMLINS DEMO - Collection olpix &samples from the film. (D/S)
SD511 ROBOCOP 2 DEMO - Collection ol pix 8 samples from thelifm. (D/S)
SM006 TCB TRACKER DEM01 - 4 Channel sampled music! Who needs Amiga??
SM 007 TCB TRACKER DEMO 2- Another musical feast Extra quality onSTE
SM008 THE B.I.G. DEMO - Over50 lunes (tornthe C64.Getthis now!!

SM 501 BATDANCE - Brilliant! Complete Prince song on1 disk! (D/S)
SM506 TEENAGE MUTANT TURTLES - Turtles make ittotheST(D/S. 1 MEG)
SN500 WALKER DEMO II - The Walker lakes Chicago (D/S, 1 MEG)
SN503.SNOWMAN DEMO - Good animalion &music from Ihefilm (D/S, I MEG)
SN 504 'THE RUN' - Great animation ola police chase (D/S, 1 MEG)
SN505 S.A.M. - Animation showing part olthePsycho shower scene
SN 506 DRAGONS LAIR ANIMATION - Digilized Irom IheLaserdisc (D/S, I MEG)
SN 507 CALIFORNIA RAISINS - Dancing raisins! (D/S, 1 MEG)
SR000 ANIST- Full working version offhis excellentanimation package
SR002 VIZSLIDESHOW - Full ol hand-drawnartworkfrom the comic.

STEONLY DEMOS (All STE disks areDOUBLE SIDED, 1/2MEG unless slated)
ED001 THESTEDEMO - One ol the first demos to use Stereo sound

ED 002
EO 003
EO 004
EO 005
ED 006
ED 007

BOIMG STE - Featuring a Big bouncing ball (1 MEG)
AN COOL STE DEMO - 4096 cots, Hardware scroll, Slereo FX (1 MEG)
3DSCROLLER - Shows what theSTE's blilter cando! (1MEG)
JUNGLE DEMO - Great graphics andSlereo sound effects!
PSYCADELIK HOUSE- No, nota spelling error, it'sACIIID!
DELIRIOUS- Excellent! 6 different demos toplay with.

GAMES (All supplied onSINGLE SIDED disks unless otherwise stated)
SG 001 MAKE ABREAK - Asnooker quiz game taken from theRadio series
SG 005 DIE ALIEN BLOB - Agood scrolling shool-em-up.
SG 006 FLOYD THE DROID - Good game wilh tunny sampled sounds.
SG 007 NAVEL BATTLE - Agood version oftheclassic battleships game.
SG 008 VIRUS - Save your computer from the lurking virusf (NOT STE)
SG 009 EMPIRE - Buy &sellproperties to bailie your way lothelop!
SG 011 ZOG - Little brainpower required here! Blast everything!!!
SG012 JOUST- Brilliant game. Try and dismount your opponents!
SG 013 FUZZBALL - Agood platform game
SG 014 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER - Think you could dobetter??
SG015 ADUDLEY DILEMA - Agreat adventure game.
SG 016 BERNUND RACE - Agood sailing game. Gel Iheseasick pills readyf
SE000 SHIPWRECK - An excellent educational maths game with graphics.
EU 000
SU 000
SU 002
SU003
SU 500

KILLER, and other programmes to aid word

STE BOOTUP - Allows you loboot upinto medium resolution
HOME ACCOUNTS - Great little accounting program. (NOT STE)
VIRUS KILLER - Avirus killer with sampled sounds!

H06

SUPERB QUALITY SPREADSHEET. Double
sided with full manual on disk.

H09 GRAPH PROGRAMME. Input numbers to
create Pie, Barand Linegraphs. Print direct to
desktop or insert in other programmes.
H016GEMINI.Superb desktop replacement, latest

English text version(similarto Neodesk).
BG1 CHESS,

MONOPOLY,

BACKGAMMON,

LASERCHESS.

BG2 CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO,YAHTZEE, WHEEL OF
HANGMAN,

AC1 DESKPACK, ail in one desktop accessory in
cludes diary, telephone book, programmable

action. BLASTER, great sideways scrolling
arcade action. Superb disk.

text adventure. Best on P.D.

AD3 WIZARDS LAIR, great text and graphics ad
venture.

AD5 UNDER BERKWOOD, massive graphics/ar
cade adventure. Excellent.
NEOCHROME ART PROGRAMME AND PIC

TURES.Superb art disk with instructions, and
a slide block puzzle generator.

Clip art collections
Eight D/S disk set
Only £19.95

Education & Games sets
Five disks from

The country's leading
supporter of ST

The country's leading
distributor of the Budgie

Shareware authors

UK collection

Exclusive Paid-Up

Exclusive adventure

Shareware Titles
Available NOW

helpline service

KID GRAPH, KID GRID, KID MUSIC, KID

KID SKETCH, KID ABC, KID POTATO, KID
STORY.

KI4

KI5 KID PUBLISHER, childrens desktop pub
lisher. Also working demo's of MAJOR MO'

TION & FUZZBALL arcade action, & LINE UP

4, CONNECT 4 type game.
KI6 KID REBUS WRITER. Make phrases using
letters and pictures. Also FUNFACE working
demo.

PN1 24 PINPRINTERDRIVERS.Various program
mes &files to aid graphic printout for 24 pin
printer owners. Compatible with most print-

Only £10.00

Telephone orders &enquiries: (0734) 416492

SAE for full description (state machine)

Available NOW

Send £1.95 for the new 60 page edition of The
International PD & Shareware catalogue, with
Shareware reviews, articles etc., or send only
£2.50 for catalogue AND disk cat' database
Goodman Enterprises
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,

SEND PAYMENTTO: B-SOFT,
33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT, READING, BERKS RG3 5ZH.

Atari ST User

Rlln each
100 tor £40.00

afield as Japan, Italy, Iceland, Australia, France,
Saudi Arabia, Holland, Belgium, Singapore, Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, Norway etc. etc.

NOTES & KID PIANO.

KI3

ALL DISKS £2.00 EACH inc. P&P
Overseas orders add £1.50

j

200 lor £5.00
1000 lor £15.00

Very impressive implementations.
KI2

programmes.

SPEAKIT

Unbranded Disks (OS/DD Guaranteed)....

FRUIT MACHINE & PAC MAN TYPE GAMES.

others.

FORMATTERS,

AD1 HACK, role playingtype adventure classic.
AD2 COLOSSAL CAVE. Simply massive superb

AT1

FLOYD THE DROID. The best of all arcade

(speech synth) VIRUS KILLER and many

versions.

15 lor £1.00
100 tor £5.00

30lor£1.00

BASIC PROGRAMMES & BASIC LANGUAGE
TO RUN THEM.

KID SONG and working demos ol NUMBERGO & NUMBERMAZE, excellent maths

PRG

Colour£5.75

Disk Labels (wrap round)

With thousands of ST customers, worldwide, as far

POKER, ROULETTE, BLACKJACK & SLOT
MACHINES. Great graphics.
GG5 PIN BALL, DRAWPOKER & WALL STREET.A
stocks & shares trading game.

calculator and much more. Also REPAIR DISK

programme and others.
AC3 FOURDISKCOPIERS,incFCOPY3,ACCAND

Mouse Mats (soft boxed)
£2.65
Exclusive Night-Cat Picture Labels

Star LC10 Printer Ribbons....Black £3.30

Public Domain & Shareware Guide

graphics and sound.
DE2 THE AMAZING UNION DEMO. Very impres
sive sound and graphics (not STE).
SM3 ACCOMPIANIST. Superb midi sequencer,
Henry Cosh latest.
GG4 VEGAS.Visita casino, gamble your money on

KM

WE ALSO SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING
100 Cap Lockable Storage Boxes...£7.95
10Cap Library Cases
£1.25

THE INTERNATIONAL

DE1 MARBLES & EXCEPTIONS demo of superb

SOLITAIRE,

DALEKS.

copy, please senda stamped selladdressed envelope (min. size9"x6")to
NBS (Atari Catalogue), 132Gunville Road, Newport, Isleol Wighl, PO30 5LH.

ALSO AVAILABLE - Some disks areavailable indoubled upformat. This means that
two singfe-sided disks arepul onto 1double sided disk. And wilh NBS that means no
extra cost!! SeetheNBS Atari PDupdate tormore details.

FOR £80.00. An art animating programme

FORTUNE.

BG3 DRAUGHTS,

THE FIRST NBSATARI PD UPDATE IS NOW AVAILABLE! Toobtain your FREE

AUTOROUTE DEMO - Usable demo olthiscomputerised map.
M.P FLYING CIRCUS - Saynomore, Wink Wink, Nudge Nudge!
SPY WHO LOVED ME - Playable demo ofIhegame.
DELUXE PAINT ST- Useable demo olIhisexcellent artpackage.
DAYS OF THUNDER - Playable demo olIhegame.

with full instructions. A bargain at £2.

GG6

NEED MORE DETAILS

STOS FX MAKER- Utility tocreate soundFX forSTOS (NOT STE)
FONTKIT - Create your own custom desktop lonts! (D/S)

AT3 PALETTE MASTER, possibly the best art pro
gramme on P.D. Fullinstructions included.
AT4 ANI-ST, previously sold as AEGISANIMATOR
BB1

WE LOVE INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

COMMERCIALDEMOS

SU 004
SC000
SC001
SC003
SC004

[••

Wealready havemanysatisfied customers from all overEurope and theworld.
All orderssent byair mail.
ForEuropean orderspleaseadd 30p perdisk World Orders add 50p perdisk.
International payments byCredit Card, British Postal Orders, Eurocheque, or
anycheque with a UK cashing address.

UTILITIES

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
FOR ALL MODELS OF ATARI ST

processing.
TYPING
TUTOR
&
H03 DATABASE,
SPREADSHEET, All with full documentation.
H04 PROGRAMMABLE DATABASE, very high
quality database.

NBS, ATARI PD, 132 Gunville Road,

Newport, Isle of Wight, P030 5LH
mm
Telephone (0983) 821983 Fax: (0983) 821599
Oril youhavea Credit card phoneor FAX yourorderlo us.
Pleaseremember to include 60p towards postageand packing to totalorder.
All orders(uplo 2Kg) despatched bytirstclass post,
pleaseadd 30p forrecorded delivery.
All used postagestampsdonated to 'GuideDogsforthe Blind'

SG010 HAUNTED HOUSE - Afairly standard (But playable) platform game.

B-SOFT
H01 ST WRITER ELITE.The standard word proc
essor for the ST, with full documentation.
H02 SPELL CHECKER, WORD COUNTER, VIRUS

ORDERING DETAILS
Pleasemakecheques/PO payable to NBS and send lo:

[

Fm

Longton, Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SW

&£^

tiJ

Tel: (0782) 335650 Fax: (0782) 316132

^-^

Modem owners - you can now order through Bath BBS on (0225) 835841

Public
Sector

John Butters digs
deep into his bag of
freebies looking
for some excellent

educational sofware...

BETWEEN THE SHEETS
A spreadsheet is the ideal tool for anyone
who wants to compare week-to-week busi
ness figures, or perhaps the effect of certain
conditions on it. This shareware version of a

spreadsheet, available in the public domain,
is a great introduction to this kind of software
and could save you forking out big money on
a commercial product.
Version two of Sheet was created by Chorming Ling of Boston, USA and works on

Tn

either

suflwarf*

colour

or

monochrome

monitors.

It

includes a BASIC interpreter and examples of
the type of work the program can do.
Being GEM-based, the spreadsheet oper
ates cleanly, but some of the commands are
difficult to discover if you're used to the
famous Lotus 1-2-3 or similar software. As a

result, the comprehensive but rather unwieldy
manual will be called upon frequently.
At the top of the screen, the drop-down
menus

are

headed

Desk,

File,

Row/Column, Cells, Graph and Help. Spread
sheets are split into sections known as cells.
You can move between cells using the mouse
or cursor keys, and the current one is always
highlighted.
All the usual spreadsheet functions and
more are included in Sheet. For example,
rows or columns can be added or deleted

from a spreadsheet and columns can be
widened or narrowed. Sheet is available from
Public Dominator on disk MP7.1.
Desk

rile

Sheet

Row/Col

Cells

Graph

Help

a nonthly withdra

Deposit!
nnount withdrew:

Conpouod interest ratetannuall:
rbtal nunber of withdrawals:

Kunber of withdrawals/year:

I

Deposit

Press <bhift-dnwn arrow> for oext exanple

Sheet,

STRIKE IT LUCKY

Lucky 7. Gamble without risking money

Those strangely addictive fruit machines
have long lurked in corners of pubs and
other recreational places, luring unsuspect
ing punters with the promise of riches
beyond their wildest dreams.
Of course, occasionally a profit is made,
but more often the proverbial fool and his or
her money are permanently parted. Even
then, ever-hopeful human nature encourages
the gambler to put in more money to try to
win back what has already been lost.
You no longer need to spend money to
play fruit machines. Lucky 7 is a public
domain version of

a

fruit machine and it

doesn't cost a penny to use - well no real

money anyway - because a set amount of
'pretend' money is provided in the bank.
It costs 10 pence for each spin, which is
automatically taken from the balance in the

bank. A click on the Start button with the

mouse produces the spin.
By clicking on the right-hand mouse
button, you'll see the winning lines and the
amount of money you'll receive for each.
When you win - and it happens much more

often than on those nasty money-grabbing
machines in pubs - you'll have the choice of
adding the money to the bank or gambling it.
All the other usual options are included as
well. Nudges are achieved by illuminating all
of the letters making up the words 'Lucky
Seven' on the right-hand side of the screen.
This is done by turning up fruit with a number
within it on a spin.
For example, if a blackberry had the
number three inside it, the letters LU and C

would light up, and if a second fruit had two
inside it, you'd also get the letters K and Y
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THE FREE R'S
Desk File KSf^f Help MistStartup
ABC Song
Match

CD1 Alphabet Oane

Arrange
Hissin

MT

Software

struck

a

has

deal

with

recently
leading

disk manufacturers Mitsubishi

and Panasonic to supply its disks at
low prices.

In the wake of the deal, a special
disk line will be set up which will
despatch disks to customers on the
same day, if orders are received
before 4pm.
Ten blank Mitsubishi or Panasonic

disks will be sold by MT for as little
as £4.99, and extra staff will be
employed to despatch the disks.

JPO; Visitors to Atari's Whistle Stop
I Tour are unlikely to have

fi@E®E™sm™p!K§™m

S come away with much. Not

Select different tests from the various drop-down menus

much, that is, unless they visited the
Leeds event where Goodman Enter

prises hosted a stand and took along
some of the 'best selling' programs
from its collection.

The library rarely has stands at
computer shows but Mike Goodman
judged the event to be "very worth

Games playing is the area of ST computing
most frequently explored by young computer
enthusiasts. But the machine is capable of
much more than simply firing a missile at an
intruding alien, and education is an area in
which the computer is useful.
There are several commercial packages

ussir
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available, covering a wide range of topics.
But why pay for something you can get for

while".

m

next to nothing? The public domain, as ever,

A new and unusual type of PD
service is being offered by a
new library calling itself Your
ST Public Domain Library.
The Library will send a list of all
the software it has to anyone who is

provides STers with all sorts of software in
this field. There are programs for all ages
and subject types. Lets take a look at some
of the better programs...

interested.

• One of the first steps in any education is to
learn the alphabet, and the public domain

Customers

can

then

choose their programs and, in order
to receive them, send the library
their order plus an equal number of
programs on disk in return.
In addition, the customer sends a
list of all the other programs in their
public domain collection for the
library's information.
The library uses this information
to keep each customer informed of
new programs that the library

Table Test. Up to 30 questions are asked in
each of the tests. It's good fun...

has a brilliant program for this. Goodman
Enterprises' disk number GD805 has various
sections which lead to an interesting game
like program for the very young.

STUDY CAREFULLY
then click nouse

when you have

A clown's face is in the centre of the

receives which the customer doesn't

screen and his eyes are used to hold letters.
At the bottom of the screen the alphabet runs
from left to right. Children may be given a
sequence of letters and asked which one is
next in the sequence, or decide which letter
has been taken from the alphabet at the bot

Table Test. Take some time to study the

already have.

tom of the screen.

tables before the test. It's worth the effort

Another new library
users

logue

is

for

Halifax-based

ST

Trust

PD. The library has its cata
available on disk and its

address can be found at the end of

Public Sector, on page 92.

m

The

cover

feature

about

It's a simple but sturdy program that runs
in either medium or high resolution - so
monochrome users can learn their alphabet
as well. Now, what comes after D?

• If you want to improve your child's (or your
own) maths, look no further than Table Test.
Multiplication tables made easy!
To begin, the child enters his or her name

astronomy programs for the

by clicking on the letters of the alphabet.

ST

Table Test then gives two options - tables

in

the

December

1990

issue of 'USER referred to a public
domain program called Solar System
Geography.
Readers who have had difficulty

in finding the software should con
tact Goodman Enterprises, which
has plenty of copies, and whose

can be viewed or the child can be tested on

them. The viewing option asks which table
you want to look at (any one from 2 X to 12 X)
and lists the results of multiplying that num
ber by between 1 and 12 times.
A test mode also gives a choice of tables.
The same options are available as well as a

address can be found at the end of

random test in which between 10 and 30

Public Sector.

questions are asked. During this test a ques-

Atari ST User

finished

Chunnel.

Choose

which

one

of

the

five

answers is correct. Good luck...

tion is asked, such as 4 x 11 = ? The reply is
entered, and if worst comes to worst, after
three incorrect tries the correct answer is

supplied by the computer. Disk GD809 from
Goodman Enterprises is the one to look for.

m mi EXCLUSIVE
AGENDA

—&'& t£e <u#uinteAt oumtf, totviyiztU&e cf<wi life.
Winner of the 1990 Design Award, AgendA is the pocket
computer by which all others are judged. It's easy to use,
stylish and powerful - but don't take our word for it:
"... unrivalled by anything else on the market, now or for the
foreseeable future, as a pocket word processor."
COMPUTER SHOPPER

"... a practical and well designed machine. Its built-in
software is excellent"
NEW SCIENTIST

It's a phone and address book, daily action list, note pad,
information filing system, calculator, alarm clock and pocket
word processor - and small enough to fit into an inside
pocket or handbag.
But best of all, it can be connected to your ST. With the
Atari ST Communications Pack you can easily pass files
between your ST and AgendA. You can back up into your
ST and restore into your AgendA, and search and review
the AgendA files held on disk. Security, convenience and
versatility. What are you waiting for?

•

Built-in rechargeable batteries with charger/mail

•

adaptor (economical)
Free-form database (flexible)

•

Auto-save of all information (safe and simple)

ORDER FORIVl

•

Real-time search (fast)

•

Comprehensive a - z keyboard - and the innovative
Microwriting keypad for rapid text entry. (Amazing!)

AgendA Atari ST Comms Pack
Convinced? You will be when you discover what our
special reader offer comprises:

Buy an AgendA for only £195.50 inc VAT plus
£3.50 for postage) and get the Atari ST

Qty
32k AgendA
64k AgendA
32k battery-backed Plug-in RAM
Parallel printer cable
English/German traveller card

Please send the following to me
Qty

£

PlflS

Spreadsheet card

£245

AtariST CommsPack and cable

£40

£35

PC CommsPack and cable

£79

£25

AgendA Basic Compiler

£25

£35

Executive HideLeatherWallet/Case

£25

English/French traveller card

F35

English/Spanish traveller card

£35

£

£35
FREE

FREE

Plus £3.50 For postage and package

Finance&Mathscard

TOTAL E

Payment: please indicate method (•)
Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Interactive PublicationsLtd
Expiry

CommsPack worth £40 and executive leather

Date

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/FJarclaycard/Visa/Connect

case worth £25 free of charge. That means that
you save an incredible £651

Signed

Name
Address

RRP £260.50
Our Price £195.50

SAVE

Post Code

Daytime telephone numberincase of queries
Please allow 28 days lordelivery

stu 2

Send to: Interactive Publications Ltd, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP
Atari ST User
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HEN IT-S VOUR TURN,CLICK A GATE.
HEN YOU'LL SEE THE ANIMAL BEHIND IT

points will be added to a score which is
shown at the bottom left-hand corner of the

screen. In each test, 50 questions are asked
and there is an option for a two-player test in
which the two students take turns to answer

the questions.

Unlike many similar programs, there isn't
too much repetition on any of the three levels
of play. To score your copy, contact the South
West Software Library and put in an order for
disk number 1241.

• Barnyard is a memory game for two
players. The screen is split into little squares
called gates behind which there are different
types of animals. The aim of the game is to
match similar kinds of animals.

When a gate is clicked upon, the name of
the animal to be found there is displayed.
Click on another gate and if the animals
match, points will be awarded and the gates
will be blacked out. If the two don't match,

they will close - and hopefully the child
remembers what was behind the gate for

Barnyard. The loading screen gives an idea of how the animals are spread out

&

next time.

PL&VER Ml

Y&&R

The music throughout the program is simi
lar to that favourite old nursery rhyme, Old
MacDonald. Yet again, Goodman Enterprises
is the library to contact. Ask for disk GD800.

SCQRE= 2Q

• Do you know (or want to know) where all

the bits fit inside your body? Until a copy of
Bodyshop arrived on the 'USER desk, none
of us did either. This program is useful for
anybody who wants to know more about the
body, but is probably most useful for
secondary school children.
It runs on a colour monitor and the menu

screen shows a body being built up along
side a list of options. The choice of options
includes learning the parts of the body or
building a body. The various parts can be
learnt under their common or medical names

Failure to match the animals in barnyard means that no points are gained

^JJjJU

IJUJ.
f$" '-si

and are put on-screen at the student's own
speed by clicking on the mouse to bring up
a new piece. Bones, organs or both can be
studied during lessons.
During the test stage, the body parts can
again be referred to under their common or
medical labels. The outline of a body is
marked on the right-hand side of the display
and parts of the body are printed on-screen
and must be identified by the student. If cor
rectly identified, the piece will move into the
outline. Yep - Goodman Enterprises.
•

in

Goodman Enterprises, 16 Conrad Close,
Meir Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent
ST3 1SW.

MT Software, Greensward House, The Broad
way, Totland, Isle of Wight P039 OBX.
HfcKMJt

t h t BoOy ±*tOf>

L e a m TT*e-

P-ar-ts:

Build
Quit

of

tf*e

Bch*j

t h e Body

t o DesKtop

Either build up a body or learn all the different body parts in Bodyshop

• Almost every child at secondary school
has to study a second language, usually
French. That's where Chunnel can help, a
language tutoring program which runs in
medium resolution on a colour monitor.

Chunnel gives a choice of three levels of
play - the student can choose to translate

Atari ST User

English into French, or French into English. It
works in a fairly simple fashion - a phrase in
one language appears, and alongside it is a
choice of five possible equivalents in the
other language.
Using the mouse, the student clicks on
one of the five words. If the answer is correct,

Page 6, PO Box 54, Stafford ST16 1DR.

PDQ games, PO Box 38, Eastleigh, Hampshire
SOS 2WR.

Public Dominator, PO Box 801,
Stortford, Hertfordshire CM23 3TZ.

Bishop's

SoftVille, Unit 5 Stratfield Park, Elettra
Avenue, Waterlooville, Hampshire P07 7XN.
The South West Software Library, PO Box 562,
Wimbourne, Dorset BH21 2YD.
Trust PD, 18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax
HX3 9QY.

DISK BARGAINS
Send tor ihe FULL version of selected programs from
Atari ST User cover disks - and SAVE UP TO £60
Amerkm Dreams

Wellfris
Challenging arcade fun
from Infogrames.
Welltris is a wacky
puzzle game that'll have
you on the edge of your

Four action and

strategy games are
included in this

sensational package
from Infogrames.

seat.

After the fabulous

international hit, Tetris, join
Alexey Pajitnov, grand
mathematician of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, and take up

his new challenge, Welltris: control the falling pieces, move the

Test your talent in SUPER SKI
on the ski jump, slalom, giant
slalom and downhill races.

Super Ski

HOSTAGE OPERATION JUPITER is a strategic operation in which you |
direct manoeuvres to release the hostages held by terrorists in an

volumes and ultimately master space.

embassy.

Welltris has a host of options including: Three levels of difficulty
(beginner, advanced and expert), amazing 3D perspective,
various game speeds, scoring system with top ten scores

OPERATION NEPTUNE involves you in underwater warfare,
destroying enemy submarines and bases.

recorded.

100% pure Glastnost

Our Price

£19.95

BUBBLE GHOST will keep you busy for hours trying to guide a fragile
ghost through a castle's numerous traps.

Great value for money. Don't miss thisoffer!

£17.95

Chess Simulator
Infogrames have taken
this timeless classic and

added a whole range of
added features to bring
you Chess Simulator.
Chess Simulator is the

ideal partner for
budding Chess
enthusiasts. It's perfect
for guiding and improving your talents until you
ultimately attain the standard of the Grand Masters.
Infogrames' game includes a whole range of
outstanding features including: An intelligent opening
moves library, countless levels of play, advise options
save and restore options, 3D views and
a wide range of different piece designs.

Atari ST User
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QgniScan

• A powerful partner for
Desk Top Publishing.
• Package includes

i

I

GS4500 scanner, interface and
ScanEdit software.

• With Geniscan you have
the ability to easily scan
images, text and graphics into

READPIC OCR

the ST.

•
Save images in suitable
format for leading packages
including DEGAS,

SOFTWARE

NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET,
etc.

• An easy to handle Handy
Scanner featuring 105 mm
scanning width and 400 dpi
resolution enables you to
reproduce graphics and text on
your computer screen.

• Unmatched range of
edit/capture facilities not
offered by other scanners at
this unbeatable price.
• Adjustable switches for
brightness and contrast.
•

FOR THE NEW
LOWER PRICE OF

ONLY
£149.99
COMPLETE WITH
OCP ART STUDIO

Powerful software allows

& All

for Cut and Paste Editing of
images etc.

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE
UPGRADE

Hardware/Software

• At last - a top quality OCR
program at a fraction of the price
you would expect to pay.
•
Intelligent routines to analyse
text images and convert them into
text files suitable for your Word
Processor program.

•
No more tedious typing simply scan in a page of text and
READPIC will do the rest!!

ONLY £49.99

REPLACEMENT MOUSE
• High
quality direct

replacement for
mouse on the
Atari.

•

Teflon glides

for smoother
movement.

•

Rubber coated

ball for minimum

sUp.
• Optical
system counting
- 500/mm.

•
Replace internal 500K drive with a full 1
Meg unit. • Top quality drive unit.
•
Full fitting instructions.
• Easily fitted - no special skills required.
• Direct plug
in replacement.

rr
SPECIAL OFFER!!

• 512K of FASTRAM to bring your
520 STFM up to a full 1040K!!
• Fitting easily achieved by anyone
who has a little soldering experience.

FREE MOUSE MAT + MOUSE HOUSE (WORTH

ONLY £69.99

£7.99)

ONLY £49.99

ONLY £24.99 complete

N.B. will not fit some ST models - check

with our Tech. Dept. before ordering.

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAS"T...
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) -EWCTZ ETA1 - CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS.
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. UK ORDERS POST FREE/EUROPE ADD £1 /OVERSEAS ADD E3. PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS AND SUBJECT

TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

CALLERS WELCOME - Please reserve goods by telephone prior to visit.

ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

DATEL ELECTTtOplcr LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707

FAX 0782 744292

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

Product: Calligrapher Professional

Supplier: Working Title (formerly Eclectron)
PO Box 4, Eynsham, Oxford 0X8 1DU
Telephone: 0865 883592
Price: £139

Configuration: All STs, 1 Mb required

Calligrapher is not entirely new to the ST
scene. It's been kicking around for
quite some time, although it was last
seen, in a previous version, almost
three years ago. The program suffered vari
ous setbacks which resulted in its temporary
withdrawal from the market.

Now however, all that is history, and in its
new incarnation, Calligrapher Professional, it
looks set to take on the best of 'em. The

package consists of three disks - one for the
program and the other two for fonts and
printer drivers.
The installation program will copy the pro
gram and font files to a set of work disks, or
a hard disk if you have one. This installation
program requires a lot of disk swapping, and
doesn't make any attempt to use the GEM

CALUGRAPHER
FIGHTS BACK
After three years, Calligrapher stages a
comeback. Simon Lawson assesses its

chances in the word processing fight
Desk File

Edit Find Font Fornat Insert Tags Hiscs

Find runt rorrtat

Idea Box Brt

Insert

Tags Hiscs Idea Bo* Art

interface.

When installation is finally completed, the
computer must then be rebooted so that the
GDOS and LINE_ARC programs in the auto

CALLIGRAPHIC PROFESSIONAL

CAU.IORATHER FROPESSLO-NAJ.
Prtiiiui.li'. illi.ji

folder will be installed.

Calligrapher is supplied copy-protected,
and the user has to insert the original master
disk when the program is first run. But when
the registration form has been returned,
an unprotected version will be sent, together
with three more fonts and the overlay file that

enables Calligrapher to produce tables. The
program is then up and running at full speed.
A cut-down version of the program known
as Calligrapher Junior, is also available. It's
very similar to the parent program but has

PEHFECT WRITER..?

PERFECT WRITER..?

lo challenge programs l*

• i" *

HZ

Calligrapher Professional overcomes some of
its previous problems to reappear on the ST
scene. It's sure to make an impact
Desk

File

Edit

Find

Font

H

Forndt

Insert

Startup Settings I

Tag'

" I ™ Idea

BD* flr<

UK

Mark a block of text by dragging the mouse
around it. Calligrapher doesn't use the normal
GEM rubber band method
npsk filp

Friit |"jTifl Fnnt Fomat Insert Tags Hiscs Idea Bnn Rrt

sE

Page Length:3.it- |Cantel
O.P.

Find

Align Chan.

CALUGi

CALLIGRAPHE Page Offset;]

i ~B*-U» CRLU6RRPciER *

Replace: CRLLIGRRPHFRJ

DStartup in Text Bode
•finti-Skid Keys

fewer features and as you would expect,
carries a lower retail price.

•

Cursor Flash

| Replace flip

DShw Graphic Size
QShoH Codes

• Inches rjCns
Print Bitnaps

MODELLED AND MOULDED
Calligrapher is closely modelled on pro
grams such as Microsoft Word and MacWrite
on the Apple Macintosh, even going so far
as to copy some of the standard, and very
useful Mac keyboard shortcuts.
Text is typed into a normal GEM window,
with a ruler bar at the top. Document charac
teristics such as justification, line spacing
and tabs are represented by icons. Double
clicking on the ruler changes these.
A block of text for a cut and paste
operation is selected with the mouse. A
selected block of text can be cut, copied
and pasted in the normal way. Calligrapher
uses a clipboard to store text which has
been cut from a document, and text can be

cut and pasted between any documents.
Macintosh key shortcuts of Alt X, Alt V and
Alt C are used.

Also in Mac fashion, when a block of text

is selected and new text is typed in, the
selected text is replaced by the newly typed
words. Any operation which is performed by
Calligrapher is fully buffered, so if text is
deleted by mistake, a single press of the
Undo key will bring it back again.
One of the most common mistakes when

typing is transposing adjacent letters, typing
'teh' instead of 'the'. Calligrapher will correct

this type of mistake instantly when Control X
is pressed - very handy.

Calligrapher can change the case of a
selected block with a single menu choice,
turning all the text into upper or lower case,

PERFECT WRITER..?!

QKeep Aspect Ratio

PERFECT WRITER.

Olnteger X Scaling
Glnteger V Scaling
LIBackup Files
HlndoH
dStatus Line
• Hon Scroll

.n a wont pieces .or and a DIP package was release!

OyComputetConcepts.Despiteexcellentrenews
» [isinillalleeenngkoueles end quickly sank without

d. Celllaiepnat Pas retained to challenge ptogtans lik

• Vert Scroll

• Title Bar

Hote D1 DPage Dabc/m
jtj

•

.

i

Every
aspect
of
Calligrapher
can
be
customised using this Options dialog, from
page length to backup files

It's possible to search and replace almost any
thing in your document. One serious omission
is the option to replace with a query

or even intelligently mixing the case of
specific words. Individual letters can be
changed to upper or lower case using the

Calligrapher's Search and Replace facilities
are a cut above the average. Any piece of
text can be searched for and replaced, and

be used again can be added to the personal
dictionary which is saved to disk, and can be
called up at anytime.
The ability to import graphics into a docu
ment has become fairly standard on
high-grade word processors, and Calligra
pher is no exception. IMG and GEM files are
supported directly, and an extra program
enables Degas and Neochrome files to be

the search can be made case sensitive.

converted to IMG files. The standard DFX

What makes Calligrapher special is its abil
ity to search through the text for embedded
format and style codes so that for instance,
all the text in bold can be found. Formatting
codes such as justifications, table, line spac
ing and markers can also be included in the

graphics files produced by most CAD pro
grams can also be imported, but they too

commands Control U and Control L.

SEARCH PARTY

search mask.

A decent spelling checker is obligatory in
any program which claims to be a serious
word processor, and Calligrapher possesses
a fine example. The program recognises

must be converted to IMG files first.

MAKE A MOVE
Once a graphic has been imported,
Calligrapher allows it to be resized and posi
tioned anywhere on the page. The Art drop
down menu provides tools for the manipula
tion of imported images such as lines, boxes,
circles, fills and arrows. Although compre

160,000 words, and when it finds a word it

hensive, these tools are no substitute for a

doesn't recognise, presents a list of words
with similar spellings.
The dictionary also recognises common
mistakes such as transposition of letters and
mis-keyed words. Any new words which may

fully-fledged art package.
Calligrapher Professional enables docu
ments to be linked together in the form of a
book. Each document is

referred to as a

chapter and saved to disk as a separate file,
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Supplier :Ededran
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size. Vector fonts are not stored as a picture
of a letter, but as a mathematical description
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mus, to create smooth, clean letters of any
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angle sizes.

Strikeout

When a vector font is made larger or
smaller, each part of the description is simply
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finished letter. These vector fonts ensure that

Chapters are automatically numbered. When
a page is inserted or removed, Calligrapher

Calligrapher offers a wide range of fonts,

Calligrapher's output looks good, no matter

what printer is used - the printer is always

changes all the page numbers automatically

including symbols. More fonts can be bought
separately to expand the program

driven at maximum resolution.

GRAPHIC OUTLINER
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One of Calligrapher's most powerful features
is the graphic outliner tool. Several word pro
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show all the text. The outline can then be

Calligrapher outliner is fast, flexible and
extremely useful. Here the facility has been

pasted into the main document

used to plan the next issue of 'USER

The Calligrapher Outliner can be expanded to

Desk •Iff!

Edii

rind

lent

Iprnat

Insert

Tac

cessors have some sort of outliner tool, but

Calligrapher manages to surpass them all.
The idea of an outliner is to help you to

Idea

Box

Art

arrange your ideas into some semblance of

order before you start writing. Whether you're
writing a novel, a school project or a letter,
getting the main main points down in order
before you start will help you to write a better
document in less time.

Calligrapher represents ideas and outlines
in a free-form flow chart. A hierarchy of
boxes is created, each box having a parent

Calliaraptier« fu

191!back again.

CalMfliaDhEicanctiangemp
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lex! mlrj upper or lowei cate, or euen if

Printer Options
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Pr 0 du ct: C all ,grapne;

Printer

Vertical Align
PERFECT WRI

Billl Pages
OEwcn Pages

Calligrapher's Spelling Checker has over
160,000 words and makes intelligent alterna
tive suggestions for misspelled words
Desk File Edit rind rnnt pffiBl Tneert Tags Hiscs Idea ens Brt
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Underlining:

• Exclude Spaces
DExdude (Umbers
DExciude Punctuation

Lifllloned When Needed
• Hot Allowed

OK
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•Left
• Right

File

Edit

Find

Font

Insert

Tags

outline can later be pasted into the main
document in the correct position.

• Centre

• Offset

Hon0ffset:fl.4_

Fron Page:!
To Pagc:999—
Hos Copies !J

nfllternate Hargins
QCollate Pages
•Manual Paper Feed

• Reverse Order
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ALL WRAPPED UP
The addition of such features as the formula

page in the first chapter and the pages will

and table creation abilities, coupled with
typographical control and high print quality
could make Calligrapher serious competition
for programs such as Signum! 2. And the
cut-down version, Calligrapher Junior, is sure

be automatically renumbered.

to find its mark as well.

When writing a report which contains a
large amount of data, it's often better to

Calligrapher Professional however, leaves
itself open to criticism in one very important
area. When scrolling through a document,
deleting lines or a block of text, the screen
refresh rate is far too slow - often taking

the

information

as

a

table.

to make the document look more attractive.

Control over the screen display is comprehen
sive. Underlining, justification and font scaling
can all be adjusted
Desk

Horizontal Align

Dflotton
• Centre
•Offset

Vector Fonts really come into their own when
printed. Calligrapher offers a host of printing
options

present

gniloxed

••

can sort your ideas into the best order. The

Calligrapher will import data from most
spreadsheets using the .DIF file format, and
load it into a table. Alternatively, a graph
could be created and imported as a .IMG file

Intra-Uord Justification:

I

boxes then moved around the screen so you

QOdd Pages

• Top

Oert 3ffset;D,4-

C.i.lli.;r.-,|,fif.r.ri,Ti.
naiket almost four s
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• Quick Scale
DFull Scale

and as many children as needed. Short
pieces of text can be entered into these

IfCancel |

Uhich Pages:

• Send to Printer
DSend to Disk
DPerforn Hail Herge

Scaled Font:

OK

rj! words. indiWdinlfellen c:

made inlo upper or lower catt using C

Hiscs

Idea

Box

Brt
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ABSOLUTELY FONT-TASTIC!
One area in which Calligrapher excels is in
its excellent control of fonts. Any font in any
size from 6 to 128 point can be included in a
document, and as many fonts as required
can be used.

PERFECT WRITER..?
.

.'

•

iDelete Hand
gnsert Hawel

Calligrapher

• ;: lph»l

if sf wordpioceislngcr

Calligrapher automatically keeps a track of all
the chapters. Any new chapters can be added
or inserted very easily

ping, speeds up the handling of graphics
and also the speed of scrolling.
The disk-based spelling checker, although
good, still takes a long time to check a
complete document. This fault has not been
rectified in version 2.1 as yet.
Calligrapher really is an excellent word
processor that deserves to - and probably

Calligrapher comes supplied with two font

will - become the ST market leader. On word

processing features and ease of use alone
Calligrapher Professional stands head and
shoulders above the competition.
•

clones offering serif and sans serif fonts.
Registering the program results in the
supply of Unitype (Courier), which is a type

writer-style font, Maths Symbols for creating
mathematical formulae, and Ornaments, a

•I

new version 2.1 however, which is now ship

families, these are Zurich and Holland. In
fact these are standard Times and Helvetica

graphic interface, lai

several seconds to reformat the screen. The

Zapf Dingbats clone, providing circles,
squares, telephones, pointing hands and the
like which help to make documents such as
posters and leaflets more eye-catching.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Everything you could ever
want from a word processing package.
Some menus arranged
illogically. Scrolling too slow.

although for easy reference the Calligrapher
Chapter Manager does keep a record of all

underline, italics, super and subscript are

Features

the chapters in a document.

supported by Calligrapher, as well as its

Excellent

A collection of linked chapters is referred
to as a book. This is very useful as you
can select any page in the book, and
Calligrapher will then automatically load the
chapter which has been requested. Insert a

superb manipulation of fonts. Calligrapher is
a true WYSIWYG application so these effects

Atari ST User

All the usual text effects such as bold,

appear on-screen as they'll print on paper.

Calligrapher uses its own proprietary
vector fonts, similar to those used by Cala-

Ease of use

7Wi

Cambridge

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising

Business
Software

we can offer you high quality European manufactured
disks atthese extremely low prices

DSDD Q1 n INC VAT

DISKS 0 I\J +LABELS

250 +@29p each; 500 +@28p each; 1000 +@27p each
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

SONY
3.5"
38p
!!'!:£§
DSDD BULK
'
100 Capacity Disc Box ....3.75

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.25

Mouse Pockets

1.50

Mouse Mat

1.75

Printer Stand

3.75

Amiga Dust Cover

2.50

15.00

Atari Dust Cover

2.50

PossoBox

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

32.00
54.95

ITHIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS C>| QC
SPECIAL OFFER +2 x100 CAP BOXES 0 *t - 3 U
Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,

TELESALES HOTLINE I

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

0782 212970 F

PUBLIC DOMAIN AND

ki i%\ ij m\ hirriMiMii
* Same day service
* Help and advice

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended

-

* Large range

£69.95
£99.00
PHONE
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

£39.95
£59.95

Coah Trader

£79.95

Wage* ST

£89.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Base Two

£49.95

Data Manager Professional

£29.95

Superbue Personal 2 (V3.02)
£69.95
Super Base Professional (V3.02)... £175.00

Digita DGBase

£39.95

Prodata

£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks DTP

Mark Williams C v3

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug —

£42.00

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran

£75.00
£75.00

Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£55.95

Hisoft Lattice C v5

£119.00

Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisoft Devpac V2.22

£39.95
£45.00

Hisoft Power Base

£39.95

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M) ... £42.00

DATABASES

FTL Modula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

WERCS plus GDOS
GFA Basic Interpreter v3
GFA Basic Compiler v3
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£39.95
£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minix

£99.00

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack
Pagestream

£19.95
PHONE

Fleet Street Publisher v3

£159.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DynaCADD

£747.50

PC Board Designer

£135.00

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Megapaint II

£79.95

GFA Draft Plus v1.5
GFA Draff Plus V3.13

£79.95
£109.00

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T
Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LDW Power Spreadsheet
Digicalc

CAD3Dv1.0

£18.95

CAD 3D V2 (Cyber Studio)

£39.95

WordPerfect V4.1

Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber

£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95

Timeworks Wordwrlter
Thats Writs
Write On

Control
Paint V2
Sculpt
Texture

Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£17.00
£39.95
£59.95

Easy Draw Tech Art Pack

£29.95

Easy Draw Scan Art Pack
Easy Tools

£29.95
£29.95

Canvas

£13.00

MasterCAD 3D

£29.95

MUSIC
C-LAB Creator v3..

C-LAB Notator v3
CUBEAT
CUBASE

..£275.00

£459.00
PHONE
£459.00

£57.95

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00
£79.95
£99.00
£99.00
£29.95

WORD PROCESSORS
GST First Word Plus V3.15
Protext v5
Protext V4.2

FM Melody Maker

* Your choice of D/S discs

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Small Business Accounts Plus
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£57.95

Magazine style disc catalogue.

£179.95
£39.95
£85.00
£45.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Neodesk v3
G + Plus
Multidesk
Deluxe Paint III

£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£44.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw
Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£24.90

Knife ST
Harlekin
Turbo ST v1.8
Maishot

£24.90
£39.95
£29.95
£19.95

Mailshot Plus
GFA Gem Utilities

£34.95
£24.90

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

Wo surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles in stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

NEW
Neodesk v3 (UK)

* Virus Free

£109.00
£69.95

£34.95

Protext v5

£109.00

C-Lab Creator v3

£275.00

C-Lab Notator v3

£459.00

SPECIAL OFFERS

Send either disc and SAE

Megapaint II

£79.95

or cheque/PO for £l

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Small Business Accounts

£59.95

Timeworks DTP + DTP Clip Art Pack

£85.00

llMfMulLlWy^irl
Dept DM1, 15 Regent Terrace, Leeds LS6 1NP
Tel: (0532) 435805 10am-5pm

All prices include VAT & delivery. Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

MelbournScience Park, Moat Lane, Melbourn, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ

p.

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability) ^^H
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & TVEI

HOW TO ORDER:

MMm

TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932
Atari ST User

rate rim
STITCH UP YOUR BOOKIE

,. .for only £24.95!
Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a much higher
than average chance of winning on the horses.

Excerpts from a review

Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by sending time

in the Racing Post:

and date franked letters by Post Office mail, Pro-Punter has shown that it
can predict winners with remarkable accuracy.

"Pro-Punter is the best available

... Using it over the course of a year, all the various types
of races were analysed. The results were impressive: 102
selections produced 52 top-rated winners, providing an
after-taxprofitof £888.24 to a £10 level stake, withprices
ranging from odds-on to 12-1. (Giving a return on capital of

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any doubt about
the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.

For a short period, the best news of all is that you can save over £32 off
the recommended price if you buy it from us.

79%)

"The computer advised a bet in 20 races, finding 18
But remember, this is a

limited offer, so

avoid disappointment
by placing your

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

winners.

"With results like that, Pro-Punter deserves the praise
lavished upon it by other press reviews and satisfied
customers..."

SAVE £32.55

order soon.

ATARI 520 STFM
DISCOVERY PACK

ATAR11040 STE

Atari 520 STFM with 1Mb Drive, Mouse,

ATARI 1040STE BUSINESS PACK INCLUDES

ST Tour,STOS, Carrier Command, Space Harrier,

ST WORD- WORDPROCESSOR

ACCESSORIES

ATARI 1040STE,MOUSE, MANUALS

Owners Manual, FirstBasic, Neochrome,
Bomb Jack, Outrun

ST BASE- DATABASE
ST GRAPH- BUSINESS GRAPHS
FIRST BASIC, S.T.A.C.
HYPER PAINT, PRINCE
MOUSE MAT, 10 BLANK DISKS
VINYL COMPUTER COVER
ONLY £449.95

ONLY £279.95

pack as follows: Wordprocessor, Word Count,
Mail Merge, Spellchecker, Database, Mono
Monitor Emulator,, Spreadsheet, Virus Killer,Your
2nd Atari ST Manual Eleven Great Games,
Disk tuil ot usetul desk accessories, plus five
great programs for small children

PRINTERS

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

ST CALC - SPREADSHEET

Plus FREE! Our new brilliant software starter

PLACE YOUR ORDER USING THE FORM ON PAGE 111

£159 95

..£169.95
..£259.95

StarLCIO (UK)

Star LC200 Colour (UK)
Star LC24-200 (UK)
Citizen HQP45
Citizen 120D

..£159.95
£209.95
..£249.95
£329 95

AllPrinter prices include connecting

..£138.00
lead

Professional

£11.45

Professional Plus
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

£12.95
£6.95
£9.95

QuickjoyJetfighter
QuickjoyMegaboard
Crystal Red or Green
Crystal Turbo Red/Green

£11.95
£20.95
£10.95
£11.95

Cruiser Clear Autofire
Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£10.95
£8.95
£9.95

First Word Plus V3
Wordwriter
Home Accounts

£57.50
£36.95
£17.95

MONITORS
VINYL DUST COVERS

DISCOVERY PLUS PACK

Atari 520ST/1040ST

Containsall the items in the DiscoveryPackabove
PLUSH Vinyl Computer Cover, Mouse Mat, Twin
Joystick Extension Lead. 10 Blank Disks, Joystick
ONLY £299.95

Includes our FREEstarter pack as listed above
ATARI520STE
NEW!! TURBO PACK

£5.95
.... £6,95

Philips CM8833
Panasonic KXP1081....
Panasonic KXP1180

.

£4.95

.

£4.95

Panasonic KXP1124
StarLCIO

..

£4.95

£4 95
£4.95
.. .£4.95

Star LC24/10
Citizen 120D
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor ....

PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor

ONLY£249.95 including lead
£139 95

Atari SM 124
DISK DRIVES

Cumana CSA354 1Mb

.. £79.95

PR 95

New Mail Centa 1Mb External 3.5"
Disk Drive ONLY £69.95

FLIGHT SIMULATORS

Atari 520 STE with 1Mb Disk Drive, Mouse, First
Basic, Hyper Paint 2, Music Maker 2, STOS Game
Creator, Anarchy, Blood Money, Impossible Mis

Flight Simulator 2

£24.95
£24.95
£10.95
£10.95
£11.95
£20.95

Jet

sion2, Dragons Breath, Human Killing Machine,
Indiana Jones, Outrun, Super Cycle, Joystick
ONLY

F19 Stealth Fighter

£369.95
Includes our free Software Starter Pack as listed above

Printer Stand (2 piece)

£22.95

Rick Dangerous 2

£17.95

£17.95
... .£22.95
£17 95
£17.95
... £17.95
...£17.95

PLUS!!

Vinyl Computer Cover, DiskCleaner Lockable Disk

Box, 10 Blank Disks, Twin Joystick Extension Lead,
Mouse Mat, Mouse Bracket, Second Joystick
ONLY

...£17.95

£399.95

F17 95

Includes our free Software Starter Pack as listed above

LExtra 1.5Mb STE

Sony 3.5" Disks Box 10
3M 3.5" Disks Box 10
PRE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Carrier Command .£6.95

Baal
Milenium 2.2

Never Mind
Fusion

£6.95
£6.95

m

£6.95
£6.95

50 for only £24.95

100 foronly£39.95
FULLY GUARANTEED

£149.95_J
£9.95
£8.95

£18.95
£20.95

£13.95

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£16.95
£59.95

STOS Sprites
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Replay Professional

£10.95
£22.95
£99.95

Quartet

£39.95

Deluxe Paint
Neo Desk 3

£39.95
£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£32.95

Timeworks DTP

£72.95

Lets Make Series:

Greetings Cards

£8.95

Signs and Banners

£8.95

Calendarsand Stationery £8.95
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)
£8.95

95

X-RAM MEMORY EXPANSIONS
Extra .5Mb STFM
.£74 95 i
Extra ,5Mb STE
.£69.95

3.5" DS/DD Disks + Labels

Airborne Ranger ..£6.95

£2.95

...£24.95
£22 95

Forget Me Clock 2

SPECIAL OFFERS

FREE WITH ALL COMPUTER PACKS
UPTO 14 NIGHTS FREE HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION FOR 2 PEOPLE

£4.95
£5.95
£2.95
£9.95
...£12.95
.

LATEST RELEASES
.

Contains all items in Pack A

ACCESSORIES

Degas Elite
STOS

STOS Compiler

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Fun School 3 under 5 Years
Fun School 3 5-7 Years
Fun School 3 over 7 Years

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£17.95

Maths Mania 8-12 Years
Three Bears 5-10 Years

£17.95
£17.95

BetterSpelling (8-14)
BetterMaths (12-16)

£17.95
£17.95

Learn to Read with Professor 4-9 Years

£20.95

Professor Looksat Words (4-9)
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)
Lets Spell at Shops (4-12)

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
All prices include VATand Delivery unless stated otherwise. However, for orders under £10 please add a 50p handling charge.
Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day whenever possible. Cheques may require a seven days clearance.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges
Atari ST User

Product: Solderless RAM Upgrade

Supplier: Evesham Micros
Telephone: 0386 765500
Price: £59.95

Configuration: All STs, not STEs

N o matter how you use your ST, there
will come a time when a 520 no longer
has enough memory. The original STs
simply weren't designed to be easily
upgradable, and adding memory has always

THANKS FOR THE
MEMORY

been difficult.

The new STE machines however, use Sin

gle In-line Memory Modules (SIMMs) which
means extra memory can be plugged easily

Simon Lawson crams more RAM into his ST -

without the aid of a soldering iron

into the main board.
Evesham

Micro's

Solderless

RAM

another part of the main board. On most

Upgrade is a small board, measuring about
5cm by 10cm, with four SIMM sockets on it.

versions of the ST, this upgrade involves no

soldering, hence the name of the board.
Some early STs however, will need two tracks

These sockets are identical to those on an

STE and can hold up to 4 meg of memory.
Ribbon cables go to adaptors which fit
over two chips on the motherboard - the

to be cut on the motherboard and replaced
with a wire link.

The manual explains the fitting in detail,
even going so far as to list the serial numbers
of the chips that must be located.
•

MMU and Shifter.

Fitting the MMU adaptor takes courage,
because the pin grid must be fitted between
the sockets and the large square chip. The
shifter chip must be carefully pried from its
socket and the Shifter Adaptor fitted into the
empty space. The Shifter chip is then
plugged piggyback onto the adaptor.
The SIMM board takes power from the
main board, via the floppy disk drive. The
power lead to the drive is plugged into the
SIMM board and another lead from the board

goes back to the disk drive.
Because of the way the ST manages its
memory, part of the on-board memory must
be disabled before the SIMMs will work. ST

memory is arranged in two banks, which can
be either 256K, 512K, 1Mb or 2Mb. Two

Product: Golden Image Disk Drive
Supplier: Golden Image (UK) Ltd
Telephone: 081 518 7373
Price: £82.95

Configuration: All STs
S e c o n d disk drives are one of the most

popular peripherals for the ST. A
memory upgrade can be complex,
especially for a 520, but with a disk
drive you can just plug in and go. With prices
dropping all the time, a second disk is one of
the most affordable upgrades for any ST.
Golden Image, already well known for its
range of high quality mice and hand scan

banks of 256K make up a 520, and a 1040
has two banks of 512K.

To upgrade the memory, one bank must
be disabled and replaced with the new bank
of SIMMs. This involves snipping one leg off
a single resistor and reconnecting it to

DOUBLE DRIVE TIME
Simon Lawson adds even more action to the ST
with a second disk drive for his machine
counter may prove to be unexpectedly use

ful. As well as being fascinating to watch, it
gives a rough indication of how much space
is left on any disk.
If a disk is corrupt or gives unexplained

ners, is now producing a low cost disk drive.

read and write errors the track counter will

Aesthetically, the drive scores well - a
moulded cream plastic case is distinguished

show which track is damaged. Used in con
junction with a utility such as Knife ST from

by the addition of the Golden Image wave
logo set into the top, and the unit is wider
than normal to allow for the two green LED
track counters on the front panel.

HiSoft, the counter is an invaluable aid to

recovering corrupt disks.

THE BOTTOM LINE

This device uses one of the reliable TEAC

mechanisms, making it fast and near-silent in
operation. And a track indicator shows which
part of the disk is being accessed at any
time. Although at first glance this may seem
a bit of a gimmick, it can prove useful.
The ST doesn't deliver any power through
its external disk drive port, so any additional
drive must have its own power supply. The
Golden Image drive is powered by a small
black transformer which has long leads to
allow the drive to be easily positioned.
The cable to connect the drive to the ST is

also generous. In fact it is long enough to

A quiet, reliable drive with
track counter.

Plug in and go. The track
counter is an unusual touch.

allow the disk drive to be positioned on which
ever side of the machine you want. All in all.
the unit appears to be well made. The track

Average
Bad

Appalling

Atari ST User

•

OM GERMANY
WITH LOVE
This month. Fielding Mellish creates some personal
headed notepaper with that DTP favourite, Calamus
T h e ST, with its large memory, big
capacity disk drives and excellent
monochrome monitor is ideally suited to
the task of desktop publishing. The
computer which plays so many games,
writes so many letters to bank managers,
and keeps so many club databases, is also
one

of

the

best

machines

available

A.

rile Paae Text

Ulew

Extras

Those little name and address stickers

for

manipulating text and pictures to produce a
coherent, publishable whole.

With the recognition of the ST's particular
talents, many software houses released their
own desktop publishing packages into an

eager marketplace and most were worthy of

0 The finished page - good enough to grace
any company document
A\

rile

Page

Text

men

Extras

the asking price.
Unfortunately, these same programs were
usually fit only for the odd parish magazine,
club fete program and so on. If you wanted
professional-quality publishing, you had to
consign the ST to gather dust in the dark
recesses of your toy-box and go out and
spend megabucks on Apple's financiallyremote Macintosh computer.
And after doing that, you had to spend
another thou, or so on Quark XPress or Aldus

PageMaker in order to get anything worth
while from the machine. Until that is, the

Q The first step in the creation process is to
set margins for your pages

release in the UK of DMC's corking desktop

publisher, Calamus.

HISTORY LESSONS
Created in the Federal Republic of Germany
and originally available in the UK as a grey
import, Design Marketing Communication
tied up a distribution deal with popular ST
product suppliers Signa Publishing - well
known for marketing another useful German
product, Aladin the Mac emulator - and the
rest, as they say, is history.
Today, anyone who wants to create fullyfeatured literature for popular consumption
has merely to turn to Calamus. At least, that's
the theory. In practice, although stuffed to the
gills with useful features, Calamus and its
icon control system is not the easiest of soft
ware packages to get to grips with.
Old hands can often get stuck and as for
beginners, the less said the better. Or rather,
the more said the better. Masterclass this

month is going to bring into the light one or

Atari ST User

'professional' desktop publishing package.
But now no more talk, let's get on with it!

seem to be very popular at the moment, but
why not go the whole hog and design your
self some headed notepaper?
Not only does headed notepaper look
infinitely better than gold name and address
stickers, peeling off one corner of a sheet
torn from a school jotter. It also lends quite
considerable 'clout' to anything you want to
say, especially if what you want to say is
"please" to your friendly bank manager...

GETTING STARTED
It really isn't difficult to create some very
smart headings with Calamus - take a look
at Figure 1. What you can create is a very
professional-looking document indeed. You
can have a smart heading with your own
company name and the nature of your busi
ness emblazoned, in an understated way,
across the top centre, your address at the
left of the heading and your telephone and
fax number at the right. Here's how.
Fire up Calamus by double-clicking the
program's icon and load a nice serif font
such as Times into the program - it's
assumed you've installed Calamus onto your
hard drive correctly, or you're able to run the
program from floppies, and are familiar with
the basics of the program such as how to
load fonts, work with text frames and so on.

two of the program's arcane fragments so
that all those who use Calamus regularly, but
haven't had the nerve to plunge elbow-deep
into the accompanying manual, can finally

Drop down the File menu and select
Create New Document. A blank page
appears, replacing the DMC logo on-screen.
Drop down the Page menu and select Page
Layout. A huge dialog appears containing
many buttons and options for you to set up
page sizes.
In the middle of this dialog, at the left,
you'll see four oblong boxes named Left,
Right, Top, Bottom. And directly below them
is a series of buttons bearing the legends

make full use of this DTP leader.

Inches, Centimetres and so on.

0 Insert guides to ensure that text boxes and
other elements are placed accurately

But rather than simply regurgitate the man
ual in a slightly more accessible way, MasterClass will explain some of the Calamus func
tions by using a letter head design which can
be used by any good - and for 'good' read

Make sure that the Centimetre measure is

selected, then click in the Left box so that a

cursor appears there. Press the escape key
to clear the contents of the box then type a
1. Don't press Return yet or you'll be whisked

mam;
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below the Submenu bar, between the verti

right-pointing arrowed lines. Return to the

cal guideline icon and the trash can.
Move to your page and the arrow pointer
will change to a cross-hair. Position the cross
somewhere close to the top margin line,

document window and click twice in the

created a line below what will become the

press the Alternate key and click the left

main company heading on your note paper.

mouse button at the same time. This is a

Now create one more text frame below
the line frame create above. Click the third

•.

shorthand method of enlarging the screen in this case by 200 per cent.

a

:":
0

SI

1

"..T

KB

0 Text boxes can be snapped to guides to
save messing around with the mouse

TOOLS AT THE READY...
Now position the cross-hair directly over the
top margin marker and click once. A guide
line - thicker dotted line - appears over the
margin. To ensure accuracy, use the x, y
coordinate read-out. When the x coordinate

reads 1, you're directly over the margin because you set the margins at 10mm in
from the edge of the page.
Move the cross-hair down 1cm from the

guideline you've just created - using the

:RBCIDEFG

coordinate read-out for accuracy - and click
again. Move down another 1cm and click yet
again. Now move down once more, but this
time only a half centimetre and click another
guideline into place.
Repeat the process once more, moving

...:.. ffzYzvfTW

operations easier, but in
quite difficult to remember

fact they are

0 Calamus provides a range of lines and line
ends to add emphasis to the heading

10mm. Now click OK. You'll return to the

main screen, and a page will appear bearing
a series of dotted lines representing the mar
gins you've just set. We've now determined a
working page area (see Figure 2).
Now it's time to create some guidelines so
that we place the heading text accurately.
Look at the row of icons immediately under

rest, you deserve it!

both of the icons below the vertical and hori

GUIDING LIGHT
This action tells Calamus to switch on the

Snap To Guides function. When you create a
text frame within guidelines, no matter where
it is positioned, it will take on the size of the
surrounding guides.
Select

the

General

Frames'

Functions

toolbox by clicking on the pliers icon at the

Ensure that the frames' toolbox is

on

screen by clicking the arrow icon so that it's
displayed in inverse video. Below this top
row - known as the Top Line' - is another
row known as the Submenu bar.

To create guidelines, click the third icon
from the left in the submenu bar - immedi

ately to the right of the 'question mark' icon.
When the guidelines' toolbox appears, click
the horizontal guide icon so that it's dis
played in inverse video - it's immediately

STORY AND PICS
Well, story anyway - it's time to put in the
text. Click on the large 'A icon in the Top
Line. Click in the large, centred text frame at
the head of the document.

The pointer will change to an I-beam (it
looks like two brackets back to back...).

Type in the name of your company, I typed
WIMPLEWARE LTD as an example. It will
appear in 12 point Times text.
Move to the text toolbox and click the

third icon in from the right in the Submenu
bar. A list of numbers representing point
sizes appears. Click on 28 point, then click
on the text restyle icon at the bottom left of
the toolbox.

A dialog appears informing you that you
haven't selected any text to restyle and
would you like to restyle the entire selected
text frame? Click OK and your company
name will take on massive proportions.

left of the Submenu bar, then click the text

Next return to the text toolbox and click

frame icon immediately below the pliers.

the text ruler icon which is the fourth in from

Move to the document window and click

the left in the Submenu bar. Now look at the

twice in the large oblong 'box' at the top,

middle right of the text toolbox. Can
you see those four 'pages' which are bear
ing right-justified, left-justified, centred and
justified text?
Move to the company name and drag the
pointer over the text to highlight it. Now click
the centred text icon. The company name is

created guidelines.
The first click tells Calamus you want to
create a frame in which to place text, the
second click shows where you want to cre
ate this text frame. But because you've set
up guidelines, the second click can be done
anywhere within the guides.
The new text frame will snap to fit within
the area bounded by the guides - in this
case, the large, centred rectangle at the top

where text and pictures can be placed. By
using frames, a page is built up piece by
piece, just like a jigsaw puzzle.

Click in the line frame to select it. Grab

width of the screen. Now take a well-earned

the arrow, provides access to Calamus'

YOU'RE FRAMED

enlarge the screen (make sure you're at the
left-hand side), click the right mouse button
to change the arrow pointer to a hand. This
hand enables you to select frames without
actually changing or creating anything. But
you already knew that, right?

Return to the guidelines' toolbox and
select the vertical guide icon (to the left of
the horizontal icon). Move to the document
window and locate the left margin line.
Enlarge the screen using Alt/left mouse
button, position the cross-hair 3.5cms to the
right of the left margin and click to position a
guideline. Repeat the process 3.5cms in
from the right margin.
Hold down the Alternate key and press the
left mouse button to view the whole page. It
should look like that of Figure 3. Now click

centre of the screen formed by the freshly

Frames are used to create areas on-screen

The line will become much thicker.
Move back to the document window,

the left mouse button.

the menu bar. The second icon from the left,
various frame functions.

The bottom of the line toolbox will now be

displaying a series of lines of different
widths and a figure which is currently 0.00.
Click the figure, press escape then type 5.

horizontal guideline will be on a y coordinate
of 5.5cms. Return to a whole page view by
holding down the Alternate key and clicking

zontal guide icons. You're doing well...

back to the main screen. You've just set a left
margin width of 10mm.
Repeat the clicking and typing process for
the remaining three margin boxes, so' that
you end up with four margins all set at

submenu bar line icon from the left (it's an
oblique line inside a box.

handles appear (little black spots at the top
middle left and right of the frame), click one
and the pointer changes again to an outline
cross-hair. If you now move this new
pointer, the frame is resized.
Drag the frame out past its left and right
guide to the left and right margin markers/
guides. This ensures the line occupies the

down the screen 2cm. If all is well, the final

0 Multi-level icons are supposed to make

narrow oblong box immediately below the
large centred text frame. You've just

of the screen.

Repeat the two frame 'clicks' in the two
guides boxes below left and below right of
the text frame you've just created (see Figure
4). Move to the Top Line row of icons and
click the Line toolbox icon which is four in

from the left.
Move to the bottom of the toolbox and

select the middle of the three horizontal,

centred within its text frame.
Select the text frame below the line frame

immediately beneath your company name.
Hack in text on the nature of your business.
Repeat the sizing and centreing functions
outlined above, with a point size of 9.
All that remains is to type in your address
in the left text frame (9 point text and leftjustified) and your telephone and fax num
bers in the right text frame, again 9 point
text but this time, right justified.
And there you have it, quick and easy, yet
professional-looking
headed notepaper
created entirely with Calamus.
•
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Product: LC24-200

Supplier: Star Micronics
Telephone: 0494 471111
Price: C309

Configuration: All STs

Endless production lines in Far Eastern

factories churn out thousands of printer
clones every day. They look remarkably
similar and output quality is almost
identical - so much so, that one of the main

factors in deciding which model to buy is
price. Now, looking for all it's worth like
something from Star's wind tunnel, comes

one of the most modern-looking printers
around. And this aerodynamic machine has

been launched at an affordable price.
The name LC24-200, makes it sound like a
Boeing airliner, but there the similarities end.

As you might have guessed from this secret
codename, it's a 24-pin model which is suit
able for most day-to-day needs. And for
a mere £60 more, the colour version can be

yours to have and to hold.
As far as looks go, this one's a winner. Its

ASTAR
WITH STYLE
So many dot matrix printers, so little
cash. James Nicholson takes a look at

an impressive but affordable machine

cream casing blends in with the ST nicely,
and it looks neat, modern and smart. If any
complaint must be made about its appear
ance, then it would be that the printer seems

slightly larger than is absolutely necessary.
The power switch at the foot of the front

panel is easy to find. The control panel is, as
usual, situated on the top of the printer. Five
buttons switch between the various functions

and they've been labelled Font, Pitch,
Set/Eject Park, Paper Feed and On Line. All
of these names speak for themselves, and
each is easy to operate.

The mains lead is fixed to the unit, so you
don't get the problem of the 'kettle-lead'

falling out. At the other end, the plug is
moulded on to the lead but if necessary the
fuse can still be changed.
When it comes down to practicalities how
ever, all is not well with the design. The Cen
tronics printer port is at the front of the righthand side of the machine. This means that in

most cases, the printer lead runs at an awk

ward angle across the desk - why not keep
to the back of the printer?

The only advantage in its present position
seems to be ease of access, but once the
lead has been attached there would be few
times when it would have to be disturbed.

So what about the most important aspect printing? Well, to begin with, it doesn't cause

irritation due to excessive noise. It really is
quiet enough to be used in an office or the
home without disturbing everyone else.
There are two draft fonts, one of which is

high speed. There's also a variety of letter
quality faces including Times Roman, Sans
Serif, Courier, Prestige and Script. In addi
tion, all the fonts can be printed in italics and
there are options for condensed, bold and

double-sized print. Changing from any one
of these options to another is simple.
Additional fonts can be added and the 7K

printing buffercan be increased by plugging
an optional cartridge inside the printer. Each
cartridge costs £25 and they are available
for the following fonts: TW Light, Russian,
Gothic, OCR, OCRB and Bar Code 3. The

cartridge interface has changed from that of

earlier Star models, so unfortunately the
older versions are incompatible, although
Star, in its wisdom, has slashed their prices.
In high-speed draft pica (10 characters
per inch), you'll achieve a print speed of 222

characters per second (cps), which drops to
just over 55cps when one of the letter-quality
fonts are used. In elite, or 12cpi, that speed

adding a choice of colours - red, blue, violet,
yellow, orange and green - the unit is the

rises to 66.7cps. Also expect to find 15 char

same as its sister model.

acters per inch (cpi) semi-condensed text,

17.1cpi condensed pica, condensed elite at
20cpi and proportionally-spaced text.
Paper is fed in through various routes. It's
possible to keep fanfold paper loaded while

printing on other paper, such as when single
sheets are being used to print a letter. A
paper guide which clips on to the back of the
printer helps to load single sheets.
Replacing the ribbon cartridge is a very

easy job and you don't emerge from the oper
ation looking as ifyou've been cleaning chim
neys. In the unlikely event of having prob
lems, the manual offers clear instructions on
how to solve most difficulties.

And if a simple black and white printout
isn't good enough for your needs, another
£60 from your bank account will buy the

colour version of the printer. Apart from

So, all in all, this is a printer worth buying.
It's relatively cheap, performs very well and
best of all, it looks the business.

•

THE BOTTOM LINE
24-pin, 7K buffer, five LQ fonts,
two draft fonts.

Buttons accessible, clear
manual, printer port in an awkward place.
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QUALITY

TELESALES HOTLINES

0782 208228
Cheques and PCs to:Media Direct Dept STU
Bedford Street, Shorton

^ESsSIB

Please add £2.95 P&P per Order
Next Day delivery £10.00

REMEMBER II!

J^

U.K. ORDERS ONLY

Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 4PZ

RAINBOW PACK DISKS
(Red, Green, Blue, Yellow,
Orange & White)

£15.45
£29.45
£42.95
£55.95

5.25 DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD
50 DSDD

£10.45
£18.95

75 DSDD

£27.95

100 DSDD

£34.95

COLOURS AND QUANTITIES
OF YOUR CHOICE

a5* HIGH DENSITY DISKS
All disks 100% cert. & error free
£9.95
10
£24.45
25
50

£47.50

75

£69.75

£89.95
inc. Labels

We only supply Quality
Beware of cheap imitations

AMAZING OFFERS ON

STACKABLE STORAGE
BOXES

3.5" DSDD DISKS

3.5' DSDD (100% error free)

100

guarantee

All Prices inc VAT

Unit 19 The Business Park

25 DSDD 135tpi
50 DSDD 135tpi
75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

GUARANTEE
All our products carry our full
replacement no quibble

25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 dsdd 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

£10.95
£20.95
£30.95
£39.95

£81.95

FOR BULK BUYERS
3.5" DSDD 135tpi DISKS
„

1 off
3+
5+

£9.00 each

£8.50 each
£8.00 each

holds 150 3.5" disks & can be

200 DSDD DISKS &

500
750
1000

can be stacked horizontally
and vertically

THE AMAZING POSSO BOX

SPECIAL OFFER

2 X100 CAP. BOXES

BANXBOX
holds 90 3.5'disks

stacked horizontally or
vertically

only £15.95

SWITCHES AND CABLES
2 WAY DATA SWITCHES:-

£187.50
£269.95
£330.00

SERIAL

£12.95

PARALLEL

E1Z95

PAR. PRN CABLES...E7.95

GENERAL

SONY BULK
3.5"DSDD
25

£13.25

50

£24.45

75

£36.95

100

£46.95

200

£89.95

500

£199.95

1000

£369.95

LIMITED OFFER ONLY
BRANDED DISKS
SONY or VERBATIM
100 3.5" DSDD

only £69.95

50
100

£12.95
£23.95

150

....£35.25

200

£45.95

***

SYNCRO

All disks 100% cert. & error free
£22.45
£43.95

150

£62.95

200

£79.95

Labels &Envelopes supplied

£1.80

AMIGA DUST COVER
ATARI DUST COVER

£3.95

2 PIECE PRINTER STAND...

£6.95

LABELS per 1000

£9.95

£3.95

3.5" 100 CAPACITY
£5.50
3.5" 50 CAPACITY
£5.00
5.25" 100 CAPACITY....E5.50
***

DISK DRIVES

50
100

,.£1.80

All the above have lock & dividers

purchased with disks

Labels &Envelopes supplied

5.25' DSHD DISKS

£1.50

DISK STORAGE BOXES

£1:00 off

Standard 50 or 100 capacity boxes when

£2.50

MOUSE POCKETS
3 5" CLEANING KIT
5 25" CLEANING KIT

£12.95

only £59.95

All disks 100% cert. & error free

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

TILT AND TURN MONITOR STAND

100 5.25" DSDD
5.25' DSDD DISKS

ACCESSORIES

EXPRESS II

AMIIGA 3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

£0.95
£7.50

Slimline and very quiet

only £59.95

JOYSTICKS

ATARI 3.5' EXTERNAL DRIVE

Slimline and very quiet

£34.95

3.5" 10 CAPACITY
or 10 for

(Requires no external power supply)

only £59.95

PRO 5000
NAVIGATOR
KONIX SPEEDSTICK.

£12.95
£12.95
£9.95

RIBBONS
MEDIA

DIRECT

Atari ST User

THE COMPANY THAT PUTS THE CUSTOMER FIRST

STAR LC10 MONO
STAR LC10 COLOUR

£3.50
£6.95

RESCUE
BEEB DRIVE
Q l have an Atari 520STFM with an

internal single-sided disk drive. A
friend of mine has a 3.5 inch disk
drive which he used to use with a BBC

model B Micro, but which he no longer uses.
Could I use this drive with my ST as an
external drive, or would I have to buy a new
one designed to work an ST?
TimMorley, Lostock, Bolton.

and power supply cables and make
sure you haven't trapped anything in
the shielding or case.

CHEAPER HARD 'UN
Q l started ST computing probably the
same

as

most

people

with

a

520STFM and a single-sided floppy
disk drive. At the time, I didn't have much

software and what I had consisted mainly of
public domain stuff.

A

You could indeed use this drive

Nowadays, I've upgraded to a 1040ST. It

with your ST. The only difficulty

has a built-in double-sided disk drive and I've

lies in procuring a suitable lead

got an external floppy too. I've got a mono

ST and a 'standard' - that is, from the
PC world - hard drive. Signals from
the ST's DMA port are converted by
the host adaptor into those which
can be used by the drive.
Suddenly, it seemed possible to
create your own hard drive for a rela
tively small amount - hard drives for
everyone, the number of available
clams no longer important.
Unfortunately, in reality it isn't

with which to connect the device to

monitor and a rather nice colour TV for when I

quite like that. A host adaptor will
cost you around £75, but then you
need to buy a power supply, fan,
case, leads and of course, the drive

the floppy port of the ST. Does the

want to play games. "Right", you might think,

mechanism itself.

drive have its own power supply?
You'll need one of those too, if it
doesn't - and they're not cheap.

"so what's the problem?" Well, after so many
years computing, the one thing I haven't got
is a hard disk drive. Everyone, everywhere

home-made hard drive that probably
cost you about £250 - not exactly

You could, of course, replace the

wants a hard drive. It really is the ultimate

existing internal single-sided floppy

cheap, especially when you consider

peripheral and I'm no exception. I spend my
days and nights lusting after the speed and

the Power Computing 'cheap' series,
which can put a 20Mb device your
way for £299. Makes sense to spend
the other 50 clams for the genuine,
pre-built article. Am I right?

with the 'Beeb' drive in order to
upgrade your machine to double-

sided, giving you access to a much
wider range of software.
Upgrading the internal drive is a
simple procedure - but be warned
that your ST's warranty will be invali
dated if you open the case. Put the

power provided by even the smallest of hard

drives. The problem, as always, is one of

cash. I can't afford a drive - can you help?
I don't mean by sending me money, but is
there any way I could get a hard drive
cheaply? Please help me, I'm going spare!
TimRobbins, Alton Smedley, Wilts.

ST on a table face down and undo

the half-dozen screws using a Philips
screwdriver. The ST will separate
neatly into halves thus exposing the
floppy drive.

Unplug the data and power supply
cables from the back of the drive and

lift it away from the ST. Plug in the
Beeb replacement and reverse the

case opening procedure. The job is

A

You have my sincere and
deepest sympathy. The acquisi

tion of a hard drive is probably
the largest step forward in anyone's
computing hobby and once you've
used one, you'll never again return to
the humble floppy...
All of which merely serves to make

All of which leaves you with a

So. You don't have £299 but would

like a drive. Two options remain, both
of them

based

upon

second-hand

equipment. You could search out (at
an auction, see the weekly computer
press for details) a small PC drive
which you may or may not be able to
connect to a host adaptor - vague, I
know, but I don't know enough about
what it is you're gonna buy. You
should be able to pick one up very
cheaply.
Alternatively you could scour the

you even more desirous of a hard
drive.
So
what's
the
solution?

small ads in this and other mags - or

done. Switch on the ST - the drive

should spin and boot the computer. If
nothing happens, check that you
have correctly connected the data

Recently, interest has been stirred by
hard drive host adaptors. A host
adaptor is the vital link between your

hard drive. You should expect to pay

place an ad yourself -

for a 20Mb

between £150 and £200 - hard drives

don't depreciate very much.

Computer cracking up? Disks doing back flips? Printer out of puff?
'USER'S very own Silicon Service Supremo is at your disposal.

anything can happen in the next haif hour.,
Atari ST User

KAD-SOFT UK
ONE OF THE FEW ST PD LIBRARIES RUNNING TOTALLY ON THE STE
KS 1
KS2

THE STE DEMO

THE UNION DEMO!!! Not STE

KS 38 - DRAGONS LAIR 1 meg demo - brilliant
KS39 - CALIFORNIA RAISINS 1 meg demo brilliant

KS3
KS4

HACK - Superb Graphic Adventure

KS 40 - UNITERM One ol the best contains

5 DISK STARTER SET- Inc Word Processor, D.Base, Virus Killer

CHESS 8 American Football

programmed Public Domain

KS5
KS6

HANOIS Sensori TripleYahtzee

KS 41 - KYLIE DEMO - Really great disc

COLOSSAL CAVE Classic Text Adventure

KS 42 - WAR OF THE WORLDS DEMO - Sound Demo

WAS £11.50 NOW £10.00
7 DISK EQUINOX SOUNDTRACKER SET - Loads of modules for the

KS7
KS8

KS9
KS 10

WIZARDS TOWER TextS Graphic Adventure
MONOPOLY Backgammon. Laser Chess
FLOYDTHE DROIDVeryGood Shoot 'em up
- UNDER BERKWOOD Massive Graphics
Adventure

- NEOCHROME ♦ Slides Brilliant Art Package
KS12 - ANI ST Brilliant Animation Package withAegis
Animatorworth £80. Veryeasy to use.
KS13 - QUICKDRAW Pictionaryby another name
KS 11

KS14 - PALLETTE MASTER One of the Best An

Packages

KS16
KS17

- 16 VOICE SEQUENCERBrill FullMidi Prog. As
good as Anycommercial Prog
- BAT DANCE Sample Demo
- WADDINGTON 32 Track Sequencer. Brillianl 32
Midi Sequencer
- ST WRITER ELITE The word processor for the
ST

- D-B MASTER Very simple and very good
database program
- VIRUS KILLER 'Docloring The House' Brillianl

QUICK DISK UTILITIES, Q find. Q inlo etc
EASY TEXT DTP prog, very easy with Docs
STOS UPDATE to 2.5 STE compatible
KID Graph. Grid. Music. Notes 8 piano
KID Sketch Potato. ABC Story
KID Song

•
KS31 KS32 KS28
KS29

KS30

KS33 - KID Publisher
KS34 - KID Rebus. Writer

- 'C COMPILER by M Johnson - very
professional
KS 36 SHEET ONE original spreadsheet but single

KS35

sided
KS37

STOCKS stocks and shares trading game

DISK INC LABELS

KS 55 - FANTASIA,as above stereo sound STE only
KS 56 - 3D SCROLLER, demo stereo sound STE only.
KS 57 - THE MOVIEST demo stereo sound + graphics
demo STE only

complete song
KS 64 - EMPIRE BUILDER, Brilliant PD game all about
being a property developer

KS27

ACCESSORIES

sound

KS24

YOUR SECOND MANUAL FOR THE ST. A
book on a Disk

WAS £11.50 NOW £9.00

KS 54 - BOING STE, Brillianl new STE demo stereo

KS 63 - AMADEUS DEMO, 2 disks , brillianl Falco

TINY ART UTILITIES

WAS £23.00 NOW £18.00

5 DISK KIDS PACK - All the famous "Kids" programs from the USA

KS23 • AUTOROUTE Demo

- SHEET 2 Spreadsheet Best on ST

10 DISK CLIP ART SET - Loads of Clip Art for your DTP

blocks

KS 59 • ACID HOUSE DEMO, a great graphics demo
KS 60 - STE FIX, Medium res lix etc

KS25

Master and Palart
WAS £9.20 NOW £7.00

KS 50 - MOUSE POINTER designer
KS 51 - DATA HANDLER II,very good Gem dataOase
KS 52 - WG DATE, Really good and simple database
KS 53 - GEMINI, Incredible version of Neodesk a must
for any collection, English Docs

KS 61 - STE JUNGLE DEMO, a great graphics demo
KS 62 • ELVIRA DEMO, Demo of the game

KS26

WAS £16.10 NOW £14.00

4 DISK ART PACKAGE - Includes Neochrome, Master Painter, Palette

KS 48 - MICROGNVEMAGS, Great PD text editor
KS 49 - RESOURCE FILE EDITOR, examine boot

- DESK PACK Clock. Diary.Phone Book, Back
Pack Type

KS22

Equinox S/Tracker includes Sound Tracker

KS 43 - ROBOT COP DEMO - Brillianl

KS 44 - WORD 400 V.3 Desk Accessory word processor
KS 45 - GHETTO BLASTER Loao Degas Pic and a
sound sample to create your own demos
KS 46 • MICROEMAGS - Great program
KS 47 - THE COPY DISK, lullof copiers

KS21 - MAIL MERGE lor ST Writer. Loads ol features

KS20

PD DISK COLLECTIONS

10

25

50

100

200

C6.80

£13.80

£26.00

£50.00

£91.00

DISKS AND BOXES

80 CAP
100 CAP

10

25

50

100

200

£12.25
£13.80

£18.00
£18.75

£32.50
£33.92

£53.50
£54.80

£95.00
£97.00

DUST COVERS - ST
MOUSE MATS
MOUSE/JSTICK EXT
ALL PRICES INC P&P VAT

BOXES

KS 65 - KADSOFT MEGA ACCESSORIES 1

A huge collection ol utilities

80 CAP

100 CAP

KS 66 • KADSOFT MEGA ACCESSORIES 2

£7.00

£8.25

£4.50
£3.50
£4.50

A second collection of utilities
KS 67 - ELECTRONIC JIGSAW PUZZLER

Please send cheques - Postal Orders to:-

KS 68 - HOME ACCOUNTS, Personal accounts
manager

KS 69 • BERMUDA II,Great sailing PD game
KS 70 - GALACTIC RANGER, Really good Shoot 'em
up, eg Space Invaders
KS 71 - ALLMEMY Jnr. Brilliant 16 voice sequencer
shareware

KAD-SOFT
2 EBOR PADDOCK, CALNE, WILTS, SN11 OJY
TEL: 0249 817174

ALL DISKS £2.30 INC

KS37- UTILITIES DISK Rat Trap, new word etc

2 FREE WITH EVERY 10

OPEN 7 DAYS 9.30am - 8pm
Phone or write for free catalogue

SOFTWARE *
EXPRESS A™

A

ATARI

BIRMINGHAM
COVENTRY
PLYMOUTH

'pot t6e &€A£ Ut
Senvice & Sctfijtwit,

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE
PRINTERS

DISKS, RIBBONS ETC
MIDLANDS

212-213 Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM, B15 2JP
Tel: (021) 643 9100

Atari ST User

71 Far Gosford Street
COVENTRY CV1 5DZ

Tel: (0203) 632192

SOUTH

9 Exeter Street, (The Viaduct),
PLYMOUTH, Devon, PL4 9AQ
Tel: (0752) 265276

LEGAL BEAGLE
Q l ' v e owned my ST for just over a
year and although I got into BASIC
programming almost immediately,
I'm only now beginning to try to learn some
thing about machine code programming.
I got some very good books that tell you
exactly how to go about programming in
machine code using an assembler and I'm
gradually learning how to do it.

Now for my problem. I read that it's possi
ble to speed up certain operating system
functions by using bits of code hidden away
in the ST's ROMs which are not widely known
about.

The practice seems to be called 'undocu
mented calls', and as far as I can make out

really helps to overcome some programming
problems that would otherwise have to be
encoded by the programmer.
Now this all sounds fine to me and is just
what I'm looking for to cover the areas that I
haven't learnt to program yet. The trouble is,

one of my friends at a local computer club
that I attend told me that using these undocu
mented calls is really bad and means that

your software won't work on every ST apparently, this is what happened to the STE
and is why not all software would work on
that particular computer.
I don't have an STE and the people I'm
going to pass my software to don't have STEs

machine. In that way, every line of
code you generate will be usable by
all STers. And you may be glad if you
come up with some natty little pro
gram that lots of ST owners are pre
pared to pay good money for.

cover by asking everyone I know - and even
people I don't - that there are commercial Cs

and public domain Cs and that one of the
commercial ones, Mark Williams C, has a
Unix-like command structure which

could

possibly help to make sense of the stuff I'm

high (0 or +5 volts).
It would be an easy task to use, for exam

learning on my course.
This seems fine if it really will help me to
learn and is just what I'm looking for, but it is
rather expensive and as I don't know if it will
help me, I'm a bit reluctant to fork out the
money only to find it is no good.
Can you tell me if Mark Williams C is what I
need to learn C and Unix, or if there is some
thing else available that will help? Could you
also tell me where to get these products if
they are available (and not just say "from
your local computer shop" because in my
case, my local computer shop is crap!). If
you could help I would be very, very grateful.

ple, a simple logic flip-flop circuit to accom

And I am a subscriber.

plish this, but as I am unsure if that's the

Anthony Lee, Morton, Simster

CIRCUIT BREAKER
Q l have followed your series of simple
Do-It-Yourself projects in 'USER mag
azine and I have a suggestion for
your series. Why not publish a monitor
switchbox which enables you to switch from
colour monitor to mono high resolution moni
tor without having to unplug cables?
As I can see from diagrams, the process
has to do with whether pin 4 (monochrome
detect) of the monitor output port is low or

whole solution to the problem. I don't want to
risk anything and make stupid mistakes, so
why don't you publish the circuit?
I am sure a lot of your readers should be
interested in building a circuit like that and I
am sure it could be done a lot cheaper than
buying a commercially-available circuit from
one of your advertisers.

Yeah, yeah, Silicon Service
Supremo helps everyone, not
just subscribers. Just send
your problems written on the back of
a five pound note and...but where
was I? Ah, yes, Unix right?
Don't buy Mark Williams C if you

A

Jan Eriksson, Vasteras, Sweden.

want

either, so does that mean I can use undocu

A

Although MWC is an excellent C
compiler and has a rather natty

mented calls without experiencing the prob
lems my friend told me about?
I would be very interested to hear what you
have to say about this subject before I go

jects to continue the series,
but the truth is we can't find anyone

We would very much like to run
some more hardware DIY pro

to write them!

to

Asif Iqbal, London.

interest to a wider audience, why not

If you, or someone you know, likes
build circuits that

would be of

write to us?

Partly right and partly wrong.

You know the kind of thing. You

Most computer manufacturers

needn't produce an add-on board for

- if they make their opinions

£2.50 which emulates a Cray X1 or
the like, we just want simple, fun

on the subject known - dont recom
mend that you use obscure bits of

code in the operating system. In fact
many actively discourage would-be
illegal routine users.

The

reason?

Because operating

projects. And you don't even have to
be a literary genius - we can tidy up
anything you write.
You'll get your name in print and
earn yourself some useful extra

systems change from one model of
machine to another, even when
they're touted as being compatible

cash. Interested? Write to us now...

with one another. Operating systems

Q l s there a version of Unix available

are upgraded and revised constantly

for the ST? I have just started a com
puter studies course at my local
technical college which includes a whole
section studying C and Unix. "Oh ho!", I
thought, "why don't I do some extra practice
at home with my trusty Atari ST, which I
usually only use for games playing?"

too, and fragments of code - even

jolly useful code - lurking in one ver
sion of an operating system may not
be included or may be relocated in
the next version.

If lots of programmers have made
use of this undocumented code,
when an operating system is updat
ed, or a new, upgraded, and yet sup
posedly compatible model appears

learn

about

Unix

and

C.

Unix-like front-end which simulates

the Unix CLI, in fact, you wont learn
very much about Unix by using it.
There is a version of Unix available

ahead and write loads of software that noone else can use!

A

to

ST UNIX?

With this in mind I went down to the local

computer shop and asked if they knew any

for the ST. Actually it isn't real Unix
as sold by AT&T, but a customwritten lookalike, programmed by
that
popular
computer
science
author Andrew Tanenbaum -

he of

Structured Computer Organisation
fame; a text known and loved by
computer science degree students,
and others probably, everywhere.
This lookalike rejoices under the
somewhat
improbable
name
of
MINIX and is available for the IBM-

PC, MAC and, I believe, the Amiga
too. It is an exact clone of Unix Ver

sion 7 but without a single line of the
code which appears in the heavilycopyrighted OS.
MINIX comes with full source code

so that you can make changes, tin
ker hither and thither, then recom
pile the operating system to make a
new non-working, but nevertheless
custom version of your own. A
Kernighan and Ritchie-compatible C
compiler is also included with
MINIX. You dont need to possess a

thing about C and Unix, whether either were

great deal of kit either. MINIX will

on the market, lots of owners will

available for the ST and if so, how much they
cost and how soon they could get them for

work, after a fashion, on a half meg,
single drive ST.

find that their machine wont be able

me - if they didn't already have them on the

to run existing software.

premises, that is.

with Unix. To all but the most dis

To my dismay however, the assistant and
then the manager when I called for him, didn't
know anything about Unix. They said it was
possible to get several versions of C,
although both of them seemed very sketchy

cerning eye, the two are indistin
guishable and using the former will

This leads to enormous amounts of

adverse publicity for the computer
manufacturer rather than the pro
grammer, and prospective buyers
plump for hardware from other manu
facturers. That's what happened
with the STE, although the situation
was quickly revised.
Stick to using documented rou
tines or undocumented standard rou
tines - of GEM for instance - which

won't

change

from

machine

to

when

I asked for

more details, such as

whether I would need any extra equipment,
like a second floppy disk drive and so on to
run the language. I left the shop feeling
somewhat confused and dismayed, as you
can imagine.

Since then however, I've managed to dis

Working

with

MINIX

is to work

teach you a lot about the latter.

MINIX costs £87.75 plus VAT and

is available from the MINIX Centre,
Norfolk on 095 389 345. The operat

ing system has just one shortfall,
there's no manual apart from a rudi
mentary affair designed to get MINIX
up and running on your ST. Make
sure you buy a good Unix textbook
to use with MINIX.

Atari ST User
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The page that points the finger
at the companies in the know
PRICE

DIARY

CHECK

All prices were correct at the time of going to press and as usual, include VAT. A comprehen
sive buyer's guide can be found in the pages of our sister publication, ST World.

COMPUTERS
Atari 520STE Power Pack

£399.99

Atari SLM804 laser printer & interface £1,379

Atari 520STFM Discovery Pack
Atari 1040STE Super Pack

£299.99
£499.99

Atari Mouse

Atari 1040STE Professional Pack

£499.99

£589.99
£934.99
£1,279.99
£1,724.99
£2,069.99

£24.99

Casio MT240 MIDI keyboard
Epson LX850printer

£89.95
£320.85

EuroLink Modem

£259.95

Linnet Modem

£174.80

Linnet 1200 Modem

£274.85

StarLCIO mono printer
StarLCIO colour printer

£263.35
£297.85

MONITORS

BEST BUYS

Atari SC1224 monitor
Atari SM 124 monitor

£299.99
£149.99

Philips CM8833

£310.49

FLOPPY DRIVES
Actionsoft 1Mb 5.25in

£134.95

Atari SF354 single sided

£119.99

Atari SF314 double sided
Cumana 1Mb3.5in

£149.99
£79.99

HARD DRIVES
AtariMegafile 30Mb hard disk drive .£499.99
Atari Megafile 60Mb hard disk drive £689.99
Supra 30Mb hard disk
£499.95

Each month the editorial team selects the

best five buys in one type of software pack

age. This month, programming packages:
Devpac, HiSoft
C59.95
68000 development tool
GFA Basic, GFA......
£45.95
BASIC language and interpreter
HiSott BASIC, HiSoft.
£79.95
Probably the best BASIC package
Lattice C, Lattice.
£149.95

Includes C compiler
WERCS Plus GDOS, HiSoft

ADDRESS

BOOK

611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough
PE1 3HA.

Harrogate, N Yorks,

Tel: 0733 68909
Fax: 0772 561071

HG20BE
Tel: 0423 567140

Bedford MK41 7RW.
Tel: 023 427 3000

Atari UK

Interactive Publishing
Europa House, Adlington Park,
Adlington.Macclesfield,

Brindley Way Hemel
Hempstead, Hertfordshire
HP3 9RR.

Sales Tel: 0800 200700

Suite 2, The Sanctuary,

Ladbroke Computing

Silica Systems

Oakhill Grove, Surbition,

33 Ormskirk Road,
Preston,

1-4 The Mews

Service Tel: 0442 237777

CIX

Tel: 081-390 8446

Lancashire PR1 2QP.
Tel: 0772 203166

DigitaInternational
Black Horse House,
Exmouth, Devon

(0625 879970)
Venue: Business Design Centre, London
10 to 12 May 1991

Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Database
(0625 879970)
Venue: Wembley Conference Centre
11 to 14 July 1991

4th 16-Bit Computer Fair
Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions
(081-549 3444)
Venue: Novotel Hotel, Hammersmith

• Ifyourcompanyis organising a show relevant to
the Atari ST and is not listed, let us know so that it

can be included in the diary.

REPAIRS
Ampower Computer Repairs
15a Alcester Road, Studley Warwickshire
B80 7AG.
Tel: 0527 85 3374

Analogic Computers (UK)
152 Latchmere Road
KT2 5TU

Dialcom UK, Dialcom House,

Cheshire SK104NP
Tel: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

SurreyKT66DU.

14 to 16 April 1991

European Computer TradeShow
Organiser: Blenheim Database

Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey
Prestel

Tel: 0753 33344
Fax: 0753 822914

Venue: Hammersmith Novotel, London

£49.95

Power Computing
PowerHouse, 44A Stanley Street,

Atari House, Railway Terrace,
Slough, Berkshire SL25B2.

Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions
(081 549 3444)

WERCS resource editor and GDOS

Frontier Software
PO Box 113,

Amor

UK EVENTS
4 to 6 January 1991
16 Bit Computer Fair

OTHER HARDWARE

Atari Mega ST1
AtariMega ST2
Atari Mega ST4
Stacy 2Mb
Stacy 4Mb

HatherieyRoad,
Sidcup,
Kent DA14 4DX.
Tel: 081309 1111

MicroLink

Third Coast Technologies
Unit 8 BradleyHallIndEst,

Avon Micro Centre

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,
Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwickshire CV37 OAH.
Tel: 0789 292269

Ladbroke Computing
33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes, PR1 2QP.
Tel: 0772 203166
Evesham Micros

Unit 9, St Richard's Road,
Evesham, Worcestershire WR11 6XJ.
Tel: 0386 446441

EX8 1JL.
Tel: 0395 2700273

4 Moons Park, BurntMeadow Road,
Redditch,Worcestershire B98 9PA.
Tel:0527 67585, 0527 69459

Standish, WN6 OXQ.

Fax: 0395 268893

(sales and marketing)

Tel: 0257 472444

Gremlin GraphicsSoftware
Alpha House,

Millennium

US Gold

Chancery House,

10 Carver Street,

107 St Pauls Road,

Units2-3 HolfordWay.
Holford, Birmingham

Chaul End Lane, Luton,

Sheffield S1 4FS.
Tel: 0742 753423

London N1 2NA.
Tel: 071 548 9897

B6 7AX.
Tel: 021 625 3388

Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ.
Tel: 0582 491949

Silica Systems
Unit 10, Ruxley Corner IndustrialEstate,
Sidcup Bypass, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5SS.
Tel: 081-300 3399

Atari ST User

DATES

WTS. Electronics

PRODUCT GUIDE
PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

A

MUST FOR
ALL ATARI
ST OWNERS!
AND
ITS

SOFTWARE & BOOKS

flEFl

If you own an Atari ST, then you will not want to miss
the FREE Atari ST Product Guide from Silica Shop. This

48 page, full colour guide is packed with details of

AXi®*^

peripherals, accessories, books and software for the

Atari ST range of computers. In fact, the 1990 Atari ST

Product Guide is the most comprehensive product
handbook available for Atari ST owners. Not only does
mm -SB

&

GRAPHICS

the Product Guide provide an invaluable source of in

formation to Atari ST computer users, it is available ab
solutely FREE OF CHARGE!Just complete and return

JOYSTICKS

the coupon below for your FREE COPY! In addition

to ALL Atari hardware, the range of products featured
in the catalogue includes:

PERIPHERALS:
Robotics
Hard Disk Drives
MIDI/Music
Monitors
Printers

Clocks

Floppy Disk Drives

Emulators
Modems

Graphic Tablets

Mouse controllers
Scanners

Sound Digitisers Sound Samplers

Modulators
Plotters

Scientific Equip
Video Enhancers

ACCESSORIES:
Cables
Disk Boxes
Monitor Access

Cleaning Kits

Disks

Dust Covers
Mouse Access

Joysticks
Power Supplies

Printer Labels
Stands

Printer Paper
Upgrades

Printer Ribbons

ST Dedicated

68000 Processor

BOOKS:
General Computing

SOFTWARE - ENTERTAINMENT:
Arcade Games

Compilations

Advanced Sims

Sport Sims

Adventures

Board & Strategy

SOFTWARE • PRODUCTIVITY:
Art & Graphics

PI.C/S

y

MUCH

MORE!

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

Accounts

CAD

Communications Databases
Education/Childs Music

Desktop Publishing
Programming

Spreadsheets

Word Processors

Utilities

MAIL ORDER:

& STILL MORE!
RETURN THE COUPON NOW!

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

COMPLETE & RETURN

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

THE COUPON FOR YOUR

Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30an>6.00pm

Lata Night: Thursdayuntil8pm

Fax No; 081-308 0608
Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

1-4The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-308 0888

Order Lines Open: Mon-Fn 9.00am-6.00pm

Closed onSaturdays

Fax No: 081-308 0608

To: Silica Systems Ltd, DeptATSTR 291-31,1-4 The Mews" Hatherley^^Sidcu^ KbTomTaDX ^^

11 PLEASE SEND ME A FREE ST PRODUCT GUIDE |
OF THE 1990 ATARI ST

48page PRODUCT GUIDE

Initials:

I

Surname:

I

Address:

I

I

I

I

FROM SILICA SHOP - THE ATARI SPECIALISTS
Silica are the UK's No 1 Atari Specialists. We have been
established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover
of £10 million. With our experience and expertise, we can
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take
our word for it. Complete and return the coupon for our latest
free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

SILICA
SHOP

m

I

Postcode:

Tel: .

I Which computer(s), do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifi

I
I

s may change - please return the coupon lor ihe latest information.

Product: That's Pixel

Price: Around £50

Supplier: Compo UK
Telephone: 0480 891819
Configuration: All 1MB STs, mono only
That's

Pixel

is

the

new

and

rather

unusual graphics package from Compo
Software, creators of the quirky That's
Write word processor.

It's mono only and resolution independent,
there's not an icon in sight, and it's intended
to enhance existing scanned images before
putting them into a DTP document, rather
than to create images from scratch. All in all,
it's a very handy DTP tool.

That's Pixel supports the IMG file format,
which means that a picture can be as large
as memory allows. The more memory your

machine has, the bigger the picture can be.
The Degas PI3 file format is also supported
for a normal, high resolution ST screen but
this only allows the picture to be 640 by 400

BLACK AND
WHITE ART
An art program that's out of the ordinary,
and handy for DTP. Simon Lawson
draws some conclusions...

pixels in size.
That's Pixel is resolution independent so

the number of dots per inch (dpi) of a picture
can be set to match that of your printer. As a
result, the quality of images from a laser

printer is better than from a dot matrix.
The program is supplied on a doublesided disk, although Compo will supply the
program on a single-sided disk if necessary.
Included with the program is a selection of
fonts and several sample images.

DRAWING A BLANK
On loading the program, the first thing you'll
notice is that unlike most other paint pro

grams, That's Pixel doesn't use a bar of icons
to access its main features. Every aspect of
That's Pixel is controlled from the drop-down
GEM menus. But this is not as cumbersome

as it may seem.

That's Pixel opens to nothing more than a
blank screen. Selecting OPEN... from the
FILE menu prompts for a picture to be
loaded. Either an IMG or PI3 file can be used
- That's Pixel decides which is which.

Opening a picture results in three windows

being opened

on-screen.

The Drawing

window shows a small portion of a larger

image and can be scrolled to show any hid
den part of the picture. Preview shows the
whole picture but at reduced size, so not all

A\

File

Block

the details are clearly visible. Zoom magni
fies the area of the picture surrounding the

AATARI

drawing cursor, which allows for fine posi

mmM

Q-Block

•i • -: r

tioning of the cursor.
k

Alternatively, if you select NEW... to create

Text

Uorks

Line JlbjcctsSetup

AATARI
JJSKS
mn

r\r— ir\

• "~\no

JkMM

a new picture, you can specify what size you
want the picture to be. That's Pixel is not
restricted to any size or aspect ratio, so it's
extremely flexible and an ideal tool for users

1AATARI •

JBB

Block D-Block Tent Harks Line Objects Setup

^
B Nane

Path

AIRBUS.IHG__
D:\SCANNER\1MAGES\_-
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who don't want the normal restrictions of the

ST's high resolution mode.

DRAWN AND QUARTERED

The program is very versatile. Here's the Atari
Logo - normal, bent, outlined and inverted
A

File

Block

Tot

Horks Line Objects Setup

With That's Pixel, extra information can be
stored with every image
dorks

L;ne Object1;

ie_tup

Pixel offers all the normal drawing tools that

are expected from a package of this type, as
well as some which are more unusual. Line

and freehand drawing tools are included, as

well as circle, ellipse and box drawing func
tions. Drawing tools include air brush, paint
brush and pencil.

UIJI.MIU

;

vertical

Bend by IDOL Pix

More powerful features are also offered by
pixels. B-Splines and Bezier curves are both
well implemented and flexible. More unusual
features include the ability to create star

An option can be set to bend a marked block.

shapes by defining the number of points,

Most other options have similar dialogs

Atari ST User

That's Pixel can be used with a wide range of
printers and resolutions

A

File

Block

D-Block

Text

Horks

Line

Objects

Setup

Notice the three windows in That's Pixel: Draw, Preview and Zoom. These enable complex images to be created and enhanced
allows marked blocks to be inverted, so

JHELDESa.

black becomes white - and vice versa.

That's Pixel offers very fine control over on
screen text. The program's supplied with a
variety of fonts in different point sizes - any
of the fonts supplied with the Compo word
processors That's Write and Write On can be
used. This interchangeability of fonts ensures
that you can always find a typeface suitable
for your needs.

Once type has been placed on the page,
it can be bent and stretched to obtain the

effect you want. Type can be moved around
the screen using the mouse and positioned
very precisely.

JUST REWARD
That's Pixel provides a host of powerful fea
tures for manipulating scanned images and
clip-art. The interface, however, is quirky and
can make some of the more powerful
With a bit of clever cutting and pasting, we can show all the options in That's Pixel. They are
called up from these drop-down menus. D-Block menu offers the most features

features difficult to access.

Perseverance is definitely required to get
the most from Pixel, but diligent application

and drawing two circles to indicate the inner
and outer extent of the points. The program
then does the hard work and draws a per

the idea that an area of the image, or block, is

to the manual will be well rewarded. The tuto

marked using the normal GEM rubberband

fectly symmetrical star. Triangles, irregular

rial in the manual is good, leading new users
through the program.
•

on the marked area.

polygons, boxes, squares and grids can be

Once part of the image has been marked
using the block tool, several effects can be

created with ease.

An unusual and exceptionally powerful
feature is the outline system. An area of an
image can be converted from solid black

method, and then the operation is performed

introduced. All of these operations are very
powerful but helpful dialog boxes make them
easy to use.

and white to a series of outlines. The outline

With Bend selected from the menu, images

can then be imported into a low resolution
paint package and coloured using flood fills

can be bent vertically or horizontally, either on
a sine wave or on parabolic and elliptic

within the outlines.

curves. The precise number of pixels by

Like the Migraph TouchUp package, That's
Pixel is more at home with images that
already exist, rather than creating them from
scratch. Images scanned into the ST in IMG
format using a hand scanner like the

which the block is to be deformed can also

DAATAscan Professional are ideal for use
with That's Pixel.

Central to the operation of That's Pixel is

be set. This fine control means that it's very
easy to achieve a large variety of
different effects.

Once a block has been changed it can be
pasted back to the main image as many
times as you like. With this technique a
collage of images can be created. Pixel also
Atari ST User

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire,

THIRD COAST
nr TECHNOLOGIES
Hard Drive Feature?

WN6 OXQ
T3j?Is mm 473444: Fax; (0^57) 4£6577

Internal MegaST hard drives available callfor details 8c prices

Tape Backup (Feature*

"Faster than any other competitor

*155M/Byte tape backup

'Autoboot & autohead park

'Backs up 20 M/Bytes in under 2 Mins

' Battery backed realtime clock

'Supports internal SCSI drive

and calendar
'External SCSI ID selectors

'Compatible with Atari ST, PC
and also Apple Mackintosh.

-

• •

•

'Uses industry standard CT600N
-::.

• .-.;•

HOS! Ac.;.;

'High speed programmable
caching software included

'.'

cassettes

•

trie Afar* ST

'Compatible with all hard drives

ICD

'DMA in & out and also SCSI in

'Backs up all non standard
GEM formats

Scout

'Supplied with the very best backup
utilities and comprehensive manual

'Supports a second hard drive or
tape backup device

Supra Hard Drives

'Upto 128 user partitions

"DMA in & out also SCSI in & out

'Battery backed realtime clock

now available — Call for details

'Matched in Atari grey with air
brushed logo

155MB Tape Backup £699.99

All hard drive are available witha Professiqnalpack of softwarefor. an e»jtra,£39 ?9

'65 watt cased astec PSU with

Professioanl Pack includes K-Spread 3, Superbase Personal, 1st Word & ST Basic

cooling fan

50MB Hard Drive & 155MB Tape

Backup £1199.99

TjhirrJ Cqasf Hajclf}xty%fy}&*!%Hajrd<h|vel>r^ kits for SQS| &ST5Q6 drives

22M/Byte SCSI hard drive 49 milli. . .£349.99 22M/Byte SCSI 38 mUli auto park. . £399.99
32M/Byte SCSI 25 milli auto park

.£429.99

50M/Byte SCSI 25 milli auto park. . £449.99

65M/Byte SCSI 25 milli auto park . . .£599.99

85M/Byte SCSI 25 mUli auto park. . .£549.99

Connect IBM PC type drives to
the ST upto two drivesoff one
controller

106M/Byte SCSI 15 milli auto park . .£899.99 150M/Byte SCSI 15 milli auto park . £1250.00

330M/Byte SCSI 11 milli auto park . .£1999.00 44M/Byte removable cartridge drive .£799.99
ICDDMA/SCSI Adapter (No Clock) "9.99

VERY

Discovery Pack

Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller £99.99

High quality, good value package based around the
, LEARN AND PLAY
mow atari st

ICDDMA/SCSI Adapter WithClock £99.99

Complete KitReady tor SCSI Drive £199.99 Complete KitReady ForST5CX. Drive £299.99

520STFM computer including 512K RAM, 1MB Drive and
built-in TV modulator. Also supplied is:

Complete kite include host adapter board. PSU and all features
listed in hard drive advert These kits will allow any ST506 or
embedded SCSI drive to be connected to any Atari ST

It'a a lethal copying tool

£279.99

STOS Game Creator

Outrun

Carrier Command

Bomb Jack

Space Harrier Neochrome FirST BASIC Atari ST Tour
plus 'Discovering your Atari ST Book

^ti^^^'^^iM^Pai^'ii^^s
1M/Byte internal

V

replacement offers

extended track count upto
£9*^^
84 tracks fully software Hardware vlrus protector offers total protection
compatible slight case :against all link virus & boot block virus. Disable
modification required ;swjtch p,^ jnto ymM ^ Aiw p<xt Neixt ^
supplied with full fitting jnfected again Abo SUpplfcrf wim virus killer &manual
instructions
1MB External Drives Have Built Power Supply

Atari Genlocks

MBexternal 80 track £59.99 1MBexternal 84 track £79.99

'Composite PAL & RGB out

LC10 Printer (Mono)
LC200 Printer (Colour)

Mega2&SM124
High Resolution SM124
520STE 1 Meg memory
Mega 1 & SM124
Mega 2 with 4MB
520STE 4MB memory

"Tide & animate any video

GST Gold with Sputter + Fader £899.99

£299.99
£499.99
£899.99

'Allows digitised results to be
stored and overlayed onto any

Phillips 8833 Monitor

GST Gold Genlock £499.99

*Plugs straight into any ST
'Amiga Genlock quality at last
on your ST.

£114.99
£389.99
£615.99
£999.99

GST 40E Budget Genlock £249.99

GST Gold Pro Genlock £649.99

£169.99
£239.99

LC24-200 Printer (Mono)

LC24-200 Printer (Colour)
520STE 2.5MB memory

Over 200 copying routines included with the cartridge. Floppy to file
transfer allows programs to be modified etc Comes supplied with
analysersoftware so that you can find the protection on the disk. Uses
custom hart chip. BuyHappy ST and you will never need another copier.

I

MB internal 82 track £58.99 1MB internal 84 track £69.99

1.44MB external floppy drive £129.99

Backupsall Atari software as well as most Amigaand PC. Requires no

external floppy drive to run. Software updates available every week.

Broadcast quality genlocks
available call for details and
pricing.

VHS recorder

'Overscan facility available

with optional fader control

Demonstrations can be arranged
call to make an appointment

'Video in & out on scart

£625.99

Mega4&SM124

£1199.99

SC1224 Monitor

£269.99

•SC1224&Phillips8833
compatible

NEW! 520 STE TURBO PACK

£369.99

Includes the latest 520STE with 1MB drive, joystick, mouse, user

guide, plus a high quality selection of entertainment and
creativity software, including:
Indiana Jones & Lost Crusade

Blood Money

Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine
Dragons Breath
Hyper Paint 2 (STE version)
Music Maker 2 (STE version)

Super Cycle
Out Run
Anarchy
FirST BASIC
STOS

Please make Cheques/Postal
Orders Payable to:
Third Coast Technologies Ltd.
We also accept Access and Visa
over the telephone.

ALL ABOUT

EMULATION
Emulation is the science - or perhaps the
art - of making a computer believe that

it's really something else altogether. But
why, for example, would you want to
make your ST behave as if it's a Mac or PC?
Why not just go and buy a Mac or PC in the
first place if that's what you want?
Well, there are lots of reasons - just for the
fun of it, to access software which is only
available for another computer, to achieve
greater versatility in one machine, to save
money, or perhaps because Jack next door
created a Supercomputer in his spare time
and won't shut up about it...
Despite the wealth of excellent programs
available for the ST, such as Cubase, Callig
rapher and Calamus, there are still some
things it can't do as well as others. For exam
ple the Apple Macintosh still has a virtual
stranglehold on the desktop publishing mar
ket and IBM PC-compatibles are still the
accepted standard for business users.

THE MASTER OF DISGUISE
To get in on the PC and Apple act, the ST has
become a master at pretending to be some
thing it isn't - namely another machine. A
variety of methods have been employed over
the years in an attempt to get the ST to run
other software, resulting in a wealth of emula
tors - both hardware and software - becom

ing available commercially and as PD.
Hardware emulation is by far the most pop
ular means of getting the ST to run programs
meant for

another machine. This

involves

supplying the ST with a whole new set of

chips, usually attached to the existing Central
Processing Unit (CPU).

These new chips provide the operating
system of the target machine, and sometimes
a new CPU is also needed. The PC family of
computers use a completely different sort of

chip from the ST and Apple Macintosh, so a
new CPU is a virtual necessity.
Emulating another machine can be done
using software alone, but it's slow and labori
ous because the ST's central processor has
to run some very complex instructions.
Program instructions must be converted to
ST machine code in order to be executed,
and then the results converted back into the

language of the emulated machine. All this
conversion slows the ST down to a crawl, and

An ST can become almost any other computer with hardware such as Spectre GCR and AT Speed

something special about the target machine,
and that something is always software.
Only two machines have ever been emu
lated commercially, and both emulators owe
their existence to the superb range of soft
ware available for the target computers.

AN APPLE A DAY
Ever since its launch in 1984, the Apple Mac
intosh has been acknowledged as being the
most user-friendly machine on the market.
The graphical user interface called Finder is
far superior to the ST's GEM Desktop,
although GEM was originally based on the
Apple system. (Apple actually sued Digital
Research over GEM's likeness to Finder and

forced them to make the user interface less

similar to the Apple system).
The Mac has amassed scores of quality

software packages, especially in the fields of
graphic design and desktop publishing. Pro
grams such as Quark Xpress and Aldus

PageMaker have no equal on the ST,
although the new colour version of Calamus
may narrow the gap somewhat.

On the down side
machines have always
appeal

only

to

however, Apple
been priced to

professional

users

and

programs requiring really heavy number
crunching are often so slow they're unusable.

businesses, and are financially remote from
the average ST owner.

Most emulators are a combination of both

Dave Small, an ST enthusiast from the
States, came to the rescue of ST users who

hardware and software, to get the best out of
both worlds. Hardware provides the speed
needed

to

make

emulation

an

attractive

proposition while the software component
keeps the cost of the emulator down by using
the existing system resources of the ST, such
as the RAM memory, screen and keyboard.
Although almost any machine can be emu
lated on the ST, there must be a good reason
for a company to spend time and money on
developing an emulator. There must be

the ROM chips were essential to the operation
of the emulator. Magic Sac was never as reli
able as it could have been, and gained
a bad reputation for crashing at very
inconvenient moments.

Spectre 128 was Dave Small's second
attempt at a Macintosh emulator, and proved
to be far more compatible with real Macs than
Magic Sac ever managed to be. This was
partly because Spectre uses the newer 128K

Apple ROM chips, which most Apple software
now demands. The 64K chips were consid
ered obsolete by Apple, and later versions of

the System and Finder software didn't support
the old ROMs.

The emulation logic of Spectre was
improved to give better support to specific
areas of the Macintosh environment, such as
sampled sounds. The Spectre cartridge was
extremely stable and used the ST hardware to
best advantage.
In fact, because the ST has a superior

specification, the Spectre cartridge actually
ran slightly faster than a real Mac Plus. Also,
the excellent monochrome screen available

for the ST is three inches larger than the Mac
Plus unit, and Mac software is able to take

advantage of the extra area.

LET'S COMMUNICATE

tridge called Magic Sac. This remarkable bit

Despite its success, Spectre still exhibited
one weakness. Because of the strange Mac
disk format, Spectre was unable to read or
write Mac disks directly. Continued work by

of hardware enabled the ST to emulate the
Macintosh Plus machine with a reasonable

Small however, resulted in a new version of
Spectre, called GCR.

wanted a Mac. He introduced a plug-in car

degree of accuracy.

The cartridge, manufactured by Data
Pacific required a set of genuine Apple 64K
ROM chips which proved very difficult to
acquire legitimately. Although part of the
Apple operating system is supplied on disk,

The Mac's peculiar disk format is imple
mented entirely under software control of the
emulation logic, a feat that makes Mac emula
tion a viable proposition for many users. Data

can be interchanged with real Macs using
800K floppy disks, rather than the slow and

Atari ST User
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UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Callers most

Tel:
0228 512131 (24 hour order line)
Main switchboard Tel: 0228 42373 (ext. 53)

Fax: 514484

welcome

Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB
DISK BOXES

DISKS DISKS DISKS
50+: 38p
250+: 34p
1000+: 32p

10+: 48p
100+: 36p
500+: 33p

/

Lockable high quality disk
/
boxes at unbeatable prices:
Qty:
1+
3+
6+
50 cap £4.99 £4.25 £3.99
100 cap £5.99 £5.25 £4.99

Individually wrapped 100% certified and
Suaranteed 3.5" DSDD 135tpi disks with labels
Add 7p per disk for genuine bulk SONY disks

/

12 capacity library cases...Five for £4.75
ZZL
:z:
z:
iz:
DUST COVERS
Amiga and Atari Dust covers.
High quality covers protect
your Amiga or Atari keyboard

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES
/

/

/

10
25
35
45
55
80
160
240

Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with

12 cap library box:
£6.45
50 cap box:
£15.95
100 cap box:
£19.95
100 cap box:
£24.95
100 cap box:
£28.55
100 cap box:
£38.95
2x100 cap boxes:
£68.95
3x100 cap boxes: ....£122.95

/

1+
£3.50

/

:z_

:z

Our quality switch boxes use
only the BEST connections:
/
£15.95
1:2 parallel type
1:2 serial type
£14.95
High tech. rotary controls

4

£2.95
£2.95

\~Z1

z

/

£7.95 /

£6.95

£0.95
z:

MONITOR STAND

V

1+£12.50- unbeatable

/

^^A ^^ The monitor stand enables
^^^r
^N you to swivel your monitor in
m^^P
nearly any direction.

/

I High quality 14" Universal
monitor stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16"
ZZL

DATA SWITCH BOXES

j 3.5" Cleaning Kit:
_ 5.25" Cleaning Kit:

Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND
GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

£2.99
£1.99

J Universal plastic printer stands
s

DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON
OTHER TYPES OF DISKS OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY
/

Mouse Mat:
Mouse House:

IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable:

Remember -Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE /
:z:

/

ACCESSORIES

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed DSDD disks
\~ZL

6+
£2.99

QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL!

/

Our claim: We are probably the cheapest disk
and accessory supplier in this magazine!

3+
£3.25

~21

~ZL

ZH

WHY BUY DISKS FROM US?
1. All disks meet ANSI standards.

2. We supply shops, PD libraries and educational
establishments on a regular basis.

3. If you can find a supplier who sells disks
cheaper then we will beat the price. No
questions asked.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!!

*

To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date
To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD

Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers -we have great prices.

Overnight courier (get your goods tomorrow!) £7.99. Min order value: £10
WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
AMIGA A500 SCREEN GEMS £369
Atari ST User
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GROUP CODE
RECORDING
No, it's not some new kind of CD player,
but a disk format. Group Code Recording
(GCR) is the name given to the way the
Mac writes its disks.

When the Macintosh was being put

together, the designers began to look for a
way to increase the amount of space avail
able on a floppy disk.
The

Mac

was

the

first

mainstream

machine to introduce the 3.5 inch disk for

mat. In the ST, and indeed in all similar

machines, the disk spins at a constant
speed, no matter where the drive head is
on the disk surface. In order to squeeze
more space out of the disk, the Mac

designers decided to make the disk spin at
a different speed as the read/write heads
moved across its surface.

This peculiar disk format is totally incom
patible with computers like the ST and PC,
and makes transferring disks from a Mac to
another machine very difficult. The Magic
Sac emulator devised a special disk format
that was incompatible with both the Mac
and ST, but could be used as a transfer
medium between the two machines.

AT Speed, the new emulator from Compo, is the first to offer VGA graphics on an ST

computing market, mainly because of the
wealth of high quality business software writ
ten for these machines.

PC Ditto from Avante Garde software was

the first emulator for the ST, and it managed

Information, data and programs were
transferred from the Mac to the ST using

the remarkable feat of emulating a PC XT

the serial port, and then 'transverted' to the
Magic Sac disk. This solution was timeconsuming and difficult, but it was also the
best option available.

hardware to take any of the load off the ST
processor. Although it was very slow and only

machine in software, without the benefit of

able to run older software, PC Ditto sold well.

Software emulation of the PC proved to be
too slow, and soon a new breed of emulators

appeared. PC Speed from Compo Software
was the first emulator actually to include a PC

mode, VGA. Although VGA is capable of dis
playing 256 on-screen colours on a real PC,
the AT Speed version will only run on a
monochrome

monitor.

Still,

it

is

a

vast

improvement on the old CGA standard. EGA
is also supported.
ATonce and AT Speed are both circuit
boards which

must

be

soldered

over the

68000 chip in the ST so they can take advan
tage of the ST's serial and parallel ports,

RAM, keyboard and screen. Adaptors which
are available for both the Mega and STE
machines mean that for greater ease, the
boards can be fitted without soldering.

processor - a chip called the NEC V30.

The board fitted internally to the ST by
piggy-backing over the ST's 68000 chip. PC
Speed could access the ST's memory, screen
and RAM memory directly, so it was fast and

the PC chips made it very compatible.
SPEED FREAK
Condor Computers adopted a different
approach to emulating a PC with its SuperCharger unit. Like the PC Speed board, it
uses a V30 chip, but it does not fit internally
to the ST. Supercharger is a DMA device, like
a hard disk or laser printer, and contains its
own RAM chips. It has the advantage that ST
and PC software can be used simultaneously.
IBM wasn't content to sit back after the

success of the first PC, and so rapidly
improved the standard. The new AT class of
machines used a different central processor,

the 80286, which was more efficient at pro
Supercharger,

the

other

PC

XT

emulator

available. Due to be upgraded shortly

cumbersome methods of serial port transfer
which were required previously.

cessing instructions and ran

at

a faster

speed. IBM also introduced a new type of
graphics display, the Enhanced Graphics
Adaptor, offering 16 on-screen colours.
The ATonce emulator from

the German

MORE THAN THIS...
There are still problems to be overcome with
emulation, mainly in the areas of speed and
screen display. EGA is now the minimum
standard for a new PC and emulators have

some work to do before they can emulate this
standard properly. Also, colour VGA still looks
a long way off.
Most problems with Mac emulation have

been solved by Spectre GCR, although the
lack of AppleTalk networking means that an
ST with GCR can't be integrated into a true
Macintosh environment. Printer support is still
less than ideal, although every new release of
the GCR software makes improvements.
Emulation on the ST has come a long way
since the early days of the software PC Ditto.
Advances in hardware emulation, especially
on the Mac front with GCR-reading Macintosh

floppy disks, mean that emulating is now a
viable alternative to buying the real thing,
even for users with small budgets.
PC graphic modes are still

poorly

supported, although AT Speed makes some

advances by supporting VGA, but only in
monochrome. The new generation of PCs use
more powerful chips that run at up to 33MHz,
far beyond the range of the ST.

International Business Machines, IBM, is the

manufacturer Vortex offers true compatibility
with the AT machines. Using the newer 80286
chip, ATonce can run the latest generation of

world's largest manufacturer of computers,
and its desktop machine has become a very

Microsoft's

Emulators using the 80386SX chip running

Windows 3, which gives the PC some of the

at 16MHz are said to be ready now from both
Compo and Vortex, waiting only for the price
of the chips to fall to an affordable level.
Spectre GCR solves the problem of the
peculiar Macintosh disk format, enabling data

THE IBM STORY

widely accepted standard in the computer
industry. The PC and its many and various
clones are reported to have sold more than
50 million units since the launch in 1982.

The early machines were referred to as XT
machines. They were based on the 8086 and
8088 central processors, and used the
Microsoft DOS operating system. The XT
rapidly gained a stranglehold on the business

IBM

PC

software

such

as

user-friendliness of the ST or Mac.

Compo Software, responsible for the PC
Speed board, has developed an AT-compati
ble version of the board called, not surpris
ingly, AT Speed. Like ATonce, it's based on
the newer 286 chip and runs the new PC soft
ware without a hitch.

The AT Speed board is unique in the emu

lation field in offering the newest PC graphics

to be exchanged with a real Mac just by
swapping disks. The major omission from
GCR is still the AppleTalk networking system,
but there is talk of this being implemented at
some time in the future.

Atari ST User
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PROMPT DELIVERY
24 HOUR ORDERLINE

85a MANSFIELD RD,
DAYBROOK,
NOTTINGHAM,

COMPUTER

TELEPHONE: NOTTM.

(0602) 673674/673672

NG5 6BH

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE
We carry an extensive range of software for all
machines, all at discount prices - at least
25% off RRP for latest releases for example:

ATARI
Discovery Pack 520STFM

£2fi9.00

Power Pack 520STE
Extra Pack 1040STE

£359.00
£434.00

Mega 1 + Professional Pack
Mega 2 + Professional Pack
Mega 4 + Professional Pack
Stacy 2Mb Portable ST
Lynx

£499.00
£790.00
£1075.00
£1445.00
£159.00

NEO GEO
Please ring for Best discounts on
Hardwareand Software - the very best
games machines in the world today!

SEGA MEGADRIVE
Megadrive

£149.00

Software all at discounted

RRP Our Price

Badlands

£24.99

£18.50

Cadaver

£24.99

£18.50

European Super League
F.19 Stealth Fighter

£19.99 £15.50
£29.95 £22.95

Gremlins II

£24.99

Indie 500

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS
We have an extensiverange of public domain and Shareware programs.
Please ring for details of our Amiga and Atari libraries.
SEVEN DISK SPECIALS ONLY £10.95

£18.50

£24.99

£18.50

Lotus Turbo Esprit

£24.99

£18.50

New York Warrior

£19.99

£13.50

Night Breed

£24.99 £18.50

Paradroid90

£24.99

Spy Who Loved Me
Voodoo Nightmare

£19.99 £15.50
£24.99 £18.50

£18.50

ST PROGRAMMERS PACK- C Compilers, Assemblers, Source Codes,
Pascal, LISP, C Tutorials etc.

ST GAMES - Azarian, Othello, Queboid, Breaknoid, Wheel, Football,
Monopoly, Rocm, Invaders, Tennis, Bermuda Race 2.
ST BUSINESS - Spreadsheet, Database, Inventory, Fincalc, Stocks,
Shares, Double Sentry, ST Writer Elite v3.0

MUSIC
PROGRAMS
Steinburg Cubase
Steinburg Cubeat

£550.00
£285.00

£425.00
£245.00

C-Lab Notator

£499.99

£360.00

BLANK DISKS
3.5" QUALITY DISKS £12.00 FOR 30
SONY BRANDED 10 FOR £7.99

This is just a sample of the software we deal
with. Please ring for best prices

FULLY GUARANTEED DSDD 100% CERTIFIED

prices, please ring fordetails.

ORDER BY PHONE

PRINTERS

(0602)673674 or
(0602)673672

StarLCIO
Star LC200

E15B.00
£215.00

StarLC24-10
Commodore MPS1230

£235.00

ORDER BY FAX

£140.00

£140.00

Order by cheque made payable to
Computerlab
Delivery - Please add £6.50 courier
delivery for orders over £100 Add
£2.00 p&p for orders under £100

£255.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

MONITORS
Atari SM124 High res mono
Philips S8833 stereo monitor

PERIPH ERALS
Xtra-Ram Unpopulated
Xtra-Ram1/2Meg
Xtra-Ram 2 Mb

Xtra-Ram STE 1/2 Meg
Xtra-Ram STE 2 Meg
Xtra-Ram STE 4 Meg
ST Second Drive ...

£64.99
£79.99
£189.99
£69.99

Linnet Modem
Linnet 1200 Modem
Linnet 2400

Megafile 30 Mb Hard Drive ..£417.50

£169.99

GVP 48 Mb Hard Drive

£339.98
£75.00

ST ClockCartridge

. £33 50

£145.00
£212.00
£412.00

Amstrad SM2400
Prolink Quad Modem

£445.00
....£24.99

£235.00
£435.00

rsirAiifare st
The MULTIFACE ST - the true MULTlpurpose interFACE comprising of 3 major parts:

MULTI - TOOLKIT

DISK ORGANIZER (all in ROM)

1) FREEZE action byMAGIC button 1) INSPECTIAL TEA memory

BACK-UP Facilities

1) Non-GEM, fast, easy, user-friendly tilellolder
copying/deleting/renaming - all using RAM
2) FarLESS (ifany) DISK SWAPPING on single

2) SAVEto drivesA/B orto RAM
3) Save PROGRAM or SCREEN
4) Saving is FULLY AUTOMATIC
5) MULTIPLE SAVING possible
6) FORMAT disksupto 410/820K
7) Powerful, fast COMPRESSING

(POKE infinite lives, etc.)
2) INSPECT/ALTER registers
3) HEX IDEC IASCII display
4) FIND IREPLACE a string
5)FILL orSAVE ILOAD or
print a block of memory

drives during copying - all copied via RAM

3) TAGGING of files/folders (incl. wild cards)
for mass copying or mass deleting
4) COMPACTING of disks for faster loading

ST/Amiga TRACKBALL
INSTANTLY USABLE - plugs into
mouse port -100% compatible.

MULTIFACE has ALLits tricks in a 64K ROM- no need to load any other software: MULTIFACE is always there and ready.
MULTIFACE is menu-driven with one-touchcommands and on-screen instructions, fully AUTOMATIC - so EASY to USEI

NO EXTRA software/hardware.

Pressing the MAGIC BUTTON will FREEZE a program enabling you toSAVE or touse the MULTI-TOOLKIT tostudy/modify It

Takes just \(3 of mouse space.

Thefrozen (or saved&re-loaded) program continues from where stopped -saveas you progress to avoid playing from thestart
MULTIFACE a) compresses b) formats more effectively £) cansaveonto several disks to back-up programs of ANY length!
MULTI-TOOLKIT letsyouinspect andchange (in hexIdec/ASCII) simply everything - POKE infinite lives, customize programs, etc.
All inall, the MULTIFACE STcanbe used - andis SOUSEFUL - inso many ways, thatitIsthe ESSENTIAL STCOMPANION,
MULTIFACE mustnot be usedto copy,reproduce or infringe inany wayanycopyright material without the clearpermission ofthe copyright owner,
ROMANTIC ROBOT neithercondones norauthorisesthe use ofthe MULTIFACE ST forthe reproduction ofcopyrightmaterial •to do so is ILLEGAL.

However, to prevent anypiracy, the MULTIFACE ST MUSI be attached to the cartridge port to run the programs itsaved.

FAR more ACCURATE & SPEEDY
Far FINER CONTROL makes it

a lot EASIER & FASTER to point.

• AN IDEAL PRESENT - AN IDEAL DISCOUNT * !!."i,;f/t"u,.,,"/«
order a MULTIFACE D£59r95 £29.95 Trakball ST•

Ienclose a cheque/PO/cash for £

Trakball AmigaD ££fr95 £27.95 plus P&P per item: UK £1 Europe £2 Overseas £3

or debit my Access/Visa No. | |_

m

| Card Exp

n

Name/address.
The above reduced prices apply strictly only to MAII ORDERS received by 15.1.1991

••MAifrif

••••t
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54 DeanscroftAve, London NW9 8EN
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ABSOLUTE
BEGINNERS
ers Last month we called your attention to
the bar. And now we continue our lesson

on what you can find there...

160328 bytes used in 14 itens.
TC

ADAPTEC.FMT

ADAPTEC.PAS

COPVFIX.PRG

DES KTOP.INF

DMA .O

ICDBOQT.FRG

ICDFMT.DAT

ICDFMT.PRG

ICDFMT.RSC

MAKEFARK.PRG

^mmmm
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4% Dozens of icons complicate, rather than simplify, file selection on the Desktop. Keep calm - it's not as bad as it looks

A t the close of

last month's Absolute

Beginners, we'd discussed the first two
items on the menu bar, namely Desk
and File. Desk provides access to
those all-important desk accessories as well
as general information about GEM - the ST's
WIMP operating system - and control and
installation

of

RS232

devices

such

as

modems and the like.

We didn't tell you about the latter last
month. RS232 is not a subject to be dealt
with by the faint of heart, at least not until you
have a few more lessons under your belt!
There'll be more in the coming months.

The options listed under the View menu
decide how the ST will display your files and
folders on the Desktop. Drop down View now,
and you'll see a tick next to either Show by
Icons or Show by Text, and a tick next to one

160828 bytes used in 14 itens,
:•: fiUTO

ADAPTEC
ADAPTEC
COPYFIX
DESKTOP
DMA

of the other four 'Sorting' functions.
The beauty of a WIMP environment (Win

HDUTIL
HDUTIL
ICDB00T
ICDFHT

dows Icons Mouse and Pointer) is that it is
able to display the ephemera of everyday

computing.
No longer do you have to remember the
names of the items, programs, data and so
on that you want to manipulate. They're there
for you to see, and all you have to do is reach
over with the mouse and select them.

FROM THE DEPTHS...

With

5129

FHT
PAS
PRG
INF
0
PRG
RSC
PRG
DAT

6450
2038
472
732
17065
2882
2816
7813

lots of

22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-04-87

12:03
12103
12:03
12:03
12:03
12:03
12:03
12:03
12:03
12:03

an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an

files, you'll find selection

much easier if you view them as text

View provides a way around this problem.
Instead of showing everything as little square
icons, you can Select, via the View menu, to
display your files and folders as lines of text,
in a list within the window in which they're
contained. (See Figure 2).

Under the File menu bar option, you can cre

PICK 'N MIX

ate folders, format disks and so on. Fine,

There is however, one slight problem. If a

that's a lot of options from just two menus,

particular folder contains lots of objects, and
your current display mode is 'Icons', then
you're going to have difficult in finding what
you want. A screenful of visually similar icons
is not an easy thing to wade through. (See

you have lots of files. And not only easier to
select, but text display mode also provides
alongside each object pertinent statistics

Figure 1).

such

And what if you want to get creation date,
size and other information? Not only do you
have to find the object, but you then have to
pull down the File menu and select Show
Info... This isn't such a problem if you do it
once or twice, but after many files, you may
be threatening to abandon the ST and go
back to good old CP/M or another archaic

negates the need to use the File menu/Show

but wait, there's more.

Another two menus are lurking up there at
the bar View and Options, and although you
probably won't need them quite as much as
Desk and File, they're still pretty important.
Here's what you can find under the View
menu:

Show as Icons
Show as Text

Sort by Name
Sort by Date
Sort by Size
Sort by Type

command line-based operating system!

This makes item selection much easier if

as

size

and

creation

date

which,

Info... combination.

As a list, View also enables you to sort the

objects by category depending upon you
needs. Sort by Name lists objects in alpha
betic order, Sort by Date list objects accord
ing to when they were created.
Unfortunately, this latter option isn't much
use unless you have a real-time clock

Atari ST User
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CMV COMPUTERS LTD

1st floor, 1 17 Regent Street
London W1R7HA

Telephone 071-734 1719

2ILATARI

Fax 071-734 1740

iTrVfirr-

The Central London
ATARI Centre

for Business and Leisure

THE WORLD OF ATARI
COMPUTERS

ACCESSORIES

SOFTWARE

SERVICE

We deliver all models of the ST series

We continually search for the most

and all its peripherals, monitors, disk
drives, hard disks and printers.
Any product we sell is ready for
immediate use. Computers includea
specialstart-up disk, printers include
cables as wellas printer-drivers,
hard disks are configuredaccording
to your needs and installed for auto
matic boot-upon any partition.

useful accessories and directly
import them from ail over the world.
You willfind the necessary
hardware for any application you

Our range of programs is
unsurpassed. We offer some800
businessprograms and utilities,in
addition to more than 1500games.
If you buy your equipment at

ASSISTANCE
at any time from 9 to 6 Monday to

CMV,you will be entitled to a free

may be interested in - sound and
video,digitising, emulation of
different computer systems, music,
professional equipment (GAL and
EPROM burners, spectrum
analysers), Robotics, and many

demonstration of programs suitable
for your professional use.
If you are a private user and do
not make use of our professional
service, you can again benefit

A series of hard and software

more.

from our

combinationsof proven usefulness is
available for almost any activityor
profession (general office use,
writers, musicians,graphic
designers, printers, automatic
control of machinery,clubs, hotels,
fire brigades, solicitors,carpenters,

In our catalogue, you will also find
everything necessaryfor
upgrading or adapting your
equipment to any specialneed
(memoryextensions, connectionof
PC keyboard and specialmonitors

SPECIAL OFFERS
unrivalled in most cases, which
allow you to gain accessto quality
programs without upsetting your
budget.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

etc.).

car dealers & rentals, film

producers, driving schools,
editorials, fitness centres and many

SPECIAL OFFERS

Whenever possible, our price policy

more).

reflects our interest to allow all

TRAINING

ATARI ST users to introduce

In caseof professional equipment, we

themselves in all fieldsof computing.
We continually reviseour prices to
be able to present to you the best
possible offer.Therefore, pleasedo
not hesitate to ask for todays price.

can arrange for the necessary train
ing on hard and software so you can

be sure to get the best possible
results

iV

Specialised bookson almost any
subject are available, many with an
additional disk so you can practice
the learnt material in an easy way.
Someinclude extremelyuseful pro
grams which are not sold separately.

FREE CATALOGUE CMV-ATARI

with more than 2,000 products

MAIL ORDER

If you cannot visit us.
OFFICIAL WARRANTY

AATARI

Twelve months for computers and
three months for peripherals
MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

if we did not advise you correctly.

rKtt with every ST
STARTUP DISK with several

utilities for everyday use:
* RAMDISK

•k Calculator
•# Alarm Clock

NEW PRODUCTS
Every day, new products are coming

in, manyof which youwillfind

* Printer Utilities

exclusivelyat CMV

*. And more

^GLASSHO^H

Ask for our

Saturday.

•* Multifile Copy Accessory
* Disk Copier

•

PARK METERsX

PROFESSIONAL

affa© P&

upon whether you like to find the programs

ibuazo pyres

22-84-87

K AUTO

ICDFHT
MftKEPfiRK
PORK
HDUTIL
ICDFMT
ICDFMT
ADAPTEC
ADAPTEC
HDUTIL
ICDBOOT
ccpvfix

PRG
PRG
PRE
PRG
RSC
DAT
PAS
FHT
RSC
PRG
PRG

22-84-87
22-B4-87
22-84-87
22-84-87
22-84-87

45295
27084
Z7G84
17865
16768
7913
6458
5129
2882
2316
2838

22-04-87
22-84-87

22-84-87
22-84-87
22-04-87
22-04-87

12:93
12183
12:94
12:94
12:93
12:94
12:83
12:93
12:93
12:93
12:83
12:93

an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an

easily, or wade through folders for hours,
pointing here and clicking there.

OPTION'S OPTIONS

;•; auto
ICDFHT
ADAPTEC

DAT
FMT
INF
8
PAS
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG

DESKTOP
DMA
ADAPTEC
COPYFIX
HDUTIL
ICDBD0T
ICDFMT
MAKEPARK PRG

22-84-87
22-84-87
22-84-8?
22-84-87
22-84-87
22-84-87
22-84-87
22-84-87
22-04-87
22-04-87
22-94-87

7813
5129
472
732
6458
2838
17065
2816
45295
27884

({J Listing files according

an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an
an

12:84 an

to name extenders

SET PREFERENCES

Confirn Deletes!

KCT I Ho I

Confirm Copies: K75W I No
Set Screen Resolution:

ITohI

iHcdimii EBJTJ

2 I Cancel I
Use Options to reset screen resolution

installed into the machine, or you set the ST's
own clock religiously every time you boot up
the machine.

Why? Because the ST, unless told differ
ently, assumes that the current time is that
which was etched into its ROMs when the

machine was created (some time around the
mid '80s depending upon which machine
you have). Obviously, if all the objects have
the same creation date (assigned to them
from the ROM figure or some little time after
that according to how long the machine has
been switched on), then there isn't going to
be much sorting!
The final two Sort categories are 'by Size'

and 'by Type'. Size lists your files according
to how many bytes they contain. (See Figure
3).. Type lists them by whether they're pro

grams, documents or folders, ie, based
alphabetically upon their name extenders,
.PRG, .TXTand so on. (See Figure 4).
Used with thought, the View menu can
make all the difference between an ordered

system in which it is possible to locate an
object easily, and a system in which the
available backing storage is a higgledy-pig
gledy mess of unrelated files and folders
without any order.
Choose which you would prefer based

applications

There's no need to rummage through reams
of data files to find the program which gener
ated them, and you don't have to undergo

dialog which appears after selecting this

Set Preferences...

option. Using Set Preferences... you can

Save Desktop

determine which screen resolution you would
like the ST to use for its display.

This is what you'll find

under Options:

Take a look at the Desktop. See those two

High resolution is only available when
using a monochrome monitor such as Atari's

floppy disk icons, one representing drive A,

own SM124 - or one of the mono emulators

the other representing drive B? Those two

available commercially and from the public

icons are the installed disk drives that the ST

domain. More in coming months.

knows about.

Medium and low resolution are both avail

Before you can use a new drive, a hard
drive for example, you must tell the ST all
about it. You can't simply plug it in and
expect the ST to recognise the device next
time you power up. Install Disk Drive is the
method by which you tell the ST just what
backing storage you want to hang off the

able using a colour display such as a colour

machine. It's quite straightforward.

using a TV but is fine for short periods if you

SUNDAY DRIVERS

It's easy to install or rename disk drives

running

Install Disk Drive...

available elsewhere,

Print Screen
12:93
12:93
12:93
12:83
12:93
12:93
12:83
12:83
12:83
12:83

of

Install Application...

you'll find miscellaneous system functions not

160828 bytes used in 14 itens.

method

the tedious process of closing the blank new
file which most programs open automatically,
then opening the data file you actually want
to use. The file is opened automatically.
Next under the Options menu is the 'Set
Preferences...' function. Figure 6 shows the

The final menu on the bar is Options. Here,

C% Listing files according to relative size

This

improves efficiency by leaps and bounds.

The two floppy drives are installed automati
cally and are always available, providing you
actually have two drives connected to your
system. With one, you'll only be able to
access drive A, even though an icon
appears for drive B. If you try to access B
with only one drive, the ST will prompt you to

monitor or domestic television. Most games

use the low resolution but many applications,

especially word processors, spreadsheets
and the like, make use of medium resolution

in order to provide a display with 80 columns.
Medium resolution is not very legible when
have a colour monitor. Individual preference
and the needs of the software you're running
will dictate which to use.

ACTIVE WARNINGS
The Set Preferences dialog also enables you
to suppress the ST's warning messages,
such as those which appear when you're
about to delete a file. Beginners may find that

insert the 'B' disk into drive A. There's a valid

it's wise to have these remain active until

reason for this, which we'll explain in another
episode of Absolute Beginners.
To install another drive, click on an existing
icon to select it, then drop down the Options
menu and select Install Disk Drive. A dialog
like that of Figure 5 appears. From here you
can remove (ie de-install) the selected drive,
or change the information in the Drive Identi
fier: and Icon Label: rows, click the Install

they're fully conversant with the workings of

button and install a new drive.

When next you return to the Desktop, a
new icon will be there bearing the name and
identifier you typed into the dialog. You can
cancel the install procedure at any time by
clicking the Cancel button in the install

the Desktop.

After clicking on the options you want in
Set Preferences, click OK (or cancel if you

want to revert to the original settings), you'll
be returned to the Desktop and the new set
tings will be come into force.
You might think that all of the useful system
settings you've made with the menus on the
menu bar are really going to improve your
enjoyment of the ST. But unless you save the
settings, 'all be come to nought' when you
switch off the machine. To save, simply drop

down the Options menu and select Save
Desktop.
This function saves system changes such

dialog.

You can change the name of existing
floppy and hard drives using the install dia
log, if you want something slightly more
meaningful than 'Floppy Drive' You might, for
example, like to call one drive Accounts' and

as those made using the View menu into a
system file known as DESKTORINF. Next
time you power up the ST, all of the changes
you made previously will be there just as

the other 'Data' or one 'HateMail' and the

The last function under Options is Print
Screen. Selecting this will send an exact

other 'Banker', whatever suits you...

before.

copy of the current screen to your printer. You

ADD AN APPLICATION
The next function on the Options menu is
Install Application. Occasionally, after buying
a new piece of software - usually a serious
application - you'll find that rather than hav

ing to click its program icon to run it, you can
simply click one of the data files generated
by the program and it will run automatically,
loading in the clicked data file as it does so.
For example, you may have a database

can also invoke the function by typing the
ALTERNATE and HELP keys together -

pressing those keys midway through printing
pauses the process. Press them again to
continue.

Print Screen is not quite as easy to use as

might at first be thought. You must have a
printer capable of bit-image graphics repro
duction, such as an Epson FX-80, attached
to the ST and it must be installed using a

program which generates data files with the
extension .DAT. By typing this into the Docu
ment Type: row in the Install Application...
dialog, you can run the program by clicking
any file with the .DAT extender, providing

function known as Install Printer from the

they're both in the same directory.

Accessories next month.

Desk menu.

We'll talk more about Install Printer, the

many other standard system DAs, and vari
ous public domain and commercial Desktop

Atari ST User
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subscribe to
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FLIMBO'S QUEST

Take on the might of an entire alien
nation as you attempt to put a stop to

oin the most unlikely of Heroes as he
attempts to save his beloved girlfriend

their war-like intentions.

from the clutches of an evil sorcerer.

Having scored a universally acclaimed hit
with X-Out, Rainbow Arts have spent 18 months
creating the next challenge - Z-Out. Featuring
simultaneous two-player action, Z-Out will test
both your arcade skills and you strategic planning
as you assess the best way in which to dispatch

Featuring some of the cutest arcade graphics
around, Flimbo's Quest takes you on a journey of

your alien foes to their deaths.

DEFENDER II

The original Williams coin-op became a
legend
in
the
field
of
arcade
entertainment. Now, thanks to Arc, you

have the chance to relive those glorious
days.
Calling upon the talents of Jeff Minter, Arc
present you with three games in one. Now you
can choose between the original Defender,
Defender 2 and Stargate. Learn to live on the
edge as you take on the alien hordes. Buy Def 2
and experience the shoot'em-up to end all others.

adventure and danger. Can you guide our
broken-hearted hero in a search for his long-lost

love? The route is full of diabolical dangers that
only the best will overcome. Take up the
challenge and help Flimbo in his magnificent
quest.

RRP

£19.99
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Please register my subscription to Atari ST User

Valid to February 28, 1991

Please tick the appropriate boxes

— including my fantastic
FREE monthly disk!
12 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION (UK only)
UK Subscription including my free copy of:
NEW

Z-Out
£34.95 •
9388
Flimbo's Quest £34.95 •
9384
Defender II
£34.95 LU 9386

EUROPE & EIRE

RENEWAL

CD 9389
•
9385
CD 9387

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

Subscription including monthly disk

£39.95

Orders received by Jan 18 will commence with March issue
Payment: please indicate method (•)

•

Subscription including monthly disk

RENEWAL

NEW

9390

•

NEW

9391

£54.005

•

RENEWAL

9302

•

9393

_Signed

Name
Address

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Interactive Publishing
Expiry

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/BarclaycardA/isa/Connect
No. I
I
|
I
|
|
|
I
| I
I
I |

Post Code

Date

Daytime telephone number incase ofqueries

Send to: Database Direct,
FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB

(No stamp needed if posted in UK)
Atari ST User

Order at any time of
the day or night

Orders by phone: 051 -357 1275

Orders by fax: 051 -357 2813
Don't forget to give your name,
address and credit card number

Orders by MicroLink:MAG001

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

Write ONip now
Hankering after a copy of the latest
word processing package? Write ON, hot
onto the market, could be yours...
T o celebrate the grand opening of Compo
Software's UK office, almost £500 worth of
prizes have been handed over to 'USER. But
we got to thinking that it would be greedy to
keep them all to ourselves, so here's your chance to
win the powerful entry-level word processor, Write
ON, which is among the first of Compo's products
due for release.

Get it fast, get it first, get it here! All you have to
do is spot the differences between these two
superbly composed pages, which you could produce
with Write ON. There are seven differences to be

found - circle each one carefully.

Then, in 20 words or less, tell us why you think
we should give you a copy of Write ON. The more
begging and pleading you can manage to fit into 20
words, the better.
Ten copies of Write ON will be given away to the
first 10 correct and complete entries which amuse
us. To enter, you'll have to cut out your entry and
send it to:
I WANT

TO

WRITE

NOW

COMPETITION

Atari ST User, Europa House, Adlington Park

A

File

Hriteon

Block

Type

•Pl.fll

Style

Layout

Edit |

Page

3 LiP

I

ABEKHiE

Automatic Pagination fl
Overbite Mode
,/ ShoH IMDs

£50 gives everything that will be needed.
The program is supplied on two floppy disks and, after
disks, the program must be initialised on to floppy disk
ted disks at the ready this is easy to do and only takes a c

AIns
I

Hyphenation,..

Iaster-

Preferences,•,

orniat-

Load Macro,,,
ndicaWrite ON boots up to place an Apple Macintosh-like sc_ Save Macro...
Hon of how the program continues to act. The top of the screen is taken up with a series of
GEM-based menus, from within nearly all operations are carried out, Some functions take ad
vantage of dialog boxes and these are listed in the drop-down menus and are extended with
three dots,

The work area looks like any other WP. Whether being used on a monochrome or colour monitor
the text is in black on a white background, The cursor is shown in the form of a thick vertical
line and the whole area is clear and gives no eye strain when used for long periods of time unlike some software.

Although the program is written around the GEM-environment, keyboard shortcuts accommo
date for experienced users and make user-commands much nippier - there's no need for your

Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
Entries must be received before 31 March 1991

and the winner will be announced in the May issue
of 'USER.

A File Block Type Style Layout Edit nffSTTTl
hold

Pi Al

1

£50 gives everything that will be needed,

Page

HBILi

Automatic Formatting F
y Automatic Pagination R
OverMrite Mode
y ShoN IMGs

The program is supplied on two floppy disks and, aftetb

Huohenation,..

disks, the program must be initialised on to floppy disk; Preferences.
ted disks at the ready this is easy to do and only takes a <
Load Macro,,.

Write ON boots up to place an Apple Macintosh-like sd Save Macro.

AIns
I
lastet-

~fp~ ormatL
S ndica

tion of how the program continues to act. The top of the screen is taken up with a series of
GEM-based menus, from within nearly all operations are carried out, Some functions take ad
vantage of dialog boxes and these are listed in the drop-down menus and are extended with
three dots.

The work area looks like any other WP, Whether being used on a monochrome or colour monitor
the text is in black ON a white background. The cursor is shown in the form of a thick vertical
line and the whole area is clear and gives no eye strain when used for long periods of time unlike some software.

Although the program is written around the GEM-environment, keyboard shortcuts accommo
date for experienced users and make user-commands much nippier - there's no need for your

Atari ST User

HiSoft - Your 2nd Manual
Want to know more about the secret, and not-so-secret workings of your
ST? Your 2nd Manual, written by Andreas Ramos, contains all you'll ever
need to know - how to do repairs and recover lost information, hints and
tips, short-cuts, and much more. Also included are two free double-sided
disks - a Public Domain Disk containing lots of goodies, and a HiSoft
Demo Disk with full demo versions of five great programs. So what are
you waiting for? We have limited stock - buy today for only £12.95

It's Amazing!
It's Radical!

It's the Rolling1

A complete drawing board in one
simple unit. With a rolling ruler you
can draw:

*
*
*
*

Horizontal parallel lines
Vertical parallel lines
Perfect right angles with ease
Any other angles from 1° to 359°

* Clever circles

Available in two sizes 22cm (8in) and 30cm
(12in) this great offergets you both rolling

STOS GAME

rulers forjust £5.95 (RRP £9.99)

MAKER

s innovative design gives the new rolling
ruler the ability to draw vertical and horizontal

MANUAL

lines without lifting it off the paper, parallel
lines, angles, circles, musical staves and
graphs with ease, making it ideal for the
home, the office, schools, workshops and
3D design work.

The essential companion to max
imising the power of your creative
talents. Written by the author of the
original STOS manual

ONLY £1 l.95|

To order, please use the form opposite
I

I
*

Now you can t
ably the tough
set of pens in
world-for mi

less than half pn
(Or buy two - and get them both for
almost a quarter of the normal price)

The three pens that make up the Pentech 200
pen set can stand up to the roughest treatment you
can inflict on them - and still give you best possible
writing quality. The pens, made to the highest standards of
workmanship, are not only robust but are of classic
appearance suitable for all occassions from the home to the

Board Room, from the school essay to the best selling novel
We have made a special purchase of a limited number of

'Pentech sets and can now offer you this unique, high-quality
writing technology at a price never before possible.

normal retail price is £37.85. But with this special offer you
can buy one set for just £14.95. Buy a second to offer a
colleague as a present and we'll send you the two sets for £20!
You can buy with confidence. Each
set comes with a lifetime guarantee.

The three pull-top
pens in their
presentation
case consist of
One cartridge pen
One ballpoint pen
One fine liner

Choose from
smart matt black
or satin chrome
metal finish

To order, please use the form opposite
~m

-•

O
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ORDER FORM
Using a system of
strengthened steel rods

All prices include postage, packing and VAT for
UK orders. Europe and Overseas orders incur
additional postage charges as shown. Please

these handsome binders

allow up to 28 days for delivery

will hold 12 issues of your
favourite magazine
securely in place. Why
rummage through cup

ONLY £5.95!

£7.50

9442

£20.00

9443

5 assorted disks
25 assorted disks

Valid to February 28,1991

ROLLING RULER

BACK ISSUES

boards and book cases

for dog-eared back
issues when you can
keep them safely together
in one place?

ATARI ST USER

COVER DISKS

August 1990
September 1990

£3.508'

9240

I

I

£3.50*

9241

I

I

October 1990

£3.509

9242

I

I

November 1990

£3.50*

9243

[Z_ZI

£3.50*

9244

I

1

£3.50*

9245 1

1

December 1990

January 1991

All sixmagazines Aug 90-Jan 91 £18.00* 9124 I
I
All back issues include coverdisk * Add£3 Europe &Eire / £7 Overseas

New

£5.95

9709 CZZ

£42.95

97 70 CZ

PRO SHARE

New

MAVIS BEACON
TEACHES TYPING
£24.99

PRO PUNTER
£24.95

9477

BATTERY CHARGER

9484

£19.95

DUST COVERS
Keep your ST free from dirt
and dust with these smart
dust covers. Made from

rugged PVC, bound with
strong cotton and sporting
the distinctive Atari ST logo,
these are the perfect way to

DISC BARGAINS
Breach

£9.95

9458 I

I

American Dreams

£17.95

9707 I

I

Future Dreams

£17.95

9708

I

I

KSpread 2
£34.95
Thingsto do with Numbers £9.95

9479 I
9404 I

I
I

Chess Simulator

£19.95

97 75

I

Welltris NEW
Toyota Challenge

£19.95
£19.95

97 74
9725

I

DISKBOXES

PEN TECIBlack

£14.95

9485 l_

Silver

£14.95

9486

Both

£20.00

9487

I

£12.95

I

Plus post and packing £1.50
TOTAL

Send to: Database Direct,
FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port,

£9.95

9477

£5.95

9478

BINDERS

of certain items could take

up to 28 days

Each one also features

ONLY £4.95!

9111 I

South Wirral L65 3EB

particles

the Atari ST User logo and
can hold up to 50 disks.

New

(No stamp needed if posted in UK)
Products are normally despatched
within 48 hours of receipt but delivery

ST COMPENDIUM

These sturdy closeable
boxes will protect your

disks from damaging dust

YOUR SECOND
MANUAL

For Europe and Eire add £3 and
for Overseas add £5 towards postage
(unless otherwise specified)

protect your micro.

ONIY £4.95!

9433

DUST COVERS

Order at any time of the day or night

£4.95

97 79

£4.95

9735

I

I

Orders by phone: 051 -357 1275
Orders by Fax: 051 -357 2813

DISK BOXES

Orders by MicroLink: MAG001
General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

NEED SOME

DISKS'

MUSIC PRODUCTS
Soundblaster

£44.99

9482

Mastersound 2

£34.95

9704

Quartet

£44.95

9705

Bundle of Three

£99.95

9706

Payment: please indicate method (/)
I

I

Cheque/Eurocheque made to Database Direct
Aocess/Mastercard/BarclaycardA/isa/Connect
No.

here's always a demand for spa
disks - and at Atari ST User \

£11.95

ltd have never bet

JUL
Name

9476

can safely re|

Signed ...

ROMBO VIDI-ST
Vidi-ST

R £7.50!
25 FOR £20!

/

STOS GAMEMAKER
MANUAL

ver disks, but they :
them and use them for any |
you like. Look at these prices

Expiry date

New

£84.99

9420

Vidichrome- Col Upgrade £19.95
RGB Splitter
£54.95

9727
9728

Address.

PLAY AND READ

TO ORDER FILL
IN THE FORM
OPPOSITE

Prof plays a new game

£24.99

9474 I

I

Post code

Daytime telephone number in case of queries:

HARLEKIN

New
£44.95

9702

ST2
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Your Magazine

THE MEGA MIGHTY

XH

Needs You!
Britain's hottest publishing company is
expanding fast. With four top-selling
magazines and several planned launches, we
are looking for skilled, enthusiastic staff at all
levels to carry Interactive Publishing into the
21st century - do you have what it takes?
• Good general knowledge of the ST
• Sound writing skills
• An ability to meet strict deadlines

• An interest in the computer market
• Loads of enthusiasm
• A sense of humour

If you have the skills we are looking for, we may
be able to offer you freelance or full-time work.
We offer competitive salaries and an attractive
working environment.

THE UK'S NUMBER 1 ST DEMO SPECIAUST
The Lostboys Disk Mag 3. 2 x D/S Disks £5.00
The Walker Demo D/S 1 Meg of RAM
The Walker 2 Demo D/S 1 Meg of RAM
The Run Demo D/S 1 Meg of RAM
Noisetracker latest version 1.5 D/S

Silents UK Digitrax - Amiga Music D/S
Silents UK - Amiga Music Hack No 1 D/S
Silents UK - Sound FX, Red Sector Music D/S
The Lostboys Life's a Bitch, Mega Demo S/S
The Inner Circle Decade Demo D/S
Persistence of Vision Discs 1 to 39 D/S
POV = Demo Club Soundtracker 1 to 30 D/S
Archies Music Demo, Mega Music Disk D/S
Rasterat - Into the Trashcan, not STE D/S
Vision Factory, Lots of Amiga House Music D/S
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 1 Meg D/S
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles any 520 ST D/S
Galtan 6 by the CIA Mega Demo D/S
STE Stereo Soundtracker! D/S

Send a CV to:

ALL DISKS EXCEPT MAGGIE 3 COST £2.50 EACH

I Want To Work For Atari ST User,
The Editor, Interactive Publishing,
Europa House, Adlington Park,

OUR DISC CATALOGUE COSTS JUST £1.00!
OR SEND A BLANK DISK AND 1ST CLASS STAMP

23 ALMA PLACE, SPILSBY, LINCS PE23 5LB

Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

TEL(0790) 53741

INPUT/OUTPUT PORT
E24.95 Any ST, New product
Provides 8 outputs + 5 inputs + instructions.
SENSOR & CONTROL EXPERIMENTERS KIT

£19.95

Details on how to interface your ST to robots, light bulbs, motors, sensors etc. Includes 6 electronic
projects + software on disk. No soldering required. Projects plug into I/O port above.
(Projects include relay + motor + reed switch + tilt switch)
AMPLIFIED SPEAKER SYSTEM
E25.95 Any ST
Very stylish excellent quality loudspeaker with built in 5 watt amp. Includes volume control + mains
adaptor, (see *)
STE STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM

1.5 watt version = £29.95

5 watt version = £37.95

2 amplified speakers with volume control + mains adaptor
ST TO HI Fl CONNECTOR
£10.95 (ST) £7.95 (STE stereo)
Gives much superior sound. 4 metre lead with 2 phono plug (see -:):-)

ST TO HEADPHONE CONNECTOR

£10.95 (ST) £7.95 (STE super Stereo)

Takes 1 standard headphone or 2 Walkman type phones (see -*-)
THE LOBSTER (MONITOR SWITCHBOX) (by popular demand)
SPECIAL OFFER £14.95
Swap between colour and mono monitors without unplugging. Same high quality Atari Grey case as
the popular Limpet (below). Attaches by velcro and includes audio output.
THE LIMPET SWITCHBOX

(ST + Amiga)
SPECIAL OFFER £14.95
The Limpet eliminates the necessity to repeatedly plug
and unplug the mouse and second joystick. Now just
swap between them at the flick of a switch! Prevents mal
function of the ports. Sticks to your computer with velcro.
DOUBLE LIMPET

(Plugs into Port 0 and Port 1) SPECIAL OFFER £19.95
13 pin Din plug
(ST Monitor £3.50,13 pin Din socket £4.50 (both in line)
14 pin Din plug (ST Drive) £3.00,14 pin Din socket £4.00 (both in line)
-;•:• This audio product plugs Into the ST monitor port but you can still connect a monitor. Please state if STE.
"You seem to click and

PAINTP0T

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE
ADD £3.50 P&P FOR GUARANTEED 3 DAY DELIVERY AND £9 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY
ATARIS
TURBO PACK
1040 STE+ EXTRA PACK

f 349
£420

DISCOVERY PACK
1040 STE+ SUPER PACK

£259
£420

PORTFOLIO

£175

LYNX

£115

JOYSTICKS

Exterminator

£6 Apache 131

QuickshotIII Turbo£9.50

Zipstick
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Star Pro

Superboard

ACCESSORIES

£6.50 Mouse Mat..:

Cleaning Kit

£1.50

£8
£7

Dust Cover
Printer Lead

£8

£9

Mouse Bracket

£3

£7.50

Kontx Speed King

,, 1000 Labels
£27 MoU5(, Housc

£10

Command Module

£15

£11

£2.50

£17 IS**.8?Lead..£4.50
Printer Stand

CALL OR SEND CHEQUES TO B.C.S. LTD,
349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON BN1 6JJ

7 0273 506269/0831279084 7days 24 hours i
-* 5 2
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£14.95

The Most Friendly ST Graphics
Package. 3 years in development.

ST World, March '90

Paintpot makes it easy to create the highest quality colour or monochrome graphics withany
ST, MEGA or STE in all 3 resolutions.
"Very friendly....Good value, [at £19.95]" ST Format
"Using Paintpot is 8 real pleasure....Surprisingly large number of features." Micromart

• 4096 colours (STE)• 9 screens (1040) • GEMFonts • Fullycompatiblefileformats - NEO, DEGAS,IMG
• 28 page manual.

Ask your P.D.libraryfor the PP Demo Disk

STAR LC-200 PRINTER £199

-1

£5

version 2.1

achieve results quite
intuitively."
"I particularly liked the
brush selecting method

Prices include P&P. Overseas orders please add £1
Please make your cheque or Postal order payable to SWITCHSOFTand send to:

SWITCHSOFT, Dept STU5,

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE:

163a Woodland Road,
Darlington,

0325 464423 (anytime)

County Durham DL3 9ND..

SWITCHSOFT

Enquiries: Please ring 0325 482454
(after 6.30pm)

YOUR ORDER WILL BE PROCESSED AS FAST AS HUMANLY POSSIBLE
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/#« Waugh brings you two fabulous pages packed with news on \
Patchbase, Quinsoft UK, and notforgettingJukeboxJargon

Andrea Claire, the new girl in the class, goes back to school.. or
rather back to school software
* * r

Fielding Mellish digs deeper into Michtron's BBS and goes on to
discover that null modem isn't as scary as it sounds
i
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Gunter Minnerup looks through Windows 3 again to find the
missing icons. He can make operating easierfor you
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Cyclops is back to blow your minds with Captive. He also
manages to force his way in to the Corporation
a
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Charles Michael investigates the Calamus guide, hunts for the
missing graphics, then has his edges cropped
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MIDI AND MUSIC edited by IAN WAUGH

the correct instrument. It runs in

This month,

with

with Patchbase,

the

user's

name

which

appears on the top of the screen.
There are actually two pro
grams - one to put the data in
and another to get it out. The
retrieval program is a desk
accessory enabling you to run it
with a (GEM-based) sequencer
of your choice.

binaural

recording and
budget voice
editors...

There are five columns. The

What's

new in the music

column

this

month?

An

left one selects Patch Families
and

the

others

are

Device

extra page, that's what! If

columns. You can select another

it continues growing at
this exponential rate it'll
only be, well, er, (grab
calculator),
six
months

three sets of Device columns,
giving access to 16 Devices, one

before

it

takes

over

the

magazine completely. And
why ever not?
The extra page means
more news, views and

A Patch Family for synths con
tains

instrument

names

and

sound descriptions, but you
could equally well use Patchbase with

a MIDI effects unit,

MIDI patchbay or mixer.

same MIDI channel as an instru

notes.

what sound this is on the instru

suggestions

about the future content of

the
music
pages
welcome, too.

are

To create a database, set a
Device column to transmit on the

ment. The program sends Pro
gram Change Number 0. See

ment, enter it into the program
and log it under a Patch Family.
To choose a sound, select a

necessity. The original version of

Patch Family and the sounds
assigned to it will appear.
Clicking on one sound will
send the
relevant Program
Change Number out on the

Patchbase

Device's MIDI channel.

PATCHBASE 2.0
Here's a neat idea which arose,

like all good inventions, out of
was

dPatchbase

-

developed for non-commercial
use in Goldsmith's College. Sub
sequent enhancements led
version

2

which was

to

released

commercially by the developer,
Audio Integer.
The idea behind Patchbase is

quite

simple.

It acts

as

a

database and stores the sounds

in your instruments. The sounds
are filed in categories such as
Pianos, Basses, Synths, Saxo
phones and so on.
Once the information is in, any
sound can be searched for by
category and then selected on
Desk

File

Functions

IjoMil

Quantize

MIDI

Patchbase stores the Program
Change Numbers which recall
the voices in your instruments. It
doesn't actually store voice data
- that would be asking too much.
If you

load

a

new set of

sounds, these will have to be
added

to

the

• Quinsoft, UK producer of Trax,
the suite of Recording Studio
Manager programs which we

211 Frederick Road, Hastings,

looked at in the December issue

• DACS (we plugged their hitech MIDI cables last month)

of 'USER, is developing a range
of budget-priced voice editors
especially for the ST.
Three are currently available one for the Casio VZ range
(£49.95), another for the Kawai
K4 (£79.95 range (£49.95), one
for the Kawai K4 (£79.95), and a
Proteus Editor (£79.95) which is
compatible with all versions and
variations of the Proteus. The

first lucky 50 VZ and K4 cus

for each MIDI channel.

reviews. So I'll start by
asking you for your letters,
comments, program hints
and tips, moans, groans,
brickbats and five pound
Any

NEWS ROUNDUP

hi-res, and although the disk isn't
protected, each copy is stamped

sound storage

database

too

(using a different Device), and
any changes made to the order

encounter

is

instrument's

the

result

deviation

of

an

from

so-called 'standard' MIDI voice

Flags

Options

Edit

Copy

has become the sole UK distrib

utor for the Jellinghaus C-Mix
mixer automation system.
The controlling software (cur
rently version 3) runs on an ST,
of course. C-Mix is now so well

established throughout Europe
(it's already installed in over 600
studios) that it's a standard
option on many consoles and is
easily retro-fitted.

tomers will receive free banks of
sounds.
The editors also include a free

program called The Incredible
Dump, a generic dump utility
designed to rival Steinberg's
Satellite program. Other editors
are in the pipeline.
Distribution
is
through
Patchworks, Frederick House,

But excellence doesn't come

cheap. A 16-channel system
(including computer and moni

tor) will cost around £4,000
although a budget version is
available for £2,400.
More information from DACS

at Stonehills Complex, Shields
Road, Pelaw, Tyne & Wear NE10
0HW. Tel: 091 4385585.

selection but this is likely to be a
problem with instruments and

organ? It's probably Program
Change Number 0, but the ques

software for some time.

tion is, is the sound numbered 0
or 1, or is it Bank ASoundl?

Patchbase is ideal with preset
instruments or in studios or col

leges where a fairly static setup
is maintained. Its advantage is
that anyone can come in to use
the equipment and immediately
see what sounds are on offer.

Even if you continually change
sounds,

Patchbase

could

be

useful with FX units, MIDI switch
ers or a MIDI mixer.

Patchbase 2.0 is £39.95 (edu
cational discount available) from:
Audio Integer, 7 The Woodlands,

Of course, when you are using
a Program Change Table, any
incoming Patch Change Number
can be made to select any
sound.

Many sequencers let you give
each track a Program Change
Number which will

Tel: 081 698 0534.

be transmit

ted prior to play. If your
sequencer has an event list, you
may find it more convenient to

insert'Program Change Numbers
here.

Hither Green, London SE13 6TZ.

If your instrument is arranged
in banks - and most are - how

of the sounds would also have to

be changed in the database.
One problem which you may

East Sussex. Tel: 0424 436674.

A CHANGE OF VOICE
What MIDI Program Change
Number do you send to select
the
first
sound
on
your
synth/expander/keyboard/piano/

do you know what Program
Change Number will select the
sound in, say, Bank C Voice 7?
The easiest way to find out is by
trial and error - it'll only take a

few minutes plus a pen and

PB2E.PR6

••".rKv",;°."r::;ll pbtchpad!
c

TZ

HL3^

COCX:r_^ULjl-]-ILUI_LJC
mLjJLLuODBB^r

Patchpad - a desk accessory for transmitting Program Change Numbers
running with C-Lab's Notator Version 3

"•

""•

•**•
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When using Patchbase five columns are shown on-screen. From here
you select both Patch Family and Device

I

1

^

TO

i—i

o

LXZl

In all, 16 Devices can be selected, one for each MIDI channel

All about Patchbase 2 - the beginning of designer software?

paper, and will be well worth the
time and ink used.

If your instrument has more
than 128 sounds, how do you

select the same sound. If this

managed to access them all?
Again, most instruments use a
Program Change Table. How

happens, it's nothing to worry

ever, in instruments such as the

about, it's just the way the
machine has been designed.

SY77

The MIC (MIDI Implementa
tion Chart), which is the page
that looks like a manic game of
noughts and crosses, should
explain just what's going on.

bold step of using two consecu
tive Program Change Numbers

You may find that different
Program
Change
Numbers

which

can

hold

256

sounds, Yamaha has taken the

to select some sounds.

This is fine if you have access
to an event editor, but not so fine

if your software can only transmit
one Program Change Number
per voice select instruction,

bank as opposed to a voice.
Obviously, we will only see this
in new equipment and software

such as Patchbase.

- that is, if developers decide to
implement it.

Clearly the situation is in a bit
of a mess and needs tidying up.
Enter the MIDI Bank Change
message. This has recently
been added to the MIDI specifi

ROM, but I wouldn't bank on it!

The MIDI Bank Change mes

three different ways of selecting

sage enables, as you would
expect, the direct selection of a

and exciting innovation?

1

©

There may be retro-fit kits for
synths if the instructions are
stored in an easily-changeable
What fun we'll have then with

cation.

i

o

©

a sound! Isn't MIDI a wonderful

•

s

JUKEBOX JARGON
Program Change
Num
bers: The MIDI protocol sup

ports 128 voice change mes
sages which are, in true com
puter fashion, strictly numbered
from 0 to 127. On the actual

instrument the sounds may be
numbered consecutively or
arranged in banks of eight or
16 sounds.

MIDI is like a living organism
which continues to grow and
evolve. When its specifications

were originally drawn up, it was
probably thought that 128 mes
sages would be enough.
With the advent of more powT
erful programming techniques
and cheaper memory, methods
of accessing over 128 sounds
via MIDI were required.
The Program Change Table
was one of the very first devel
opments, while Yamaha's novel

Program Change Table:
When instruments were pro

lets you assign any incoming
Program Change Number to
any internal sound.
For example, the first few
entries of such a table might

duced

look like this:

answer. The latest development
is the Bank Change message.

128

with

sounds,

more

than

^3
i—i

©
TO

manufacturers

o

devised a method of accessing

Incoming

the extra sounds via MIDI. This

message no:

is how the Program Change

1

4

Table was developed.

2

16

Internal

Sound:

approach, (see A Change Of

It's a relatively simple user-

3

7

Voice) is another non-standard

definable look-up table which

4

140

i

FIVE THINGS YOU NEVER
KNEW ABOUT PIANOS ...
1. In Nov 1977 an upright piano was
demolished in 1min 37sec -

a

record

held by none other than the Tinwald
Rugby Football Club, New Zealand.
Who said football players were uncul
tured?

2. If you've got $390,000 to spare then
you could buy the most expensive
piano ever sold.
3. The pianist with the greatest num
ber

of

blisters

on

his

fingers

had

played for 50 days and 18 hours - wow,
what a social life.

4. If you've got really tiny fingers the
smallest ever playable piano measures
19.05 x 8.57 x 16.5 cm.

5. The longest bass string in a piano
was 9 ft 11 in long

i

©

THE FUTURE'S HERE!
After the rise - and rapid fall - of sound
systems such as ambisonic, surround-asound, quadraphonic and so on, most
of us content ourselves with good
ol' stereo.

But now, Roland, manufacturer of
musical instruments such as the toprange D-70 and the popular MT-32
expander, has developed a 3D sound

system which you can play on an ordi
nary stereo system!
The RSS (Roland Sound Space) sys

tem is a development of binaural
recording, but you can play it on any
stereo system you want, not just using
headphones.
Playing a binaural recording on
speakers tends to introduce left/right

o

aural crosstalk. The RSS incorporates
binaural recording plus a transaural pro
cessor to reduce crosstalk. The 3D

sound image is created during record
ing using simple controls - no extra
equipment is needed on playback.

Although the RSS is still at the proto
type stage, 3D CDs which have been
released in Japan and the UK as demos
to the industry have met with enthusi
astic response. A basic system will

s

start from around £35,000.
RSS should be in commercial use by
the end of the year. When it filters
down to consumer level, there's no rea

TO
o

son why synths could not include 3D
sounds and we may even find a 3D
sound chip in a computer.
o
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Pro STUDIO QUALITY
SONG FILES
FROM THE UK's LEADING
COMPUTER SEQUENCE ARRANGERS

GET YOUR COMPUTER & MUSIC
EQUIPMENT ALL UNDER ONE ROOF!
COMPUTER SEQUENCE SONG FILES:

* Mind blowing Music & Sequences
• Standard Midi File & Pro24

* Easily modified by you
•*• Used by top Pro-Musicians

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.
Superbly reviewed educational

• Rock & Classics such as:

adventure. Develops reading and
imagination.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)

IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

IBM, ST, AMIGA. Keyboard trainer
which helps spelling.

Highlyrated primary maths
programs. Selection of games.
Add and Subtract

THE BEST IN EDUCATION
HOW TO ORDER

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA. "The best
primary programs Ihave yet seen."
Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)

tutor. Received excellent reviews.

ORDER DIRECT TO:

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW ST, AMIGA, CPC,

CBM (D). Very comprehensive
coverage of all the major aspects of
maths for this age group. Excellent

Michael Jackson
Michael Jackson
Black Box
Shakatak
J. S. Bach
Dvorak

"Very high standard"... Sound on Sound
£19.95 per disk of 4
COMPUTERS - KEYBOARDS & INSTRUMENTS:

Atari - Acorn- Amstrad - Yamaha - Casio - Roland - Korg - Also
Saxophones & all other wind instruments

IBM 5'/4 or 3'/2, ST & STE, AMIGA £22.95

IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,
BBC, CBM (D). Highlyacclaimed
Challenging.

BAD
THRILLER
RIDE ON TIME
NIGHT BIRDS
TOCCATA & FUGUE
NEW WORLD SYMPHONY

£16.95

FREE CATALOGUE

School Software Ltd.,
Talt Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-45399.
Fax Orders: 010 353-61 -44315.

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.):

GABRIELS LTD
COMPUTERS & KEYBOARDS
DIRECT TO YOU ANYWHERE IN THE UK!

0705 - 736820
ORDER BY PHONE WITH VISA & ACCESS

010 353-61-45399.
Others Tel: 010 353-61-45399.

LIVE IN LEEDS?
... THEN LET'S GET SERIOUS!
WE HAVE MOVED!

Why not visit Leeds' no.l Atari ST Dealer
at our new City centre superstore?

Your Atari ST is

I

the only teacher

I

which YOU CONTROL!

We specialise in DTP, MIDI, GRAPHICS, and BUSINESS

applications and always have in stock a great choice of
serious software plus, of course, the full range of Atari
ST computers and related hardware. All on demo too so

you can TRY BEFORE YOU BUY. And if you want
competitive prices, we've got them too...eg
520 Discovery Pack
£279
520 STE Turbo Pack
1040 STE Extra Pack

£369
£449

520 1 Meg
,
520 2 Meg
520 4 Meg
48 Meg Hard Drives
SM124 (when bought with 1040)

£379
£489
£599
£469
£100

PC Emulators

CALL

All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice

PLUS
for the MIDI MUSICIAN
an exciting range of
Yamaha, Roland and Cheetah synths, keyboards and four tracks.
Why hop between computer and music stores when you can get
the best advice and deals under one roof.

Miditech
MIDITECH, 54 THE BALCONY
MERRION CENTRE, LEEDS 2
0532 446520
Access & Visa Welcome
Atari ST User

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.
Subjects include...

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic
Reviewed in

ST Format (August '90)

87%^\

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your
computer. Ourprograms even allow you to add your
own lesson material.

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE
of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

Qkosmos

EDUCATION edited by ANDREA CLAIRE
Andrea Claire
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Curriculum

being

bandied about in the media at

Pyramids holds a certain exotic fascination

Make learning how to read fun.,

the moment, parents are not sur

prisingly confused and maybe a
little worried about their child's

progress in many areas of the
Curriculum.
HS Software has devised a

number

of

packages

which

encourage children to learn by
using carefully directed play
activities. These specific activi
ties

are

chosen

to

enhance

selected areas of the Curricu

lum,

and

thus

enable

both

teachers and parents to gauge a
child's progress relative to the
attainment targets laid out in the
National Curriculum. The range
of

software

"National

available

includes

Curriculum

details

about the attainment targets and
key stages for which each pro
gram is suitable".
Not only does HS software
produce programs incorporating
spelling, basic grammar and
creative techniques; it also pro
duces
a
maths
package
devised to cover a range of
attainment targets for Key Stage
One (five to seven-year-olds).
And its new releases include a

comprehensive software pack
age for "Primary School National
Curriculum record keeping and
reporting", intended to make the
teacher's job that little bit easier.

LEARNING FOR FUN
HS Software's latest packages
are designed to encourage chil
dren to build upon their existing
knowledge of language and
reading skills, in an attractive
and entertaining way. The Read
Right Away, Package 2, for
children from six to nine years
(Key Stage 1/2) provides pro
gressive follow up activities from
Package 1 in the same series.
Building upon the initial phon
ics used in Pack 1, it progresses
to simple digraphs and word
building exercises. The pack
contains two similar programs:
Pyramids and Sploosh. Both
are reasonably flexible, and
levels of difficulty can be select
ed to suit the individual.

The first of the programs,
Pyramids, is an extremely
visual game with lots of positive
reinforcement for young learn
ers. The instructions are clear

Word-building games encourage reluctant learners

Sploosh is swimmingly good fun

and well defined, although the
game would need to be demon
strated to a young audience - a
repeat of basic instructions
would

be

useful

on

the

first

screen.

You're presented with a pic
ture of a pyramid which is only
half-built, comprised of a num
ber of incomplete words, and a
team of strong men which you
use to complete the building.
Then you have to pick the cor
rect digraph to complete the
word -

these are carried onto

the screen by an obliging cara
van of camels.

necessary If the exercise is
completed successfully, an elec

child presses Return to install
the digraph. If it's correct, the

tronic

swimmer walks to the end of the

rendition

of

the

'Sand

Dance' is performed.
A slight bug in the program
came to light in Difficulty Mode 3
when an incorrect ending (owh)
was presented on-screen. This
could be very frustrating for a
young child - it's absolutely
essential that educational pro
grams should have all their bugs
ironed out, especially if they are
used without adult supervision.
The second program in the
pack, Sploosh, also concen
trates on word-building skills
and digraphs, but it progresses

STRONGMEN

from initial consonant blends to

The strong men, controlled by
the cursor keys, haul the
digraphs up the pyramid to fit
the word endings which are
strategically placed in the side
of the pyramid. This process is
repeated until the pyramid is
complete and fit for a pharaoh.
If there is too much procrasti

vowel digraphs. Again, the
instructions are very clearly pre
sented and a choice is given as
to the number of players and
level of difficulty. In this game,
the player controls a swimmer
using the cursor keys - pressing
Return when the player has
reach the digraph required
(which is displayed on the flag
at the top of the screen).

nation over the choice of letters,

a strong man is lost. The time
allowed for thought is reduced
as the level of difficulty is
increased, and if the wrong
digraph is selected, the player

The

swimmer

carries

the

digraph down the ladder to a

can't move it from the camel's

diving board selected by the
player. Each board contains an
incomplete word. Once the

back,

board has been reached, the

making another choice

diving board, dives into the pool
and swims back to the base of

the ladder. If a wrong selection
is made, the swimmer returns to

the base of the ladder looking
rather
downcast
at
being
deprived of a constitutional dip.
As the skill

level increases,

the number of mistakes allowed

I notice that last month's edition of The

i

<=3
i

i

is reduced. When the exercise

has been completed, the swim

mer climbs to the finishing flag
where the word "win" appears.

BOTH WELCOME

°

Both Pyramids and Sploosh will
be welcomed in any class where
phonic work is taking place.
They are very motivational, and
progress steadily from simple
blends to more complex use of
digraphs, and would encourage
children who show little interest

1

in reading to engage in reading

@

and word-building activities.
As an added bonus, they
encourage children to become

familiar with the use of comput

1

o

ers, therefore covering those
other basic attainment targets
which

are

National

laid

down

Curriculum

in

the

document

for Information Technology.

•

HOW ABOUT IT BOYS!
Teacher, the venerable organ of the NUT,
carries an ad for dare I say it, the Com
modore Amiga. "What's that?" I hear you
say. "Dissension in the ranks?"
Well nearly - the boffins at Com
modore have put together a rather nifty
education pack comprising an Amiga 500

i

with a half meg upgrade, Deluxe Paint 2,
Deluxe Print 2, Pro Write, Infofile, Music
Mouse, Let's Spell at Home, BBC emulator,
and TV Modulator, plus an introductory
video.

So where is the ST's education pack?,
Come on boys, how about it? Don't let the
competition grind you down!

Atari ST User
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fecDIALUP THE WORLD

rFLEXIl5uMp" PLUS1
SUPERB

Hi-Tec EC 2400 DELUXE MODEM

FROM YOUR

A QUAD SPEED MNP5 MODEM

COLOUR

DUMPS
PRINTER

Vary dump size from 1mm square up to 10 metres inlength, choosefrom a variety of

APPROVED forconnection lo

•

densities and passes (upto triple pass quad density). Other features include text
insertion, upright or sideways dump, invert, frame, spool, auto calculates on 1:1
aspect ratio or deselect this and stretch the dump. Anypart of a screen can be

SPECIAL OFFER

telecommunication systems specified in
the instructions for useobjecttothe
condifcns'StfbutInfhem.

selected,graphics/editing, auto greyscaling forcolour, on screen help. All thisplus
Labelmaking. Fromcomputerart to production labels Flexidump is an unrivalled

£299 + VAT

software package.

FLEXIDUMP PLUS 24 pin and 9 pin mono or colour
FLEXIDUMP MONO 9 pin
50 of the best colour pictures - comes on 5 disks

NS/3695S3/U601771

(Next Day Delivery)

PRINT YOUR OWN T-SHIRTS!

Print onto normal paper then iron on to T-shirt
LC10 4-colour heat transfer ribbon

MNP4 Error

ee us on Stand 77 at fm

J6 Bit Computer Fair-

£15.00

£17.25c

Epson FX80, LX80, LX800, StarNUO, NX10,

Okiodata ML10, Citizen 120D, Epson FX100,

correction

•

£37.95c
£19.95c
£14.95c

T-SHIRT PRINTING RIBBONS

• Fully Hayes
compatible
•

£33.00
£17.35
£13.00

Star LC10, Panasonic 1080-81 (Black)
£10.00
£11.50c
Heat transfer colour pens - set of 5 large
£15.00
£17.25c
Heat transfer colour pens - set of 5 small
£12.00
£13.80c
Heat transfer ribbons for othermakes ofprinter available soon- phone fordetails.

MNP5 Data

compression
• Battery Back
Up

ATARI ROM CARTRIDGE takes two 27256

(32k) orlwo 27512 (64k) Eproms & case

..£9.00

£10.35c

READY MADE LEADS

Maximum throughput (4800bps) with MNP5
V22 bis (2400 V22 (1200)
V23 (1200/75) V21 (300)
For use with all computers

HI-TEC MODEMS LTD
723 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HD
Telephone: (0733) 897333 Fax: (0733) 558974

Atari to Scart (not Sony, ITT or Toshiba)
Atari to printer Centronics

I

£12.00
£12.00

£13.80c
£13.80c

Also in stock: TV/Monitors + Disc Drives

For your convenience first price EX VAT second price INCVAT.
HOWTO ORDER: Enclose your cheques/PO made payable to Care
Electronics or use ACCESS, VISA. Please add carriage. a=£10.35 b=£3.45
c=£1.38 d=£2.30.

CARE ELECTRONICS, 800 ST ALBANS RD, GARSTON, WATFORD,
HERTS, WD2 6NL

Shop Open:

Mon-Thurs 9.00-5.00
Fri 9.00-4.00

TEL 0923 672102. FAX 0923 662304

a

m

A world of information

at your fingertips

The ST Club
FONTKIT PLUS 3

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, which re-configures the keyboard and changes screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price: £19.95.
UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR m

You can keep it informed with the very latest world news, share prices, weather, sports results

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III
incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder
how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free information isn't

THE CATALOGUE

trapped behind glass.Now you can...
Save or Print. Pages maybe saved or printed out.
Programmable. Thesystem can be programmed toget a series ofpagesand print orsavethem

for your own programs toaccess. It could print out thedays TV times!
Multiple display. Works with any kind ofmonitor and candisplay and update two pages simulta
neously! Pageselection from the keyboard orjustbyclicking with the mouse.
FastText. FastText reduces the waiting time for pages and the Review facility provides instant
access to the last pages received.

Digital Tuning. Tunes itself in automatically! While theprime purpose isfor Teletext if you have a

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and all of our products and services: PD disks, Books,
Budgie UK Licenseware and Laser Printing. We also publish: The Astronomy

Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM
and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current
catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

CM8833 monitor youcan use itas a colour TV.

Only a Microtext adaptor isas easytouse andcan provide all thesefacilities andmore!
Everything issupplied, all you need isany type ofSTand a normal TV aerial.
At just £129.50 +VAT (£148.93) for anadvanced Teletext TV its excellent value for money.

The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street,

Nottingham NG1 1LX (0602) 410241

International VHF/UHF version for use outside of the UK £169.50.

Make sureyou're always uptodateandgetyours from Microtext.

Please send me:

The following software packages are compatible with the
Microtext adaptor:
ProShare ST
Stock market analysis by TC Developments

Market Breaker
K-Spread4T

£49.95 inc

Stock market analysis by Jewsbury Software £69.95 inc
Spreadsheet with Teletext option by Kuma £149.94 inc

• Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)
• Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

D Free copy of the 46-page STClub catalogue
Name:

Address:

S

MICROTEXT H

Dept SU, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW
Tel: 0705 595694 Fax: 0705 593988
-•

-•

8

Atari ST User

Postcode:

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG11LX

COMMUNICATIONS edited by FIELDING MELLISH

Michtron:

marvel

deal of extra enjoyment to a BBS
because something is provided

Console IB] Waiting for carrier
Moden 1 ta] Waiting for carrier

to cater for all tastes.

mamma

But the good features don't
stop there. One of the problems
of setting up SIGs is that you
have to work hard to keep them
up to date and interesting - at
least you do with other bulletin

or menace?

Also two-way
comms with

null modem

boards.

Michtron

however,

enables

Last month I was in the process
of setting up a bulletin board

you to assign Sysops - as
opposed to the complete sys

using

BB

tem masters, Wizops, which is

package Michtron BBS (by
Michtron!) and promised to
relate more of my adventures,
and perhaps report some of the
pitfalls along the way.

what you are - to each SIG,
allowing them to control its input

Is

Michtron's

the

popular

Michtron

BBS

worth

your blunt? Should you shell out
hard earned in order to use what

you could - almost - get for free
from the public domain?

Setting up the board is fairly
straightforward. After locating
the set-up utility MAINT, creating
your board is a simple matter of
naming the board, hacking in
stats detailing your modem and

and content. All the benefits of
SIGs but none of the hard work.

All that really remains to do
before putting your BBS on line
is to create a mail area (using
the
simple
menu
options
provided by MAINT), decide on
the prompts your board will dis
play to callers, do a bit of adver
tising then sit back and wait for
the punters to come a-rolling in.
Michtron

BBS

on the block -

soon.

is

excellent.

Version 3 provides so many fea
tures you'll have the best board
unless all

1

I

1

I

I

0:80/0:00
0:80/8:B0

Michtron's Multi-User BBS, Version 2.10

Copyright (cl 1385,1986,1587 Michtron Inc.
Progran By tinothy Purves
Checking files and directories
Checking
Checking
Checking
Checking
Checking

Download folder C:SDWtll\
C:\BBS\USERL8B.BBS, User Log file

C:\BBS\HniL.BBS, Mail Data file
C:\BBS\LBStCBLL,BBS. Last Caller file
C:\BBS\DBWNL0flD.BBS, Download file

Checks conpletc

o

Waiting for a call on Console I

To begin, double-click on the BBS program. You will be greeted with a
loading screen while Michtron BBS locates the data files it needs to
operate successfully. It then loads these files

Console [01 Logon
Moden 1 to] Waiting for carrier

Fielding Mellish
-

Michtron's Multi-User BBS, Version

0:88/8:88
8188/8:88

H.IHM.I.Hjy

-

®

CONSOLE

2.10

Copyright (c) 1385,15B6,1987 Michlron Inc.
Progran By tinothy Purves

Logged on to Console
Usernane: Fielding Mellish

Can't locate you in the user log - is Fielding Mellish your nane (Y,N,0) [H] ? I

the

One of the best features of the

other kids have Michtron too, but

Michtron BBS is the 16 SIGs you
can set up. SIGs are Special
Interest Groups and enable you
to assign distinct areas of your
board to the varying interests of
your callers. This adds a great

then, since it's so flexible, your
board won't look like any other.
Next month, I'll be comparing
some of the better PD alterna
tives to decide which offers best

value for no money...

I

•

After loading, the next step is to log on at the Console, otherwise
known as your terminal, and provide a user name. The BBS runs a
search to determine whether or not you're a registered user

NULL MODEM
If you have computer owning
friends, you may sometimes want
to

be

able

to

transfer

text

and

other files between your ST and
their machines.

This is an easy task if your
friend's computer uses a disk for
mat similar to the ST's. The disk

format used by IBM PCs and clones
for example, is almost exactly the
same as that used by the ST -

there is only a one byte difference.
The PC uses this 'extra' byte to
determine whether it is accessing
a 180K, 360K or 720K drive, and

as horrific as it may at first sound.
In fact, null modem means just that
- nothing is modulated or demodu
lated by a device attached, usually
via 'phone lines, to two machines.
Instead, a simple reversed RS232
cable connects both computers
together, cutting out the modem/
telephone line intermediaries. The
result is fast, reliable communica
tions between any two computers
with serial ports and comms soft
ware available.

How do you construct a null
modem cable? Simple. It's exactly

whether that drive is a 5.25 inch or
3.5 inch device.

in a

format

cable with one important excep
tion, pin 2 on one end is connected
to pin 3 at the other end, and pin 3
at the first end is connected to pin
2. In this way, one machine trans
mits via its TX connection directly
into the other machine's RX con
nection.

Direct cabling such as null
modem enables computers to use
very
fast
data
transmission
speeds, because there is little like
lihood of data being corrupted by

If you're not especially handy
with a soldering iron, buy a pre-

that

o

m

To perform a data transfer, set
the

That's right, null modem. You've
probably all heard mention of it,
but how many of you know exactly

Virtually the same as a standard RS232
cable, the transmit/receive and request to

both computers to the highest
speed - around 19,200 baud - and
equivalent parity and word length.
Select a file transfer, set the

send/clear to send lines are reversed so

other machine to receive and the

that communication can proceed...

file will zip across the cable.

Rest easy, null modem isn't quite

@

null modem cable.

null modem cable.

make use of it?

^2

constructed standard RS232 cable,
open up one end, desolder wires 2
and 3, resoldering them to pins 3
and 2 respectively. The result is a

can't be read by the ST, a Mac or
Commodore Amiga for example,
then the only course of action is to
resort to something known as a

what null modem is or how best to

glzi

line noise as there is with trans
missions across the PSTN.

If however, the
files on the
machine you want to communicate
with are stored

the same as an ordinary RS232

communications

software

of

o

o

Atari ST User

UteSEruEofHampshire
Best for service
Star

LCIOMono
£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)
LC200 Colour

LC10 ribbon £4.60 inc.
Black ribbon £6.32 inc.
Colour ribbon £12.65 inc.

£199.00 (£173.04 +VAT)
(with Cable & Paper)

Support Club
ATo nee

k

fOr the

The 80286 AT Emulator that is a smash

fe '"'' w'^ ^T Users is now available for the

ct s «m-n F

Si & Amiga f

Amiga. Available at the low price of£189.
Ring now for full details

Can I corrupt my files? How do I make a CONFIG.SYS file?

Panasonic KXP1081

Starl_C2410

with cable & paper

(24 pin) with cable & paper

£142.00 (£123.48 +VAT)

£199.00 (£173.04 +VAT)

What is a BAT file? Can I alter the search path?
Can you answer ALL these questions?
Problems getting the right answers?
Can retailers use the helpline? YES!

JOIN THE CLUB
JOIN
JOIN
JOIN
JOIN

THE
THE
THE
THE

CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

Panasonic KXP1180

Star LC24 200

Thinking of buying an emulator?

with cable & paper

with cable and paper

£152.00 (£132.17+VAT)

£239.00 (£207.83 + VAT)

What is the cost for advice? NOTHING
YOUR FREE ADVICE HOTLINE
Wed 9am to 6pm - Sat 9am to 1pm
0622 677173
XT Advice Saturday mornings only

Panasonic KXP1123

Star LC24200 COL

(24 Pin) with cable & paper

with cable and paper

£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)

£279.00 (£242.61 + VAT)

Feed Your ST!

520 STFM + Power

Citizen 120D+

(20 games pack)

with cable and paper

£289.00 inc VAT

£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)

520 STFM + Turbo

Swift 24

(8 games pack)

with cable and paper

£273.00 inc VAT

£275.00 (£239.13 +VAT)

LOW ST PRICES
Inc. VAT

520 STFM Super Pack
£282.00
520 STFM Discovery Pack...£259.00
520 STE 512k Ram

£345.00

520 STE + 1M Ram
520 STE + 2M Ram
520 STE + 4M Ram
1040 STE

£365.00
£415.00
£499.00
£429.00

ST SIMMS

Epson LX400

MEMORY UPGRADES

ES

512K TO 1024K STFM UPGRADE(lNC. FITTING)

£55.00

16 256K X 1 STFM DRAM CHIPS
512k TO 1024K STE UPGRADE
2 Megabyte ste upgrade kit

4 Megabyte ste upgrade kit

£32.00
£25.00
£75*
£140*

ste dma fk to stop corruption problems

£25.00

ST MOUSE SWITCHES

30p

"Including trade-in of £15 tor512Kexistingmemory

with cable and paper

Each kit comesc/willustrated instructions + FREE multi-tasking software

£149.00 (£129.57 +VAT)
Atari SM1224
£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

Trade enquiries/enquiries forMac/PC/Sun/Arc upgradeswelcome

HOW TO ORDER
Telephone enquiries: 081-777 0751
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:
HCS

Philips CM8833 MKII

Prices exclude VAT.
Add £1.30 P&P to orders
under £5.
Please call before

35 HARTLAND WAY, SHIRLEY, CROYDON, CRO8RJ

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

sending your computer

Trade-in paid as a refund

Goodsnormally despatchedwithin 2 days ofreceipt.

Inc. VAT

0.5 Simm upgrade Ram
£35.00
1-2M Simm upgrade Ram
£69.00
0.5-2M Simm upgrade Ram...£99.00
0.5-4M Simm upgrade Ram .£195.00

Atari SM124
with ST cable

£99.00 (£86.07 + VAT)

Inc. VAT

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

£4.60
£5.75

ST Dust Covers

£4.60

ST to ST Serial lead

External 1M Drive

£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

1M Drive

£10.95

FULL ST & PC RANGE

ST Mono Monitor lead

£7.80

Internal 1m drive

ST RGB Monitor lead

£9.95

£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT)

STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead

£10.95

ST Monitor plug to free end

£9.50

ST Printer lead

£6.90

Mouse Pocket

£2.95

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Atari Mouse

£25.00

Full range of Joysticks

£4.99 to £13.95

Software etc.
ST Basic Tutorial Book

Flight Simulator II

NORTHERN
ATARI CENTRE

Cumana CSA.354

Accessories

Inc. VAT
£4.60

£29.95

1st Word Plus

£55.00

Neo Desk 3
P.C. Ditto

£32.00
£62.00

Superbase Personal
£45.00
Personal Finance Manager ....£24.95
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Fun School 3 (all versions)
£19.90
Organiser by Triangle
£9.95
Chase HQ

£14.50

Flexidump LC10 Colour

£28.00

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

Copy Holder Angle Poise

£17.95

Mono/Colour Switch box

£16.95

ATARI 520 STE
TURBO PACK

ATAR11040 STE

Phone for full range 100+
original & compatible ribbons -

EXTRA PACK

Bulk discounts

PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES

DISKETTES

Various software packages available with all the above
Please phone for details

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

10 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD

50 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD

100 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD

£6.44

•

£30.25

£59.70

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
We are closed Saturddy afternoons.
Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

ST/U Dept
b

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

PORTFOLIO STOCKISTS •

TEL:(0274) 662638

50 Disk box hinge and lock
£5.95
100 Disk box hinge and lock ....£6.95

Phone for our 36 page catalogue

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

DISCOVERY PACK

Inc. VAT
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand
£15.95
Star LC10 Sheet Feeder
£59.00
Star LC2410 Sheet Feeder ....£59.00
Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder....£69.00
SLM804 Drum Unit
£169.00
SLM804 Toner Pack
£39.00

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UleSeruE

ATARI 520 STFM

Printer/Monitor Ass.

Monday-Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm
Late night Monday till 7pm
Open Sat. afternoons 1.30-5pm December only

Gould Computer Services Ltd
3 Gain Lane, Thornbury, Bradford 3
[ /£«. |

Just a few minutes from

ir——a

Leeds ring road, Pudsey

»3M

EMULATION edited by GUNTER MINNERUP

A second look

regressive tendency on my part
must be that there simply aren't

at Windows 3,

enough Windows applications
available
yet.
I personally
think, however, that the problem
goes deeper.
I am quickly coming to the
conclusion that nothing less

the Mac's
answer to

AUTOfolders
and missing

powerful than a 386 chip will

graphics than the low-end PCs,

do for comfortable work in the

and because much of the oper
ating system and user interface

Maybe a true 286 would fare

A couple of months ago I was
raving about Windows 3, after
having tried it out with Super
charger. Supercharger is a V30-

better

than

ATonce

and

based, XT emulator, so I was

hoping that the distinct sluggish

ST's architecture.

ness

But to take full advantage of
Windows 3, especially in its
Enhanced Mode, not only a 386
chip but also as much RAM and
hard disk space as possible are
required.

would

be

cured once I had installed one

of the new AT emulators with its

Intel 286 chips.
After a few weeks of window

ing with both AT-Speed and
ATonce, the improvement has
indeed been noticeable but to

my own surprise, I keep finding
myself going back to plain DOS.
Part

of

the

reason

for

this

is built into ROMs.
The lesson for owners of PC

AT-

Speed which, after all, can't
quite match a genuine AT for
performance because of the
8MHz clock rate imposed by the

Windows

and Macs because their archi
tecture is
better suited for

Windows environment.

icons

of

DOS applications. All this, I sup
pose, is a salutary reminder of
the huge overheads required for
graphical user interfaces.
We often forget this on STs

emulators on the ST is that while

Windows will run and be quite
usable, the demands of a multi

tasking graphic environment are
too much for a system driven at
a comparatively tame 8MHz.
It makes for a particularly
impressive demonstration of the
compatibility of the emulators,
but in the end can be little more

than a curiosity which
is
extremely wasteful of precious
hard disk space.

I resent the fact that Windows

gobbles up over 4 megabytes of
my already crowded hard drive,
and then frequently complains
about insufficient disk space to

As far as I'm concerned, it's
back to DOS 3.3 until I have a

TT on my desk.

•

I

QUESTIONS

start modest little non-Windows

i

AND ANSWERS
Some

of

the

mail

I've

received recently reveals
how difficult it can be to
commute between differ

ent operating systems.
Hardened ST users tend

to be utterly confounded

to
i

i

when things won't work in
the way that TOS and GEM
do. My heart, for example,

o

still stops whenever I
eject a disk by dragging its
icon into the trash can in

Spectre GCR.
I

have

for

sympathy

Steven

then,

Baxter

of

Littlehampton who is very
worried about the disap
pearance of his program
icons

from

their

is

i—i

®

folders

once they've been dragged
to the desktop.
Steven

c=3

used

o

to

NeoDesk
which
simply
puts a duplicate copy of
the icon on the desktop,
whereas the Mac's

actually

moves

Finder

it

lock,

stock and barrel.

CDEVS AND INITS
There

can

be

few

ST

screen' upon which your

users who do not have a

monitor acts

number of

able

little

utilities

window.

as a

mov

It

works

GDOS,
screen
savers,
RAM disks, all kinds of

very well indeed with
Spectre GCR, too.
INITS are very similar,

little hacks designed to

and

make work easier or iron

installed
by
copying
them
to
the
system
folder. They are loaded
automatically on boot-up.

in their AUTO

folders -

out the wrinkles

in the

operating system.
Newcomers

to

Mac

emulation may not imme
diately realise that a very
similar facility is avail
able in Apple's operating
system.

Take a quick look at
any seasoned Mac user's
system folder or control
panel and you'll find little
things called CDEVs and

like

Often

CDEVs

INITS

an icon at the bottom of
the
screen
while
the

start-up sequence

the

track down the culprit
when those inexplicable
crashes occur in the sys
tem

when

it

has

hidden by a window and
you want to run the appli
cation from its folder only
to find that it has gone
AWOL.

I—~

^J

Don't worry though, it's
still there somewhere...

been

overloaded with INITS of

dubious PD origin.
Some
however,
are
positively indispensable such as the Adobe Type
Manager
which
gives
scalable outline fonts on

screen and on paper.

AdobeTypeManagen.

Keyboard

WRITE ON!
Your agony aunt in matters
PC, Mac or even (if you really
insist) CP/M can be contacted
by snail mail via this maga
zine, or electronically as
'gminnerup@cix'.
All questions, comments

and suggestions are very wel
come, as long as they're hon
est, truthful and legal.
Speaking of legality, I will
just slip in another warning
about those 'public domain'
Mac emulators I come across

Personalized for:

Gunter Minnerup

every now and then, even in
otherwise fairly respectable

Version 1.01

such thing as a public domain

PD libraries - there can be no

Mouse

version,
ATM

Pyre!1"

®0n

Ooff

Font Cache

|256iT!0

Preserve

O Line spacing
(•) Character shape

© 1983-1989 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

o

Mac

scene these days, but my

in

and it can be difficult to

O

Perhaps
the
bestknown is Vaccine, which
gives some protection
against the viruses so
in

is

progress. I've now grown
rather weary of INITS
because they tend to be
mutually
incompatible

Control Panel

shareware available.

common

announce

their presence to the
user by briefly displaying

INITS.

Essential
CDEVs,
or
Control Panel Devices,
are supplied with every
system disk to enable
you to set the mouse and
keyboard
speeds,
the
Desktop background and
loudspeaker volume, but
there is plenty of addi
tional public domain and

are

This can be confusing
when a desktop icon is

All Rights Reserved.

Z1-5.3.1

favourite is Stepping Out

The indispensable Adobe Type Manager, the greatest INIT of all

which gives you a 'virtual

which gives scalable outline fonts both on-screen and on paper

because

software-

only emulators require an
image file copy of the Apple
ROMs in order to work and

these are definitely not avail
able in the public domain.
In any case, all the ones
that I've seen are quite blatant
rip-offs of Aladin, Magic Sack
or Spectre 128, and so are
doubly illegitimate. Remem
ber-you have been warned.

Atari ST User
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(ZtadAifcetU
Use this space to sell your unwanted Atari products
to our readers. They're all loaded!

• Atari ST User, May 1987

Tony, 8 Hillcrest, Mayland,

to date. Offers. 081-690

Chelmsford, Essex, CM3

7597

6AZ. Tel: 0482 42470.

•

•
1040STE upgrade,
1040STE badge, £45.

Multidrive Triangle 3.5in/

5.25in, built-in PSU and lead

provided,

40/80

track

switchable with PC Ditto

software, £175. Tel: Peter

Fastbasic ROM, disks,
manuals, £35. For-CADArchitectural,
Human,

0635 68334 evenings only.

Microbot,

•

disks, £40. 0743 249094.

Modems.

Prism 2000

1200/75, £45. Accoustic
modem 1200/75, £20. Mini
Office comms software, £15.

Green monitor adapted for
Atari, £35.
•

Atari 520STFM boxed as

new, 20 original games,

Microblaster joystick, £250.
ST Basic, £15. ST Basic

training manual, £10. Tel:
0484 648164 6pm.
• Atari Mega ST4, colour
monitor, printer JUK: Model
5500, manuals, programs,
£1,125.081-570 4250.

• 520STFM, 1Mb drive plus
Philips 14-inch colour TB,
Star LC-10 mono printer,

•

video

design

520STE HiSoft BASIC,

HiSoft C, Hyperdraw, STOS
language compiler, Maestro
Sprites, all originals, mint
condition, everything, £200.
Tel: Martin 081-303 0289.

•

Games,

all

boxed

originals, £7. Leisure Suit
Larry, £15. Plus many more.
Ring Mark on 0742 580101
for details.

•

ST software for sale.

Write to En, 2 Derwent

Avenue, Ramsgate, Kent.
Including your phone
number so that I can contact

you.

Timeworks DTP, Timeworks

•

Word Writer, Degas Elite,
Clip Art, ST Users and
games. Good condition,
£460 ono. Tel: 0264 51978

Bobble, Paintworks, Pacmania,
Star
Wars,
Overlander and so on, £8
each. Genst 2, £30. GST C,

•

£10. Books. Telephone 0772

Enchanter wanted. And

any other Infocom titles.

from DELTF^DNICS

Operations Wolf, Bubble

685790.

Ads will be accepted under the following conditions:
words you include. If there is insufficient room
• This service is EXCLUSIVELY for the use of
on the form, continue on a separate sheet of
humans. Noelephantads will be allowed.
paper.
• Toavoid encouraging software piracy,all ads
• The cost is 20p per word, with a minimum of
willbe carefullyvetted before they are accepted.
10 words.
• Ads can only be accepted on this form (or a
• We GUARANTEE to accept your money tor
ten pound note}
your ad
• There is no maximum to the number of

For

use with the TALESPIN Adventure

Creation System by Microdeal.

Deltronics presents 4
megabytes of full col
our individual drawings
crammed

into

packed with adventure

characters, weapons &
armour, backgrounds,
objects, artefacts, and
much, much, more!
(Now you don't have to be an
artist to program with Talespin.)
SPECIAL
MANUFACTURER DIRECT
MAIL
ORDER ONLY PROMOTIONAL
OFFER* (Offer expires 1st March 1991.)
ONLY

PLEASE PRINT THIS AD IN THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE

400k

F6.99

(RRP = £9.99.)

inc. P&P.

Available-Talespin now £7.50!
Jminimum £2 for 10 words)
Cheque enclosed for £_
payable to Interactive Publications Ltd,

DELTF#]NIC5
(Dept. User), P.O. BOX 175
CARSHALTON, SURREY,

Name

Address

Daytime telephone number
POST TO: Atari ST User Classifieds, Europa House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
Atari ST User

SM5 2WA. TEL: 081-769 9568

ADVENTURES edited by CYCLOPS
i

charge up the mouse pointer
icon with power from the wall

Cyclops,
in a bit of
afoul mood

arrived at the door to the fifth

"Alright Marines, get ready to

too much fun in head-to-head

rock and roll! I want two men at

punch-ups in the early levels
and then having to spend all my
cash repairing damage. Now
things are getting serious and
I'm facing hordes of heavy com
petition with only a pea-shooter
in my hand. That's it Man! Game
over Man! Aaaargh...
Cyclops' Rule says: "Real
Adventurers don't draw maps".
This means I take a little longer

the rear with automatic weapons
in

front

with

battlegloves and magnums.
Look sharp, keep it tight and be
warned the last mother into Star

Base Five is a Wimp!"
Whooee! is Captive a game
or is it for real? Four hard-assed
droids versus a zillion monsters

in a mammoth bug hunt - and
this time, no Flight Officer Ripley
to back you up.
Maybe the electronic gadgets

twice as much for

because I spend all night
walking around the same pillar,

once I do learn, then watch out!

What I have finally managed
to figure out is how to use the
land mines and they are just
great. Watching a group of
stupid critters blast lumps out
themselves

with

mines

as

I

adventures

I

O

Having finally opened the first door in Mindscape's smash-hit game
Captive, you now need to have the guts to get in there and do some
serious hacking. Just what are those electronic gadgets for?
i

i

®

better class of disaster that way.
Friends say I should have to pay

could make life easier, but as I'm

figure out how to use them -

TO

to cover the ground, but I meet a

only a simple grunt I have yet to

of

s

fry monsters at long range.
My own problems have only
Star Base. I suspect I've out
smarted myself by having had

men

^

sockets and use this to fire bolts

letsfly

two

eBfllKllSl

of power down the corridors to

this month,

and

1

i

L—J*

1.

-^

_-,

o

but you may be made of weaker
stuff. I prefer it my way.
Games like Xenomorph and
the Bloodwych

Data

Disk

can reduce grown men to tears

if their spatial awareness is any
thing short of perfect. Fear not,
complete maps for these, and
almost every other adventure

they chase my rear down a
mined corridor is enough to
bring tears to my eyes - you
should try it, it's unreal.
I warned you last month that
this game is really addictive,
and sure enough when I con
tacted Mindscape I found that
they are being besieged by
game-players who need help.
It all reminds me of the early
days of Dungeon Master
when Mirrorsoft almost ground
to a halt because of all the tele

hell out of me that I can't seem

I

I

i

i

game, can be had on disk for a
measly £2.50. Write to Sue

Medley 9 Warwick Rd. Sidcup,
Kent

DA14 6LJ and she'll fix

you up, (say Cyclops sent you
for a good time!)
I'm also trying desperately to
break in to the Corporation

This may look like a periscope, but it's really a ladder for ducking and
diving between the levels. Time your moves correctly and you could
squash the opposition first. But make a mistake and...

you

game. The rest of the Press

doing it. I spend all of my
short life jumping up and down
in corners firing wildly in the

keeps raving that it's a really
great game and it's annoying the

hope that I'll clear the room of

pleased

the annoying swines.

Design has created additional

data disks which it will be selling

my biggest enemy.
who

have

Those of

made

better

progress (very clever!), will be
to

know

that

Core

phone calls it was handling from

to get off the base-line. All I

Some nasty, clawing thing did
drop on my face at one point

wild-eyed addicts.

know is that something keeps

which scared the hell out of me I

Fight dirty or you will never
survive. In the early stages,

knocking me off and I can't even

can tell you, but apart from that

your enjoyment, but they'll only

catch sight of what it is that's

the invisible man seems to be

double my despair. Rats!

®
TO
o

very soon.

These

promise to

increase

•

cr3

NEW RELEASES
Leisure Suit Larry fans no longer
need visit W H Smith's in a dirty mac
to get a few extra thrills. It appears
that the nerd has written his own

Corpse. This is a murder mystery set
in the 1920s aboard a yacht belong
ing to a Greek shipping tycoon called
Niklos 'Papadapalopolotososos' or

228 page book called The Official

something like that - it's all Greek to

Leisure Suit LarryBook (£14.95).

me!

A complete breakdown of all the
Larry games are included, plus the
explanation for lots of the secret in-

Agatha Christie's Death On The Nile.

jokes which are to be found in the
games. Did you know that the man in

the barrel in Larry I is supposed to
be Steve Wozniak from Apple
Computers? Sounds like the ideal
present for the nerd in your life. Do
you know any Amiga owners?

The Delphine team which brought
you Future Wars, (pretty music and
graphics - dodgy puzzles) and Oper
ation Stealth (maddening arcade
sequences) is back with Cruise for a

It sounds like a French version of

Sierra has a similar game called The
Colonel's
Bequest
which
also
involves interrogating and eaves

dropping on the murder suspects.
Since Sierra's game was about as
exciting as watching paint dry, I'll
reserve

judgement

on

this

new

French treat. Sierra had better stop
producing expensive, turgid dogs
and get back to fun and thrills or I

just might start getting physical
with whoever is destroying my
favourite adventure company.

If you loved following the nerd's adventures on-screen, you'll get
just as much fun from his newly released book which charts Leisure

Suit Larry's rise from obscurity to a media mega star

Atari ST User
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ST PUBLIC DOMAIN - ONLY
* M * = Mono Res, * C * = Colour Res, * D * Double sided disk, * X * = 1 Meg Ram.

Characters between asterixes show special requirements:

881 - 100% IBM compatible formatter that

MORE.

formats 3.5" or 5.25" disks

comes with source code. ARC SHELL v1.91.

for DOS or TOS

bit font & make it GEM difficult.* MORE

836 - Mono Emulator, ARC file compiler.
BICLOCK to set time/date without using
.ACC slot. Coder enables to set up your printer
from desktop. Degascon converts Degas pics to
Hi-Res & outputs to printer. FONTRIX loads an 8

the 40 folder limit.

378 - Fastdisk speeds up reading & writing
FCOPY 2.0. disk copier. FORMAT prg & ace.
Ramdisk & setup utils for Mega's. Taskcopy work
& copy disks. Doc in German but the progs are
simple to.use.
337 - Selection of Hard Drives utils. Inc. a prog to
boot from drive C, dir checking, back up utils to
floppies, Auto folders on hard drives, & overcome
838 - SUPERBOOT V5. - ST boot prog, choose
desktop .ACCs, Auto progs to run DESKTOP.INF,
GDOS, ASSIGN.SYS, etc.

834 - DOUBLE CLICK format v3.03 9/10 sectors,

Megamatic, Mono emu v3.0. STARTGEM for GEM
progs to be run from the Auto folder. SWITCHER
Splits ST in two. VIRUS DESTRUCTION UTILITY

80/82 tracks.

V2.1.+MORE

used the same. ARC SHELL v1.98 make ARC.TPP

384 - LABEL EXPERT a great label maker, has
preset formats for disks, video, & tapes.
884 - AMC GDOS, Atari's replacement for GDOS,
Write an executable bootsector to

user-friendly. DISKTOOLBOX V2.03 check Boot
Sector etc. HYPERFORMAT V2.56 upto 929K
bytes. V/KILLER 2.2 detect & disable viruses, fully

PER

time. 831 is for single sided and 841 is for double

available from us at a discounted price of E18.50.
338 - Breakanoid is a great cross between
Breakout & Arkanoid. DGDB is a German game

• D*

545 - UPSTART, game * C '
546 - SLIDER, game ' C *

547-ADDICTION, game* C*
548 - ENGLAND team manager *C*
549 - FOOTBALLpools predictor

552 - BERMUDA race 2, * C *

551 - ROBOCOP playable demo (2 disks) *C*

553-1ST SERVE tennis* C *
554 - NAPOLEON * M *F5

847 - FRUIT MACHINE is a great fruit machine

up.

'

528 - FLOYDTHE DROID, an ultra fast shoot'em-

simulator.

PINBALL,

as

it sounds.

530 - AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, Choice
of warplanes, accurate details, options to battle
over modems or fly 'solo'. Full documentation on

the disk.

DEVASTATOR, a 3D strategy game, & a DARTS

531 - COMPUTER

game.

580 - FLYING START, a standard RS232 comms

DX*

312, 313 & 314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1, 2 8, 3 of
Elementary C, a set of 3 disks of progs to
illustrate the use of 'C'Each prog has C source
code, the assembler version & the runable prog.
Subjects are prog structure, functions, I/O,
decisions, loops, 8< more. Based on 'A Book On
C by Berry & Meekings. (This is 3 disks 111)
839 - Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0 A
pop up guide to Assembly language ot the 68000
processor. Runs as a Desk .Ace .
874 - OPUS v2.2, GEM based spreadsheet 8.
charting prog - It's fast, powerful & easy to use.
GDOS support. Full docs. Plenty ot examples. '

pack, 7 option menu for various formats of dafa
transfer. VANTERM 3.71 a great PD Comms
package.
365 - WORLI mailbox program v3.3 with
standard cofiguration files for TAPR, TNC1,

TNC2, PAC-COM, TNC20-0 8, TNC22-0, AEA
PK80, PK87 8, PK232, MFJ1270 8, 1274. Docs

included.

873 - B/STAT V2.01, Sophisticated graphing &

stats analysis prog. Various types of graph 8.
analysis available. Input your own data or load it

from various spreadsheet progs. Printer &
metafile output. ' D *
832 - ST TOUR, Guided tour of the ST showing
use of Desk Accessories, menus, windows etc. in

editor.

542 - TREASURE HUNTF5, platform game with

543 - WGDATA, complete database system.

tutorial form.

PD Wordprocessor with text files, 8. docs
831/841 EASY TEXT PLUS Fully working Desk
Top Publishing demo prog. Usea the WYSIWYG
presentation. 21 page manual on disk. The only

3 FOR 1 PD Exchange.

If you have any PD that

we don't list do not send

disks.

it in, send us the details,
as we may have already
accepted it from someone
else. We operate a 3 for 1
exchange on accepted PD

CAMBS. PE14 9LS

Ashlaw House, Euximoor Drove,
Christchurch, Wisbech,

Computer Connections

Send your order to:

135TPI disks for
£23.99

50 bulk DS/DD 3.5"

or

£12.99

25 bulk DS/DD 3.5"
135TPI disks for

version is that this only prints 1/4 of a page at a

difference between this & the commwercial

555 - WELCOME to Chemistry
363 - ST WRITER ELITE v3.8 , the latest release
of ST WRITER now GEM orientated. It's a superb

sided disk users. The commercial version is

likeboulderdash.

fast action

AMMOTRACK Superb blast'em game.
349 - SOLITAIR with 3D graphics. Macpan is like
Pacman. Galaxy and Sprengmeister re strategy
games. * M *
529 - ST0CKMARKET, Wheel & deal on the Stock

destruction game.

BELLUM INTERNECINUM is a

Exchange. GALACTIC WARRIORS, a good

games that can be run without GFA.
856 - CHESSNUT, is a 3D chess game with full
Docs. SPOOKS is a great PACMAN clone.

shoot'em-up.
887 - SOZOBON C, Probably the

fields, structure assignment, etc. Includes
utilities, Make and a shell. Only a text editor is

selection of

305 - CPM EMULATOR,This is a CPM-8 version
2.0. Runs at 2 megahertz.
306 - CPM UTILITIES, Use with disk 305. This

needed.

OSS Pascal.

best PD C

progs in FORTH-83, ST Logo, ST Basic and

361 - A 68000 Assembler and a

control panel. F12P10
561 - GENESIS, Fractal landscape generator.
for 305.

disk is necessary as it has all the DOS commands

DISK
FORMAT 10 is a 10 sect/80 track formatter.

compiler with full K & R compiler support. Bit

VKILLER. PCOMMAND, file utility command
driven like MSD0S. + MORE

334 - C COMPILER, Comprises boot up utility,
ram disk, & command line interpreter. Compiler
is processor, parse & code generator all in one.
CONTEXT V2, PRO-ED & P-EDIT. Plenty Of

813 - PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors,
features & documents.

316 - XMODEM, file transfer util. MODEM 7, a
multiple file transfer utility that - transfer the
whole contents of a disk in one go. Full help
docs.. VT100 terminal emulator & STERN a

emulation. Docs included. + MORE

comms package.
366 - UNITERM v2.0a with auto-dialler & phone
book, X & Y-modem, Kermit & ASCII Protocols.
VT200,102,100, 52, Tektronix4010 8, DCM term

875 - COMPOSER, music creation prog utilising
the ST's soundchip or via midi interface, with
drum kit & many features.
535 - ACCOMPANIST 3.2, 'Full featured midi
sequencer program thatl run on all STs. 16 voice
96bpm resolution. Visual display of notes
recorded, internall /external metronome signal.
Some song files, included. * C *
802 - THE PLANETS, A slide show around the

users.

833 - YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL- 250 kbyte
text file of version 4 of the book. A must tor all ST

planets with plenty of pictures, facts and figures.

CONVERSION PROGRAMV1.00 by C. Flint.

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS

International Money Orders must be payable to:

590. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Cheques &

ACCEPTED. Orders can be telephoned to 03548

ACCESS/EUROCARD/MASTERCARD/VISA ARE

is a fast & furious game which is down to speed.

atoms & to dominate the screen. KILLERCHESS

for writing text adventures. Includes Columbus, a
sample adv.
351 - Hack I is a Dungeon & Dragons text
adventure with graphic maps.
347 - SPACEWAR, arcade game. FIRESTORM,
you're on a mission of mercy, uses mouse.
AZARIAN addictive shoot-em up. Beat the
invading Thraxx.
508 - ATOMS,for 2-4 players. Take turns to place

309 - ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM, Full docs

564 - CHUNNEL, French tutor game * C *
565 - SKIDPAN, racing game * C *
566 - DIEALIEN BLOB, shoot'em up game * C"
835 - 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Comes with a
printer configuration utility & Docs.

562 - INVASION, adventure.
563 - DARKNESS is forever, adventure.

No Maze.

speech.* C *
556 - VANGOUGH, Studio 2 - Art package.
557 - SPELLING made easy.
558 - MATHS made easy.
559 - KIDSONG, Numeric Go round, Kidpublisher,

341 - BARNYARD Game requiring the pairing of
animals from memory. Smoothtalk, demo of Firsy
Byte educational programs with synthesised

Included. F12P10

for children to use & lots of fun. Examples

859 - REBUSWRITER, Superb program to design
& print Rebuses - a 'code' in which pictures &
symbols are used to represent words. Very easy

series synthesizer editors/librarian progs, with
random patch generator. Also patch librarian
program for Yamaha DX100/27 series synths.
About 200 sounds on disk, progs also allow
storage of sounds to disk SAMPLE FILE

536 - CASIO CZ SOUNDS & EDITOR, 2 Casio CZ

.Ace. * C *

826 - DATABASE1, GEMdriven database. Easy to
use 8. learn. Online help screens. Max field size is
3000 characters. Max file size is 320k bytes.
830 - HOME ACCOUNTS v1.0 by David Pullin.
Allows 3 different statements in memory at once,
& upto 100 entries per statement. " C "
827 - ST SHEET, A good quality spreadsheet
written by Neil Smith. Can be used as a Desk

886 - DIY DEMO, Make demos featuring a title
screen and scrolling message, without any
programming skills.
842 - DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01 Do
almost anything to a disk via GEM, such as
providing a complete report on any disk, format,
copy, listings & FAT info.
324 - ADDRESS LOG, On this disk there's a

limited address book & label printer, an auto disk
catalogger that prints labels & a label prog for
printing all types of labels + MORE.
843 - AUT0GEMautoboots any Gem progon boot.
XFORMAT2, extended formatter. VC Spreadsheet
a non-GEMspreadsheet.
584 - MOUSETRICKS, a .ACCthat gives extensive
control over mouse movement & menu style.
Range of special effects. QUICK ST speeds up
output to screen. BIGSCREEN simulates a virtual
screen in any res but has limitations. + more.
808 - FRACKTAL, A fractal drawing program

from Germany - comes with Mono & colour
versions. + Fractal landscape prog and 'loads a'

322 - NEOCHROME ART PACKAGE Great colour

vice-versa.

321 - Great selection of 6 high quality Degas
pics. + some progs for converting Degas to Neo 8.

docs + MORE

do things like bypass HD Autoboot, run prog that'
you write & call COMMAND.PRG & loads of
other things. MEGAMINUTE v2.1 Hard drive
backup util.+ more
883 - MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking & multi-user
enviroment. Up to 7 concurrent tasks such as
compiling, printing, etc. Designed for use with
Gulam (included). Has network drivers.' D "
382 - Archive utils, including ARC. EXSQUZ,
text file archiver.
demos.

SQUEEZE, STPACK, STSQ. UENCODE S TAU a

art utility & 5 high quality pics.
375 - FONTEDITv3.0, Editor & loaders for Ram&
downloaded fonts. Fonts Inc., font data

888 - ANI-ST, Formerly the commercial package

system. Implemented in GFA Basic, is needed if
you want to write your own games. Comes with 5

352 - EAMON is an Adventure game writing

finish it off.

Most of the hard work is done You need STAC to

DRAGON an almost complete text adventure.

gamble on new or experienced groups.
583 - CENTAURIAN, shoot'em up attacking craft
coming at you thick & fast.FSI FSBLACK

& some different Christmas images.
527 - CLIP ART Various borders, tints etc. High
arty & cartoons - Picasso to small fluffy animals.
580 - LEAGUE SOCCER, Play the full league
programme. Watch your selected game with
reports & text commentary. * D *
581 - TOP OF THE POPS, Climb up the Top 50,

522 - CLIP ART, Sports figures of high quality,
July 4th logos.
524 - CLIPART, Food images, AtariST & Fujilogo
etc. Disks, Computers. Robots &other Sci-Fi.
525 - CLIP ART, Faces & Eyes, concentrating
upon expressions, Horses, Building plan symbols

cartoons, Titles & more.

PAINTER is a drawing prog.
521 - CLIP ART, Various human figures, different

system. Loads ot features, comes with full docs &
has examples that you can examine & modify.
396 - MASTERPAINT, Drawing package with
superb features. Works in Mon & Col. LITTLE

A HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL quality animation

retailed at £79.95 ! I I

different facitlities to read & write different

809 - AIM v3.21, Image processing package. Has
graphic formats such as NEO & DEGAS
& process colour images. Demo macros & plenty
of docs. From the Delft University, Holland. * DX

AEGIS ANIMATOR which

alternative character set.

*

disassembler & Meta util giving access to

Thames & Universal Roman.
537 - DOUBLE SENTRY accounts.

376 - F0NTS2, 7 screen & desktop fonts.
Columbia, Devoll, Hudson, Saturn, Spokane,

Also NEOCHROME v0.6 + moreF12P10

876 - DELUXE FONTMASTERv2.0, Lay out
text & print it with a large choice of different &
original fonts on an Epson, IBM or NEC
compatible printer. Plenty of fonts inc. or create
your own. * MD "
879 - PALETTEMASTER, Art package that
offers the user up to 512 colours. Features such
as airbrush, spraycan, fills etc. Docs in 1ST Word
format. Demo pics. * C *
880 - COLOURBURST 3000 v0.3, Add different
colours to pics from other packages. Up to 50
palettes per screen. There's a choice of 3375
colours. PICSWITCH Import screens from most
packages & then modify. * CX*
520 - CLIP ART, Various Fonts, pics of famous
people, old & new, Seasonal logos, images &

390 - E-PLAN CAD, stock list facility. A great CAD
package from Germany. Schaltpl, Electronics
package with Star 10 & C Itoh prtr drivers. * M *
391 - COLUMBIA, Drawing prog with some
3D elements & co-ord display. Studio (1 meg
Ram), menu driven drawing package. Both progs
from Germany.
397 - DOODLE, Original Mono & Col versions.

538-TYPING TUTOR(1)
539 • TYPING TUTOR (2)
393 - THE ARTIST, Great drawing package with all
the normal options. * M *
394 - PICWORKS, Utility to enlarge, reformat &
manipulate pics up to 3 times normal size. * M *
820 - SNOOPY, 25 cartoons + display prog. * C *
cartoons.

*

540 - PUBLIC PAINTER

*

310-3 versions of ST Writer wordprocessor. Ful
docs & a printer installation program. + template
& quick ref files.
526 - American trademarks from the 1920s &

1930's. Some very atmospheric images from
Logic Logic USA.
541 - INVENTORY PRO

*

523 - CLIP ART, Children's whimsical font,
elaborate font & Christmas card images.
328 - Formatter, -calender, clock, dir printer, Disk
Manager with format, copy file, disk free and
rename folder options. + MORE.
829 - This disk is packed with various programs
for printing all kinds of labels.
857 - DISKMECH a powerfull disk analyser/
archiver/editor, edit bytes, edit tracks and analyse
disks etc. With full docs. CPANEL is an improved

339 - Disk utils - a formatter that plays music to
relieve the boredom of formatting. An Epson
compatible disk labeller, a fix prog for baddisks &

*

PRICING *

1-5 Discs £1.49 each, 6-10 Discs £1.25 each, 11 and over 90p each. Youcan pay for orders up to £5
with stamps (Values of 41p and 49p are extremely useful) & save the cost of Postal Orders.
International orders add 10%. Air mail is SOp per disk up to 10 disks, then plus 20p for each disk 11
& over.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING edited by CHARLES MICHAEL

and discover

better graphics.

of good page design. Fifteen pages later

MOUSE ADDON

comes the explanation of the main menu

A new ST accessory has just been

options within the program and this makes up
the guts of the book, covering about 120

released onto the market which could

Although it partly duplicates what's in the
Calamus manual, it throws some new light on

guided through

tools and techniques in a helpful, unpatronising style. It includes the occasional pearl of
wisdom, like a complete listing of the key
bindings (short cut keys).
The appendices do much the same thing
for the Calamus accessories, but also include
a complete set of preview sheets for the fonts
in the Compugraphic range. This is either a
very helpful addition to the book or just a
splendid bit of padding, depending on your
outlook and requirements.

Calamus
A 300 page paperback guide landed on my
desk the other day. It's all about Calamus
DTP and is cunningly titled The Guide to
Calamus Desktop Publishing. It's written by
Bonnie Robinson and is published by Ditek
International, a Canadian company.
The book is divided into main text and the

appendices, and both parts take up roughly

In all,

there's lots of

useful information

equal space. The bulk of the book concen

although its organisation is questionable and

trates on Calamus, with helpful appendices
covering outline art, the font editor and a pre
view of Calamus 1.1. The main text begins

appears. The Guide to Calamus Desktop

there's

not as much

•

which

she'd

I

o

i

1

@

Totnes, Devon TQ9 7EN.

MADAME LA GUILLOTINE

taken from her Amstrad DMP 3000 printer.
The dumps contain some interesting clip-

print-outs

I

•

I've recently moved house and produced a
wadge of change of address cards using
PageStream. I've become very fond of this
program recently, since I used it to design
all the document samples in this month's
DTP feature. This really highlighted all the

In response to my plea for clip-art, Anna
Dayton wrote in and enclosed a couple of

TO

•

SOME DAY MY PRINTS
WILL COME

included as at first

Publishing carries ISBN 1-550-84-000-2.

•

looking

help to improve the graphic content of
your DTP pages.
Basically it is a small clear-plastic lens
marked with a cross-hair. With this gad
get, which is called Tracey, velcroed to
the side of your rodent, you can trace a
sample drawing directly into a graphics
or DTP package.
As long as you don't skew the mouse
while tracing, you can transfer a pretty
good copy of a drawing onto your ST
screen. The Tracey performs best in
medium or high resolution modes and
can produce some respectable tracings.
A graphic tablet it isn't, but then at
£7.95 it's not priced like one either.
If you're interested in the Tracey just
send a cheque to Sidewise, PO Box 4,

pages - all interesting stuff!

Then be

gappy

©

with a tutorial on the use of the program. It
then switches to a discussion of the concepts

Huntfor the
missing clip-art

photocopied - a pleasant shade of brown
and cream (sounds lovely Charles - Ed)
What all this is leading up to is that the
shop found it very difficult to guillotine the
cards accurately, and as a result left some
of the guidelines showing.
An object lesson: if you're going to print
several copies of an image on a single

s

art and characters from the Chinese horo

different facilities available with this flexible

scope. I say 'some' interesting clip-art,
since in each of the samples, there were
graphics missing.

DTP package

The cards looked very much like the

sheet for trimming later, use accurately

©

samples in that feature and I took them

Anna uses Timeworks DTP and has

along to the local copy shop to have them

positioned crop marks outside the limits of
the image, rather than drawn rules.

TO

i

noticed the problem on several occasions.
The missing graphics are in no way con
sistent; they don't always take leave at the
bottom of the page, for instance, and
other graphics on the same page print out
without problems. None of the graphics

i

o

are corrupt themselves - some of them
just don't print.

This isn't a problem which I've ever
come across before, but after a quick call
to GST technical support it was suggested
that the problem might be due
to a shortage of memory. Anna is using a
520ST and the files are fairly hefty
bit-maps. When Timeworks prints, it

^=3
i

i

@
o

reads in an overlay from disk to handling
the printing.
It may be lack of room for certain infor

Four cards with complete outlines are difficult to crop without leaving some outlines
Desk

mation about the graphic that stops it from
printing. In normal use, without the print
overlay, there's plenty of room and the
images will show on-screen correctly.

File

Edit

Layout

View

Style

Fornat

Text

Object

Global

Coacards.doc;;

A.
•
rriuvA.it Lt>tJii j *

The only advice I can offer then, is to
ensure you haven't any unwanted desk

i-vi.^.i..,,,, lyr/.i._"*

•/..

, Vuvv*TV?VMU.LVbf VYaCj-H

accessories running. If that doesn't work,
it's down to the ST shop for half a meg of

o

memory, I'm afraid.

::::::: y^r..*3Z#*z_

I'm still interested in any clip-art you
may have collected so keep sending it
along with any questions, points of interest

muvuli*uJMUlilli!: .

O
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User,

Europa

House,

Adlington

Park,

^
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and answers to: Charles Michael, Atari ST
Macclesfield SK10 4NP
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Use crop marks on the corners and mid points to achieve a more professional result

Atari ST User
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FIRST AID
FOR
TECHNOLOGY

r-cOMPUTER REPAIRS
ATARI ST/AMIGA
Simply send your machine along

with a £15 diagnostic fee an%^.-you will be sent a written *
quotation for the cost of
repairing your machine.

• TYpWs9Cy£45, 1WEEK TURNAROUND
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

0582 491949 (4 LINES)

COMPUTERWISE

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)
512K-E40

ATARI SPECIALISTS

2 Meg-£175

WE HAVE ] 00s OF SOFTWARE TITLES (MANY ARE NOW
DISCOUNTED), BOOKS

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY

AND PERIPHERALS IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES.

512K-E40

CALL IN TODAY FOR YOURS

2 Meg-£175
•

UP TO £1 000 INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE WITH LOMBARD TRICITY FINANCE

REPAIRS - Phone for details

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory.Strictlypayment withorder.
All productsfitted by us guaranteed for3 months against defectiveparts or workmanship

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Pence, London SE20 7LJ

^

081-659 2851

ANALOGIC COMMODORE and ATARI
ANALOGIC

BRIGHTON

mm

^

ii.

PHONE 0273 674626
r

OPEN 1 0 AM TO 5.30 PM MONDAY TO SATURDAY
44 GEORGE STREET, KEMPTOWN, BRIGHTON
GEORGE ST IS OPPOSITETHE AMERICAN EXPRESS BUILDING

Your Magazine
Needs You!

rz7

SALES

/^

£379.95

Britain's hottest publishing company is
expanding fast. With four top-selling

Ai^"/
/&&&?/•
Qott?/3^/.

£29-95
£279.95
£369.95
£459.95

magazines and several planned launches, we
are looking for skilled, enthusiastic staff at all
levels to carry Interactive Publishing into the
21st century - do you have what it takes?

Amiga 500 Flight of Fantasy Pack

Amiga 500 Batman Pack

Amiga 500 External Disc Drive

£379.95

/

Amiga 500 Half Meg Board
Atari 520STFM Discovery Pack
Atari 520STE Power Pack
Atari 1040STE Extra Pack

^oa)

£49.95

Atari External Disc Drive with PSU

£59.95

• Good general knowledge of the ST

ST UPGRADES

ST and STE to 1Mb

£59.95

STE to 2Mb
STE to 4 Mb

s*\..
.^Z >

ST/STFMto1Mb
STE to 1Mb
STE to 2Mb

S&&^
y^tiO^"\iy..

STE to 4Mb

Y..

£129.95
£259.95

£59-95
£49-95
£109.95
£199.95

REPAIRS
CBM64
Atari ST/STE

£29.95
£49.95

• All prices include VAT and Delivery
• Special discount to Educational Institutions
• Please call for price quotes on other Atari and Commodore packages.

• Sound writing skills

• An ability to meet strict deadlines
• An interest in the computer market
• Loads of enthusiasm
• A sense of humour

If you have the skills we are looking for, we may
be able to offer you freelance or full-time work.
We offer competitive salaries and an attractive
working environment.
Send a CV to:

Telephone 24hrs (081) 546 9575

I Want To Work For Atari ST User,

Fax (081) 569 8886

The Editor, interactive Publishing,

Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd
152 Latchmere Road,

Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 5TU
Atari ST User

Europa House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

NEVER AGAIN
I went to the Atari Computer Rail Show (sic)
at Glasgow Central Station as I am the proud
owner of an Atari 520STFM.

However, after

looking forward to going to my first ever com
puter show - as most, if not all of them are in
England and I can't afford to travel there - I
did not have too pleasant a visit.

The first thing I did at the Show was to buy
your magazine, 'ST USER at the reception
desk, but while trying out the Lynx machine,
someone stole my magazine. I asked at
reception if anyone had handed it in, but of

m^

course, no-one had. Worse still, I could not

buy another as they had sold out.
I then decided to go in to the town to do

some shopping before

returning to the

station for my train home. However, on
returning to the station I had some time to

wait for my train, so I decided to go back to
the Show until my train was due.

But this time, someone stole my wallet
from my jacket pocket. Not only did I lose all
my money, but my train ticket was in the
wallet also.

So I doubt if I will be going to any more
computer shows - they don't seem to be
very lucky for me.
Barry Jones, Saltcoats, Scotland

That's some hard-luck story. It's like
all your worst nightmares come
true - your copy of 'USER is stolen

and you find that it's sold out,
and then you can't buy another one
from somewhere else because you
haven't got any more money due to
the fact that your wallet has been
stolen, and then you find you can't
even get home, and...

The dry wit and humour - well we like

to call it that - which has been missing
for the last couple of months is back
with a vengeance. Can you breach the
Walls of 'USER? Read on...

Stop, stop! I can't take any more!
Here take this copy of a truly
spiffing game - perhaps it will help
to ease the pain, and you won't have
to leave the house to play it either.

And whoever stole Barry's wallet,
magazine and train ticket - give
them back you fiend, they're not

Send your missives to:

Atari St User, Europa House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

yours are they?

MONEYBAGS
I discovered the August edition of 'USER and

read it from cover to cover - it was riveting. I
am waiting for the TT.

haven't noticed that we do give the

addition, you could 'click onto' any 'star' and

advice on the best system for computer

prices of products in our reviews,
and if a product isn't up to scratch,

it flashed up details about it.

aided design. Part of the answer was that Mr

we say so.

Philpott had "neglected to mention a price

by a German but have been unable to

We don't intend to patronise
readers by making judgements about
prices and affordability. But at the

secure a copy.

A reader, Mr C W Philpott - asked for

ceiling".

The Atari ST is not a pussycat. It can do
solid

work

for

which

solid

software

is

needed. There is no point in blinking at

same time, we don't like to assume
that all our readers have unlimited

paying a solid price for that software.

resources.

Ifyour magazine sees a product for the ST,

then evaluate it and tell us the prices. Your
readers expect 'USER to point them towards
value for money. Do not confuse that with

cheap. We don't need patronising comments
about prices. Prices are relative - your
readers will decide what is too expensive.
The Atari is a superb computer platform.
Note that I said "superb" not "perfect". It is
up to 'USER magazine to show us the

Trust us. At 'USER we suffer from

the strapped-for-cash syndrome.

THE PLOT THICKENS
I read with interest your article entitled "Oh
My Stars!" regarding astronomical software.
However, some time ago I was fortunate to
view a rather amazing astronomical software
entitled Skyplot.
It was crammed full of incredible details,

I remember that the program was written
The purpose of my writing is to draw your
attention to this piece of software which, from
what I remember is far better than the soft

ware you reviewed, and to seek your help in
finding a supplier.
Finally, as a newcomer to the world of

computers, word processing, etc, I applaud
your column for people such as me. It is

refreshing for a specialist magazine to recog
nize that a large number of people are begin
ners and cater for their needs.

Well done, and I hope that you can help
me in the same way.
SRA Wright, Unst, Shetland

including the facility to view the night sky
from anywhere in the world, both in the past

Don't mention it.

Chris McEwen, Canberra, Australia

Who's a moneybags then? Lucky
devil. Yes, you're right about the
abilities of the ST, but perhaps you

and in the future, to magnify the sky to give
greater detail and to include (or exclude)
such delights as planets, nebulae, open
clusters, planetary nebulae and galaxies. In

bursting at the seams with astro
nomical statistics but it doesn't

difference.

Sure, Skyplot is a groovy program

quite have the stunning animated
graphics of the commercial software

Atari ST User
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ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

FULLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS ON

SITE TO UNDERTAKE REPAIRS OF,

COMPUTERS, DISC-DRIVES,
PRINTERS AND MONITORS.

Ampower
Analogic Computers

128
126

Kadsoft

94

Kosmos

116

Astrocalc

128

Ladbroke Computers

2,3

Tel: MARK OR MARTIN (0527 85) 3374

86

BUSINESS HOURS Mon-Sat 9am to 8pm

B-Soft

76

BCS

112

MailCenta

MD Office Supplies

ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR
3 MONTHS. FREE ESTIMATES.

57

I

AMPOWER M

Best Prices

70

Media Direct

Byteback
Cambridge Business Software

44
85

Microtec

34

Microdeal

43

Care Electronics

118

Microtext

118

CMV Computers
Computer Connections
Computerlab
Computerwise

106
124
104
126

Miditech

116

ASTROLOGY

MJC Supplies

26

TEACH YOURSELF with our STARTER PACK

MT Software

74,75

Condor

9

85,92

Music Matrix

76

45

PC Emulators Support Club

120

Database Publications

69

Penge

126

20,82

Digicom
Digita Int

16
12

Deltronics

122

Eclectron

90

Evesham Micros

62,63

FrontierSoftware

14

Gabriels

117

Gasteiner Technologies
Gould Computers

6
120

Radio Service Company
Romantic Robot

104

SchoolSoftware

116

Silica Shop
SK Marketing
Softmachine

23

Software City
Software Express

54
94

ST Club

118

Switchsoft

126
112

The DemoClub

Greater London Computers

50

Third Coast Technologies 32,100
Titan Design
24
Universal Overnight Distribution. 102

Hi-Soft

131,132

Hi-Tech Modems

118

WeServe

120

Homebase Business

128

Wizard PD

128

WTS Electronics

126

Hal Computers

85

WIZARD P.D.
* LOW PRICES
* FULL RANGE
* HELPLINE

* FAST SERVICE

* VIRUS FREE

cc

CLUB PACKS
FULL DISKS

ALL DISKS
TOS 1.09
STE

*M

Also TAROT, GRAPHOLOGY, NUMEROLOGY, etc.

ASTROCALC
(Dept STU) 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP3 8ER England. Tel/Fax: 0442 251809

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION
PURPOSE

ST MUSIC MATRIX
MIDI DISK MAGAZINE FOR ATARI ST.
TO AID THE ST MUSICIAN TO UNDERSTAND
AND WORK WITH MIDI.

PHILOSOPHY

TO AIM TOWARD NEW HORIZONS FOR
MIDI MUSICIANS

Educational by design. Covering every aspect ofthe MIDI andMUSIC data available for the ST com
puter. Each issue has files with Synth Editors, New Voices, News, Reviews, MIDI &MUSIC tutorials,

Complete WORKING sequencers. (l&7). Along with these extensive files each issue includes
MFS SEQUENCES. YOU become IheTARRANGER/PRODUCER of the music. E.g. Eroica Passage

[Issue 5l. ALGORITHMIC MUSIC GENERATORS - MIDI Demos, MIDI Software written in Basic.

Series startling from scratch WITH EXAMPLE MIDI PROGRAMS in ST, FAST, GFA, POWER, HISOFT
and STOS Basics also TEACHING MIDI IN 68000 Assembler. (Issue 5) Issue 7 NEW 16-TRAK

SEQUENCER which supports MIDI THRU and EDITING, a KAWAI Kl Editor with new voice banks
and KORGM1 DEFAULT VOICES. ISSUE 8 now hasfull working Kl Editor, 50 New Korg Ml Voices

and 32 New Kawai Kl Voices. ISSUE 9 has NEW ROLAND DTP EDITOR With all functions enabled
and Voice Databank software. Aiso 2 Banks ot 64 Voices for the ROLAND D5. ISSUE 10 has a
KAWAI K4 EDITOR Demo and Samples for Replay 4 with editing software. New MIDI DATABASE

DISK RELEASE- OurP/D MIDI listing hasbeen updated. - Send just £2 for ourlatest list plus Matrix

extracts on disk.

500 + VOICES FOR KAWAI Kl/r/m ONLY £30
KORG Ml /R SPECIAL - 500 VOICES FOR£30

TheMUSIC MATRIX costs£10 perissueORany 4 issues for£35
ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT, P&PAND 1st CLASS MAIL DELIVERY

Available onlyfrom The Music Matrix, 14Main St, East Wemyss, Fife KY14RU
Phone 0592 714887 - 24 hrs - OR PRESTEL mbx 21-9999-427

MAKE YOUR ATARI ST EARN!
Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know
how. Your micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make

BEGINNERS^
-WELCOME^

^ww^
You choose the disks not us!!
Our s/sided disks average 325K

SPECIAL OFFERS: 3 Disk Starter Pack £5.00

Club Packs- 5 single or PS/Disks of your choice only £9.

For free catalogue call us on 0734 574685 or send SAE to:
178 Waverley Road, Reading, Berks RG3 2PZ

is irrelevant. Make the initial effort. NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playinggames. The benefits are many and varied, Full or

Are verify copied & immunised!!
No problem all compatible!
Incompatible discs all listed!!

Atari ST User

Progression, transits, harmonics, midpoints, etc.
Superb graphics, 5000 year ephemeris, etc (from £25).

E3

178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ FH
: HIGH QUALITY

Payment by Access/Visa, Cheque, etc.
Or send for free catalogue of our wide range of programs for
PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS (sae 33p - about 9"x7").

47,61,97
36

76

120

Only £12.50 - No previous knowledge required

64

Goodman PDL

HCS

A simple program to calculate a horoscope,
an introductory booklet & 2 self-teaching programs
(how to interpret the horoscope).

128

NBS

Contriver

Datel Electronics

COMPUTER REPAIRS
15a ALCESTER ROAD, STUDLEY, WARKS B80 7AG

part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

J>

31 PILTON PLACE (ASTU21)
KING AND QUEEN STREET

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

we

reviewed

and

consequently,

because we were trying to interest
those

readers

who

would

tales.

Sorry

to

hear

about

the

Landrover. Damned fine vehicle that.

other

wise be turned off by the mere men
tion of astronomy programs, we

VIRUS-LOVING PC

RECORDER BREAKER

As a new STE owner I would like to congratu
late you on producing such a good maga
zine and I am especially looking forward to
your forthcoming explanations on how to use
your CoverDisk to the full. Also I'm not con
vinced that GEM is a more friendly interface
than MSDOS (or Domestos, as we call it).
Have I stumbled upon some profound dis

My grandchildren own an Atari 800XL which

covery? Using 'Antidote' as supplied on one

has been very good, but unfortunately the

new one. Since then I hear that the firm is no

of your CoverDisks identifies a virus on disks
formatted on my STE, which can be read by
my PC at work. Killing the 'virus' renders the
disk unreadable by the PC. The only way to
be sure of having a virus-free disk is to use

longer in business and we are unable to get a

the 'Multiformatter' as supplied by your good-

recorder anywhere.

selves. I suppose you will have to send £5 to
that nice chappie who wrote it.
Just in case you are wondering why I want
disks capable of being read by by a PC, it's
simple. I cannot afford a printer so I use the
one at work where necessary.

decided to leave it out.

Skyplot is an excellent program,
available from all good public domain
libraries. Take a look at our PD pages
for a suitable supplier.

data recorder was broken. We took it to Atari

World in Manchester, where they kept the
recorder saying it would be easier to buy a

Could you tell me where I could get one,
preferably locally, and also is there a word
processor available, and could you give me
the address of our nearest repair shop?
MrsH Cottam, Adlington Nr Chorley, Lanes
Silica

Shop

should

be

able

to

produce the goods. Although they're
located in London, they have an
efficient mail order service, and will
be able to provide you with a wide

Even though you have a good mag, I must
tell you off for those naughty photographs
you printed! In your article on repairs you

on the shelf. Then spending agonising hours
sitting at my desk, waiting for the close of
business to rush home and try out all the very
latest goodies. Wondering if there's enough
information either in the magazine or on the
disk to get the programs up and running.
In goes the disk, scroller.prg - that looks
like a good one, double click and
it
bombs out! Oh @$**@!! Never mind, such is

life. But what's this? I will see a change next
month, new Disk Editor - great!
And there was a change, yes there was now two programs won't run. What an
improvement! So off it goes, yet another disk
to Stanley Precision, another four week's wait.

Don't get me wrong. The magazine's great,
the disk superb (when it works) but I object to
spending hard earned dosh on something
that doesn't work properly. And yes, I know

there are bound to be some errors in copying,
but why does it always seem to be me?
Neil Willson, Poole, Dorset

You must be just about going around
the bend by now. Starting to feel
paranoid yet? ("They're out to get
me, I know it".)
You have our sympathy, but there's

rightly mentioned the importance of being

really not much we can do. It's got

earthed when

something

you

open

up

the

Atari.

to

do

with

Einstein's

range of products and services for

However, no-one in your photograph was
earthed! (Go on, tell me they were earthed

your 800XL.

from their ankles.)

Call the London Shop on 071 580
400, or write to Silica Shop, 52
Tottenham
Court
Road,
London

more to do with Chaos theory - that

Other than that, keep up the good work
and I hope you resist the temptation to go

seems to be fashionable now.

W1P0BA.

LANDROVER BLUES

overboard on games reviews, like certain
other rags I could mention, (I won't call them

Look at this month's - it's a corker!

Yep,

I read in magazines about bad service and
the like, so I thought you might be interested
in another example of first class service.

NEW-THINGY-DON'T-WORK
they were earthed by their

ankles.

buying that many when I don't own an Atari

ST. Well, up until recently I was going to buy
one (a 520 STFM) when we hit financial prob

Whatever it is, hopefully your
hassles are over, and you can look
forward to problem-free CoverDisks.

publications, that's being too generous).
Stephen Bovis, Hightcliffe, Halifax

Unfortunately at the moment I do not own an

Atari ST but I bought about 40 copies of 'ST
USER. I bet you're thinking that I'm stupid,

theory, and the laws of probability.
On the other hand, perhaps it has

ADDICTIVE HABIT

new chassis (the bit that holds everything

still remains a breakthrough as far as I'm
concerned. It is the ONLY computer I know of

Last month I purchased your special offer
Rombo Vidi-ST, which duly arrived 21 days
after I sent my order. I set my system up,
prepared some videos, then booted up.

together) which will cost around £2000. So
bye, bye Atari 520STFM.
This would have been nice to have seen as

that has FOUR joystick ports usable by
durable, inexpensive joysticks. It's important
because I and the neighbourhood gang can't

I have all the CoverDisks. I have started my
new school and I am also a keen piano player

Palmer's Addicted to Love girls, but a
computerised Northern Lights display. Being

tive or cooperative, arcade-like or strategy,

and play it quite well. I have seen a lot of

we love them to death! We starve for more!

lems. My dad has a Landrover which needs a

I don't know where else to turn. The Atari 800

get enough of four-player games. Competi

music programs that would be quite useful

Please! Tell me how/where I can get more

(issue 56). I would love to try out new games
for you, but I can't (I've heard that saying

four-player games. Any multi-player games

somewhere).

Altogether it will cost me £350 and I only
get E1.50/E2.00 spending money. I like the
sound of the Discovery and Explorer packs.
Would they be better for me or not? It will take
me ages to save up for one. By the time I've
saved up enough money I'll be an old man.
Thanks for your time.
Name, age and address withheld at corre
spondent's request (so his mother doesn't
find out it was him).

Another
youth.

sad

tale

of

impecunious

Do you lot out there think

we're just a soft touch, or what?
Stop! You're breaking our hearts.
If we had a spare 520STFM to give
to you, we would. But we don't. Still,
maybe there's some wonderful, gen

will do also. Print my address if you have to!
These games are tough to find. Not to men

we'll pass it on.

But don't hold your breath - things
like that usually only happen in fairy

in the electronics trade myself, I see the
'brand-new-thingy-out-of-the-box-and-don'twork' routine quite a lot.
I rang those people at Rombo and what

really surprised me was their pleasant attitude
and helpfulness. Not one ounce of the patron
ising, despotic attitude I got from a certain

tion Atari 8-bit software as a whole. In sum

Dutch-originated electronics company!

mary, I would like any info on public domain,
commercial, shareware and any other -ware
multi-player games for the Atari 800. Please

(who did the hardware side of the Vidi), it was

include cost and ordering info also. Your help

without any further ado told me to return it

is desperately needed! Thanks!

direct to them for repair or replacement within

Larry Nocella, 112 Beech Ave, Woodbury

24 hours. True to his word, the Vidi-ST was

Heights, NJ, USA

back in operation on my STE on time!
I hope this letter will inspire those readers

Well, you heard the man, folks. He's
just waiting to give you his life's
savings to get his hands on some of
the hard stuff.

If you look in our Public Sector
pages, you'll find the names and

addresses of PD libraries who might
be able to help you. Apart from that,
you're on your own.

erous person out there who has one

for you - contact us if you do and

What I got was not a shot of one of Robert

After a friendly chat with Colin Faulkner
decided that the hardware was at fault and

who have been thinking about buying a VidiST to go ahead and do it, because the back
up does indeed match the product and with
today's technology, it's essential.
Stephen L Jones, Tamworth, Staffs

You don't happen to work for Rombo,
do you? No, probably not.
It's encouraging to receive letters

It's Thursday, the pulse is quickening today's the day. A quick trip to the

from readers who are getting good
service from companies. There are
lots of them out there doing the job
properly - and they deserve an hon

Newsagents and there it is. Atari ST User is

ourable mention from time to time. •

CHAOS THEORY

Atari ST User

-"•

CLOSE BOX
SPOT THE DELIBERATE MISTAKE

OOPS!
Here is an entry from one of our readers in the
Band-in-A-Box competition. Spot the deliberate
mistake. The postmark on the other side reads
"The Royal Society of Chemistry, Exeter District".
Sorry, no prize this time...

A BORING LIST OF WINNERS IN OUR
SURVEY COMPETITION
Thanks to everyone who replied to our unintent

ionally 'creative' reader survey. Perhaps you didn't
notice, but there were several different ways to
answer some of the questions, and you lot tried them
all. Next time we'll try a different approach to survey
writing and design.

Anyway, we promised some prizes to 30 lucky
readers with the patience to answer the questions
and send them in. So, here they are.
These live people won a free year's subscription to 'USER:

B Lesslie, St-Brelades, Jersey

C R Carroll, Hull, Humberside

Eric Longford, Tobermary, Isle of Mull
D Boyes, Leeds

P Budge, Cheadle, Staffs
K P Pugh, Hinckley, Leics
J C Toler, Nottingham

F J Fee, Newport, Gwent
D C Pryke, Basildon, Essex

*

IN NEXT MONTH,
BUT KEEP IT TO
YOURSELVES...
The ST is developing all the time - improvements
are made and new versions come out. But at

certain stages in its development, the changes
become so dramatic and overwhelming that a
new machine can be considered to be part of a

'new generation'. In our next issue, we'll investi
gate what the next generation of STs will be like.
But you'll also want to know how a program is
developed, so look for our second feature. We'll
show you the ins and outs of it all, step by step!
Also in the March issue, we'll be beginning our

brilliant new series on 3D graphics on the ST.
We'll show you how to do it yourself. This one's a
real scoop!

Then, of course, there are 19 pages of games
reviews, games news and tips, the latest news on
the ST scene, a Masterclass on word processing
and reviews: That's Write, ATSpeed, PageStream
and much more.
Don't miss it...

YET ANOTHER BORING LIST
And here are the names of the 20 winners in our

John Luby, Duns, Berwickshire

Band-in-a-Box competition. Hold tight, your prizes are

M Godgbsici, Manchester

on their way.

Mike Donnelly, Saiford

K Leahy, Sheerness, Kent

Bob Freeman, Nuneaton, Warks

Tim Hull, London

K B Walker, Birmingham

Bill Basten, Cold Ash, Berks

And these 25 people won a Gasteiner mouse each:

Mark O'Neill, London

Peter Gunning, The Tryst, Edinburgh

Stephen Haisley, Witney, Oxon

Keith Blackwell, Romford, Essex

Alan Patterson, Aberdeen

Roger Phillips, Sidcup, Kent

David Ainslie, Sheffield, Yorks

Vinay Dhanani, Hoddersdon, Herts

Robin Renshaw, Nettleham, Lincoln

P F Swift, Crumpsall, Manchester

Paul Cross, Southall, Middx

Al MacNeish, Elgin

K Anderson, Edinburgh

Ian Butterworth, Sidmouth, Devon

J H Boerman, London

Les Rolton, Weymouth, Dorset

B Stockton, Northwich, Cheshire

David Bedford, Lightwater, Surrey

Adrian Gillespie, Uxbridge, Gillespie
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B B Carter, Neath, W Glamorgan

David Hunter, Sunderland

This is the editor's secret emergency resusci

Mandy Flower, Timsbury, Bath

John Ward, Norris Green, Liverpool

tation kit. Show us yours...

J C Ingate, Bexleyheath, Kent

Keith Mole, Bedlington, Northumberland

G A Bawtree, Redhill, Surrey

S R Halsall, Newport, Gwent

G S Butler, Wood Farm, Oxford

Kevin Webb, Congleton, Cheshire

G Humphreys, Falmouth, Cornwall

Fran Westwood, Brierley Hill,W Midlands

Dave Lascelles, Green Lanes, London

Nathan Davies, Sutton Coldfields,W Midlands

DICKY
DESKTOPS
This month's winner, and in fact, probably the
all-time winner of our Dicky Desktops com

petition is Eric Rowley, from Stockholm, Swe

Atari ST User

den. (Ericfrom Sweden?)
Rarely has 'USER seen it worse than this.
And we'd like to go out on this high note of
utter disorganisation - this is the last Dicky
Desktop we will print. Take a look at next

GUESS WHO?

month's Closebox to find out what dreadful

Write and tell us which member of the team

or imaginative things you'll have to do to your
ST to get it pictured in our next competition.

you think this is. Sorry, no prizes but we will
print the answer next month-

Introducing..

The integrated document processor
Wordflair is a new concept in word processing for the Atari ST.
Of course, Wordflair provides all of the features that you would
expect from an efficient, modern word processor but then
Wordflair goes further, much further ... allowing you to combine
text, graphics, calculated regions and data so that you can create
eye-catching documents without having to switch from program
to program.
Here are some of Wordflair's features:

•

Object-oriented word processing with integrated
page layout tools.

•

Fast text handling. Create up to 9 columns.
Multiple headers andfooters supported.

•

GDOS fonts. GDOS and G+Flair (special version
of G++) included.

•

Create simple graphs. Graph regions can be
dynamically linked to calc regions.

•

Import .IMG and .GEM metafiles. Import and
export ASCII text.

•

Sophisticated mail-merge. Simple database
functions also included.

•

Fully integrated financial calculator. Creates
tables quickly and easily.
Desk File Edit Fornat Record Font Stuje Page Help
......
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all you need ...to write with flair!

Wordflair's ease of use and its ability to create presentation-quality
documents offer you incomparable value at only £79.95 inclusive.
Wordflair works with the Atari ST am! STE (with IMb memory or more), 1040ST, MegaST and TT. Two

floppies or one floppy and ahard disk are recommended. Hi-res monochrome monitor suggested. GDOS
printer support: 2.5Mb RAM required for use with ihe Atari SLMS04 laser printer.

is distributed exclusively in the UK by

High Quality Software

Wordflair costs £79.95, inclusive of VAT, and is available from all good
computer shops. In case of difficulty you can order Wordflair directly from
HiSoft at The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE. Tel: +44 525

718181, Fax: +44 525 713716. Access and Visa accepted.

I k& (or-nado f mht oimaoatof'

fiorcioar AtariST

HiSoft is delightedto announce, at last!, the immediateavailability of ProFlight.

ProFlight; a supremely accurate simulation of thePanavia Tornado military aircraft, a plane that is the
fastestaircraftin the world at ground level(Mach 1.2) and one of the fastestat any level(Mach 2.2)
with advancedswing-wingtechnology that givesit a truly multi-role capability. ProFlight uses
complex and exact flight equations that allowyou to flythis powerful fighter justlikeits pilots.

Everything is there ... youcanflypeaceful reconaissance missions or roarintofull attack with

High Quality Software

cannons, bombs, heat-seeking Sidewinder and radar-guided Sky Flash missiles.

The Old School, Greenfield

ProFlight comes complete witha professional 170-page, ring-bound flight manual which details every
aspect offlying thisexciting aircraft together witha pull-out specification sheetof theTornado.
ProFhght is available from all goodcomputer storesand costs only£39.95 inclusive (UK only); if you

Tel:+44 525 718181
Fax: +44 525 713716

have difficulty locatingyour copy, pleasecall HiSoft on 0525 718181 and ask to speak to Julie.

Bedford MK45 5DE UK

